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INTRODUCTION 

BENTLEY LAYTON 

§ l ARRANGEMENT OF THIS EDITION 

So far as possible one and the same plan has been followed in each 
chapter of this edition: 

introduction 
critical edition of the Coptic text 
Coptic notes, viz., (a) on non-standard forms, (b) apparatus criticus, 

and where appropriate (c) apparatus fontium 
English translation' 
select textual notes in English 

An index and grammatical tables for each Coptic text are given at the end 
of the volume in which the text appears. 

For the method followed in editing the Coptic texts. see below. pp. 
27-36.

Owing to differences among the tractates, it was not practical to
impose an inflexible arrangement upon the introductions. Nevertheless 
each one will be seen to treat the following topics so far as relevant, often 
in the order given below: 

short account of the work 
literary genre and title 
author, date, provenance 
composition 
contents and theology 
affiliation with other works 
select bibliography 

1 The English translation corresponds to the texl register of the facing page; accordingly. 

corruptions that are obelized (t ... ) in the text have been translated literally wherever pos

sible and corrected only in the notes. while corrections introduced in the text by means of 

the signs<> and I I appear in the translation. Line divisions in the translation are approxi

mate. 



2 INTRODUCTION 

The principal manuscript is not paginated; manuscript page numbers in 
this edition are the assigned pagination of the ARE-UNESCO Facsimile 

Edition published in 1974 (Leiden: Brill). Since most older items of 
bibliography make reference only to plate numbers in Pahor Labib's fac
simile edition. Coptic Gnostic Papyri in the Coptic Museum at Old Cairo 

(vol. I [Cairo: Government Press, 1956]), also Labib's numbers have 
been given in the margin, e.g. "80 Labib" or "81 L." Labib's numera
tion was extrapolated by Bohlig for his edition of tractate 5, and the extra
polated numbers are cited as "Bohlig" or "Bo." There is no additional 
numeration for tractates 6 and 7. 

I have divided the Coptic text into sense paragraphs in accord with the 
translations; the manuscript itself gives us no more warrant for these divi
sions than it does for our separation of the text into sentences. Both kinds 
of division are here merely a convenience to the modern reader, and enjoy 
no ancient authority. 

§ 2 DESCRIPTION OF THE MANUSCRIPT WITNESSES 

The principal manuscript may be described as follows. 

Nag Hammadi Codex JI (CG 11).2 Cairo, Coptic Museum, Department 
of Manuscripts, inv. 10544.-Papyrus codex, nearly perfect. 284 x 158 
mm. Some leaves formerly in several pieces. now repaired. In its ancient
binding until 1956 or 1957, now disbound. Sheets (leaves separated in
1957, rejoined in 1974-75) conserved in Plexiglas frames.3 Ancient bind
ing conserved separately (inv. 10544); described below, pp. 19-25. Ori
ginally 76 unnumbered leaves of which the first was a stub, now 74 leaves
and I 8 (formerly 20) small unidentified fragments, the latter mostly
blank. No ancient pagination. No modern European foliation. Assigned
pagination in the ARE-UNESCO Facsimile Edition (1974): A-B,
<1>-<48>, C-D, <49>-<145>, E. A modern numbering written on the
papyrus between 1949 and 19524 in Arabic script corresponds to the
assigned pagination in the Facsimile Edition as follows: pp. A-B (blank)
unnumbered, T - , = < l>-<2>, l" = part of <4>, t = part of <3>, o =
part of <3>, "\ = part of <4>, o • -V = <5>-<48>, C-D (blank) un-

2 Doresse·s Codex I ( 1949), later X ( 1958); Puech"s I II (1950); Labib's II ( 1956).
�The frames are labelled according to the assigned pagination of the ARE-UNESCO Fac

simile Edition ( 1974). 
4 Apparently by the librarian of the Museum. Yassah 'Abd al-MasTI) (A. Bohlig and

P. Labib. Die koptisch-gnostische Schrift ohne Tire/ u11s Codex JI von Nag Hammadi [Berlin:
Akademie, 1962) 13). 
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numbered,\ t v-o\ = <49>-<145>, E (blank page) unnumbered. Most 
leaves well preserved except for damage by insects, especially at the two 
outer corners (worst near center of the quire); in addition, front flyleaf 
A/B, the four leaves following, and last leaf 145/E very dilapidated; blank 
stub wanting before front flyleaf; one blank leaf (C/D) now wanting after 
p. 48. Run of ink at top of p. 92 and its mirror-image on the facing page
perhaps associated with the modern numbering in Arabic script. Various
small parts of the leaves, 2 of the unidentified fragments, and the blank
C/D have been lost or have deteriorated since 1952, but are still attested
in photographic records: this evidence was incorporated into the Facsimile

Edition ( 1974) and has been collated by S. Emmel (see p. 30).

Contents: Untitled miscellany of Gnostic texts with diverse sectarian 
affiliations, in Sahidic (Crypto-Subachmimic)5 Coptic. The correct folio 
nos. not including the stub A I (f. I = pp. A-B) and the hypothetical page 
nos. of the Facsimile Edition are given below. 

1. (f. 2r = p. I) KATA ·iwzANNHN NATTOKpycJ>oN "Secret Book According
to John" (subscript title) or Apocryphon of John. The long recension,
parallel to CG IV .I. Other recensions are Ill.I and Berlin BG,2.

2. (f. Ir = p. 32) neyArre,..,oN nKATA ewMAC "The Gospel Ac
cording to Thomas" (subscript title). Pages C-D blank. Parallel to
three Greek fragments from Oxyrhynchus, P. Oxy. I, 654, and 655.

3. (f. 28r = p. 51) neyArre,..,oN nKATA cl>l"-tnnoc ''The Gospel Accord
ing to Philip" (subscript title)

4. (f. 45v = p. 86) TeynocTACIC NNAPXWN "The Reality of the Rulers"
(subscript title) or Hypostasis of the Archons

5. (f. 51 r = p. 97) Tractate without recorded title, now called On the Ori

gin of the World. Parallel to CG XIII 50*:10 up-ult. and British
Library MS Or.4926( I).

6. (f. 66r = p. 127) Te3HrHcrc eTBe T\JIYXH "The Expository Treatise on
the Soul" (title at head and as subscript) or Exegesis on the Soul.

7. (f. 71v = p. 138) nxwwMe NewM AC "The Book of Thomas" (sub
script title) or Book of Thomas the Contender Writing to the Pe,fect.

Ends p. 145 (verso blank).

Secondary literature on these texts is listed exhaustively by D. M. 
Scholer, Nag Hammadi Bibliography 1948-1969 (Nag Hammadi Studies I; 
Leiden: Brill, 1971). with annual supplements in Novum Testamentum 

starting with vol. 13 (197 I). 

5See below, pp. 6-14. 
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Colophon: Memorial prayer p. 145, anonymous, no place or date. 
Numerous corrections by the original copyist, apparently made at the time 
of copying.6 Original provenance unknown (no cartonnage found in the 
binding of this codex); discovered near f:Iamra Oum opposite Nag Ham
madi. Dated, by its association with the other Nag Hammadi 
manuscripts, to the fourth century;7 and. by the handwriting, to the first 
half of the same century.8 

Collation: (A)76 (A I a blank stub, A2 and A27 blanks); A I and A27 
(pp. C/O) wanting (A27 photographed in 1958). No catchwords or head
lines. Papyrus: Relatively thin and therefore of fine quality .9 A 1-27 !/➔, 
A28-38 ➔/!. A39-49 !/➔, A50-76 ➔/!. A few original patches (e.g. 
p. 35. top). Black ink. 

Script: Written by two copyists, viz. Scribe A, who copied all folios save
p. 47. lines 1-8, and is identical with the copyist of Codex Xlll; 10 Scribe B,
who copied only the first 8 lines of page 47 and is not otherwise represented
in the Nag Hammadi collection (his letters have serifs and are spaced out; he
uses no apostrophes, but writes : as a line filler at 47:7). Styles employed
by Scribe A in this codex: ( l) his usual upright capital script, often with
ligature; 11 (2) a slightly smaller and more compact version of the same, in
which is copied the last tractate {pp. 138-145); (3) a much smaller version
of the same used in superlinear additions throughout the codex (e.g.
63:12, 101:20, 141:9); (4) a tiny, sloping semicursive used but rarely for
extensive superlinear corrections, cf. 12: 18. At 47: 1-8, Scribe A appears
to have left blank space in lieu of text, where perhaps the model from
which he copied was imperfect or illegible; Scribe B will then have filled
in the missing text subsequently, from another exemplar of the text. It is

� His technil.jues of correction include: (I) cancellation of error by a diagonal stroke (e.g. 
36: 15); (2) cancellation of error by superlinear dots (63:30); (3) insertion of correction 
above the line (50:32); (4) combination of( I) and (3) (50:27); (5) deletion with a sponge and 
then rewriting (62: 16); (6) alteration of false letter 183: 17): (7) stopping half way through a 
false letter, so that part of it remains in place (38:24. a false start of a. between T and Ka.c); 
(8) combination of (7) and (I)( 114: 17).

7For Nag Hammadi codexes that can be dated by cartonnage found in their bindings. see
now J.M. Robinson, preface to the ARE-UNESCO Facsimil<• Edition._. Cartonnag,• ( 1979)
xix. 

x See B. Layton. "The Hypostasis of the Archons .
.. Harrnrcl T/1<•0/ogi.-a/ Reriew 67

( 1974) 358-359. 
9Opinion of the late Prof. John Barns, expressed to me in December 1973. at the Coptic 

Museum after lengthy examination of the manuscripts. 
111 B. Layton. in Han·ard Th('(}/ogi.-al Rniew 69 l 1976) 84: S. �mmel. in American 

Re�earch Center in Egypt. N,·..,.sh•tter 104 ( 1978) 28 note 3. 
11 For a brief description see Layton. "Hypostasis"' ( 1974). 357-358.
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conceivable that also pages C-D (coming immediately after 48:35) were 
left blank by Scribe A, where he perceived his model to be defective: if 
such was the case, a major block of text is missing in logion 95 after the 
opening phrase' 'If you have money.'' Similar may be the blank at 56:20. 

No marginal signs. Superlineation according to the single-stroke sys
tem (with its usual exceptions), being written above single consonants 
where there is, presumably, the resonant peak of a syllable; stroke usually 
displaced slightly to the right, but sometimes very broad and centered 
above its letter.12 A few instances of the other (Bindestrich) system.
Proper names and compendia marked by continuous superlinear stroke. 

Morpheme dividers (apostrophes) very common; see below pp. 14-18. 
Superlin. strokes and apostrophes often ornamentally extended at end of 
the line. No logical punctuation. "i common. lo "conceive" (tract. 3) 
and "O!" (tract. 7). The usual abbreviations for nomina sacra; c-foc. 
ZMU.1'. and ZMZAA "servant". K/ for KAI at 72:34. At end of line: final 
letters or penultimate omicron on rare occasion written small; final z 
sometimes in a special form (8: 17, 25:23, 72:32, 101 :32); final vowel plus 
N optionally written �. e, f, ef, H, o, oy, y, or w; also z for ZN 99:7. 
Titles set off by ornamental horizontal rules; colophon in a frame of rules. 
Ornamental line-filler marks (diple signs with loops) at the end of trac
tates I, 2, 4, and 6; double point (:) at conclusion of the text of tractates 
4-7. No colors or other decoration.

In a single column, without ekthesis. Written area, ca. 22 x I I cm (23
x 12 in tractate 7); ca. 35 lines per column (42 in tractate 7). Letters that 
exceed the last line of the page written beneath the end of the line on pp. 
18,25,and Il l .  

O n  the history of the manuscript, see James M .  Robinson, "The 
Discovery of the Nag Hammadi Codices,'· Biblical Archeologist 42 ( 1979) 
206-224.

P. Oxy. I. 654, and 655 are described below, pp. 96-99.
CG XIII has been described by J. M. Robinson in the introductory

volume of the ARE-UNESCO Facsimile Edition of the Nag Hammadi Cod

ices. 

London, British Library MS Or.4926( J) is described in vol. 2. 

12 See further Layton, in Zeitschrift fur Papyroloiiie und Epiw·aphik 11 (1973) 189-190. 
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§ 3 THE PATRON OF CODEX II

If one asks which Gnostic sect would have found the miscellany of 

texts in Codex II most congenial with its own beliefs and practices, the 

answer is not hard to find. (I) Valentinian cosmogonic myths (as known 
from other Gnostic manuscripts or from the church fathers) are clearly 

based at some remove on Sethian ones like those in the Apocryphon of 

John and Hypostasis of the Archons. To an ancient Valentinian reader, the 

myths of these texts would have seemed familiar, perhaps (reversing the 

historical truth of the matter) even seemingly Valentinian in character. 

That the Apocryphon and the Hypostasis were ultimately of interest to 

Christian Gnostics is proven by the fact that they have come down to us 

in a slightly, though not essentially, Christianized form. (2) In some pas

sages, the Valentinian Gospel According to Philip closely parallels the 

Gospel According to Thomas. suggesting the attractiveness of Thomas, and 

the Jude Thomas tradition, to Valentinian Gnosticism. (3) It is important 

to note that Philip is not merely a speculative theological work, but con
tains much about specific Valentinian ritual, and is thus in some sense a 

practical work of limited sectarian application. (4) The Expository 

Treatise on the Soul, while not easy to classify (indeed it may not even be 

Gnostic at all). will surely bear a Valentinian reading in the light of the 

Valentinian sacrament of bridal chamber. 

Thus despite the presence of only one originally Valentinian work in 

Codex I I. we have strong circumstantial evidence to conclude that the 

manuscript as such was compiled with a view to Valentinian needs and 

tastes (needless to say, this tells us nothing about the sectarian affiliation 
of the individual authors represented in the miscellany). It may be no 

mere accident that in the colophon, the scribe of Codex II speaks of his 

readership as "pneumatics," a term used by the Valentinian church for 

members of its elect. 13 

§ 4 DIALECT AND ORTHOGRAPHY 

Superficially the Coptic of Codex II appears to consist of a random 

mixture of forms from the Sahidic (S) and Subachmimic (AZ} dialects, 

with a preponderance of Sahidic. Both in morphology (especially vocali
zation) and in the more superficial aspects of spelling, the text is incon

sistent, and it is likely to present a certain amount of difficulty to the 

reader for that reason. Indeed, the inconsistency with which forms are 

13The association of the codex with the Subachmimic dialect (below, pp. 8-14) may be 
yet another sign of Valentinian transmission. 
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selected from one or the other dialect raises doubts that the language of 

the codex corresponded to oral speech habits of any real dialect group 

within the Coptic community. 

If due attention is paid to syntax and the membership of paradigms, a 
clearer picture emerges: for then we can see that the underlying dialect is 

AZ in character, with the "spelling" or selection of vocalized forms most 

often approaching S. It is reasonable to assume that the Coptic of Codex 
II is the kind that might have been written by a speaker of AZ attempting. 

artificially, to conform to S, the prestigious and orthodox dialect of the 

greater Nile Valley and monasticism. In other words the language of 

Codex II is a literary language, which can be classed as "Crypto

Subachmimic" (Crypto-AZ), showing "the characteristics of a text writ

ten or translated by a native speaker of Subachmimic in which he 

attempts (without total success) to correct his own speech habits in con
formity with another dialect-Sahidic in the case of Codex II-with the 

result that (a) vocalization of lexical forms according to the other dialect 
is common or prevalent (sometimes even with hyper-correction), but (b) 

important AZ traits, especially in syntax and the spelling of grammatical 

forms, remain. Characteristically one finds AZ vocalizations or forms 

freely alternating with their equivalents in the dialect being imitated." 14 

Most of the clearly AZ literature that is known to us is heretical or dubious 
(Manichaean texts, Gnostica, Acta Pauli); the adoption of S vocalization 

in Codex II would partly mask its affiliation with this group. Further
more, S was the most neutral of the Coptic dialects-it was unusual in the 

number of features it shared with other dialects and the small number 

unique to itself: thus Sahidicism would have rendered a Gnostic text more 

accessible to the reading public and, to judge from the eventual emer
gence of S as the universal ecclesiastical dialect, might have lent the text 

prestige. 

The discovery of a pure AZ version of one of these Crypto-AZ texts-the 

British Library fragments of tractate 5 (edited in vol. 2)-is of great 

interest in this respect, raising the possibility that our Crypto-AZ texts may 

actually be transpositions from AZ. In this regard it should be noted that 

also the Gospel of Truth has been transmitted both in AZ and S (CG 1,3 and 

XII,2 ). 

Vocalization. In view of the artificial nature of the dialect mixture and 

the resultant randomness and inconsistency in selection of forms, it would 

be insignificant to tabulate statistics for S versus AZ forms in the codex. 
An immediate impression of the range of forms can be obtained from the 

indexes, since each word is filed under its standard S form (enclosed in 

14The term Crypto-Subachmimic was coined by Layton, in Bulletin of the American 

Soc,ety of Papyrologists 14 ( 1977) 66 note 2. 
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parentheses if not actually occurring in the text). followed by any Other 
forms that occur. 

Non-standard features. 15 Apart from A2 vocalization in the tractates of 
Codex 11, the following are the divergences from standard Sahidic that are 
most likely to give difficulty to an unprepared reader. Most can be 
explained as Subachmimicisms or Achmimicisms; in some cases it is hard 
to distinguish a difference of orthographic convention from one of dialect. 

In the description that follows, I take account of only tractates 2-7. A 
fuller discussion of grammatical peculiarities, limited to tractates 1-5, is 
given by P. Nagel in his pioneering article. • 'Grammatische Unter

suchungen zu Nag Hammadi Codex 11." in F. Altheim, R. Stiehl, Die 

Araber in der Alten Welt 5/2 (Berlin: De Gruyter. 1 969) 393-469, cited 
below as "Nagel". 16 

Suhachmimicisms 

I. Assimilations not in standard S. The following are common in AZ.

I. I e, �. and r = N (in junction before /b/, /1/, /r/). Found also in S

though not standard. Also MN and ZN are affected.

1.2 Final M = N (in junction before /p/}. optionally, where standard S 
has N: e.g. ZM = ZEN (AZ ZN); TIM 88: I, TM 59:28 = TIEN, TEN (AZ 
TIN, TN); TIETM, TETM 93:29, NETM 35: 19 = TIE:TN, TETN, NE:TN; 

NE:TM 43: 10 = NNE:TN (AZ NE:TN) 'you shall not'; E:MMOYTE 76:9 = 
E:NMOYTE: (circumstantial); neTETM 33: 19 = TIE:TE:TN (subs. rela
tive); NTMMOYTE 135:4 = NT NMOYTE: (conjunctive); 
NTE:TMM00(9E 35:20 = NTE:TNM00(9E (conjunctive}; XIM 90:34 = 
XIN. 

2. 1.9 = z for Greek spiritus asper (before /i/).

Typical A2 feature. T- 'the' + 1.9 is written x, thus x1cTop1a 'the
account' 102:23 (note hyper-usage of the latter principle at 105:15,
TXBE for T'-9B£ or XBE:}. 

15 In what follows I make use of my remarks in · "Hypustasis" ( 1974), 374-383. 
16The readings of some of Nagers examples are incorrect; all his examples must be 

verified against good editions. [Long after the manuscript of the present book had been 

closed, W.-P. Funk published a revolutionary article, '"How Closely Related Are the 

Subakhmimic Dialects,·' Zei1schrift fiir iif.(ypr,sche Sprache 112 ( 1985) 124-139, in which he 

argues convincingly that· "the'· Subachmimic dialect must be seen as three dialects. on a par 
with Achmimic. His discovery has many implications for the classification of dialect forms 

in Codex 11.-B. L.J 

Library of Ruslan Khazarzar 
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3. Omission of initial N in adverbial expressions of instrument, time,
manner, etc.

While occurring in S (P. Kahle Bala' izah p. 109), this is especially
common in Achmimic (Rosch Vorbemerkungen § 4, Till Achm.-kopt.

Gramm. § 33g): (N)Tee,ze 106:26, 109:20, 123:21, 125:22; (M)nca

MntTN 95:21; (M)n££1M A 74:3; (N)ZNCon 80: 18; (N)A19 NZO OY 42:9;
(N)19o pn 113:26; (N)0ZAH 128: I 6.

4. Omission of n-, T-.

Omission of the definite articles n- and T- before words in initial /p/
and /t/. Known in S but especially common in Al. Not found in trac
tate 7. n- omitted before nAPAA(e)tco c, nACX A ,  0OIHTHC, nNA , 

0N£YMATIKOC, IJ'YXI KOC, <f>olNt.l; T- omitted before AIK AIOCYNH

/tikaiosune/, ThtAe, Tp aneZA , and possibly TPY<l>H. 

5. nN, TN, and ZN= neN, TEN. arid zeN.

An A2 trait. The word ZN 'some' thus becomes homonymous with the
preposition ZN 'in' and, like it, can assimilate as zi-1.

6. noy, Toy, Noy= ney, T£Y, Ney.

In the paradigms of the possessive article, causative infinitive, and
third future negative, oy marks 3rd plur. and e the 2nd fem. sing.;
while in standard Sahidic oy is 2nd fem. sing. and the 3rd plur. has a
different termination (EY)- Furthermore, the standard Sahidic allo
morphs of the definite article ne, Te, NE are relatively rare in Codex II
(see table in Nagel § 26a).

CODEX STD.SA HID. 

'that they' Troy- Tp ey-

'their' noy- ney-

Toy- Tey-

Noy- NEY-

'they shall not' Noy- NNEY-

'your (fem. sing.)' ne- noy-

TE- TOY-

NE- NOY-

'the' n-, T-, N- n-, T-, N-

'the' (allomorph) nE-, TE-, NE-

In every one of the features tabulated in the middle column, Codex II 
is following A2 rather than S. For Noy Ill future negative see 60:33, 
77: 11, 78:23. The other forms occur passim, but not persistently. 
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7. p- auxiliary to Greek verbs.

Greek verbs are often, though not always, governed by an untranslat

able auxiliary p- (which otherwise means 'do'). This use of the form,

like the randomness of its appearance, is typical of A1. Standard

Sahidic uses Greek verbs without the auxiliary, but hasp- as the verb

'do, make, perform'.

8 .... AN= N- ... AN. 

The simple negation usurps the role of N- ... AN, a Subachmimicism.

This difference has its greatest effect in the structure of the conver

sions. See tables of attested grammatical forms, with the indexes.

9. A = NA futuri.

A Subachmimicism. Not in tractates 4, 7. 32: 13, 40:26-29, 42:25,

49:32-34, 50:28, 57:4, 76:33, 78: 19, 84:29, 86:7, 98: 19, 117:21,

126:36, I 28:3, 132:28.

IO. MN= MOP. 

A Subachmimicism. Only in tractates 2-4: 32: 14, 39:24, 44:2, 

66:4-5, 74: 11, 78:21, 90:3. 

11. II future affirmative= II I future affirmative.

II fut. affirm. usurps all the functions of III fut. affirm, but III fut.

negative is used as in standard Sahidic. A Subachmimicism. (Non

occurrence of III fut. affirm. is found also in the S writer Shenute,

under Achmimic influence.)

12. Use ofNTAZ.

As in A2 generally, the distinction expressed in the present relative by

bare £T versus £Tl.I has a counterpart in the I perfect relative, viz.

bare NTAZ (also £TA) versus NTAl.j. This distinction is unknown to

standard Sahidic in the I perfect, where (e)NTAl.l performs both func

tions.

13. £=£p£.

The standard Sahidic distinction of e versus epe in the II tenses and

circumstantial paradigms is lost as in A2, putting extra weight upon the 

polyvalent form e. 

I perfect base 

'to' 

CODEX 

A-, a::::, AZ:::: 

A-/£-

STD.SAHID. 

£-
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II tense base E:- £PE:-

E:� E:� 

circumstantial base E:- E:pE:-

E:� E:� 

Aq-= eq- (II bipartite). 

A subachmimicism. Rare in Codex II: 53:28, 80:28, 82:32, 83: IO, 

83:11, 96:29 (-NA), 138:9, 139:26, 144:30. Not in tractates2,5 or 6.

) 5. NE:(j = E:NE(j, q)A(j = Eq)A(j. 

Apparent omission of the converter E with the preterite (ENEq) and 

the aorist (EtgAq) may in some cases be explained as asyndeton (thus 

Nagel § 64a). NE� = ENE� relative 34: I 9. 52:21, 55:8, 68:23, 

133:22-23, 135:11-12; (9M = Eq)M relative 61:14, 103:22; NE:�= 

ENE� protasis of irrealis 42:20, 45:7, 47:33, 66:2, 70:9; tgA� = EtgM 

circumstantial expressing relative 63: 15. NE� for ENE� irrealis is an 

Achmimicism (Till Achm.-kopt. Gramm. § 227a), and is found also in 

A2 (John I I :21 ed. Thompson) but not persistently (Nagel § 38a). I

have no information on the dialect affinities of the other forms. 

16. There is confusion (from the standard Sahidic viewpoint) about the

correct selection of the infinitive state before a suffixed object. This

is common in A2 and abnormal in standard Sahidic except in a few fixed

cases (e.g. coywN 'know'). For details see the nominalis and pronom
inalis states of the verbs catalogued in the indexes.

17. Lexical ambiguity because of A2 features, especially vocalization.

The most glaring examples are glossed in the apparatus to the Coptic

texts. E.g. AN= oN 'again', BAJ\. = eol\. 'outside', iiiiMAY = iiiiMooy
'them', NKE = NKA 'thing', CAN= coN 'brother'; conjugated forms,

imperfect NAq 85:9 = NE:q, neg. aorist MAPOY 70:6 = MEY, neg. III

fut. Nt 44:7 = NNA, conjunctive cE 43:7 = NCE, causative infin. TE

77:)3 = TPE.

18. A = e (preposition).

The A2 preposition A- 'to' occurs frequently, alternating with its stan

dard Sahidic equivalent E-. The form A- is open to confusion for a

speaker of standard Sahidic, who will expect a I perfect conjugation.

19. NEEIMA (component)= nEE:IMA.

A Subachmimicism, as was first pointed out to me by H. J. Polotsky.
E.g. NNEEIMA 49:23 = ziiii nEEtMA 'here', '9A NIMA I 00: 13 or E:NIMA
I 15:20= EnEEIMA '(to) here'.
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20. NZPA"i ZN= ZPA"i ZN.

A Subachmimicism. Rare in Codex 11.

Other non-standard features 

21. Elision and crasis.

21.1 Simplificalion of vowel pairs A A, ee, r e  r or e1e1, yoy or oyoy in
lhe junclion (close or open) of lwo morphemes. Common in S

manuscripls as well as A2 and Achmimic: NA-(A}A::: 34:22, Tco-

4>1A (A}cnop.xij 106: 11-12, Al\AA (A)z,.xne 114: 14-15, A-(A)A::: 

129:4, .xe (e)etQJAN- 35:11, ee,e (e)No 37:23, .xoce (e)eooy 
85: 17, TMAZCOE: MITE: (e)AYTApn 106:24-25; Aer(et) 67:31, 

ee1(e1)Ne 34:32, z1-(e1)A"- 69:1 I; oy(oy )epHTe 37:33-34, 

A(y)oyctA 99: 14, Noy(oy)w.sn 41 :9, E:Toy(oy)wM 73:20. 

21.2 Crasis. NABOA = NA(y e)BOA 64:8. 

22. Reduplicalion of N (as NN) before vowel or syllabic consonant

Nol lO my knowledge peculiarly associaled wilh any single dialect.

Nearly absem in lraclale 7 (138:34. 140:27).

22.1 NN = N: before ABE:A, ABAISHE: IN, AIWN, ANAE:1, ANA(9, AITOBAP
CIMON, Acne. AT-. AQ). eyw, INE:, OE:IK, oy -.  Before r 92:4. 

Before KA"iN 91 :20, under influence of NNABE:A 91: 19. Nole that 

NN before oy- is liable lO confusion with N-Noy-. 

22.2 NN = N: NNMMA(j = NMMA(j 111 :9. 118:8. 

22.3 MNN- = MN-: before eyu .• oy-. 

22.4 NTAZNN- = NTAZN-: before AA:::. 

22.5 nNN-, TNN- = neN-, TE:N-. 

22.6 TNN- (pronominal preformative of bipartite panern) = TN-

83:22-23, 83:26. 

22.7 oyNN- = oyN-. 

22.8 ZNN- = ZN- (also ZN- for zeN-): before AT-, eeoA, €BATE:, ezooy, 

oy -. Before M- 87: 13. 

22.9 ZITNN- = ZITN-. 

For auestation, see indexes. 
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23. Omission of N.

23.1 Before oy. As recently described by S. Emmel, N is  sometimes
omitted before oy- (once) 44:20 or words in initial oy (viz. oyA 
35:11, oyoN 104:24, oyoe1N 106:4, oywT 109:13, oyec:g 33:23 
in Noyec:g N-, oyoe1c:g 58:22). The phenomenon may extend also 
to initial e 1 (54:9, 127: 11 e1wT for r-ie1wT). There are no 
instances in tractate 7. Note riiiioyoe1N 103: I 9 and cs1oywM 
33: 18 where cs I is for cs1N, i.e. *cs I N- (Egyptian [a n- ). Omission 
of N before oy also occurs in S manuscripts, e.g. Quecke's Mark 
(9:35, 9:47, 15:4; Crum s.v. oywT). 

23.2 N = NN. Simplification of NN (' .. . the') to N. Occurs mostly in 
the phrase r-ie:soyc1A 'of the authorities' (86:27, 91: I, 96:31. 
11 I :23, 111 :28, 114: I 8, 117:25, 124:32). but also in NAIXMAA

wToc '(dir. obj.) the captives' 85:29, NAIWN 'of the eternal 
realms' 87:10, NeAe yeepoc '(dative) the free' 72:18. 

See also §§ 3 and 8. 

24. Other peculiarities of junctural N (M).

Not, to my knowledge, characteristic of A2
. Possibly just slips of the 

pen.

24.1 NM = NM: NMMAeHTHC = NMMA0HTHC 55:37. 7 I: 14, cf. 74:26, 

78:10, 100:1. 

24.2 NM= Niiii: eT�MAq = eTNMMA'l I 08: 12, 109:5, 114:26. 

24.3 NB= N (before /bl): NBB�Ae = NBAAe 87:4, 94:26. 

24.4 iiiin = M (before /p/): Mnneeooy = Mneeooy 90: 10, cf. 91 :8. 

24.5 NN = N: ANNZBCW = E:NZBCW 57:20--21, ONN = o N 62:6. 

24.6 NN = N: NN(9Hre = Nt9Hpe 72:20, 82: 16-17; NNee = Nee 139:6. 

24.7 NN = NNN: NNcstx = N-NeNcst.x (A2 N-NNCSIX) 136: 18, cf. 92:6-7. 

24.8 MM= M: MMMooy = MMooy 76: 18-19. By analogy with§ 24.6? 

24. 9 NNM = NM: ZNNMMooy = ZN MMooy I 07: 19, cf. 133: 16.

24.10 NNM = NM: E:TN NMMAC = E:TNMMAC 111 :9, 118:8.

24.11 NNM = NM: NNMMA0HTHC = NMMA0HTHC 59:28.

24.12 NNN = NN : NNNE:PHY = NE:NE:PHY (A2 NNE:PHY} 59:4-6.
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25. Weakness of z.

A common feature of S as well as A2 (well illustrated for S by
W. Worrell, ed., The Proverbs of Solomon).

25.1 Omission of z: initial (z)a-, (z)ecw, (z)AOCTN, (z)N-, (z)arez, 
(z)oyze; medial Kw(z)T, zoy(z)e; final -eTa(z), -£NTA(z)-.
NT a(z)-. pwK(z). oywN(z). See indexes.

25.2 Superfluous z: ZN= N 125:20, 133: 11; <1>zae = <1>ae 135:3, ezaH = 
eAH 36:16; ezH = eH 45:29, 47:4, 47:10; eza'ieec = ea"ieec 
98:3, 99:3; ezAne = eAne 114:28; <1>[zo]9yT = (j)ooyT 65:26. 
Many of the examples are with /t/; note that e also represents /h/ 
in AT0HT 89:24-25 = ATZHT, TeynoCTACIC 97:21 = eynoc
TACIC, t 0AACTN) )6:27 = t ZAOCTN. 

25.3 Metathesis of z and an adjacent letter: neTz 123: 10 = nen, 
PWZK 35:14 = PWKZ, oyZWM 95:8 = oywzM, wcz 52:25 = wzc, etc. 
See indexes for further examples. 

26. £T = £T£.

Possibly just slips of the pen. eToyNToy = £T£YNToy 76: 17,
T£TMMNT£C = T£T£ MMNT£C 97:4, N£TC,9AY = N£T£ l,9AY 132:3---4.

27. Teerze O N= Ta.er Te ee, or possibly NTee,ze.

Dialect associations? 53:29, 74:36, 79:22-23, 83:3, 122: 13.

For other details consult indexes and tables of attested grammatical 
forms. 

Morpheme dividers (apostrophes). 17 One of the salient characteristics of
the orthography of Codex II is use of morpheme dividers or apostrophes, 
e.g. MNTpecf'AO N1Sln£T't91Neecf'1,91Net9ANT£cf'1StN£ (32: 14-16). Also
noteworthy is the lack of any logical or rhetorical punctuation such as we
find in most of the other Nag Hammadi codexes.

The main theoretical interest of this phenomenon lies in its direct rela
tionship to the history of word division, of which it is an important ances
tor. In addition, the system of apostrophes is intimately connected with 
the use of the superlinear stroke, of which the apostrophe is sometimes an 

allomorph; indeed the shape and placement of the two marks even shade 
off into one another. In such a case, an edition that includes superlinea
tion is bound for reasons of consistency to include the apostrophe. But it 

17 I make use of my remarks in Zeitschrift fur Papyrolo&ie und Epi&raphik 11 ( 1973) 
190-200.
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is not the specific shape of the apostrophe, nor of the stroke, that is 

relevant to interpretation (as I have shown elsewhere), only its position. 

The main function of apostrophe is to mark the conclusion of a form 

consisting of two or more phonemes. It occurs at both close and open 

juncture (95:4 versus 95:5). A subsidiary function (rare) is to separate, 

within the interior of a form, a doubled consonant: Ar'rel\oc 93: 13, 

CAB'BATON 38: I 9-20, E:K 'Kl\HCIA 105:22, MA8 'eAIOC 34:34-35: I. In 

addition. there are a certain number of cases where the mark appears to be 

used irregularly. 

The value of apostrophe for the ancient reader would have been as an 

aid to reading, like the superlinear stroke. It must incidentally have facili

tated the recopying of texts, making it easy to delimit short units that 

could be copied at one time-anyone who has collated one of the texts of 

Codex II will know how helpful the apostrophes are in this respect. 

Ancient Coptic scribal practice treats superlineation of syllabic e. 7\, M, 

N, p as being more necessary than that of other syllabic consonants: thus 

we expect superlineation above M in cwTM, but above q in KoTq practice 

will vary. It is in the latter case that apostrophe will often take the place 

of superlineation in Codex I I, KoTq' 91 :27, 92:27 but KOTC 92:21. 92:32; 

Noxq' 9 I :4, Noxij 95: I 2; APHXq' 97:8, APHXij 94:4, 94:20, 95: I; etc. 

Occasionally we even find it usurping the non-optional role of the stroke: 

neTAP'ATTATA 90:31 (for neTAPATTATA), similarly 132:28: while in other 

manuscripts (e.g. Drescher's 1-2 Kings [Morgan MS M. 567, 9th cen

tury]) the stroke usurps the word-dividing function of the apostrophe. In 

Codex II both the stroke and the apostrophe start somewhere in the mid

dle of the box occupied by the letter and extend beyond the right of the 

box; both tend to slope down at the right; but these features are much 

more pronounced in the apostrophe. Both marks are ornamentally 

elongated at the end of a line. Occasionally the stroke appears in a 

rounded, circumflex-like form, tending to resemble one of the shapes of 

apostrophe: 120:9 lsiTAYTAM1ooy. With very few exceptions (49:6. 

54:31, 62:9) a letter with the stroke is never followed by apostrophe. It 

seems incontrovertible, then, that in certain positions the superlinear 

stroke and apostrophe are functionally interchangeable, while in others 

each mark has its own peculiar function; and that as graphic signs they 

are similar. 

In theory, three shapes of apostrophe are distinguished; 18 but in actual 

rendition these shapes shade off into one another. so that many distinc

tions among them are very subjective. These are: the hook or apostrophe 

proper q> (sometimes resembling a circumflex well overlapping the 

1� M. Reil. in BcantinistiJChe Zeitschrift 19 (19 IO) 476-529, at§ 13.
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interliteral space), the straight apostrophe 'l', and the raised point w. 

Placement of these marks varies: they can occur above the right-most part 
of a letter, within the following interliteral space, or even slightly over

lapping the letter which follows. Compare the placement of the super

linear stroke. 
These shapes occur also in Greek palaeography, from which they were 

probably borrowed; there they have been considered merely three ''forms 

of the apostrophe.'' 19 

In the present edition, all the shapes of apostrophe are represented by 

one sign. the straight apostrophe tl'. 

Apostrophe is especially common after K, -,.., M, N, n, p, T, and (l; and in 
tractate 7, also after c. The unadjusted statistics for the occurrence of 

apostrophe (all shapes) after consonants is presented in Table I (on 

p. 17).

The relative frequency of apostrophe after a given consonant can only
be determined by comparison with the total number of positions where it 

might occur. My investigation of one of the tractates (tractate 4 ), as 
presented in Table 2, showed that only K, -,.., M, N, n, p, T, 'l, and (with one 

instance) c were ever marked; and that all these were marked with about 

the same relative frequency (average 36%, including c), except that K, n, 

p were marked especially often. and c virtually never. This kind of inves
tigation could be extended to the other five tractates, on the basis of the 

data given in Table I. 

19
/hid. 



TABLE 1 

Number of Apostrophes Occurring after Consonants 

Tractate Tractate Tractate Tractate Tractate Tractate 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

B 6 17 0 0 4 0 

e 0 0 0 5 0 0 

K 62 71 24 41 17 33 

-,... 21 39 IO 25 8 11 

M 19 66 30 56 21 19 

N 32 124 29 55 13 64 

l 0 6 0 I 0 0 

n 33 109 22 82 26 24 

p 13 28 9 21 5 I I 

C 0 13 9 2 34 

T 98 151 45 81 59 62 

cg 2 IO 0 3 0 3 

LI 130 218 78 253 25 74 

z 0 3 0 3 0 2 

X 7 9 0 4 I I 

t5 0 0 0 0 0 0 



TABLE 2 

Interpretation of Statistics on Tractate 4

Possible Actual 

Occurrences Occurrences Percentage 

of Apostrophe of Apostrophe of Total 

B 12 0 0 

K 40 24 60 

-,... 64 IO 16 

M 131 30 23 

N 183 29 16 
n 24 22 92 

p 20 9 45 

C 131 0 
T 120 45 38 

cg I I 0 0 

(.j 227 78 34 
z 51 0 0 
X 3 0 0 
tS 17 0 0 

SoURCE: B. Layton, in Zeitschriftfilr Papyrologie und Epigraphik 11 
(1973) 200. The letters e and 3 are not analyzed in the source 
quoted. 



THE BINDING OF COD EX II 

LINDA K. OGDEN 

I SAW the bindings of the Nag Hammadi manuscripts first in August 1975, 

when they were being prepared for conservation, and again in December 

1976, by which time conservation was completed. The leaves of the text as 

well as most of the inscribed cartonnage have been removed from the bind

ings and have been conserved separately between sheets of Plexiglas. The 

bindings (also in Plexiglas containers) have been opened at the spine fold, but 

all flaps remain folded inside. I was thus unable to take my own measure

ments of the covers of Codex I I. Readers are referred to measurements made 

by James M. Robinson and published in the introduction to the ARE

UNESCO Facsimile Edition of Codex II (Leiden: Brill. 1974). 

GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE NAG HAMMADI BINDINGS 

With the exception of Codex I, the bound volumes of this collection 

each are a single quire of folded papyrus sheets sewn into a binding that 

consists of a piece of leather turned in al the head and tail of both covers 

and at the fore-edge of the lower cover; the fore-edge of the upper cover 

extends in a flap, wraps around the book, and is fastened with a long tie 

attached to the edge of the flap at the center. Ties are also found at the 

centers of the head and tail of the upper and lower covers. 

The edges of the covers were turned in and adhered to layers of 

papyrus cartonnage. which were used to stiffen the covers. Where the 

upper cover extends in a flap, an additional folded strip of leather was 

adhered to the inside of the cover along the fore-edge to act as a turn-in. 

On the inside of the cover was pasted a full sheet of papyrus (either the 

outer sheet of the quire or a separate sheet), which extends over the turn

ins to the edges of the cover. In some bindings, a narrow strip of leather 

was folded around the outside of the quire at the fold to line the spine. 

Most bindings have two small leather stays inside the folded quire, each 

with two holes through which thongs of leather were passed, attaching the 

quire to the cover or to the spine lining leather. These stays prevented the 

papyrus from tearing where it was sewn. 

Within this collection, different types and colors of leather were used. 

It should be noted that identification of ancient leather materials is 

extremely difficult if one is using only a hand lens, especially when one 
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wishes to distinguish between sheep and goat. 1 As no microscopic study 
of the leathers has been made. identifications by the Austrian conservator 
Anton Fackelmann. which are referred to below, may be subject to revi
sion. If access to the covers is possible in the future, a standard system of 
color notation (such as the Munsell Soil Color Charts used in archaeologi
cal field work) could be applied to the leather. This would be useful only 
for purposes of comparison, and is not an aspect of the identification of 
the leather. Any attempt to gain an idea of the original color of the 
leather could be achieved only by examining an area which has not been 
exposed to sunlight and handling. such as under a turn-in. 

Constructional details differ among the bindings, such as the type of 
tacket used to fasten down the turn-ins or the method of attaching the ties. 
Some covers are made from a single skin of leather, others from several 
pieces overlapped and laced together. Based on these differences, 
Doresse states that "dans bien des cas, la technique employee ne saurait 
etre consideree comme representant un type precis: ii s'agit. au contraire, 
d'une adaptation plus ou mains heureuse de l'artisan a l'emploi des 
pieces de cuir. souvent imparfaites, dont ii disposait. "2 However, there
exists sufficient similarity in certain details of construction-for example, 
the fore-edge flap and the number and placement of ties-to suggest that 
the binders (or binder) may well have been following a model. But 
Doresse is certainly correct in noting that the artisans in each case were 
influenced by the nature of the materials at their disposal. 

THE BINDING OF CODEX II 

The description which follows is entirely based on examination of the 
binding; as a convenience to the reader, I refer also to illustrative plates in 
the Facsimile Edition of Codex 11 and of Codex YI. 

The binding of Codex II presents two particularly interesting features: 
an additional flap at the head of the upper cover, unique among the covers 
in this collection. and tooled and inked decoration on the outside of the 
binding. The cover is made from a single piece of reddish-brown leather, 
identified as sheep by Amon Fackelmann.� Both Doresse and Mlle. van 

1 R. Reed, Ancient Skim. Parchment.f and Leathers (London/New York: Seminar Press. 
1972) 287-288. 

1 Jean Doresse, ··Le� reliures des manuscrits gnostiques copte� decouverts A 
Khenoboskion,'' Rel'II<' ,/' Egvptologi,, I J 11961) 49. 

'James M. Robin�on, '"The Construction of the Nag Hammadi Codices.·· Essays on the 
Nag Hamma<Ji Text.�,,, H,mm1r ,,r Pahor Lahih (Nag Hammadi Studies 6; Leiden: Brill. 1975) 
172. 
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Regemorter plausibly suggested that the skin was tinted, because the 
turn-ins and the interior of the binding retained their natural color.4 Con
siderable darkening occurs on this and other covers, primarily at the spine 
and fore-edge, where dirt and grease from handling are most likely to 
accumulate. The spine of the animal appears to run horizontally across 
the cover. Opinions differ as to whether the cover extending in two flaps 
is the upper or the lower cover, and whether the smaller flap at the head 
(or tail) then lay inside or outside the binding. However, if this binding 
follows the style of others in the collection, the fore-edge flap would 
extend from the upper cover and the smaller flap would thus extend from 
the head of the upper cover. 

Where the binding does not extend in flaps, the edges of the cover have 
been folded to the inside and fastened with leather tackets near the spine 
and at the fore-edge corners (Facsimile II, pl. 8). In the opinion of Robin
son,5 a turn-in for the upper cover, constructed by joining two half lengths 
of leather as in certain other Nag Hammadi bindings (Facsimile VJ, pl. 4), 
originally must have been attached along the fore-edge where the flap 
extends from the cover; none is now extant. This and the corresponding 
turn-in on the lower cover had an additional tacket in the middle. An 
unattached strip was identified by Robinson as probably forming the 
turn-in under the small flap. This strip was laid in its hypothetical posi
tion for conservation (Facsimile II, pl. 8). Neither area is presently visi
ble, owing to the manner in which the cover was folded for conservation, 
making further first-hand study of this problem impossible. No turn-in 
currently exists at the tail of the upper cover. The areas of the head and 
tail turn-ins at the spine of the book are cut away to accommodate the 
thickness of the quire. 

Leather ties are attached to the small flap and to the cover opposite the 
small flap; remains of additional ties are visible at the tail of the upper 
and lower covers. The tie on the small flap is attached by means of a nar
row strip of red leather which is laced through both the tie and leather of 
the flap. The other ties pass through the cover and the turn-in and are 
fastened on the inside by a short thong which passes through the tie at 
right angles. The tie at the head of the lower cover opposite the small flap 
is somewhat heavier than the others, and as it is not in a position to be 
tied to the flap, the tie may have wrapped around the volume vertically, 
with the small flap folded inside the cover. 

4Berthe van Regemorter, "La reliure des manuscrits gnostiques decouverts l'I Nag

Hamadi [sic]:' Scriptorium 14 ( 1960) 228, and Doresse, "Les reliures," 42. 
5 Robinson, "Construction," I 76. 
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According to Robinson,6 '' A detached thong 27 .3 cm long may belong

to Codex II, although there are no vestiges of stitching at the tip of the 

flap, but only an indistinct imprint of the thong's overlap on the inner side 

of the flap, and a faint indentation at the leading edge of the front cover 

perhaps resulting from the pressure of the encircling thong.'' This tie has 

been conserved with the binding of Codex II (Facsimile II, pl. 8, bottom). 

Because of the Plexiglas mounting, I have been unable to verify the evi

dence for the relationship of the thong to the flap. Even if we accept this 

evidence, it seems insufficient either to identify the detached tie with this 

codex or to prove the existence of such a thong when no means of attach

ment can be seen. The lack of a fore-edge tie would make this cover 

unique among those of the collection. If no fore-edge tie ever existed, 

this might help to explain the unusually heavy tie at the head of the lower 

cover, which would then be the sole means of securing the book. 

Although most of the Nag Hammadi bindings contain a strip of leather 

folded around the quire at the spine (Facsimile VI, pl. 4) and two stays 

(ibid., pl. 3) inside the quire to prevent the stitching from pulling through 

the papyrus, neither feature is extant in this binding. Neither Doresse nor 

van Regemorter mentions traces of sewing, but Robinson has noted 

notches in the folios which correspond roughly to two sets of holes in the 

cover7 (Facsimile II, pl. 5, 82, 83) and further noted three pieces of string 

associated with the codex8 (Facsimile II, pl. 159). 

The binding contains no evidence of cartonnage or adhesive, or a 

paste-down, except for a small fragment of papyrus adhering near a tum

in of the lower cover, although Doresse9 wrote that at the time of his 

examination of the codex, the last page, inscribed on the recto, was 

adhered to the lower cover. 

The binding of Codex II is the most extensively decorated of the Nag 

Hammadi codexes, 10 with tooled and inked decoration on upper and lower 

covers and both flaps (Facsimile II, pl. 7). Doresse says the small flap is 

decorated on both sides, 11 but this may be only the impression from the

tooling showing through the leather (because the flap has been folded 

over for conservation the underside of it cannot now be examined). A 

single tooled line outlines the covers, corresponding roughly to the folds 

for the tum-ins. On the inside (Facsimile II, pl. 8), a tooled line runs 

6/hid., 179. 
1 The Facsimile Edition of the Na?, Hammadi Codices: Codex II (Leiden: Brill. 1974) xv. 
8 Robinson. ·'Construction,·· 180. 
9 Doresse. "Les reliures." 44. 

10Of the other bindings, only IV, V and VIII have tooling on the covers; on cover VII the 
attachment of the fore-edge tie incorporates tooled lines. 

11 Doresse. "'Les reliures," 44. 
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parallel to and just inside the edge of the fold of the upper and lower 

turn-ins. On the outside, two parallel lines run the length of the spine

fold, with an inked line between them. 

On the lower cover, three parallel sets of three closely spaced parallel 

lines run diagonally from each corner to the opposite corner, forming four 

diamonds where they cross in the center; the upper and lower of these 

have been filled in with decoration. Otherwise, the space between the sets 

of parallel lines is filled with inked designs consisting of a strand of over

lapping hearts and band of diamonds-and-dots in one direction, and a run

ning scroll (of spirals) and strand of quasi-guilloche in the other. The 

upper cover is bisected horizontally by a parallel pair of lines with an 

inked line between them. Each resultant rectangle is crossed diagonally 

by parallel pairs of lines. Two parallel lines join the intersections of these 

diagonals. Centered near the head and tail are ankh-like figures drawn in 

ink. A running scroll (of spirals) also in ink runs vertically along the 

fore-edge. 

On each flap a triangle is formed by two parallel lines running from the 

point of the triangle to the outer edges of the fold where it joins the cover. 

The lines that horizontally bisect the upper cover continue to the tip of the 

fore-edge flap. The smaller flap is similarly divided by vertical lines. An 

inked ankh appears near the tip of the fore-edge flap. The ankh symbol 

has been thought by one scholar who has studied these manuscripts to be 

a means of dating the cover.12 Although it is conceivable that the inked 
decoration may have been added later, inspection of the binding reveals 

that the inked designs are contemporary with the construction of the 

cover, as the slots for the ties have been cut through the inked design, and 

the ties themselves show no traces of ink as they presumably would if one 

had attempted to ink in the design after the tie was already in place. 

THE NAG HAMMADI BINDINGS AND THE DEVELOPMENT 

OF THE CODEX 

Several features of these early codexes, for example, fore-edge flaps, 

spine lining strips, and stays, continue to appear in the later development 

of the book in the Middle East and Europe. This early use of the fore

edge flap is especially interesting. I suggest three possible reasons for its 

occurrence in the Nag Hammadi bindings: historical influence, the 

requirements of the single-quire codex form, and the nature of 

12 Doresse, Les livres secrets des inostiques d' Eiypte (Paris: Pion. 1958) 162, says the sym

bol was not used by Christians prior to A.D. 391, although Krause, Die drei Versionen des 

Apokryphon des Johannes im Koptischen Museum zu Alt-Kairn (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 

1962) 112, says it was probably in use before that date. 
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the material used. 
Papyrus rolls in antiquity may have had their ends "strengthened by 

an extra thickness of papyrus'' or in some cases "provided with a 
wrapper of parchment to protect it when not in use. " 13 It is possible that

someone used to wrapping and tying up papyrus rolls might have been 
naturally inclined to add a similar feature to the new codex form, with the 
fore-edge flap corresponding to the end of the roll that protected the text

and was fastened with a tie wrapping around the roll. 
Moreover, thick single quires like these codexes would gape at the 

fore-edge unless kept weighted or secured in some way, as with a flap and 
tie or, less satisfactorily, simply a tie. 

Finally, the skin of leather may itself have influenced the shape of the 
flap. While it is difficult to tell with some of the bindings, Codexes II and 
Ill seem to have been made with the spine of the animal running horizon
tally across the cover. The pointed flap of Codex III could have been 
positioned near the tail of the skin, resulting in relatively little waste. The 
cover of Codex II could have been cut with the fore-edge flap coming 
from the neck or tail, in which case the small flap could have come from 
the area of a leg-perhaps suggested by the shape of the skin. 

The overall similarity of form among the bindings, especially the 
number and placement of ties, the flap, the lining strip, and the fact that, 
with the exception of Codex I, they are all single-quire codexes, indicates 
that the bindings were based on similar models. Groupings of bindings 
within this collection such as those proposed by Robinson14 seem to me to 
point to several binders. For example, the slits made in the head and tail 
turn-ins of some bindings, spaced according to the width of the quire, 
allow the covers to fold around the quire without bunching up the leather 
at the fold. These slits are found only in Codexes I, 11, III, VI, VII, IX 
and X; to me they indicate a refined technique, based on knowledge of the 
material. But they would not necessarily be indicative of chronological 
development unless we could assume that the bindings were made by one 
and the same person. 

At present the Nag Hammadi bindings seem to be unique represent
atives of an early period in the development of the codex form and the 
craft of binding. Studies of the inscribed cartonnage as well as the codi
cology of the manuscripts may yield information on their dates, but it is 
still too early to draw many conclusions about the age of the manuscripts 
from the bindings alone. A catalogue of all bound manuscripts and 

13 F. G. Kenyon, Books and Readers in Ancient Greece and Rome (2nd edition; Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 195I)61-62, and see E.G. Turner. Greek Papyri: An Introduction (Prince
ton: Univ. Press. 1968) S. 

14 Robinson, "Construction." 184-190. 
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bindings from Coptic Egypt and a thorough study of their materials, 

structure, and decoration, as well as investigation of contemporary crafts 

such as leatherwork, would provide the necessary historical framework 

within which to place these bindings, but unfortunately it has yet to be 

undertaken. 
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EDITORIAL METHOD 

BENTLEY LAYTON 

BECAUSE editors of the Nag Hammadi texts differ so widely in their practice, 

it seems best to state the principles on which the present Coptic edition is 

based. 
The character of our textual witnesses demands a cautious approach. For 

four tractates our sole witness is a Cairo manuscript, CG I I; for the other two 
(tractates 2 and 5) it is joined by insignificant fragments of parallel 
manuscripts. The evidence is thus virtually limited to a unique codex, 
with the result that critical editing must proceed by conjecture.1 More

over, the archaic date and orthographic peculiarities of our chief witness, 
its hybrid dialectal character, and the unpredictable nature of its contents 

make the detection of errors, not to speak of their emendation, far from 
easy. The amount of difficulty presented by each tractate also varies with 
the amount of damage it has suffered (worst in the Gospel According to 

Philip) and the coherence of its literary form (least coherent in the Gospel 

According to Thomas, Philip, and the Book of Thomas). There are, in addi
tion, special difficulties associated with the treatise On the Origin of the 

World, which appears to have been-at the level of the original Coptic 
translation-an opus impe,fectum. 

Because of these unusual factors, and in the hope of making this edi
tion a standard on which future study can be based, I have aimed not only 
to transcribe the chief manuscript and its parallels with meticulous care, 
but also to correct it in such a way that its readings, even when erroneous, 
are always apparent to the reader. Editorial corrections in the form of 
letters to be added (e.g. to correct haplography) are enclosed by<>, to he 

deleted (e.g. to correct dittography) by I }; readings of the manuscript to 

be altered are marked t (or t ... t). with the proposed alteration printed 
only in the apparatus criticus and not in the text. Orthographic abnormal- 
ities (e.g. TTAPAA1coc for TTTTAPAA1coc) have but rarely been corrected, 
even where correction could have been simply made by means of the 
signs just described. Although the text has been arranged in paragraphs, I 
have added no modern punctuation to it; sentences are distinguished only 
by extra space. The numerous morpheme dividers (apostrophes) found in 

1 I have discussed the general principles of editing Nag Hammadi texts in .. The Recovery of 

Gnosticism: The Philologist's Task in the Investigation of Nag Hammadi,'' The Second C emury: 

A Journal of Early Christian Studies 1.(1981) 85-99. 
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the manuscript are printed where they occur. As I have demonstrated 
elsewhere, there are no significant formal boundaries between the various 
shapes of apostrophe used in CG I I: all of them are but renditions of one 
sign; here it is represented arbitrarily as '; cf. Zeitschrift fiir Papyro/ogie

und Epigraphik 11 (1973) 190-200. Without confusion, therefore, the 
reader can quickly see for himself at every point exactly what is the read
ing of this venerable codex. 

The superlineation of the text represents the actual writings of the 
manuscript, except for typographic stylization. But sometimes its place
ment is open to more than one description. Often e.g. in MNT the stroke 
actually extends from about the middle of M to about the middle of T; also 
since no contrast of meaning is expressed by MNT versus MNT versus MNT, 

the ancient copyist has made no effort to distinguish these writings; con
sequently the modern editor is here hard pressed to choose the typo
graphic representation closest to the manuscript. Furthermore, in some 
cases it is impossible to distinguish a three-letter Bindestrich from a broad 
single-letter stroke centered above its letter. My transcriptions in all such 
cases are necessarily subjective. 

My aim as editor, however, has been not merely to edit the principal 
witness as such but also to critically reconstruct-within the bounds of 
certitude allowed by our evidence-the text to which it attests. In the 
present circumstances .. text" is to be equated with the translation of each 
tractate in Coptic. Although the tractates in this volume were originally 
composed in Greek, in no case is there sufficient evidence to attempt a 
reconstruction of the lost original Greek text; a few meager fragments of 
the Greek original of the Gospel According to Thomas (tractate 2) survive, 
and they are edited in this edition along with the Coptic. It is abundantly 
clear that the Coptic of the original '·text" was neither translated into 
standard Sahidic nor spelled consistently; to a great degree I have left the 
resulting abnormalities in the text and passed over them without com
ment. For guidance in the interpretation of unusual forms, the reader 
should consult pp. 6-14 above, the apparatus, and the entries and tables 
of grammatical forms in the indexes. 

Six manuscripts have been examined for this edition. 

PRINCIPAL WtTNESS 

I. Coptic Museum. CG II. Coptic. All tractates.

FRAGMENTARY WITNESSES 

2. Coptic Museum. CG XII I. Coptic. Tractate 5. Exactly parallels
CG 11,5.
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3. British Library. Or.4926(1 ). Subachmimic Coptic. Tractate 5.

4. British Library. P. Oxy. 654. Greek. Tractate 2.

5. Oxford. P. Oxy. I. Greek. Tractate 2.

6. Harvard. P. Oxy. 655. Greek. Tractate 2.

I have collated all these witnesses, including the Greek fragments edited 

by Attridge. The principal manuscript I have examined repeatedly, in 

December 1971, October 1973, September 1974, August-September 

I 975, April 1976, and May 1978, using out-of-doors natural light, incan

descent light, and ultraviolet light, at various degrees of magnification. 

Cairo CG XII I was collated in August I 975; London Or.4926(1) in June 

1978 and January 1980; the three Greek fragments of tractate 2 in 

June-August 1980. 

The decipherment of damaged letters of CG I I was facilitated by the 

regularity of letter shapes in the copyist's alphabet. Readers should note 

that owing to insurmountable technical difficulties, the standard Facsimile

Edition of CG II (Leiden, 1974), the principal manuscript, cannot in every 

instance be utilized as a record of the incomplete letter traces: first-hand 

examination of the manuscript is also indispensable. Sometimes my tran

scription will be seen to diverge from the impression given by the Fac

simile. This difference is deliberate, and results from collation of the 

manuscript with comparison of the Facsimile. The more important differ

ences have been noted in the final volume of the Facsimile Edition: but it 

may be doubted whether any photographic facsimile could adequately 

report the readings of the manuscript.2 I have therefore included in the

2 Black inklike marks in a facsimile edition of this kind of course almost always 
represent ink still to be seen on the papyrus. But they can represent also: (I) marks no 

longer extant on the papyrus, but spliced in from an early photograph-i.e .. presumably ink 

once seen on the papyrus: (2) a dark fiber in the papyrus surface (very common but usually 

easy to distinguish); <3) a spot of discoloration on the surface (rare but impossible to distin

guish from ink in the Facsimile Edition); (4) transferred ink from the opposite page (rare); 

(5) a hole in the papyrus, seen as black because the photograph was made against a black 

background (rare); (6) retouching by the editors of the Facsimile Edition. theoretically 

corresponding to what the papyrus has or is thought to have had (rare); (7) at the edge of the 

papyrus, the original black background where it has not been erased by retouching (very 

common. but usually easy to distinguish from ink. since it simply follows the contours of 

the papyrus edge; but sometimes it merges with an ink trace as at 68:25); (8) stray ink that 

ha� run along a horizontal fiber when the ancient copyist touched his pen to it (e.g. at 59:21. 

80:23); (9) ink written on the papyrus in modern times (numbers in Arabic script); (10) a 

few other black marks whose origin cannot be determined (very rare; e.g .. 8 I :29 left margin. 

or 91:27 above the next to last letter. a nu). "Blank papyrus•· in the Facsimile Edition 

almost always represents papyrus surface still to be seen on the papyrus. But it can also 

represent: (I) surface no longer extant on the papyrus. but spliced in from an early photo

graph; (2) retouching by the editors of the Facsimile Edition, either as margins (rare and pos

sible to distinguish) or as tiny holes (common and impossible to distinguish). · 'White
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apparatus criticus a certain number of palaeographic notes, conscious that 

the reader will not be able to control my decipherments by using the Fac

simile alone. But I have made no effort to give a complete collation of the 

Facsimile Edition against the manuscript. 

A slight amount of deterioration of the principal witness has occurred 

since its deposit in the Coptic Museum in 1952. Fortunately a complete 

photographic record of the manuscript was made shortly before this 

deterioration took place. The photographs, taken in 1952 by Boulos 

Farag then photographer of the Coptic Museum and by others, were care

fully collated against the manuscript in 1975 by Stephen Emmel; his col

lation (which is extremely accurate) has now been published in Bulletin of 

the American Society of Papyrologists 14 ( 1977) 109-121, with emendanda 

in 15 (1978) 205, 16 (1979) 275. and 17 (1980) 143. Using Mr. Emmet's 

list of passages I recollated the relevant photographic prints and negatives 

in the archives of the Cairo Coptic Museum in September 1975. This 

unique photographic evidence has been used in constructing the Coptic 

text; it is always identified in the apparatus criticus. 

I have tried to collect and study all the conjectural emendations and 

restorations advanced in the printed literature, as well as unpublished 

ones kindly communicated to me by Hans-Gebhard Bethge, Ron Cam

eron, Stephen Emmel, Wolf-Peter Funk, Wesley W. lsenberg, H.J. Polot

sky, W. C. Robinson, Jr., Hans-Martin Schenke, John Turner, and R. 

McL. Wilson. To these I have added a substantial number of my own. 

The published reviews, articles, and books on our tractates now amount to 

more than 800 items. The task of sifting this bibliography was shared by 

the various translators, to whom I owe an enormous debt of gratitude; 

without their aid this edition would have been delayed by several years. 

But the final evaluation of these conjectures has been my own Augean 

labor, for which I alone must bear the responsibility. 

The list of conjectures studied by me reached well over 1400. This 
number is so large because the principal witness is slightly damaged at 

the two outer corners of most leaves, with the result that almost every 

page has many lacunas small enough to invite conjectural restoration. In 

evaluating the conjectures (including restorations), I divided them into 
three categories: 

(a) Conjectures that are certain. These are treated as being the text,

background·· ("blank paper") in the Facsimile Edition is (I) void, including holes, lacunas, 

and the margins of the Facsimile Edition itself (almost always that); or (2) blank papyrus that 

has been accidentally painted out when the black background was retouched out by the edi

tors of the Facsimile Edit,on (rare); or (3) ink, which has been accidentally painted out in the 

same process (rare; e.g. 58:32). 
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marked with the appropriate editorial signs. 

(b) Conjectures that are possible but not certain. These are merely

reported in the apparatus criticus.

(c) Conjectures that are impossible. In the present edition these have

always been passed over without mention. For typical examples,

see B. Layton, in M. Krause, ed., Essays ... Pahor Labih (1975)
90-I09. The non-mention of a published conjecture therefore

indicates that it is impossible.

"Impossibility" was always taken to entail one or more of the following 

faults: 

(i) Decipherment wrong, incompatible with the letter traces

(ii) Restoration too long or too short for the lacuna

(iii) Syntax of conjecture impossible; or morphology incorrect for the

dialect or practice of the tractate

(iv) Conjecture in itself possible, but dependent for its usefulness

upon another, impossible conjecture

(v) Sense of conjecture meaningless in context, usually because its

author imagined it could mean something other than it does

Using the Facsimile Edition of CG II, I tested the length of every pro

posed reswration (cf. above, [ii]) by tracing the sequence of letters in 

question from typical letters on the same page as the lacuna, duly taking 

into consideration ligature, occurrence of morpheme dividers (apos

trophes), and peculiar features of the script in the immediate neighbor

hood. The tracing of the restoration was then laid against the photo

graph of the lacuna in the Facsimile Edition. For lacunas at the right 

margin of the written area (which is a ragged margin), I took note of the 

shortest and longest surviving lines on the page and considered that any 

restoration which did not end within those limits was highly dubious. 

My evaluation of proposed restorations takes account of the possibility 

that apostrophes, which abound in the principal manuscript, might be 

restored in a lacuna. The study which I published on the question of 

apostrophes (ZP E 11 [ I 973] I 90-200), while pointing out the consider
able theoretical and historical interest of this topic, was motivated by a 

desire to establish the conditions under which an apostrophe might plau

sibly be included in the restoration of missing text. Virtually none of the 

editors of our tractates has ever given much attention to this important 

matter. 

After the above-mentioned criteria of impossibility had been applied to 

the list of conjectures, the number that remained to be cited in the 
apparatus was somewhat more than 900. 
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In examining the remaining, "possible" conjectures, I have asked in 
each case, Is there a cnmpe/linR reason to believe that this is what was in 
the manuscript before it was damaged or in the text before it was cor
rupted? In other words, if the original Coptic text is ever discovered is 
this surely what its reading will be, both in substance and in wording? 
The same principle has been applied to the decipherment of damaged 

letters.3 

In principle the "certain" conjectures fall into several categories: 

(i) Those dictated by restricted lexical, morphological, syntactic,
and contextual possibilities or by the literary structure of the pas
sage

GTh 48:33 [nex� 1c 

GTh 42: I A(IOYWNZ f:[B]OA 

HypArch 95:34 mArreAo[c NTE To]�rH 

GTh 39:34 TOT� [TET]l:J���y 

GTh 47:33 NEYAllOC rAP ne [NeqNA·x1] tn[e) AN MnMoy 

HypArch 97: I :IOTe] ... (cf. 97:5 TOTE ... , 97: IO TOTE ... , 

97: 13 TOTE ... ; the entire passage is in strophic form) 

(ii) Some historical, theological, or narrative ''matters of fact,'' usu
ally very banal in character, that the author clearly accepts or
would want to express in the work. Restoration of matters of fact
is very delicate and usually debatable. Some very clear suppor
tive evidence is needed to establish certainty, and most such con
jectures must be relegated to the "possible but uncertain"
category. The ideal instance will entail (iv) internal cross
reference (tautology), and will be supported by factors (i) and
(iii).

HypArch 91:31 (cf. Gen 4:25) Acxn� [cHe] NAAAM4 

HypArch 91 :34 Acxnfe NWPEA] (the name is supplied by the 

·1 Many conjectures in the secondary literature appear to be based on an entirely different 
editorial principle than mine, a principle enunciated by one eminent scholar with the follow

ing words: "une reconstitution n'est jamais absolument certaine, et elle est meme parfois 
fort douteuse; son role est a/ors de tenter de coordonner /es lamheaux de phrase disjoints par 

11ne larnne, et de proposer a11 lecte11r 11ne interpretation ii laq11elle. peut-etre. ii n'avait pas 

pense: ii pourra fort bien la rejeter apres l'avoir examinee" (R. Kasser. Le M11seon 31 [ 1968) 
408, my italics). 

4 MacRae's objection (Society of Bihlical Literature Seminar Papers 1977. p. 24 note 16) 

that this grammatical construction seems slightly awkward will not stand when we compare 
Sahidic Jud 11: 1-2 (ed. H. Thompson, Palimpsest) AC.lmE: "iE:d>eAE: NrAll.AAA, an excellent 
example of biblical Sahidic. 
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narrative that follows) 
HypArch 88:30 myHN NcoywN TTETNA[Noyq) M� neeooy 

(restoration supported by the same phraseology at 90: I, and 
by a biblical passage, Gen 2: I 7, which is being para
phrased) 

(iii) Quotations or paraphrases of texts that survive elsewhere

HypArch 86:24 (explicitly quoting Eph 6: 12) TTN(YWXE (Yoon'
AN oyee CAP:5 ZI [cNo]y

(iv) Cross-references or repeated phraseology within the same trac
tate

GTh 42:35/43:2 oycspocs f?t:i[ANo]yq' . .. necspo[cs e]TNANoyq'

In many defective passages, however, no conjecture satisfied the cri
teria of certainty; here lacunas have been left unrestored or letter traces 
undeciphered or corruptions unemended in the text, and the merely ''pos
sible'• conjectures are only reported in the apparatus criticus. 

Unfilled lacunas have been measured on a standard scale whose unit is 
one typical N followed by one typical interliteral space (defined as the 
space normally occurring in the sequence NN). A separate scale was con
structed for every page on which such measurements had to be expressed. 
The scale is an arbitrary standard that bears no direct relation to the 
number of letters that originally stood in the lacuna, since many letters of 
the alphabet are wider or narrower than N (e.g. 'Y or 1), and interliteral 
space is often minimized by ligature (e.g. after T). Any proposed restora
tion of a lacuna in this manuscript can only be tested by tracing the pro
posed sequence of letters in a typical way from a photograph of the page 
and comparing it with the length of the lacuna in the same photograph. 

The apparatus criticus, then, contains the following kinds of informa
tion: 

(a) A limited amount of palaeographical commentary based upon 
inspection of the manuscripts 

(b) The correction of obelized words (t) or passages (t ... t), meant to 
be substituted for the reading of the text (''emend to ... '') 

(c) The name of the scholar who first publicly proposed an emendation 
or restoration adopted in the text, unless the conjecture is so banal as to 
be obvious to any reader. In cases where I have strong reason to believe 
that two scholars simultaneously and independently published the same 
conjecture, both names are given. When the author of a conjecture pub
lished it only in the form of a translation (e.g. most of Schenke's early 
conjectures, in German), I have added also the name of the firsf scholar 
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who published it in an appropriate Coptic form. A great many of the con

jectures in Till's edition of the Gospel According to Philip fall into this 
category, being posterior to Schenke 's German translation and (I assume) 

tacitly based upon it. 
(d) A list of '"possible but not certain" or "possible but rejected"

conjectures and their authors' names. It should be noted that not all opin

ions attributed to scholars in the apparatus are still held by them; this is 

obviously the case when one scholar has published a series of revised stu

dies of a text. Nevertheless I have tried to mention all possible conjec

tures that are on record. All shades of uncertainty are therefore 
represented in the apparatus criticus, except that all the conjectures given 

there are at least possible. Where conjectures were published only in a 

modern language, e.g. German, they have been retroverted into Coptic, 

with the modern language version following in parentheses; the Coptic 

retroversion is my own work and bears no particular sanction of the 

author of the conjecture. 

Occasionally my information on the reading of the manuscript or the 

rules of spelling or grammar has led me to alter slightly the form in which 

someone else's conjecture is cited; usually only dotted letters, square 

brackets, or apostrophes are at stake. In such cases I have prefixed the 

sim. word "sim." (" similarly") to the attribution. In other words, all critical 

observations to which ''sim.' • is attached have been improved by me. 

(e) A few explanations of why particular conjectures are compelling or

possible (often just "cf .... ") 

(f) Identification of passages whose reading is now best or most exten

sively attested in old photographs 

Thus the apparatus criticus provides not only information on the diag
nosis of the transmitted text and solutions to some of its problems, but 

also a history of plausible scholarly opinion about those problems, and 

credit for individual scholars who have contributed to the gradual estab

lishm�nt of an acceptable critical text. 

In a separate register above the apparatus criticus are printed some 

notes on anomalous Coptic forms; these take account of only a few of the 

non-standard features to be read in the text, and are provided merely for 

the convenience of the reader. Further guidance may be found above, 
pp. 6-14, and in the indexes. 

Some of the more important "possible but not compelling" conjec

tures are given in a set of English notes to the English translations. It 

must be emphasized that this is merely a selection and by no means 

exhausts all the possibilities mentioned in the Coptic apparatus criticus; 
and that there is no compelling reason to think that these conjectures are 
actually the original text. 
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lacuna in manuscript 

lacuna of unspecified length 

lacuna long enough to suit 3 standard letters (N being the 

standard) and 3 interliteral spaces; [ .... J, 4 letters; etc. 

idem 

traces of 3 unidentified letters 

palaeographically ambiguous letter traces 

text deleted or cancelled by ancient copyist 

vacat; blank space for I standard letter (N) in the MS; 1•1• 

space for 2 letters; etc. 

text added by editor; a conjecture (see NoTE) 

text deleted by editor; a conjecture 

the following word is corrupt, see critical apparatus 

words enclosed by these signs are corrupt, see critical 

apparatus 

resolution of abbreviation in the manuscript, i.e. co 

new line of the manuscript commences ( II every 5th line) 

new page of the manuscript commences 

NOTE: In this edition < > never indicates an editorial alteration of the 

reading of the manuscript; errors whose correction would entail alteration 

(e.g. of e:soc to EBO,.._) are merely obelized (t e:soc); see t 



cf. 

e.g. 

em. 

i.e.

pap. 

poss. 

prob. 

rest. 

Sah. 

sim. 

superlin. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

confer. conferens; compare, refer to; referring to 

exempli gratia. for example 

emendation proposed by 

id est, that is 

(reading of) the Coptic papyrus 

possibly 

probably 

restored by 

i.e. Sahidic

similarly; a similar conjecture was made by (for the use 

of this phrase, see p. 34) 

superlinear 



TRACTATE 2 

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THOMAS 



INTRODUCTION 

HELMLT KOESTER 

I. The Gospel According to Thomas (GTh), sayings of Jesus ostensibly
collected by Didymus Judas Thomas, was written in Syria in the early 
post-apostolic period. Influence of Gnostic theology is present, though 
not that of any particular sect. The work is preserved in one complete 
Coptic version translated from the Greek and in fragments of three dif
ferent Greek manuscripts (for the Greek fragments see below, pp. 
95-128). The language of composition was Greek.

2. GENRE. The GTh represents the genre called the sayings collection.
The word "gospel" occurs in the title (to 1mta 0roµav EuayyO,wv, cf. 
Greek testimonia, below pp. I 03-109), but no biographical narrative 
appears in the work. In fact, the GTh is composed of sayings which origi
nally circulated as oral literature under the authority of Jesus. The closest 
parallels to such compositions are found in Jewish wisdom literature. 
Several writings of this type existed in early Christianity (see below, 
§ 12), but of these only the GTh has survived in its original form.

Individual sayings or groups of sayings are introduced by "Jesus
said" (praesens historicum Aiyn 'Iricrouc; in the Greek frgs.). The whole 
collection, designated "secret sayings which the living Jesus spoke," has 
been canonized under the additional authority of an apostle (see below, 
§ 7). The appeal to understanding (saying I) characterizes this literary
genre of secret wisdom tradition, but no elaborate interpretations are pro
vided.

3. DATE. a. Manuscript attestation. The Coptic version was translated
from Greek before the middle of the fourth century A.O. Fragments of 
three manuscripts of the Greek version were found at the site of Oxy

rhynchus (Behnesa, Egypt); the oldest was copied about A.O. 200 (see 

below, pp. 96-99). At least one of these (P. Oxy. 655) represents a Greek 
text type from which the Coptic translation could haye been made. Thus 
the GTh in its Greek form is known to have existed in Egypt before the 
beginning of the third century. 

b. External attestation. The earliest attestations of GTh are found in
Hippolytus, Ori gen, and the Acts of Thomas; the work was known to Mani

and used by the Manichaeans. All attestations before the third century 
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are uncertain. The use of the GTh by Tatian in his Diatessaron is possible; 
Clement of Alexandria (Str. 5.14.96=2. 389 Stahlin, and 2.9.45=2. 137 
Sta.) quotes saying 2, but assigns it to the Gospel According to the

Hebrews; 2 Clem. 12.2, 6 cites a parallel to saying 22 (cf. saying 106) 
which Clement of Alexandria (Str. 3.13.92. l = 2. 238 Sta.) assigns to the 
Gospel According to the Egyptians. The free tradition of sayings 
apparently influenced several gospels circulating during the second cen
tury. The Dialogue of the Savior (CG 111,5) makes use of the GTh or a 
source closely related to it; but the date of this Nag Hammadi text cannot 
be established with certainty. 

c. Relationship to the composition of the canonical gospels. If the canon
ical gospels of the New Testament were used in the GTh, it could be 
classified as a writing of the second century which combined and harmon
ized sayings drawn from Matthew, Mark, and Luke. Examples of such 
sayings collections appear in 2 Clement and Justin Martyr ( ca. A.D. 150). 
But in the GTh no such dependence can be demonstrated (see below, 
§ 10), nor is any other early Christian writing used. Rather, the GTh is
similar to the sources of the canonical gospels, in particular the synoptic
sayings source (Q). This similarity, as well as the type of appeal to apos
tolic authority and the lack of any influence from canonical literature,
suggests a date well before Justin, possibly even in the first century A.D. 

(see further§ 7. below).

4. THE NAME oF THE AUTHOR. The name of the author is given as
Didymus Judas Thomas (in the Greek fragment, Judas Thomas; see 
below, p. I 13). Judas is the original name; Thomas is from the Aramaic 
te' omii (Syriac tii[' ]mii ), "twin." Didymus is Greek for "twin," and 
corresponds to the Aramaic. Of the New Testament persons called Judas 
(Judas Iscariot, Matt 10:4, etc.; Judas the son of James, Luke 6: I 6; Acts 
1:13; Judas Barsabbas, Acts 15:22, etc.; Judas "not the Iscariot," John 
14:22; Judas the brother of Jesus and James, Mark 6:3; Jude I) none is 
called Thomas. However, there is an apostle called Thomas or Thomas 
Didymus (Mark 3: I 8; Matt 10:3; Luke 6: 15; John I 1: 16; 14:5, 20:24-28, 
2 I :2) who is identified with Judas in the tradition of the Syrian church 
("Judas Thomas" in the Syriac translation of John 14:22, the Acts of Tho

mas, and the Abgar legend in Eusebius H.E. 1.13.11 = 2. I Schwartz). 
Because only "Judas" is a familiar given name, the tradition of this 
Judas with the Aramaic surname "the twin," apostle and brother of Jesus 
and James, is possibly older than the references to Thomas in the Synop
tic gospels and John cited above (cf. the juxtaposition of Judas and James 
in GTh sayings 12 and 13; Jude 1 ). In any case, the form of the name of 
the author of the GTh does not· presuppose a knowledge of the New Testa
ment, but rests upon an independent tradition. 
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5. PLACE OF CoMPosmoN. The name of the apostle Thomas is well 

attested in the East (Syria, Persia, India). In addition to the attestations 
mentioned above (§ 4) also Origen, Eusebius, and Ephrem Syrus know 

him as the apostle of the East; and the Manichaeans, originating in 
Syria/Persia in the third century A.D., used the GTh. A possible place of 
composition is Edessa (modern Urfa. Turkey), in the kingdom of 
Osrhoene in northern Mesopotamia, which was an important center of 
early Christianity. 

6. ORIGINAL LANGUAGE. The Syrian origin of the GTh does not imply 

that its original language was Syriac or Aramaic. While Aramaisms indi

cate that Jesus' own sayings and early collections of them once existed in 

Aramaic, bilingual environments such as Antioch (for the synoptic say

ings source [QJ) and Edessa were probably the places where the earliest 

Christian writings in Greek were produced. The name Thomas/Didymus 

points to an Aramaic substratum or a bilingual milieu. But the only sur

viving manuscript evidence for the GTh is either Greek or translated from 

the Greek. 

7. THE GTH WITHIN THE DEVELOPMENT OF EARLY CHRISTIAN 

H1sTORY. If the GTh were merely a random collection of sayings, further 

discussion of its date would be gratuitous. However, it is a writing claim

ing formal authorship and manifesting theological tendencies which 

govern the selection and interpretation of traditional materials. Develop

ments in the ecclesiastical structure. theology. and cultural experience of 

Christianity must be expected to have left traces in such a writing. 

The proclamation of Jesus' suffering, death, the resurrection as well as 

the christological titles Lord, Messiah/Christ, and Son of man-attested 

as early as the Pauline writings and the canonical gospels--do not occur 

in the GTh (even in questions of the disciples and in self-designations of 

Jesus). In this, the GTh offers a sharp contrast to other writings from the 

Nag Hammadi library where christological titles are frequently used and 

where the kerygma of cross and resurrection can at least be presupposed. 

Analogous to the GTh, however, is the earlier sayings tradition which pre

ceded the final redaction of Q, in which the title Son of man was intro

duced. 

With respect to the development of ecclesiastical authority, the GTh 

reflects the authority position of James. the brother of Jesus (saying 12; 
cf. Gal 1:19; 2:9. 12; Acts 15:13; 21:18). His authority, however, is 
superseded by that of Thomas, who is entrusted with the secret tradition 
(saying 13). At the same time, Thomas's authority is contrasted with that 
of Peter, which was well established in Syria (Gal I: 18; 2:7-9; Matt 
16: 15-19), and that of Matthew, whose name may have been associated 
with the sayings tradition at an early date (see below,§ 12). The authority 
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of figures such as James and Peter (as also of Paul) would have been 

recognized during their lifetime in areas where they actually worked. In 

order to confirm these apostles' authority after their death, pseudonymous 

writings were produced under their names as early as the last three 

decades of the first century, especially when apostles were quoted on dif

ferent sides of controversial issues (cf. 2 Thess 2: 1-2). GTh 12 and 13 are 

intended to confirm Thomas's authority in contrast to claims made in 

behalf of ecclesiastical traditions under the authority of James, Peter, and 

Matthew-not because an apostolic name was needed to confirm the 

authority of Jesus, the author of the sayings, but in order to safeguard the 

special form of the tradition of churches which looked back to Thomas as 

their founder or as the guarantor of their faith. 

8. ARRANGEMENT OF SAYINGS. The composition of the GTh shows the 

characteristic features of wisdom books. Sayings, rarely connected by 

any literary device, are recorded without narrative context or else intro

duced by a query of the disciples or an individual (sayings 6, 12, 18, 21, 

22, 24, 43, 51-53, 61, 99, I 13-114). Only sayings 13, 50 (a small 

catechism), 60, and 61 are more elaborate units. Interpretations of the 

author appear as short phrases which are appended to traditional sayings 

(e.g., saying 16. "and they will stand solitary"; cf. sayings 18, 19, 23) or 

as new sayings formulated in analogy to older sayings (compare saying 

69 with 68). 

The sequence of sayings seems to be dependent upon the written or 

oral collections which the author must have drawn upon. Sayings 3-5, 

I 0-11, I 6a- l 6b, and 21 b-21 c represent a collection of eschatological 

sayings also used in Luke 12:35, 39-40, 49-53. Church order materials 

(sayings 12-15), a collection of wisdom sayings (sayings 17-19), and par

ables (sayings 20-21 a) are inserted. Another collection, closely related to 

the sources of Matthew 5-7 and Luke 6, is used in sayings 25-26, 31-36, 

45a-45b, and 47a-47b; word association caused the insertion of sayings 

37-44 (ad vocem "garment"). Sayings 49-61 seem to be composed in 

order to express the author's central theme' 'origin and destiny of the dis

ciples" (cf. especially sayings 49-50 and 60-61 ). A saying about "mys

teries" (62) introduces a collection of parables which is analogous to the 

collection used in Mark 4 (sayings 63-65; also sayings 57, 76, 96-98, 

I 07, and I 09 may derive from this collection). Other. older collections 

used in the final portion of the GTh cannot be identified with certainty.

Apart from the introduction (sayings 1-2), central section (sayings 

49-61) and conclusion (sayings 113-114 ), there are no thematic arrange

ments. The author focuses upon each individual saying, and guidance for 

interpretation appears only in occasional expansions and word associa

tions.
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9. FORMS AND TYPES OF SAYINGS. Formally, the sayings incor

porated in the GTh consist primarily of wisdom sayings (including par

ables) and prophetic sayings. 

a. Wisdom sayings. Many wisdom sayings in the GTh are expressions 

of general religious truths (sayings 31-35, 45a, 47a-47d, 67, 94); some 

are formulated as general admonitions (sayings 26. 39b. 92-93 ); the 

exhortation to recognize oneself occurs repeatedly (sayings 3, 29, 49-50, 

67, 111 b ). Parables often express the discovery of one's own destiny 

(compare saying 8 with Matt 13:47-48 and Babrius, Aesopica 4). 

Allegorical interpretation is almost completely absent (sayings 9, 57, and 

64 reproduce only the original parables, but not the allegorical interpreta

tions found in Mark 4:13-20; Matt 13:36-43 and 22:11-13). 

b. Prophetic sayings. The predominant feature in prophetic sayings in 

the GTh is the announcement that the kingdom is present in Jesus and in 

one's own self (sayings 3, 18, 22, 51, 111). Apocalyptic sayings about 

future events are absent. Sayings formulated in the "I am ... " style 

never speak about Jesus' future role, but emphasize the presence of reve

lation among the disciples in the person of Jesus and his words. Jesus 

speaks with the self-revelatory voice of Wisdom (sayings 23, 28, 90); the 

"I am ... " formula answers the question "Who are you?" (sayings 61, 

77). 

c. Other forms. Legal sayings dealing with matters of the interpreta

tion of Old Testament law, the topics of fasting, prayer. and almsgiving, 

exhibit negative formulations and express a critical attitude towards tradi

tional legal observation (sayings I 4, 27, 53, 104). Rules for the commun

ity determine the organizational mechanism which protects the possession 

of secret wisdom (saying 13 ). 

10. RELATIONSHIP To THE CANONICAL GosPELS AND Q. a. General 

character. Many sayings of the GTh have parallels in the Synoptic gos

pels (Matthew, Mark, and Luke), rarely in John. A comparison with the 

Synoptic parallels (see below, § 12) demonstrates that the forms of the 

sayings in the GTh are either more original than they or developed from 

forms which are more original. The biographical framework of Matthew, 

Mark, and Luke and their editorial changes are not reflected in the GTh. 

Parallels in the Synoptic gospels appear most frequently in those sections 

which reproduce older collections (Matthew 5-7 and Luke 6; Mark 4 and 

Matthew I 3; Mark 4:22-25; Luke I 2:35-56). 

b. Relationship to Q. Sayings which Matthew and Luke have derived 
from their common source, the synoptic sayings source (Q), occur fre

quently in the GTh (cf. especially Matthew 5-7 and Luke 6). However, 

the sayings about the future coming of the Son of man which Q seems to 

have added to the older tradition of the sayings of Jesus (e.g., Luke 
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17:22-27) are m1ssmg (in saying 86, "son of man" means "human 

being"; cf. saying 106). On the other hand, sayings about the kingdom 

("of the father" or "of heaven") are very frequem in the GTh (sayings 3, 

20, 22, 27, 46, 49, 54, 57, 82, 96-99, 109, I 13-114). If the sayings of 

Jesus about the kingdom indeed belong to an older stage of the sayings 

tradition than the Son of man sayings. the sayings in the GTh derive from 

a stage of the developing sayings tradition which is more original than Q. 

This implies that also some of those sayings in the GTh which have no 

parallels in the Synoptic gospels could derive from the earliest stage of 

the tradition of sayings of Jesus. 

11. THEOLOGY. The general tendency of a sayings collection which 

has the features of a wisdom book is, in all its stages of composition and 

revision, to present divine Wisdom as the truth about the human self. 

Such a book is fundamentally esoteric and appeals to the understanding of 

a chosen group (cf. the phrase "whoever has ears to hear, let him hear." 

which is frequently added to the parables, sayings 8, 21, 63, 65, 96; cf. 

Mark 4:9). Even eschatological sayings appeal to this recognition (say

ings 3a, 113) and to the moment of its presence in Jesus (saying 91). 

Eschatological upheaval only means insight into divine values (sayings 

IO, 16, 82); sayings which emphasize common human experience (say

ings 32, 33b, 34-35, 45, 47, 86, 103) and which encourage appropriate 

human conduct (sayings 6a, 26, 39b, 62b, 81, 93, 95) can be interpreted as 

underscoring this eschatological message. 

Sayings about separation from the world (sayings 21a, 56) and libera

tion of the soul from the body (sayings 29, 87, I I 2) introduce a spiritual

izing tendency which is coupled with the concept of mystical 

fulfillment-the two become one (sayings 22, 30, 106). The theology of 

the author. closely related to such concepts, becomes more clearly visible 

in comments which he has added to traditional sayings: "they will 

become one and the same" (saying 4), "and will not experience death" 

(sayings 18, 19), "and find repose•· (saying 90). In such editorial com

ments, the author goes beyond wisdom theology's exhortation to discover 

one's divine identity: the elect and the solitary know their origin-they 

have come from the kingdom and recognized their destiny. repose (say

ings 49. 50). This agrees with the author's theme set forth in saying 1 and 

is further expressed in sayings which reject the body and the world (say

ings 37, 42, 56, 60, 70, 111). To be a "single one" means participation 

in the oneness of all who are one with their divine origin (sayings 16, 23); 

only the "solitary" will enter the bridal chamber (saying 75). The proto

type is Jesus, the Living One, who "exists from the undivided" (saying 

61) and in whom the repose and the new world are already present (say

ing 51 ).
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Many of the traditional sayings fit the author's theology and are thus 
preserved without editorial changes. Traditional is also the rejection of 
ritual and theological claims of the Old Testament (sayings 6, 14, 27, 52, 
104) and the criticism of the Pharisees as the guardians of this tradition
(sayings 39, 102). Only a very few sayings reflect more elaborate mythi
cal speculation connected with the interpretation of the biblical creation

story: rediscovery of the heavenly images is salvation. since they are
superior to the earthly Adam (sayings 83-85: cf. saying 88). Elements of

Gnostic theology are present in these passages (cf. also saying 101). But

the religious community in which this Gnosticizing interpretation of the

tradition of Jesus· sayings is cultivated still recognizes ecclesiastical

authority (cf. saying 12). Although the acknowledgment of Jesus as
lawgiver and wisdom teacher (saying 13) is insufficient, the GTh does not

separate those who possess the special lifegiving knowledge of Jesus'

words from the rest of the Christian pe9ple.

12. THE GTH AND THE W1sooM BooK. The closest parallels to the

genre represented by the GTh are the Jewish wisdom books: Proverbs, 

Wisdom of Sirach. Wisdom of Solomon. Ecclesiastes, and sections of 
books like Job and the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. Pseudo

Phocylides (a poetic version of Jewish wisdom sayings). the Sentences of 

Sextus (philosophical and religious sayings widely used by Christians). 

and 'Ahot (a Mishnaic tractate consisting of "sayings of the fathers") 

demonstrate the popularity of such books in the Hellenistic-Roman 

period. Wisdom books are primarily collections in which traditional 
materials are selected. composed, and edited. Compositional devices are 

word association. alliteration. parallelism, antithesis, formation of groups 
of sayings according to numerical principles, analogy in form and content, 

and thematic order. 

Christian authors composed wisdom books on the basis of traditional 

Jewish and general popular wisdom materials for the purposes of exhorta
tion, church order, and theological instruction (cf. the Epistle of James, 
the Mandata of the Shepherd ofHermas, and the Teachings of Silvanus [CG 

Yil,4] from Nag Hammadi). Traditional materials connected with the 

"two ways" appear under the authority of the apostles (cf. the Didache). 

Likewise, sayings of Jesus were remembered, collected. and written down 

at an early date for catechetical and liturgical instruction and in order to 
be used in preaching, polemics, and exhortation. Wisdom books contain
ing sayings of Jesus such as the GTh and the synoptic sayings source (Q) 

are based on earlier collections of this kind. 

But the composition of Jesus' sayings into wisdom books reveals a 
basic religious orientation which goes beyond the concerns of the practi
cal usefulness of such collections. A characteristic parallel is provided by 
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the Wisdom of Solomon: wisdom sayings express the truth about God 

and thus, by implication, about the religious essence of the human self, 

and they reveal the future destiny of the world and the fate of the indivi

dual believer. The synoptic sayings source (Q) exhibits both these con

cerns. In the material which Matthew and Luke have drawn from Q. wis

dom sayings and prophetic sayings predominate. Jesus is closely associ

ated with personified Wisdom (Matt 11 :29; Luke 7:35) and can utter 

words elsewhere ascribed to Wisdom (compare Matt 23:34 with Luke 

I I :49). Here, as well as in related materials, the quotation formula for a 

wisdom saying, i.e., a lof?OS ("utterance") that has been spoken and is 

remembered, occurs repeatedly (Luke 24:44; cf. the conclusions of 

Matthew's discourses; / Clem. 13.1-2; Acts 20:35). Also the parable 

tradition is seen as wisdom teaching: only the initiated members can 

understand the parables (Mark 4: I 0-12, 33-34; cf. Matt 13:51-52). 

Evidence for continuing interest in the collection of Jesus' sayings and 

their interpretation comes from the five books of Interpretations of the Say

inf?s (Lof?oi) of the Lord by the early second-century bishop Papias of 

Hierapolis (Eusebius, H.E. 3.39= 2. I Schw.). Papias distrusted written 

gospels and relied rather on the oral transmission of Jesus' sayings. His 

own endeavor is more akin to "Matthew who composed the sayings 

(lof?ia) in the Hebrew language.·· Since the canonical gospel of Matthew 

neither is a collection of sayings nor ever existed in the Hebrew (Ara

maic) language, this remark of Papias could refer to an earlier written col

lection of sayings like the synoptic sayings source which was used by the 
authors of the gospels of Matthew and Luke, lending its authority to the 

former of these two canonical gospels. 
The ascription of an early Christian wisdom book, composed of say

ings of Jesus, to Matthew constitutes important evidence for the transmis

sion of secret wisdom under apostolic authority. I Cor I: I 1-17 attacks 

claims to possess special wisdom under the authority of Peter, Paul, Apol

los and Jesus. This establishes an early date for the claiming of apostolic 

authority for secret wisdom. An "apocryphal" saying quoted by Paul in 
I Cor 2:9 is also preserved in the GTh (saying 17). We do not know how 

early the name of the apostle Thomas was associated with such traditions. 

But the ascription of wisdom books to the authority of an apostle is cer

tainly an early form of pseudepigraphical literary production in the his

tory of Christianity. 
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13. SYNOPTIC PARALLELS TO THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THOMAS. 

Doubtful parallels appear in parentheses. 

GTH 

2 

3 

4a 

4b 

5 

6a 

6b 

8 

9 

IO 

11 a 

12a 

13 

14a 

14b 

14c 

16a 

16b 

16c 

16d 

20 

21b 

21c 

21d 

2le 

22a 

24 

25 

26 

30 

31 

32 

33a 

33b 

34 

35 
36 
37 

MATTHEW 

(7:7-8) 

·····························

(11:25) 

19:30; 20: 16 

10:26 

6:1-8, 16-18 

10:26 

13:47-50 

13:3-9 

............................. 

(24:35) 

( 18: I) 

16:13-17 

6:1-8, 16-18 

(10:8) 

15:11, 17-18 

I0:34a 

I0:34b 

·····························

10:35 

13:31-32 

24:43-44 

·····························

····························· 

13:9 

19: 13-15 (18: 1-3) 

6:22-23 

22:39 

7:3-5 

18:20 

I 3:57 (13:58) 

5:14 

10:27 

5:15 

15: 14 

12:29 

6:25 

(16:16) 

MARK 

·················· 

.................. 

.................. 

10:31 

4:22 

.................. 

4:22 

·············••.ooo

4:3-9 

·················· 

(13:31) 

(9:34) 

8:27-30 

.................. 

.................. 

7:15,18,20 

·················· 

.................. 

.................. 

.................. 

4:20-32 

·················· 

·················· 

4:26-29 

4:9 

10: 13-16 

(9:33-36) 

.................. 

12:31 

.................. 

·················· 

6:4 (6:5) 

.................. 

·················· 

4:21 

.................. 

3:27 

·················· 

·················· 

LUKE 

(11:9-10) 

(17:20-21) 

(10:21) 

13:30 

8:17; 12:2 

·················· 

8:17; 12:2 

·················· 

8:5-8 

12:49 

(21:33) 

(9:46) 

9:18-21 

..................

10:8-9 

.................. 

I 2:51 a 

12:5 lb 

12:52 

12:53 

13:18-19 

12:39-40 

12:35 

.................. 

8:8 

18:15-17 

(9:46-47) 

11:34-35 

10:27 

6:41-42 

.................. 

4:24 

·················· 

12:3 

8:16; 11:33 

6:39 

11:21-22 

12:22 

·················· 
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38a (13:16-17) .................. (10:23-24) 

39a 23:13 ············· 11 :52 

39b I0:16b ............. ···················· 

40 15:13 ............. ···················· 

41 13:12; 25:29 4:25 8:18; 19:26 

43 (7:16a, 18; 12:33) ............. (6:43) 

44 12:31-32 3:28-29 12:10 

45a 7:16b ············· 6:44 

45b 12:35 ............. 6:45a 

45c 12:34 ............. 6:45b 

46a 11: 11 a ............. 7:28 

46b 11:llb; 18:3 10: 15 7:28b; 18: 17 

47b 6:24 ············· 16: 13 

47c ........................... ············· 5:39 

47d 9:17 2:22 5:37 

47e 9:16 2:21 5:36 

48 21:21; 17:20 11:22-23 (17:6) 

54 5:3 ............. 6:20 

55a l0:37 ············· 14:26 

55b l0:38; 16:24 8:34 14:27; 9:23 

57 13:24-30 ............. .................... 

61a (24:40) ............. 17:34 

61b I l:27a ............. I0:22a 

62a 13: 11 4: II 8:10 

62b 6:3 ............. .................... 

63 ........................... ............. 12:16--21 

64 22: 1-IO ............. 14: 15-24 

65 21:33-39 12:1-8 20:9-15 

66 21:42 12:10 20:17 

67 16:26 8:36 9:25 

68 5: 11 ............. 6:22 

69a 6:8, 10 ············· ..................... 

69b 5:6 ............. 6:21 

71 26:61 14:58 ···················· 

72 ........................... ············· 12:13-14 

73 9:37-38 ············· l0:2 

76a 13:44-46 ............. .................... 

76b 6:20 ............. 12:33 

78 11 :7-8 ............. 7:24--25 

79a ........................... ............. 11:27-28 

79b (24: 19) (13: 17) 23:29 (21:23) 

82 ··························· (12:34) ···················· 

86 8:20 ············· 9:58 
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89 23:25-26 ············· 11:39-40 

90 I I :28-30 ············· .............. 

91 16:1-3 ............. 12:56 

92 7:7 ············· 11:9 

93 7:6 ............. ·············· 

94 7:8 ............. 11:10 

95 (5:42) ............. 6:34-35 

96 13:33 ............. 13:20-21 

99 12:47, 49 3:32. 34 8:20-21 

100 22: 16-21 12:14-17 20:21-25 

IOia 10:37 ............. 14:26 

102 23:13 ............. (I I :52) 

103 24:43 ............. 12:37-39 

104 9:14-15 2: 18-20 5:33-35 

106 21:21 11:23 ·············· 

107 18:12-13 ............. 16:4-6 

109 13:44 ············· ··············

113 ············· ············· 17:20-21 

14. BIBLIOGRAPHY. The Gnostic character of the GTh is strongly

emphasized in Robert M. Grant (with David Noel Freedman and William 

R. Schoedel). The Secret Sayings of Jesus (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday,

1960). and Ernst Haenchen, Die Botschaft des Thomas-Evangeliums (Ber

lin: Topelmann, 1961 ). In several articles, Gilles Quispe) has tried to

demonstrate that the GTh derives from an early Aramaic gospel tradition

(viz .• the Gospel According to the Hebrews): see Vigiliae Christianae I I

(1957) 189-207; ibid. 12 ( 1958) 181-96; ibid. 13 (1959) 87-1 17; ibid. 14

(1960) 204-15; ibid. 16 (1962) 121-53; ibid. 18 (1964) 226-35; New Tes
tament Studies 5 ( 1958) 276-90; ibid. 12 ( 1965) 371-82. For further dis

cussion see Oscar Cullmann, Interpretation 16 ( 1962) 4 I 8-38 (TLZ 85

I 1960] 321-34); Hugh Montefiore and H. E.W. Turner, Thomas and the
Evangelists (Studies in Biblical Theology 35; London: SCM, 1962); James

M. Robinson and Helmut Koester, Trajectories through Early Christianity
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1971) 74-103, 127-41. 166-87. Wolfhart

Schrage, Das Verhiiltnis des Thomas-Emngeliums :ur synoptischen Tradi
tion und zu den koptischen Evangelien-Uhersetzungen (Zeitschrift fur die
neutestament/iche Wissenschaft, Beiheft 29: Berlin: De Gruyter, I 964)

unconvincingly tries to demonstrate dependence upon the Coptic transla

tion of the canonical gospels; cf. John Sieber, '• A Redactional Analysis

of the Synoptic Gospels with Regard to the Question of the Sources of the

Gospel of Thomas" (Ph.D. diss .• Claremont Graduate School, 1964).

Theology: Bertil Gartner, The Theology of the Gospel According to Thomas
(New York: Harper, 1961). General presentation: R. McL. Wilson, 
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Studies in the Gospel of Thomas (London: Mowbray, 1960). Older litera
ture: Ernst Haenchen, "Literatur zum Thomasevangelium," Theolo

gische Rundschau 27 (1961) 147-78, 306-38. See also introduction to 

tractate 7 in vol. 2. 
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NA£( N£ N(!JAXe eeHn" £NTA IC eTONZ I xooy AYW MjCZA"icoy NCSI 

.AI.AYMOC I roy.A AC 0WMAC 

(I) AYW nex A q  xe nel TAZe eeepMHNerA NNeerc.yAxe qNA l x r  tne 

AN MnMoy' 

15 (2) nexe I c MNTpeq"ll.->..o NCS I neT'c.y1Ne eq "c.ylN£ 1.!JANTeq'lcs•-

Ne AYW ZO TAN' eq (!JANCSINe qNA '11.!JTPTP 

(!NAP I c.ynHpe A yw qNAP I jipo ex.::t nTHP'I 

20 (3) nexe re xe e yc.yANxooc NHTN NCSI NeT'cwK ZHT" THYTN I xe 

£1CZHHT£ £T'MNTepo ZN TO£ £1£1£ NZA.->..HT' NAP c.yopo" £PWTN NT£ I 

TO£ £Yl.!JANXooc NHTN X£ CZN eAl.->..A ccA eel £ NTBT" NAP c.yopo" 

25 epwTN H A.->...->..A TMNTepo CMO£TNZOYN" AYW I cMn£TN-

SOURCES AND GREEK VARIANTS 

(Prologue) PAP. P. Oxv. 654: cf. TESTIMONIUM 4. 32:11-12 AIAYMOC i"oyAAC 

8WMAC : ['louBa 6) Kai 0wµii 

(I) PAP .. P. Oxv 654. 
(2) PAP .. P. Oxv 654. 17-19 (!ITPTP to nTHP(j: Greek frg. different 

(3) PAP .. P. Oxv 654. 23 NHTN: Greek frg. omits ZN eA-'1.acca: u1ro tl)v yt\v 24 
NTBT : Greek frg. adds tii<; 0oJ..a[oOJJ<;) 25 TMNT£PO : � j3ao[1At:ia tOU 0rou) : cf. 38: 18 
with Greek saying 27 

AUXILIARY NOTES 

(I) 32: 12-13 Sah. n£TNA-. 

(2) 14 Sah. MnpTp£q. 

(3) 26 Sah. n£TNBOA.

TEXT CRITICAL NOTES 

(2) 32: 17 p ,·acot (!lnHP£ : half a line uninscribed owing 10 an original imperfection in the
papyrus 

(3) 22-23 NZA-'1.HT NT£ TTT£ NAP 111opn £PWTN em. Haenchen 160 
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TRANSLATED BY 

THOMAS 0. LAMBDIN 

These are the secret sayings which the living Jesus ' spoke and which 

Didymus Judas Thomas wrote down. ' 

(I) And he said, ' "Whoever finds the interpretation of these sayings

will' not experience death." 

(2) Jesus said, 1s ''Let him who seeks continue seeking until he ' finds.

When he finds, he will ' become troubled. When he becomes troubled, he 

will' be astonished, and he will 'rule over the all.'' 

(3) Jesus said, "If 20 those who lead you say to you, ' 'See, the king

dom is in the sky,' 'then the birds of the sky will precede you. 'If they say 

to you, 'It is in the sea,' 'then the fish will precede you. 25 Rather, the 

kingdom is inside of you, and' it is outside of you. 

"You" as spoken by Jesus is always plural, excepl when explici1ly marked "sg." (cf. say

ings 5, 13, 25, 26, 33. 62). 

VARIANTS The 1ransla1mn primed above is based exclusively upon 1he Cop1ic version. 

Varian1s of !he Greek fragmen1s are given in !he following no1es: on 1he ex1en1 of 1hese 

fragmenls see below pp. 96-128.

(Prologue) Didymus Judas Thomas Coptic: [Judas, who is) also Thomas Greekfrg. 

(2) become 1roubled. When he becomes lroubled ... rule over 1he all Coptic : [be

amazed. And) when he becomes [amazed). he will rule. And [once he has ruled), he will 

[auain res!) Greekfrg. 

(3) lf1hey say 10 you Coptic: lf 1hey say Greekfrf/. 

in 1he sea Coptic: under 1he ear1h Greekfrg. 

fish Coptic: Greekfrg. adds of lhe sea 

Ra1her, 1he kingdom Coptic: Greekfrg. adds [of god) 
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ZOTAN £T€TN(92t.NICOYWN THYTN TOT£ C€N2t.coyw(N) * TH-

NE z..yw T£TNA£1M£ .XE NTWTN TT£ I N(9HP£ Mn£1wT' ETONZ £-

e9wn£ A£ I TETNAcoywN THYTN AN ££1£ T£TNle9oon' ZN oyMNTZH-

5 KE z..yw NTWTN II TT£ TMNTZHKE 

(4) n£.x£ 1c qNA.XNAY AN I NISI npwME NzX.>,.o ZN Ne:qzooy £.XNE 

I oyKoy£1 N(9HP£ (9HM EqZN cAt9ij I Nzooy £TB£ nTonoc M-

IO nwNz AYW I qNAWNZ .XE oyN zz..z Nt9opn' NAP zAHe: z..yw Nc£-

e9wn£ oyz.. oywT 

(5) TT£.X£ 1c I coywN TTETMTTMTO MTTEKZO £BO.>,.' I AYW n£eHn' e:-

poK' qNAISW"-n' £BO"- I NAK' MN .>,.Az..y rAp E'IZHn' e:qNAoywNz I 

£BO.>,. AN 

15 (6) z..y.x Noyq NISI NE'l'MAeHTHc I n£.XAY NAq' .X£K'oywe9 

£TPNPNHCT£ Y£ I AYW £(9 TE 0£ €NA<g.>,.H.>,. ENAt E"-EIHMO-

C YNH 

20 60"-

AYW £NAPTTAPATHP£1 EOY I NISIOYWM' 

z..ylw TT£T£TMMOCT£ MMoq' MTTPAAq 

TT£.X€ IC .XE MTTP .XE 

.XE I C£60"-TT' THPOY 

£BO.>,. Mne:MTO £BO"- I NTne: MN "-AAY rAp EqzHn' EqNz..oylwNz EBO"-

AN Ayw MN "-AAY EqZOBC £ YINA6W oye:t9N 60"-TT'I' 

26-27 zon.N E:TE:TN(!IAN coywN THyTN : [oc; av Eautov) yvip, taUTT]V Eup11[0Et, 1mi OTE 

uµEt<;] EaUtOU<; yvrocmJ0CX[t] (i.e. yvrocsrn0E) 27-33:1 TOTE: CE:NACOYW(N) THNE: AyW: 
Greek frg. omits 

(4) PAP .. P. Oxv. 654; cf. TESTIMONIIJM I. 33:9 NAP ZAE: : Greek frg. adds [Kai] oi 

£OXCXTOl 1tprotot 

(5) PAP., P. OXY. 654. 14 E:80}1. AN: Greek frg. adds l((XI 0E0cxµµivov (i.e. tE0-) 0 o[uK 

EY£p011crEtm] 

(6) PAP., P. Oxv. 654. 15 NA(.j : Greek frg. omits E:KOyW(!I E:TPNPNHCTE:yE: : 1troc; 

v11crttulcsoµEv] 16 E:NAt E:JI.E:HMocyNH : 1troc; [iAET]µOOUVTJV 1tm11csoµEv] 21 NTnE: : 

[t)i\c; ci.)..110[E)(cxc; (cf. Coptic TMe) 22-23 AYW to .soJ1.nq: Greek frg. omits 

(4) 33:10 i.e. NOYA NOYWT. 

(6) 15 i.e. ll.E: E:KoyW(!I. 16 Sah. NA(!I NZ£ E:NA(!IJI.HJI.. 18 1.e. N.SINoywM. 19 i.e. 

TTE:TE:TN-. 23 i.e. NOYE:(!IN. 

(6) 33:15 ll.E: <NA(!I NZ£> 1e.oyW(!I Guillaumont et al. 5: cf. Greek frg. 17-18 oy I 
N.s1oywM : oy.s1NoywM em. Leipoldt2 26 n. 21 TnE: ; poss. emend to TME:, with Greek 

frg. (thus Guillaumont et al.. with hesitation) 22 AN added above the line 
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When you come to ' know yourselves, then you will become known, 33 

and you will realize that it is you who are ' the sons of the living father. 

But if' you will not know yourselves. you' dwell in poverty and it is you 5 

who are that poverty.'' 

(4) Jesus said, "The man old in days will not' hesitate to ask' a small

child seven 'days old about the place of life, and ' he will live. For many 

who are first will become last, '° and they will become one and the same.·· 

(5) Jesus said. ' "Recognize what is in your (sg.) sight, ' and that

which is hidden from you (sg.) will become plain 'to you (sg.). For there 

is nothing hidden which will 'not become manifest.'' 

(6) His disciples questioned him 15 and said to him, "Do you want us

to fast? ' How shall we pray? Shall we give alms? ' What diet shall we 

observe?" ' 

Jesus said, •'Do not tell lies. ' and do not do what you hate, for 20 all 

things are plain in the sight ' of heaven. For nothing hidden will not ' 

become manifest, and nothing covered ' will remain without being 

uncovered.'' 

When you come to know yourselves Coptic : [Whoever] knows [himself] will discover 

this. [And when you] come to know yourselves GreekfiK 

then you will become known Coptic: GreekfiK omits 

(4) become last Coptic: GreekfiK adds [and] the last will be first

(5) become manifest: Greekfrg. adds nor buried that [will not be raised]

(6) to him Coptic: GreekJ,-g. omits

Do you want us to fast? ... Shall we give alms? Coptic: How [shall we] fast? ... How

[shall we give alms]? Greekfi"f!,. 

in the sight of heaven Coptic: [ in the sight] of truth GreekJ,-g. 

and nothing covered will remain without being uncovered Coptic: Greekfi-g. omits 
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25 (7)ne:.xe:1c oylMAKAPIOC TIE: TIMOYE:I TIAE:I E:TE:0 TIPWME: 

NAoyoMq Ayw NT£ nMoye:1 I qiwne: jipwMe: Ayw qBHT' N61 nrwlMe: 

nAE:I e:Te: nMoye:1 NAoyoMq AYIW nMoye:1 NAqiwne: jipwMe: 

30 (8) AYW ne:l.xAq .xe: e:npwMe: TNTWN Ayoywze: II PPMNZHT' nAe: 1 N-

TAZNO)'Xe: NTe:qAlew e:eAAACCA A(ICOJK MMOC e:zrA·i I ZN eAAACCA 

e:cMe:z NTBT' NKoye:1 NlzrA·i NZHToy Aqze: AYNot> NTBT e:NAINoyq' 

35 N61 noywze: PPMNZHT A(jNOYIIXE: NNKOYE: I THPOY NTBT' €BO� 

•p.34 1 
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e:[ne:J*cHT' €8AAACCA A(jCOJTn' MnN06 NITBT XWPIC ZIC€ ne:Te: 

oy N MAA.xe: MMO(j I e:cwTM MAPE:(j'CWTM 

(9) ne:.xe: 1c .xe: e:1czHIHTe:' A(j€1 €BOA Nt>t ne:T'cne: A(jME:Z TooT"ij II

A(jNO)'X€ AZO€1NE: M€N Z€ €.XN T€ZIH ' I AY€1 N61 NZAAAT€ AY-

KAT(jOY ZNKooye: I Ayze: e:.x N Tne:TpA Ayw Mnoy .xe: NOyNe: I e:-

TTE:CHT' e:nKAZ Ayw i-1noyTe: ye: ZMC e:zlrA·i e:Tne: Ayw ZNKooye: 

Ayw An(jNT oyoMoy 

AYOJ AZNKooye: ze: e:x N nKAZ e:TNANoyq' I AYW Al.It KAPTIOC 

e:zpA"i e:Tne: e:NANOY'-1' Al.lie:• l'ice: e:coTe: Ayw qie:xoywT' e:coTe: I 

15 (10) ne:xe: 1c xe: A€1Noyxe: NoyK wh' e:x N II nti:.ocMoc AYW e:1c-

ZHHT€ tAre:z e:ro1.1' I (!)ANTe:1.1xe:ro 

(II) ne:xe: 1c xe: Te:e:me: NApnAIPAre: 

nApAre: I AYW NE:TMOOYT CE:ONZ AN 

Ayw Te:TNTne: MMOC NAP

AYOJ N€TONZ I CE:NAMOY 

20 AN Nzooy Ne:Te:TNoywM' II MTIE:TMooyT' N€T€TNe:1pe: MMOq Mne:1-

TONZ ZOTAN €T€TNqjANqjWTI€ ZM noy1oe:1N oy TI€T€TNAA(j ZM 

(7) PAP .. P. Oxv. 654 (SMALL FRG.). 

(8-10) PAP .. NO GREEK FRGS HAVE BEEN FOUND. 

( 11) PAP. NO GREEK FRGS HAVE BEEN FOUND: CF TESTIMONIUM 2. 

( 10) 34: )5 i.e. tZAPEZ. 

( 11) 19 i.e. ENETETN- (Guillaumont et al. emend thus). 22 i.e. nETETNAAAq. 

(7) 28 ITMOYEI NAll)WnE Pl'WME: nPWME NAll)WITE MMOyE1em. Guillaumont et al. 

(8) 29 ITPWME : TMNTEPO or TMNTEPO MITEIWT em. Nagel 523 33 NZHTOy : NZHTC 

em. Leipoldt 

(9) 34: 12-13 Aq)e1 N poss. corrupt: Aqq1 N em. Guillaumont et al. (Aq<q>E1 Cameron, 

cf. 42:28 for the form) with hesitation : A(IEINE N em. Quecke2, with hesitation 

( 10) 14 AEl<Et E>Noyx.e Guillaumont et al. (cf. 35:32) with hesitation 
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(7) Jesus said, ' "Blessed is the lion which 25 becomes man when con

sumed by ' man; and cursed is the man ' whom the lion consumes, and ' the 

lion becomes man." 

(8) And he said,' ''The man is like a wise fisherman 3o who cast his net

'into the sea and drew it up' from the sea full of small fish.' Among them 

the wise fisherman found a fine large fish. ' He threw 35 all the small fish 

34 back into the sea and chose the large' fish without difficulty. Whoever 

has ears' to hear, let him hear.'• 

(9) Jesus said, "Now' the sower went out, took a handful (of seeds), 5 

and scattered them. Some fell on the road; ' the birds came and gathered 

them up. Others ' fell on rock,.did not take root ' in the soil, and did not 

produce ears. ' And others fell on thorns; 10 they choked the seed(s) and 

worms ate them. 'And others fell on the good soil' and it produced good 

fruit: 'it bore sixty per measure and a hundred and twenty per measure.'' ' 

(IO) Jesus said, "l have cast fire upon 1s the world, and see, I am 

guarding it' until it blazes." 

(11) Jesus said, "This heaven will 'pass away, and the one above it

will pass away. 'The dead are not alive, and the living ' will not die. In 

the days when you consumed 20 what is dead, you made it what is alive. ' 

When you come to dwell in the light, 'what will you do? On 

( 11) will not die: or, are not dying 
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ZOTAN A£ I E:TE:TN<ijA-

25 qJWne NCNAY' oy ne eTellTNNAAt{' 

(12) ne.xe MMA0HTHC NIC .xe TNlcooyN .XE KNABWK' N-

TOOTN NIM' ne I £TNAP N06 Ezpz.."i e.xwN ne.xe IC NAY I .xe 

nMA NTAT£TN£I MMAY eTeTNAIBWK' C!JA Tz..1<.wBoc nA1Kz..1oc nz..e1 NTA 

30 ff Tne MN nl(AZ qJWne E:TBHT°q 

*p.35 1 

(83 L.)
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(13) ne.xe 1c I NN£QMA0HTHC .xe TNTWNT' NTE:TN f.xooc Nz..e1 .xe 

££IN£ NNIM ne.xz..q NAQ' I N61 CIMWN neTpoc .xe £K£1Ne Noyz..r'I-

reAOC NAIKAIOC ne.xz..q NAQ N(SI MAe'*ez..1oc .XE £K£1NE N

oyp wMe Mcl>1AocoIc1>oc NPMNZHT' ne.xz..q NAQ �iis1 e wMz..c I .xe 

ncz..z zoA wc TATz..npo NAC!J<C!J>Anq' AN I eTpz...xoo.::: .xe £K£1N£ N-

NIM' ne.xe IHC u .xe ANOK' nEK'cz..z AN enEI AKCW AKtze I £-

BOA ZN TnHrH £TBPBP£ Tz..e1 ANOK' I NTAE:IC!JITC z..yw z..q.x1T q z..qz..-

NAXwpe1 I z..q.x w NAQ NC!JOMT' NC!JA.XE: NT Ape ewfMAC A£ £ 1  C!JA 

10 N£Q'C!JBE£P' z..y.x Noyq' .XE II NTA 1c .xooc .xe oy NAK' nE.xz..q' 

NAY Nis1 I e wMAC .xeE:IC!JAN'.xw NHTN oyz.. zN NC!JAl.xe NTA q.xooy Nz..e1 

TE:TNAQI WNE: NTE:fTN Noy.xe epoe1 z..yw NT£ oyKWZT' E 1 £!BOA ZN N

WNE: t NCPWZK' MMWTN 

15 (14) ne.xe 11 •c NAY .xe eTeTNC!JANPNHCTe ye TE:TNz..f.xno NHTN N-

NoyNoBe z..yw £T£TNC!JA(N)IC!JAHA' C£NAPKATAKPIN£ MMW-

TN Ayw I eTETN'!JANt £A£HMoc yNH £TETNz..e1fpE NOYKAKON NNe-

20 TMnNz.. z..yw eTeTNIIC!JANBWK' ezoyN £KAZ NIM z..yw NTE:TMfMOOC!Je 

NETC!JWNe NZHTOY ep1 eepz..ne ye MMoloy 

25 zoyN ZN TeTNTz..llnro QNA.XWZM TH YTN AN' 

(12-23) PAP.: NO GREEK FRGS. HAVE BEEN FOUND 

24-25 i.e. eTETNAAil>lj. 

neTNABWK rz..p' e

ll.AAA neTNINH Y £BOA' 

( 13) 32 i.e. ee1e1Ne (Guillaumom et al. emend sim.). 35: 11 i.e . .xe ee1Q1AN. oya: 

i.e. Noya. 14 i.e. pwu (Guillaumont et al. emend thus). 

( 14) 16 i.e. NOyNOBe. 19 i.e. NNeTNTTNa.. 20 i.e. NTeTN.

( 13) 35:3 <QI> Layton: cf. HypArch 93: 16
et al.) 

14 t l'ic : emend to NII (thus Guillaumom



SA YIN GS 12-14 (34:22-35:26) 59 

the day when you ' were one you became two. But when ' you become 

two, what 25 will you do?" 

( 12) The disciples said to Jesus, ' "We know that you will depart from

us. Who is' to be our leader?" 

Jesus said to them, ' "Wherever you are, you are to ' go to James the 

righteous, Jo for whose sake heaven and eanh came into being.•• 

(13) Jesus said ' to his disciples. "Compare me to someone and ' tell

me whom I am like." 

Simon Peter ' said to him, "You are like a 'righteous angel." 

Matthew said to him, 35 "You are like a wise philosopher." ' 

Thomas said to him,' "Master, my mouth is wholly incapable' of say

ing whom you are like.'' 

Jesus said, 5 ''I am not your (sg.) master. Because you (sg.) have 

drunk, you (sg.) have become intoxicated ' from the bubbling spring 

which I ' have measured out.'' 

And he took him and withdrew 'and told him three things. ' When Tho

mas returned to his companions, they asked him, 10 ''What did Jesus say 

to you?" 

Thomas said to them,' "If I tell you one of the things 'which he told 

me, you will pick up stones and' throw them at me; a fire will come out of 

'the stones and burn you up.'' 15 

(14) Jesus said to them, "If you fast, you will' give rise to sin for your

selves; and if you' pray, you will be condemned; and' if you give alms, 

you will do I harm to your spirits. When you 20 go into any land and I walk 

about in the districts, if they receive ' you, eat what they will set before 

you, ' and heal the sick among them. ' For what goes into your mouth 25 

will not defile you, but that which ' issues from 



60 GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THOMAS 

ZN T€TNTAnpo NToq nelTNAX AZM TH YTN 

(15) nexe 1c xe zoTAN I ETETN<YANNAY eneTe Mnoy xnoq' I €BOA 

30 ZN TCZIM€ 0€2T' THyTN €X M ff neTNZO NT€TNOYW<YT NAq' 0€TMI-

35 

*p. 361 

(84 L.) 

5 

MAY ne 0€TN€1WT' 

(16) 0€.2'.€ IC .2'.€ TAXA I € YM€€Y€ N6 1 PPWM€ XE NTA€1€1 €NOYIX€ 

l\ioye1pHNH ex M m:.ocMoc Ayw I cecooy N AN xe NTA£1e1 ANoyxe 

NZNlln wpx' ex N OKAZ OYKWZT' oycHqe' I oynoA.eMoc oyN toy 

rAP NAcywne * ZN oyH£1 oyN cyoMT NAcywne e.xN I CNAY Ayw 
. . . .  

CNAY ex N cyOMT' ne1wT' I ex M ncyHpe Ayw ncyHpe ex M ne1wT' 

AYW C€NAWZ€ EPAToy e yo MMONAIIXoc 

(17) ne.xe 1c .xe tNAt NHTN MOET€ I Mne BA.>.. NAY epoq' Ayw neTe 

Mne MAIAX€ coTMeq' Ayw neTe t:1ne 61X ' tSMjtSwMq' Ayw Mneq'e1 e

ZPA 'j z I cj>HT' I PPWM€ 

10 (18) nexe MMA0HTHC NIC xe xolloc EPON xe TNZAH ECNAcywne NI-

nexe 1c AT€TN6W.>..n' rAP £BOA I NTAPXH XEKAAC e-

T€TNA(YIN€ NCA I eAzH .xe ZM TIMA ET€ TAPXH MMAY eleAZH NAQJW-

15 ne MMAY oyMAKAp1oc II neTNA[zDwze epATq' ZN TAPXH AYW I 

qNAcoywN ezAH Ayw qNAX I tne I AN MMOY 

(19) 0€X€ IC .XE oyMAKAPIOC I 0€ N'TAZ(YWO€ ZA T€ZH €MOA-

20 Teqcywlne ETETN(YANcywne NA€ 1 MMAeHIITHC NTETNCWTM ANA(YA-

xe N€€1WIN£ NAPA IAKONEI NHTN oyNTHTN I rz..r' MMAY l\itoy N(YHN 

ZM nAPA'IAtcoc eceK IM AN NcywM Mnpu, I Ayw MAP€ NOY6WB€ ze 

25 €BOA neT'IINAcoywNoy qNAXI tne AN' MMoy I 

(20) ne.xe MMA0HTHC NIC xe xooc I epoN xe TMNT€PO NMnHye 

ectTNTWN £NIM ne.x Aq NAY xe ecTNITWN AYB�BIAE Ncy�-

30 TAM <c>coBK nAIIPA N6P06 THpoy zoTAN AE eccyA(N)tze e.x M 

nKAZ EToyp ZWB epoq cyAqlTeyo €BOA NNOYN06 NTAP l\iqcywlne NCKE-

( 18) 36: 13-16 8AlH - .. 8AlH ... 8lAH : i.e. 8AH ... 8AH ... 8AH (Guillaumont et al. 

emend thus). 

( 19) 22 i.e. nn.1sp.1s.11.1coc (Guillaumont et al. emend thus). 

(20) 32 i.e. NOyNOOS:. 

( 18) 36: 15 [zJ cancelled by the copyist 

( 19) 23 poss. em. to <H> Mnpw 

(20) 29 <c> Layton : <ec> Guillaumonl el al. 



SAYINGS 15-20 (35:26-36:33) 61 

your mouth-it is that which' will defile you.'' 

(15) Jesus said, "When 'you see one who was not born 'of woman,

prostrate yourselves on 30 your faces and worship him. That one ' is your 

father.'' 

(16) Jesus said.' "Men think. perhaps, that it is peace which I have

come to cast ' upon the world. ' They do not know that it is dissension 

which I have come to cast 35 upon the earth: fire, sword, ' and war. For 

there will be five 36 in a house: three will be against ' two, and two 

against three, the father' against the son, and the son against the father. ' 

And they will stand solitary." 5 

( 17) Jesus said, "I shall give you what ' no eye has seen and what no '

ear has heard and what no hand has touched' and what has never occurred 

to the human ' mind.'' 

( 18) The disciples said to Jesus, ''Tell 10 us how our end will be." '

Jesus said, "Have you discovered, then, 'the beginning, that you look

for ' the end? For where the beginning is, ' there will the end be. Blessed 

is 15 he who will take his place in the beginning; ' he will know the end and 

will not experience' death." 

(19) Jesus said. "Blessed is 'he who came into being before he came

into being. ' If you become my disciples 20 and listen to my words, these 

stones' will minister to you. 'For there are five trees for you in Paradise' 

which remain undisturbed summer and winter ' and whose leaves do not 

fall. 25 Whoever becomes acquainted with them will not experience death." ' 

(20) The disciples said to Jesus, ''Tell 'us what the kingdom of heaven 

is' like.'' 

He said to them, "It is like' a mustard seed. It is the smallest of 30 all 

seeds. But when it ' falls on tilled soil, it ' produces a great plant and 

becomes ' a shelter 
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62 GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THOMAS 

nH NZ.AA.ATE NTne 

(21) nEIXE MA PIZA M NIC .XE ENEKM.AeHft"fHC EINE NNIM' nEX A q' 

.XE EYEINE * NZN<!JHPE tyHM' EY 6EJ\.IT' AYCW(YE ETWIOY AN TE ZO

TAN EY(YAEI N61 N.XO EIC f NTCW(YE CENA .XOOC .XE KE TNCW(YE f EBOJ\. 

NAN NTOOY CEKA K.AZH y Mnoy MIITO EBOJ\. ETPOY KA AC EBOJ\. NAY N-

C Et Toy fcW(YE NAY .Al.A TOY TO txw MMOC XE Eq'ftyAEIME N61 

n .XECZNHEI .XE qNH y  N6 I f  npEtjX IOYE qNA PO EIC €Mn.A TEq'El NqTMf-

10 KA A q' €(9O.X T' EZOYN ETIEqHEI NTE TEq'ftMNTEPO ETPEqql NNEq'-

CKEYOC NTWTN I AE poe1c ZA TEZH MnKoCMoc Moyp' MfMWTN 

EX N NETNtnE ZNNOYN06 N.AY fNA MIC (YIN.A XE NE NJ\.HCTHC ZE EZIH 

15 EEi I <YA PWTN ene1 TEXPEI A ETETNiswtyT' II EBOJ\. ZHTC CENA ZE' 

EPOC MA pEqtywne I ZN TETNMHTE N61 oypwME NEmCTHfMWN N-

T A PE nKApnoc nwz A qEI ZNNoylt>EnH EnEqACZ ZN TEq61X 

20 A qZACq nEfTE oyN MA .A.XE MMOq' ECWTM MA pEqCWTM ff 

(22) A IC NAY A ZNKOYE I E y  X I  EPWTE nE.X A q  NfNEqMAeHTHC XE 

NEEI KOYEI ETX I  EPWITE EY TNTWN ANETBHK" EZOYN ATMNITEPO TIE-

.X AY NA q' .XE EEIENO NKOYEI TNfNA BWK" EZOYN ETMNTEPO nEXE 

25 I HC NAY II xe zoTAN ETETN<YAP ncNAY oyA A yw EfTETN<YAP ncA 

NZOYN Ne€ MnCA NBOJl. f AYW ncA NBOJ\. Ne€ MTICA NZOYN AYW 

ncA (N)fTnE Nee MnCA MmTN AYW <YINA ETEITNAEIPE Mcj>o"oyT' MN 

30 TCZIME MmoyA II oywT" XEKA AC NE cpooy T' p zooyT" NTE f TCZIME p

cz1ME zoTAN ETETN(YAEI PE I NZNBAJ\. EnMA NOYBAJ\." A yw oyis1x " f 

ETIMA NNOY 61X ' AYW oyEpHTE EnMA f NOYEPHTE OYZIKWN" EnMA Noy-

35 ZIKW(N) ff TO TE TETNA BWK' EZOYN f?[T)t:1�[TEp)o" 

(21) 37:4-5 Sah. MneyMTO ... T€yCW'!j€. 12 i.e. ZN OyNOIS. 17 i.e. ZN oyosenH.

(22) 23 i.e. ee1e eNo (Guillaumont et al. emend thus, with hesitat ion): ee1 understood 

as Greek Ei by Leipoldt, b ut un l ikely. 25 i.e. NOyA . 30 i.e. NOYWT. 33-34 i.e. NOY

.six ... oyoyepHT€ ... NOyoy€PHT€. 

33 N<N>ZAJ\AT€ Guillaumont et al. 

(21 )37:9-10 (NT€ T€4'1MNTepo} Leipoldt 



SAYINGS 21-22 (36:33-37:35) 63 

for birds of the sky.'' ' 

(21) Mary said to Jesus, "Whom are your disciples 35 like?'·

He said, "They are like 37 children who have settled in a field ' which is 

not theirs. When the owners of the field come, ' they will say. 'Let us 

have back our field.• 'They (will) undress in their presence 5 in order to let 

them have back their field and to give' it back to them. Therefore I say,' if 

the owner of a house knows that the thief is coming, ' he will begin his 

vigil before he comes and will not ' let him dig through into his house of 

his 10 domain to carry away his goods. You (pl.), 'then, be on your guard 

againsl the world. Arm ' yourselves with greal slrength ' lesl lhe robbers 

find a way to come ' lo you, for the difficulty which you expect 15 will 

(surely) materialize. Let there be ' among you a man of understanding. ' 

When the grain ripened, he came quickly ' with his sickle in his hand and 

reaped it. 'Whoever has ears to hear, let him hear.•· 20 

(22) Jesus saw infants being suckled. He said to ' his disciples, • 'These 

infants being suckled' are like those who enter the' kingdom.•• 

They said to him, "Shall we then, as children,' enter the kingdom?" 

Jesus said to them, 25 " When you make the two one, and ' when you 

make the inside like the outside ' and the outside like the inside, and the 

above' like the below, and when' you make the male and the female one 

and the same, 30 so that the male not be male nor ' the female female; and 

you fashion 'eyes in place of an eye, and a hand' in place of a hand, and a 

foot in place 'of a foot, and a likeness in place of a likeness; 35 then will 

you enter [the kingdom]." 
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64 GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THOMAS 

(23) * nEXE 1c XE tNACETn THNE oyA €BOA I ZN cyo Ayw CNAY 

€BOA zN TBA AYW I CENAWZE EPA Toy E yo oyA oywT' 

(24) nEIXE N€tjMA8HTHC XE MATCE:BON' €0TOl!noc €TKMMAY En El 

TANArKH €PON TE I ETPN<YINE NCWq' nExz..q' NAY xE nETE Y IN 

MAAXE MMoq MAPE(l'CWTM oyN oyloE1N' cyoon' M<!>oy N NNO Y PM

oyoEIN I AYW qp oyoEIN En1<.ocMoc THpq' E(ITMIIP oyoEIN' oy

KAKE 0€ 

(25) TI€X€ IC XE M€P€ I 0€1<.CON N 8€ NTE:K'IJ'YXH €PITHP€1 MMO(j 

I Ne€ NTEAO Y  MnEK 'BAA' 

(26) nExE 1c XE nx H I ETZM nBAA MTIEK'CoN KNAY EP04' nC0€1 

1s I A€ ETZM nEKBAA' KNAY AN E:poq' ZOTAN II €K(YANNOYX€ MOC0€1 

€BOA zM nE:1<. 'IBAA' TOTE KNANAY €BOA ENoyxE .::inx H I €BOA zi-1 neAA 

MnE:KcoN 

(27) <nExE 1c XE> ETE<TN>TMPNHICTE YE ETIKOCMoc TETNAZE AN' 

20 €TMNT€IPO ETETN TMEIPE MnCAMBATON NCAB'IIBATON NTETNANAY 

AN EnE:IUlT' 

(28) nExE 11c XE AEIWZE €PAT' ZN TMHTE MnKoc!Moc Ayw 

AE:1oywNz €BOA NAY ZN CAP3 I AEIZE Epooy THpoy E Y TAZE MmzE 

2S EAAIAY NZHToy EqoeE: Ayw ATA\jlyxH t TKAC II EXN N(YHPE Nppw-

ME XE ZN BAAEE Y IE NE ZM noyzHT' Ayw CE:NAY €BOA AN 

XE NTAYEI EnKocMoc E ycyoyE:1T' E Yl<YINE ON E:TpoyE: 1 €BOA 

30 ZM nKoCMoc I E ycyoyE:1T' nAHN TENOY CE:TOZE zol!TAN E y-

l!JANNEZ noyHpn' TOTE CENAPIMETANOEI 

(24) PAP .. P. OXY. 65S (d)(SMALL FRG.). 

(25) PAP.; NO GREEK FRGS. HAVE BEEN FOUND 

(26) PAP .. P. OXY I (BEGINS 38: 16 TOT€ KNANAY). 

(27) PAP .. P. OxY. I 38: 18 TMNT€PO: Greek frg. adds tOU 0(rn)u 

(28) PAP .. P. OXY. I (BREAKS OFF AT 38:26 NAY €B0ll.). 

(23) 38:3 i.e. NOYA NoywT. 

(24) 8 i.e. Noypj;ioyoe1N. 

(28) 26 Sah. neyZHT. 30 Sah. ney1ipn. 

(27) 38: 17 <ne.xe ic .xe> Guillaumont et al.. with Greek frg. €T€<TN>TM : io.v µ11 

+ subjunctive Greek frg.

(28) 24 TKAc : K written over the false start of A 



SAYINGS 23-28 (38:1-31) 65 

(23) 38 Jesus said, '' I shall choose you, one out ' of a thousand, and

two out of ten thousand, and ' they shall stand as a single one.'' 

(24) His disciples said, "Show us the place 5 where you are, since it is

necessary for us' to seek it.'' 

He said to them, "Whoever has ' ears, let him hear. There is light ' 

within a man of light. ' and he lights up the whole world. If he 10 does not 

shine, he is darkness." 

(25) Jesus said, "Love ' your (sg.) brother like your (sg.) soul, guard

him' like the pupil of your (sg.} eye." 

(26) Jesus said, "You (sg., passim) see the mote' in your brother's eye,

' but you do not see the beam in your own eye. When 15 you cast the beam 

out of your own 'eye, then you will see clearly to cast the mote 'from your 

brother's eye." 

(27) <Jesus said,> "If you do not fast ' as regards the world, you will

not find the kingdom. ' If you do not observe the Sabbath as a Sabbath, 20 

you will not see the father." ' 

(28) Jesus said, '' I took my place in the midst of the world, ' and I

appeared to them in flesh. ' I found all of them intoxicated; I found none ' 

of them thirsty. And my soul became afflicted 25 for the sons of men, 

because they are blind ' in their hearts and do not have sight; ' for empty 

they came into the world, ' and empty too they seek to leave the world. ' 

But for the moment they are intoxicated. '° When they shake off their wine, 

then they will ' repent.·· 

(27) the kingdom Coptic: Greekfrg. adds of God

COPTIC TEXTUAL NOTES 

(24) he lights up ... If he does not shine, he is : or, it lights up ... If it does not shine, it 

is 
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66 GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THOMAS 

(29) 0£X£ I C

TE £(91X£ ONA A£ £TB£ ncWMA oytgnHP£ I N(90H1;'£ 0 £  Al,.1,.A A-

NO K' tr (90HP£ * MOA£1 XE nwc:: ATf?f?INOIS MMNTPMMAIO ACoywz ZN 

T££1MNTZHK£ 

(30) 0£X£ IC I XE OMA £YN (90MT NNOYT£ MMAy ZNINOYT£ 

5 NE nMA e yN CNAY H oyA ANO K' II t(9oon' NMMAq' 

(31) nexe I c MN npocJ>HITHc (9Hn' ZM neqtM£ MAP£ co£1N ji-

et:IPAO£Y£ NN£T'cooyN MMoq' 

(32) nexe 1c I XE oyno1,.1c £YKWT MMOC z1xN oyToloy eqxoce 

10 ecTAXPHY MN .soM Ncze N oy A£ CNAtgzwn' AN 

(33) nexe 1c neT'KNAICWTM epoq zM neK'MAAX£ zM nK£MAI-

AX£ TA(9£ 0£1(9' MMOl.j' ZIX N  N£TNX£1N£nwp' MAP£ 1,.AAy' rAp 

15 xepe zHec Nl.l'IKAAl.j' zA MAAxe oyAe MAl.jKAAq' zt::.1 MA n 

£1.jZHn' Al,.1,.A £(9AP£1.jKAAl.j' ZIXN T "-YIXNIA X£KAAC oyoN NIM' 

£TBHK' ezoyN I Ayw £TNNHY eeo1,. e yNANAY aneqoylo£1N 

(34) next: 1c xe oyBA"-£ £1.j(9AN'cwK' I ZHTl.j' NNoyBA"-£ (9AYZ£ M-

20 neCNAy' II eneCHT' e yz1e1T' 

(35) nexe ic MN .soM' I NT£ oyA ewK' ezoyN enH£1 Mnxwlwpe 

Nl.j.XITl.j' NXNAZ £1 MHTI Nl.jMOYP I NN£1.j1SIX ' 

I M0£1.jH£1 

TOT£ 1.jNAOWWN£ £BO"-

(29) PAP .. P. Oxv. I (SM ALL FRG.) . 39:2 a.coywz: Greek frg. prob. (i\vmKk� 
(30) PAP . .  P. OxY. I. 3 <!IOMT NNoyn: : Greek frg. merely ('tpk(i:<;] 4 NoyTe : 

�8£01 CNAY H oya. : E(f<;] EO'tlV µovo<;. p .. wyco 5 NMMA(j : Greek frg. adds (cf. saying 
77b) E)'E1(p )ov 'tOV Ai0o(v) KUKEI WpllOEl<; µ£. oxioov to �UAOV Kaycii EKE\ Eiµ1 

(3}) PAP .. P. OXY. I. 6 tMe : 1t(CX't)p10l 
(32) PAP .• P. OXY. I. 
(33) PAP .. P. OXY. I (BREAKS OFF AT 39: 11 TIE:KMA,U.€). 

�y <ii!iov '1'?ll 

(34-35) PAP.; NO GREEK FRGS . HAVE B EEN FOUND. 

(29) 32-33 i.e. nnNa. ... nnNa. (Guillaumont et al. emend thus).
(34) 39: 19 i.e. NOYBAAE:. 

(29) 34 ne : Te em. Guillaumont et al. 
(30) 39:3-4 E:YN ... eyN ... : poss. expected is E:TE:YN ... E:TE:yN ... 
(33) 11-12 poss. delete zM nKeMa.la.xe (thus Wilson 62 [with hesitation], Haenchen 

152) 



SAYINGS 29-35 (38:31-39:24) 67 

(29) Jesus said, "If the flesh' came into being because of spirit, it is a

wonder.' But if spirit came into being because of the body,' it is a wonder 

of wonders. [ndeed, [ am amazed 39 at how this great wealth ' has made 

its home in this poverty." 

(30) Jesus said, ' "Where there are three gods, 'they are gods. Where

there are two or one, I 5 am with him.'' 

(31) Jesus said, "No prophet ' is accepted in his own village; no physi

cian heals ' those who know him.'' 

(32) Jesus said, ' '' A city being built on a high mountain ' and fortified

cannot fall, 10 nor can it be hidden." 

(33) Jesus said, "Preach from your (pl.) housetops ' that which you (sg.)

will 'hear in your (sg.) ear. 'For no one lights a lamp and' puts it under a 

bushel, nor does he put it in a 15 hidden place, but rather he sets it on a 

lampstand 'so that everyone who enters 'and leaves will see its 'light.'' 

(34) Jesus said, '' If a blind man leads ' a blind man, they will both fall
20 into a pit." 

(35) Jesus said, "It is not possible ' for anyone to enter the house of a

strong man ' and take it by force unless he binds ' his hands; then he will 

(be able to} ransack 'his house.'' 

(29) has made its home Coptic: Greekfrg. prob. [mak]es [its home) 

(30) three gods Coptic: [th]r[ee) Greekfrg.

they are gods Coptic: they are without God Greekfrg.

are two or one Coptic: is but [a single one], I say that Greekfrg.

with him Coptic: Greekfrg. adds (cf saying 77b) Lift up the stone, and you will find me

there. Split the piece of wood, and I am there. 

(33) in your ear Coptic: in one of your ears Greekfrg.

(33) in your ear: the manuscript hos (erroneously) in your ear in the other ear 
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68 GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THOMAS 

(36) nexe Ic M�I pooyt9 Xl(N) u ZTooye (9A poyze Ayw X IN Z I-

poyze I (9A ZTooye xe oy ne<T>£TNATAAl.j z1wT'ITHYTN 

(37) nexe N£1.jMAeHTHC XE: A(9 Nlzooy £KNAOYWNZ £BOA 

NAN Ayw A(9 I NZOOY E:NANAy £POK' nexe I C  XE: ZOIITAN £T£-

TN(9AK£K THYTN ezHy MnelTN(91n£ Ayw NT£TNl.j I NN£TN(9THN I NT£TN

KAAY ZA necHT' NN£TNOY£PHITE: Nee NNIKoye I N(9HP£ (9HM' NT£ITN-

xonx n' MMOOY TOT� f TE:T]r:,i�r:,i� y * £n(9HP£ MnE:TONZ AYW 

TE:TNAP I ZOTE: AN 

(38) nexe IC XE: ZAZ Neon' AT£TNjpemeyM£1 £CWTM AN££I(9AX£ 

5 NA£I' I etxw MMooy NHTN AYW MNTHTN n KeoyA £COTMOY N-

TOOT(j 

epoe1' 

oyN ZNZoloy NA(9wne NT£TN(91N£ l\ic we1 T£ITNAZ£ AN' 

(39) nexe I c xe Mcl>APICA1loc MN NrPAMMATe yc Ay x I  Nl.!)A(9T' I 

IO NTrNwc1c Ayzonoy oyTe MnoyewK' II ezoyN Ayw N£Toyw t9 

eewK' ezoyN MlnoyKAAY NTWTN A£ t9wne Mcl>PONIMOC I l\iee N-

Nzoq' Ayw NAKepA1oc Nee NNlcs-poM'ne 

(40) nexe Ic oyeeNe>..oo>..e AYITocs-c MTICA Neo>.. M-

15 ne1wT' Ayw £CTA 'WXPHY AN C£NAnopKc ZA TE:CNoyNe NCITAKO 

(41) nexe Ic xe n£T£YNTAl.l' ZN Teq'lcs-1x ceNAt NA<l' Ayw ne-

T£ MNTAl.j nKel(9HM eToyNTAq' ceNAl.jlTij NTOOT<l' I 

(36) PAP .. P. OXY. 655. 2 6  (!IA ZTOOye : Greek frg. adds µ11tE (tfi tp0tpfi u)µfuv ti 
(j)(l(YlltE, µ11td tfi ot(oAfi uµrov) 27 THyTN: Greek frg. has additional text (see Greek say
ing 36, lines 7-17) 

(37) PAP. P. Oxv. 655. 29 nexe ic: Greek frg. merely J..i:yE1 

(38) PAP. P. Oxv. 655. 40:3-4 N2o.e1 etxw MMooy NHTN: Greek frg. poss. t[outmx; 
toui;Mhlouc; µouJ 

(39) PAP .. P. 0XY. 655. 10 N€TOYW(!j €BWK ezoyN: [touc;) EIOEp[)'.oµEvouc;) 
(40-76) PAP: NO GREEK FRGS. HAVE BEEN FOUND 

(36) 24 Sah. Mnpq1. 
(37) 30-3 I I.e. €Mn€TN(!jln€. 

(36) 26 ZTooye < • • - > (accidental omission in copy) suggested by Kasser, with hesita
tion: cf. Greek frg. 

(4 I) 40: 18 eToyNTA.f.l: i.e. €TNTA.f.1 or eTeyNTAf.1<1, poss. emend thus (Layton) 



SAYINGS 36-41 (39:24-40: I 8) 69 

(36) Jesus said, ··Do not be concerned from 25 morning until evening

and from evening ' until morning about what you will wear.'' ' 

(37) His disciples said, "When ' will you become revealed to us and

when' shall we see you?" 

Jesus said, "When 30 you disrobe without being 'ashamed and take up 

your garments ' and place them under your feet ' like little children and ' 

tread on them, then [will you see] 40 the son of the living one, and you 

will not be ' afraid.'' 

(38) Jesus said, "Many times have you ' desired to hear these words '

which I am saying to you, and you have 5 no one else to hear them from. 

There will be days ' when you will look for me and ' will not find me.'' 

(39) Jesus said, • 'The pharisees ' and the scribes have taken the keys '

of knowledge (gnosis} and hidden them. They themselves have not 

entered, 10 nor have they allowed to enter those who wish to. ' You, however, 

be as wise ' as serpents and as innocent as ' doves.'' 

(40) Jesus said, •·A grapevine has been 'planted outside of the father,

but being 15 unsound, it will be pulled up by its roots and 'destroyed.'' 

(41) Jesus said, "Whoever has something in his ' hand will receive

more, and whoever has nothing ' will be deprived of even the little he 

has." ' 

(36) until morning Coptic : Greek frg. adds neither [about] your [food] and what [you 

will] eat, [nor) about [your clothing] and 

wear Coptic: Greekfrg. adds [You are far] better than the (lilies] which [neither] card nor 

[spin). As for you, when you have no garment, what [will you put on]? Who might add to 

your stature? He it is who will give you your cloak. 

(37) Jesus said Coptic: He said Greekfrg.

(38) these words which I am saying to you Coptic: Greekfrg. possibly [these w)or[ds of 

mine] 

(39) those who wish to Coptic: [those who were about to] come in Greekfrg.



70 GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THOMAS 

20 (42) n£X£ IC X£ <9 wn£ £T£TNpna.p,U£ I

(43) n£XAy N a.1.f' NC>I N£1.f'MA8HTHC X£ NTAK' I NIM' £KXW NNA'i 

NAN <n£x£ 1c NAY x.£> ZN N£txw MIMooy NHTN NT£TN£1M£ AN 

X£ ANOK' I NIM a.AAA NTWTN AT£TN<!)WTT£ NB£ NINi"ioy-

25 A a.1oc X£ C£M£ MTT<!)HN C£MOCIIT£ Mn£qK a.pnoc a.yw C£M£ 

MnKa.pnoc I C£MOCT£ Mn<9HN 

(44) TTE:XE: IC X£ n£TAX£ I oya. An£1WT' C£NAKW £BOA 

a.yw I n£TAX£ oya. £n<!)HP£ C£NAKW £BOA I NAq' TT£TAX£ 

30 oya. A£ a.nnNA £Toya.AB N C£NAKW AN £BOA NAl.j' OYT£ ZM nKAZ I oy

T£ ZN Tn£ 

*p.41 1 

(89 L.) 

5 

(45) n£X£ IC OYT£ 

MAYt KAPTTOC I 

r�� <?Y���eoc PPWM£ <!)Al.j£1N£ N*oya.ra.eoN £BOA zB n£1.j£-

zo oyK a.i:-(oc] I PPWM£ <9A1.jE:IN£ NZNnoNHPON £BOA I ZM n£1.j£ZO £-

eooy £TZN n£1.jZHT' a.ylw Nqxo.> NZNnONHPON £BOA ra.p ZM U c)>oyo 

Mc)>HT' <9Aq'£1N£ £BOA NzNnolNHPON 

(46) n£X£ IC X£ XIN' AAAM <!)A "iwza.(N)INHC nBAnTICTHC ZN NXTTO

NNZIOM£ I MN TT£TXOC£ a."iwZANNHC TTBATTTIICTHC <91NA X£ Noywc;n' 

10 NC>I N£1.jBAA II A£1xooc A£ X£ n£TNA <9wn£ ZN THYITN £1.jO NKoy£1 

l.jNACOyWN TMNT£1PO a.yw l.jNAXIC£ a."iwZANNHC 

(47) TT£XE: 1c IX£ MN c;oM NT£ oypwM£ T£Ao AZTO I cNa.y Nl.jXOJAK' 

15 MTTIT£ CNT£ a.yw MN II c;oM' NT£ oyZMZAA <!)M<!)£ XO£1C CNAY 

H l.jNAPTIMA Mnoya.' a.yw nK£oya. l.jNAIPZYBPIZ£ MMoq' MA-

P£ PWM£ C£ pna.c I a.yw NT£yNoy Nl.j'£meyM£1 a.cw Hpn' I 

20 BBPP£ a.yw MAyNoyx' Hpn' BBPP£ £ACl!Koc NAc X£KAAC NNoy-

nwz Ayw MAYIN£X' Hpn' NAC £ACKoc BBPP£ <91NA X£ 1 NE:1.jT£-

KAl.j' MAY x�c; TO£1C NAC A<!)TH(N) 1 N <!)A£ I £n£1 oyN oynwz 

NA<9Wn£ I 

(44) 40:26-29 Sah. TI€TNAJl€ ••. TI€TNAll€ .•. TI€TNAll€. 

(46) 41 :9 Sah. NNE:yoywisn (Guillaumont et al. emend to NOyoyw,m). 

(47) 20 Sah. NNE:ynwz. 

(43) 21 <nE:XE: ic NAy XE:> Guillaumont et al., sim. Leipoldt 
(45)4/: I E:zo: E: altered from z 
(46) 9 Noyw.sn: poss. corrupt



SAYINGS 42-47 (40:19-41:23) 71 

(42) Jesus said, "Become passers-by." 20 

(43) His disciples said to him,' "Who are you, that you should say these

things to us?" 

<Jesus said to them,> •·You do not realize who I am ' from what I say 

to you,' but you have become like' the Jews, for they (either) love the tree 

and hate 25 its fruit (or) love the fruit' and hate the tree." 

(44) Jesus said, "Whoever' blasphemes against the father will be for

given, and ' whoever blasphemes against the son will be forgiven, ' but 

whoever blasphemes against the holy spirit 30 will not be forgiven either on 

earth' or in heaven." 

(45) Jesus said, "Grapes are not harvested ' from thorns, nor are figs

gathered ' from thistles, for they do not produce fruit. ' A good man brings 

forth 41 good from his storehouse; an evil ' man brings forth evil things 

from ' his evil storehouse, which is in his heart, and ' says evil things. For 

out of 5 the abundance of the heart he brings forth evil 'things.'' 

( 46) Jesus said, '' Among those born of women, ' from Adam until John

' the Baptist, there is no one so superior to John the Baptist ' that his eyes 

should not be lowered (before him). 10 Yet I have said, whichever one of 

you ' comes to be a child will be acquainted with the kingdom ' and will 

become superior to John.•· 

(47) Jesus said,' "It is impossible for a man to mount two horses' or to

stretch two bows. And it is impossible 15 for a servant to serve two masters; 

'otherwise, he will honor the one' and treat the other contemptuously. No 

man drinks old wine ' and immediately desires to drink new wine. ' And 

new wine is not put into old wineskins, 20 lest they burst; nor ' is old wine 

put into a new wineskin, lest ' it spoil it. An old patch is not sewn onto a 

new garment, 'because a tear would result.'' 

(46) that his eyes should not be lowered (before him) : bteral/y, that his eyes not be bro

ken 



72 GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THOMAS 

25 (48) n£X£ IC XE £P(9A CNAy P £1 PHNH MN n NOY£PHY ZM n£1H£1 

oywT' ceNA xooc I Mn TAY xe nwwNe £BO.I'. ayw qNAnwlwNe 

(49) n£X£ IC XE Z£NMAKA PIO C NE NIMONAXO C AYW £T COTn' XE 

30 T£TNAIZ£ ATMNT£PO 

*p. 421 

(90 L.) 

BWK' £MAY 

(50) nelxe 1c xe ey<9ANxooc NHTN xe NTAI T£TN<gwne £BO.I'. TWN 

xooc NAY I xe NTAN£1 £BO.I'. ZM noyoe1N nMA I £N TA noyoelN cgwne 

���y £BO.I'. II z 1 To0T q' oyAATll' a<.1wz[e £PAT q] * �yw a qoyw-

£Yl<9A Xooc NHTN xe NTWTN ne xooc I xe 

ANON N£1.j(9HP£ Ayw ANON NcwTn' I t-ine1wT £TONZ 

5 THY TN O XE oy ne TIMA£1N Mn£TN£1WT' £TZN I THy TN xooc epooy XE 

oy K 1M TI£ MN I oyANA na.yc 1c 

(51) TI£X AY NA!.1' N6 1 N£qMA leHTHc xe A(9 Nzooy £TANAnAyc 1c

10 NIN£TMooy T' NA<gwne Ayw a.cg Nzooy II enKO CMoc BBPP£ 

NHY nexA q NAY xe I TH £T£TN6W(9 T' £BO.I'. ZHTC ace1 A h hA I 

NTWTN T£TNCOOYN AN MMO C 

(52) nexAy I NA l.j N6 1 N£1.jMAeHTHC xe xoy TAl.j T£ I Mnpocl>HTHC Ay-

NAY xe AT£TNKW Mn£TONZ MnelTNM TO £BO.I'. Ayw AT£TN(9A X£ zA 

N£TIMOOY T' 

(53) nexAy NA!.1 N6 1 N£1.jMAeHTHC I xe ncere iiwcl>£h£1 H M-

20 MON n£X A!.1' II NAY xe N£1.1PW«!>£h£1 NE noye1wT' NA lxnooy £BO.I'. 

ZN TOYMAAY eyciiBHY I A h hA TICBB£ MM£ ZM nNA All6N ZHY I THPll' 

(54) n£X£ IC XE ZNMAKA PIO C  NE NZHIK£ XE TWTN TE TMNTEPO 

25 NMnHye' N 

(55) nexe 1 c  xe n£TAM£CT£ neq'e1wT' I AN' MN T£1.jMAAY l.jNA<9P 

MABHTHC AN I NA£1' AYW Nl.jM£C T£ N£q'CNHY' MN I N£1.jCWN£ Nl.jl.j£1 M

neqc-foc NTAZ£ I I.INA<gwne AN eqo NA:S1oc NA£1 

(48) 25 i.e. Noyu>T. 
(49) 29-30 poss. i.e. E:NTE:TN ZE:NE:BOJ\. NZHTC. 
(53) 42:20 i.e. E:NE:(jfU)�E:>.EI. 20-21 Sah. neyE:IUlT., TE: yMAAy. 22 i.e. TTTTNA. 
(55) 25 Sah. TTE:TNAME:CTE:. 

(50) 33 e, E:BoJ\. : copyist first omitted iota. then added it between the two epsi-
lons 42:2 NTu>TN ne: NTWTN NIM em. Guillaumont et al., sim. Doresse 



SAYINGS 48-55 (41:24-42:29) 73 

(48) Jesus said, "If two make peace with 25 each other in this one house,

they will say' to the mountain, 'Move away,' and it will move' away." 

(49) Jesus said, "Blessed are the' solitary and elect, for you will' find

the kingdom. For you are from it, 30 and to it you will return." ' 

(50) Jesus said, "If they say to you,' 'Where did you come from?', say

to them, ' 'We came from the light, the place' where the light came into 

being on 35 its own accord and established [itself] 42 and became manifest 

through their image.'' If they say to you, 'Is it you?', say,' 'We are its 

children, and we are the elect ' of the living father.' If they ask you, 5 

'What is the sign of your father in' you?', say to them, 'It is movement and 

' repose.' '' 

(51) His disciples said to him, ' "When will the repose of' the dead

come about, and when io will the new world come?" 

He said to them,' "What you look forward to has already come. but' 

you do not recognize it.'' ' 

(52) His disciples said to him, "Twenty-four' prophets spoke in Israel,
15 and all of them spoke in you.•' ' 

He said to them, "You have omitted the one living in' your presence 

and have spoken (only) of the' dead." 

(53) His disciples said to him,''' Is circumcision beneficial or not?''

He said 20 to them, "If it were beneficial, their father' would beget them

already circu_mcised from their mother. 'Rather, the true circumcision in 

spirit has' become completely profitable.·· 

(54) Jesus said, "Blessed are the poor, ' for yours is the kingdom of

heaven.'' 25 

(55) Jesus said, "Whoever does not hate his father 'and his mother can

not become a disciple to me. 'And whoever does not hate his brothers and 

'sisters and take up his cross in my way' will not be worthy of me.'' 



30 
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74 GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THOMAS 

(56) neUxe 1c xe neTa.zcoywN nKoCMoc a.q'lze e ynTwMa. a.yw 

neN TAZZ:££ AnTWIMA nKOCMOC Mn<!,)A MMOtj AN 

(57) nelxe 1c xe TM NTepo ii.1ne1wT' £CTNTW(N) I a.ypwMe e yNTAq

MMAY NNOy6pocs- II ��[a.No]yq' a.neqxa.xe £, NTOy(!)H' * a.qc1Te 

Noyz1za.N![o]N ��N necs-po[cs- e]ITNa.Noyq' Mn£ npwMe Kooy ezw-

11.£ I MnZIZANION nexa.q NAY xe MHnwc I NT£TNIIWK' xe £NAZWJ\. £  

Mnz1za.N1o(N) N NT£TNZWJ\.£ Mncoyo NMMAq' Z M  cJ>oloy rap M-

nwzc NZIZANION NAoywNz I eeo11.' cez:011.oy NcepoKzoy 

(58) n£X£ IC ( XE OVMAKAPIOC ne npwM£ NTAZZIC£ I a.qze a.nWNZ

10 (59) n£X£ IC XE CS-W(!,JT NCA neUTONZ zwc £T£TNONZ ZINA XE N£TM-

M oy I a.yw NT£TN(!,JIN£ £NAY epoq a.yw T£TNA<!,JICS-M cs-oM AN £NAY 

(60) <AYNAy> a.yca.MAP£1THC £(ltjl N(Noyz1e1e' £tjBHK' £ZOYN etoy-

15 .ll.AIA 

£1B' t

ne1xa.q' NNeq'Ma.eHTHC xe t nH MnKWT£ II ii.1nez1-

nexa.y Na.q X£Ka.a.c £tjNAIMooyTq' Nq oyoMq' nexa.q 

NAY zwc elqoNZ qNa.oyoMq' AN a.11.11.a. eq(!,Ja.MoloyTq' Nq(!,Jwne N-

20 oynTWMA nexa.y I xe NK£CMOT' tjNA(!,JAC AN nexa.q NAY II xe 

NTWTN zwT'TH YTN (!,JIN£ NCA oyJTonoc NHTN ezoyN e ya.Na.na.yc1c I 

X£KAAC NN£TN(!,)Wn£ MnTWMA NC£JoywM' TH YTN 

(61) nexe 1c oyN cNa.y NAMIToN' MMAY z1 oycs-11.ocs- noya. 

25 Na.Moy noyNa. NAWNZ nexe ca.11. wMH NTAK' N1M ' I npWM£ 

t zwc eeo11. ZN oya. t AKT£J\.O £X M I na.cs-11.ocs- a.yw a.K'oywM eeo11. ZN 

TAJTpa.neza. nexe 1c Na.c xe a.NoK' ne I neT(!,Joon' eeo11. ZM 

30 neT'(!,JH(!,J a.yt N Nae, eeo11. ZN NA na.e,wT' < - - - > ANOK' 

T£K'IMAeHTHC < - - - > £TB£ na.e 1 txw MMOC xe I zoTAN eq(!,JA(!,JW-

(56) 31 ZE:£: i.e. ze: cf. Polotsky Orientalia 26 (1957) 348-49.
(57) 34 i.e. NOY6P06. 43:7 cE:tOJ1.oy: Sah. NcezoJ1.oy.
(59) IO i.e. NN£TNMOy.
(60) 12-13 i.e. N OYZl£1B. 19 i.e. <jNAUJAAC. 
(61) 24 MMAy : i.e. MMOOy.

(56) 31 n£NTAzzee : second z added above line zee .a.- : ze e- em. Guillaumont et al. 
(57) 35 for the restoration. cf. 43: 1-2 43:4 e<TE:T>NA em. Kasser, with hesitation 
(60) 12 <AyN.a.y> Guillaumont et al. : <.a.qN.a.y> Schenke 14-15 nH i:im:.wTe N

i:inez1e1e : Guillaumont et al. (cf. German edn.) read as a corruption for "Why does he carry 
the lamb with him?" 

( 61) 26 zwc E:B011. ZN oy.a. : prob. corrupt : or else poss. Greek ro<; �t'vo<; (thus Polotsky)
mistranslated as <i,<;i� tv�; or <i,<;h: ttvo<; (thus Guillaumont, Le Museon 73 I 1960) 326) mis
trans. as ro<; EK nvoc;. sim. Doresse: zwc eeoJ\. ZN oy em. Kasser 30 <ne.xe c.a.11.wMH 
.xe> Leipold!, Guillaumont et al. 31 <ne.xe fc N.a. c .xe> Guillaumont et al., sim. Leipold! 



SAYINGS 56-61 (42:29-43:32) 75 

(56) 30 Jesus said, "Whoever has come to understand the world has found 

(only) ' a corpse, and whoever has found a corpse ' is superior to the 

world.''' 

(57) Jesus said, "The kingdom of the father is like ' a man who had

[good] seed. 35 His enemy came by night 43 and sowed weeds among the 

good seed. ' The man did not allow them to pull up ' the weeds; he said to 

them, 'I am afraid that ' you will go intending to pull up the weeds 5 and 

pull up the wheat along with them.' ' For on the day of the harvest the 

weeds will be plainly visible, 'and they will be pulled up and burned." 

(58) Jesus said, ' "Blessed is the man who has suffered ' and found

life.'' 

(59) Jesus said, • 'Take heed of the JO living one while you are alive, lest

you die ' and seek to see him and be unable' to do so." 

(60) <They saw> a Samaritan carrying ' a lamb on his way to Judea.

He said to his disciples, • 'That man is round about the 15 lamb." 

They said to him, "So that he may' kill it and eat it." 

He said to them, • 'While I it is alive, he will not eat it, but only when 

he has' killed it and it has become a corpse.'' 

They said to him, 1 ••He cannot do so otherwise.'' 

He said to them, 20 "You too, look for a I place for yourselves within 

repose, 1 lest you become a corpse and be ' eaten.'' 

(61) Jesus said. "Two will rest' on a bed: the one will die, and the

other 25 will live." 

Salome said, "Who are you, 'man, that you have come up on 'my couch 

and eaten from my I table?" 

Jesus said to her, ·•I am he ' who exists from the undivided. :m I was 

given some of the things of my father.·· 

( ... } •'I I am your disciple.'' 

( ... } "Therefore I say,' if he is 

(60) That man is round about the lamb : text erroneous; correct text possibly Why does

that man carry the lamb around? 

(61) that you ... have come: the manuscript has (erroneously) that you as from one have 

come 

{ ... } •'I am your disciple.'' { ... } : some words have been erroneously omitted; correct text 

probah/y <Salome said,>· 'I am your disciple." <Jesus said to her> 



*p.44' 
(92 L.) 

76 GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THOMAS 

ne t eq<9H1.f' qNaMoyz I oyo£1N zoTaN A£ eq<gaNcgwne eqlnHcg 

qNaMoyz NKaK£ 
(62) nexe 1c xe e"iHxw NNAM yCTHPION NN�[TMncga] i:J*[Na]M yCTH-

p1ON n�[T]e T£K'"oyNaM Naaq I MNTP£ T£KZBoyp'" £1M£ xe ecp oy
(63) nexe 1c I xe N£yN oyfWM£ Mn>.oyc1oc £YNTA(j MIMay Nzaz N-

5 XPHMa 

TawffzDcz I NTaTW6£ NTaMoyz iiiNaezwp NKaP'"lnoc <91Na xe NIP 6Pwz 

K>.aay Na.£1 N£1N£qM££y£ epooy ZM neqzHT'" ayw ZN I TOY<9H 

10 £TMMay aqMoy neTe yM Maxe U MMoq'" Mareq'"cwTM 

(64) nexe 1c xe oypw(M£ N£ yNTaq ZN<gMMO ayw NTapeqcoBIT£ 

MnAmNoN aqxooy ;;;ineqzMza>. <91INa eqNaTWZM NN<9M-

15 MO£1 aqewK'" M(n<gopn'" nexaci Naq'" xe naxoe1c TWZM H M-

MOK'" nexaci xe oyNTa.£1 ZNZOMT'" I AZ£N£Mnopoc C£NNH Y 

<9apoe1 epoyze I tNaBwK'" Nnoyez ca.ZN£ Nay trnapa1ITe1 M-

TTAITTNON aqBWK'" cga KE:oya TT£1X A(j Na(j'" XE: anaxoe1c TWZM M-

20 MOK'" U nexaci Naq xe ae1Tooy oyHe1 ayw ce(pa1Te1 MM0£1 N-

oyZHM£PA tNacpqe a(N) I aqe1 cga Keoya nexaci Naq'" xe na-

xo'"le1c TWZM MMOK'" nexaq Naq xe TTAQJBHP'" I Nap (9£-

25 >.££T ayw aNOK'" £TNap AIONON II tNa.<91 aN trnapa1T£I 

MOAIONON'" aq'"(BwK'" cga Keoya nexaci Naq xe naxoe1c I TWZM M-

MOK'-

30 (9WM 
nexa(j NA(j'" XE: A£1Tooy N(OyKWMH ££1BHK'" AX.I N-

tNAQJI I aN trnapa1T£1 a.(1£1 N61 OZMZa>. aqxo11oc 

33 i.e. ifoyoe1N. 
(62) 44: I i.e. NAAA(l. 2 Sah. MTTPTre.
(63) 7 Sah. NNAP.
(64) 20 poss. i.e. NoyH£1. 25-28 i.e. tNA'9£I ... tNA<9£1.

32 t e1419H14: emend to £<4'9H'9 (thus Guillaumont et al.. with hesitation): e14190N14 em. Guil
laumont e1 al. (Dulch edn.). wilh hesitation 

(62) 34 n�xe read in pholographs 35-44: I rest. Guillaumont et al.
( 63) 44 :5 OzD : cancelled by the copyist
(64) 22 xo'- wriuen over erasure of <9BHr (the apostrophe. which is not erased, belonged

to '9BHr): cf. end of the following line nA<9BHP'

hesitation 
24 ji .11.mNoN: p.11.mNe1em. Kasser, with 



SAYINGS 62-64 (43:32-44:30) 77 

destroyed he will be filled ' with light. but if he is ' divided, he will be 

filled with darkness.'' 

(62) Jesus said. "It 35 is to those [who are worthy of 44 my] mysteries 

that I tell my mysteries. Do not let your (sg.) left hand know' what your 

(sg.) right hand is going to do.'' 

(63) Jesus said,' "There was a rich man who had 'much money. He 

said, 'I shall put s my money to use so that I may sow, reap,' plant, and fill 

my storehouse with produce, ' with the result that I shall lack nothing.' 

Such were ' his intentions. but ' that same night he died. Let him who has 

ears 10 hear.'' 

(64) Jesus said, "A man ' had received visitors. And when he had 

prepared' the dinner, he sent his servant to' invite the guests. He went to' 

the first one and said to him, 'My master invites 15 you.' He said, 'I have 

claims ' against some merchants. They are coming to me this evening. ' I 

must go and give them my orders. I ask to be excused ' from the dinner.' 

He went to another ' and said to him, • My master has invited you.' 20 He 

said to him, 'I have just bought a house and 'am required for the day. I 

shall not have any spare time.' 'He went to another and said to him, 'My 

master' invites you.· He said to him, • My friend ' is going to get married. 

and I am to prepare the banquet. 25 I shall not be able to come. I ask to be 

excused from the dinner.'' He went to another and said to him, 'My master 

' invites you.· He said to him, • I have just bought ' a farm. and 1 am on my 

way to collect the rent. I shall not be able to come. ' I ask to be excused.' 

The servant returned and said 



35 

*p.451

(93 L.) 

78 GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THOMAS 

ane:qxoe:1c xe: N£NTaK"TaZMOY alnAmNoN aynapatT£1 

nxoe:1c Mlne:qZMZal\ xe ewK" enca NBOI\ aNz1otoye N£TKNaze e-

pooy £N1oy .x.eKaac I £YNAPAITIN£1 NP£(jTooy MN N£<yoftT[£ ce-

Nae]�K aN" ezoyN" £NTonoc Mna"iwT" *

(65) nexaq xe oy pwMe NXPH[cTo]c N£Y�"!"[a.q] I NoyMa Nel\oo-

1\£ a.qTa "a.ci N�Noyoe1e I <y1Na e yNap zwe" epoq" N(jXI Mn£(jKAP"I-

5 noc NTOOToy 

MnKapnoc iilnMa NE:1\0 0J\£ ayeMaZT£ Mneqz;;;izal\ I ay z1oye 

epoq" N£ K£Koye1 ne NCE:MooyTq" I anzMzal\ swK" aqxooc e-

10 neqxoe1c nelxe neqxoe1c xe M£<yaK" t Mneq"coywll-

Noy aqxooy NK£ZMZal\ ANOY0£1£ z1toye E:nKeoya. TOT£ 

anxoe1c xooy Mln£(j(YH1'£ nexaq" xe M£<yaK" ceNa<yme I ZHTq" M-

na<yHpe aN"oyoe1e £TMMAY ene1 I cecooy N xe NTO(j ne n£Kl\H-

15 poNoMoc II MnMa N£1\0 01\£ aycsonq" ayMooyTq" I n£T£YM Ma.a-

xe MMoq" Mapeq"cwTM 

(66) netxe IC xe MATCE:B0£1 enwN£ nae:1 NTayfcToq" £B01\" NCSI 

N£T"KwT" NTO(j ne nwwlN£ NKWZ 

20 (67) nexe 1c .x.e neTcooy N MnTHP'l" U eqp cspwz oyaaq <ci>P cspwz

MnMa THl''l" I 

(68) nexe ic xe NTWTN Z MMaKap1oc zoTa(N) I e y<9aNM£CT£ TH Y-

TN NC£fAIWK£ MIMWTN 

AIWK£ MMWTN zpa"i NZHTq" 

(65) 45:7 i.e. £Ne J.eJ.oye1 ne.
(66) 18 i.e. TIWNe Nl(OOZ.

ayw ceNaze aN eTonoc ZM TIMa I £NTay -

34 Al!!NE:1 read in pholographs 35 rest. Emmel : [ - - - eyNAB](!>K Doresse, Guillaumont 
el al. 

(65) 45:9 t ii4neq'coyWftNoy: emend to ii4noycoyu>N<j (thus Guillaumom et al., with
hesilation) 

(67) 20 <q> Layton eqp 6pWZ oyi. (i.e. NOyA) i.qr 6PWZ Emmel2 142 n. 5 
(68) 23-24 Guillaumont et al. 3 9  read as a corruption for "you will find a place, where

you will not be persecuted," cf. Haenchen2 27 : Quecke reads (with hesitation) as a corruption 
for "no place will be found, where you have not been persecuted" 



SA YIN GS 65-68 (44:30-45:24) 79 

30 to his master, 'Those whom you invited to 'the dinner have asked to be 

excused.' The master said to 'his servant, 'Go outside to the streets 'and 

bring back those whom you happen to meet, so that ' they may dine.' 

Businessmen and merchants 35 ( will] not enter the places of my father." 45 

(65) He said, "There was a good man who owned ' a vineyard. He

leased it to tenant farmers' so that they might work it and he might collect 

the produce ' from them. He sent his servant so that 5 the tenants might 

give him the produce of ' the vineyard. They seized his servant ' and beat 

him, all but killing him. 'The servant went back and told his master. 'The 

master said, 'Perhaps he did not recognize them.' JO He sent another ser

vant. The tenants beat' this one as well. Then the owner sent' his son and 

said, 'Perhaps they will show respect 'to my son.· Because the tenants' 

knew that it was he who was the heir 15 to the vineyard, they seized him and 

killed him. 'Let him who has ears hear.'' 

(66) Jesus said, "Show me the stone which' the builders have rejected.

That one is the ' cornerstone.'' 

(67) Jesus said. "If one who knows the all 20 still feels a personal 

deficiency, he is completely deficient.'• ' 

(68) Jesus said, "Blessed are you when' you are hated and persecuted.

' Wherever you have been persecuted ' they will find no place.'' 

(65) Perhaps he did not recognize them : text erroneous: wrrec1 text Perhaps they did not

recognize him 



25 

30 

35 

*p.461 

(94 L.) 

5 
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80 GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THOMAS 

(69) TTeQxe 1c ZMMAKAPIOC Ne Na.e1 NTa.y.11.1wK£ I iiiiMooy zpa."i ZM 

TTOYZHT' NeTMMAY' I N£NTa.zcoywN neIwT' ZN oyMe ZMIMAKA -

p1oc N£TZKA£1T' (91NA e yNAITCIO N8ZH MTTE:TOYW<9 

(70) TTexe 1c zollTAN eTeTN <ya.xne TTH ZN TH yTN TTa.·i I eTe yN-

THTN(j (jNAToyxe TH YTN ecywlne MNTHTN nH ZN 'f(H)YTN TTa.eI £Te I 

MNTHTN(j ZN THNe q(Na.)�oyT' THNe I 

(71) nexe 1c xe tNa.(9oP['9P iiiineehHet II a. yw MN "-AAY

NA(!JKOT(j .[ •.• 6.V�-� .. I *

(72) [TTe]]!.� <?YflwM)� N�q xe xooc NNACNH Y I (91NA £ YN�TTW(9£

NNZNAAY MTTa.e1wT' I NMMa.e1 TTE:X A(j Na.q' xe w TTPWM£ NIM I TTe N-

TAZAAT' NP£(jTTW(9£ A(jKOT(j a.'UN£(jMA8HTHC TT£.XA(j NAY xe 

MH ee1jcyoon' NPeq'nwcye 

(73) TTE:Xe 1c xe TTwzc I M£N NA<ywq' 

C OBK' 

enwzc 

N£PfATHC .II.£ 

(74) TTexa.q xe TT xoeIc oyN II za.z iiiinKWTE: NTXWTE:

ZN It T<yWNE:' 

(75) nexe 1c oyN za.z a.zepa.Toy I z1pM TTPo 

xoc NE:TNABWK' I E:ZOYN £TTMA N(9£"-££T' 

15 (76) TT£Xe 1c xe I TMNTePo iiiine1wT' ecTNTWN a. ypwMe II Necyw wT' 

MAY oyca.ee TT£ a.qt TTE:<!>OPTION I £B O"- a.qTooy NA<-1' MTTIMAPra p1-

20 THC I oywT' NTWTN zwT'TH YTN <91Ne Nllca. TTjeqjezo eMaqwxN 

(69) 26 neyzHT. 29 i.e. NeH. 
(74) 46: 10 TXWTE:: Sah. TISWT. Bohairic TXWT (Crum 833a). 
(76) 19 i.e. NOYWT. 

(69) 29 8ZH MTT£TOyW(9: ZHTOY MTTE:TOYOYA<!N em. Guillaumonl el al. wilh hesitalion 
(71) 34 resl. Leipold!. wilh hesi1a1ion 35 leller 1race before 1he lacuna can only be 

read as�- 1:4. !-':-· �-� ori:i 
(72) 46: I res1. Gu11laumon1 el al.. sim. Doresse 41<.oTq: T wrinen over 1he false s1ar1 

of another le lier (N?) 
(74) 9 .xe n.xoe,c : <N>xe (i.e. NISI) nxoe,c <xe> em. Kasser. bu1 unlikely 10 

T XWT£ : T(9WT£ em. Doresse. Guillaumom el al. I I t <9WN£ : emend to <9WT£ (lhus Guil-
laumom e1 al.) 

(76) 20 {eq} Guillaumon1 er al.: copyist firs! wro1e neqzo. lhen added anorher e above
lhe line (neqezo) and neglec1ed 10 cancel lhe superfluous lellers eq 



SAYINGS 69-76 (45:24-46:20) 81 

(69) Jesus 25 said, "Blessed are they who have been persecuted ' within

themselves. It is they ' who have truly come to know the father. 1 Blessed 

are the hungry, for' the belly of him who desires will be filled." 

(70) Jesus said, 30 "That which you have will save you I if you bring it

forth from yourselves.' That which you do not have within you [will] kill 

you' if you do not have it within you." ' 

(71) Jesus said, "I shall [ destroy this] house, 35 and no one will be able

to build it [ ... ]'' 46 

(72) [A man said] to him, "Tell my brothers ' to divide my father's

possessions ' with me." 

He said to him, ''Oman, who' has made me a divider?'• 

He turned to 5 his disciples and said to them, "I am not a divider, ' am 

I?" 

(73) Jesus said, ''The harvest ' is great but the laborers are few.

Beseech the lord, therefore, to send out laborers ' to the harvest." 

(74) He said, "O lord, there are 10 many around the drinking trough, but 

there is nothing in ' the cistern.'' 

(75) Jesus said, "Many are standing' at the door, but it is the solitary

who will enter I the bridal chamber." 

(76) Jesus said, ' ''The kingdom of the father is like a 15 merchant who 

had a consignment of merchandise ' and who discovered a pearl. That mer

chant ' was shrewd. He sold the merchandise ' and bought the pearl alone 

for himself. ' You too, seek 20 his unfailing and 

(76) seek his: text erroneous; correct text seek the



25 

30 
*p.471
(95 L.) 
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82 GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THOMAS 

eqMHN' eeoJ\. I nMA £Ma.Pe xooJ\.ec TZNO ezoyN' £MAY I eoyWM' oy
.t.e MAP£ I.II.INT TAKO 

(77) nexe t 1c xe ANOK ne noyoe1N nae, eTz1txwoy TH-
poy ANOK' ne nTHP(j' NTA U TTTHPq' et eeoJ\. NZHT' AYW N-
TA nTHPq' I nwz <9apoe1 nwz NNoy<9e ANOK' I tMMAY q 1  M-
nwNe ezpa"i ayw TeTNAlze epoet MMAY 

(78) nexe 1c xe £Tee oy I AT£TNe1 eeoJ\. eTcw�e £Nay eyKA'!J 
H eqK1M �leoJ\.] ztTM nTH Y ayw £NAY I eyp�[e e }yN<!JTHN eycsHN 
z1wwe' li:J[ee NNeT]�ppwoy MN N£TMMer1*cTANoc NM>t eN[e]-
<9"!"':IN �[T ]ICSHN z1woy ayw cei:,i[A)<9ccoyN I TMe AN 

(79) nexe oycztM[eJ NA(j ZM I TTMH<9e xe N££tATC? [N]ezH NIITazqt

NN£NTAZCWTM a'ITTJ\.oroc Mne1wT ayapez epoq I ZN oyMe oyN ZN-
10 zooy rap NA<9wne R NT£TNXOOC xe N££tATC N0ZH Ta.let £Te i:1ncw 

ayw NK1ee Na.et eMnoytt epwTe 
(80) nexe IC xe TT£NTAZCOYWN I TTKOCMOC aqze encw-

15 MA neNTazze I Ae encwMa nKoCMoc Mn<9a MMoq' II aN'

(77) PAP. P. OXY. I (COMBINES THIS [COPTIC 46:27-28] WITH SAYING 30, CF. 

GREEK SAYING 30). 
(78-114) PAP.: NO GREEK FRGS. HAVE BEEN FOUND. 

22 IIIINT : i.e. ljNT (Guillaumont et al. emend thus). 

(77) 26 i.e. NOy<9£. 

(78) 31 i.e. Z!WWlj. 47:2 i.e. CE:NA(!IC0yN or CE:NA(9C0ylllN. 

(79) 4 i.e. NeH. IO i.e. NeH. 11 i.e. M°ncww. 

(78) 32 ;;i(ee N ... J Emmel: also possible is t:f[MAy ••. I (thus Suarez) [ . .. NE:T)i':i-

sim. Guillaumont et al. 47:2 19c : c added above the line poss. corrupt 

(78-79) 1-8 -CTA Noc to ero11: these eight lines written in a different script

(79) 6 nzD cancelled by the copyist 7-8 A:lnhoroc pap. 9 original script resumes 

a1 zN oyM£ I I £Mnoy : £TE: M°noy is expected, poss. emend thus 

(80) 13-14 E:TTCWMA ... E:TTCWMA ... : E:yTTTWMA ... E:yTTTWMA em. Guillaumont et al.

(French and German edns.) 



SAYINGS 77-80 (46:20-47: 15) 83 

enduring treasure ' where no moth comes near ' to devour and no worm 

destroys.'' ' 

(77) Jesus said, "It is I who am the light which is above' them all. It

is I who am the all. 25 From me did the all come forth, and unto me did the 

all 'extend. Split a piece of wood, and I 'am there. Lift up the stone, and 

you will ' find me there.'' 

(78) Jesus said, "Why ' have you come out into the desert? To see a

reed 30 shaken by the wind? And to see ' a man clothed in fine garments ' 

[like your] kings and your great 47 men? Upon them are the fine gar

ments, 'and they are unable to discern ' the truth." 

(79) A woman from the crowd said to him, ' "Blessed are the womb

which 5 bore you and the breasts which 'nourished you.'' 

He said to [her],' "Blessed are those who have heard' the word of the 

father and have truly kept it. 'For there will be days 10 when you (pl.) will 

say, 'Blessed are the womb ' which has not conceived and the breasts 

which have not ' given milk.' " 

(80) Jesus said, "He who has recognized ' the world has found the

body, but he who has found ' the body is superior to the world.'' 

(77) Greekfrg. transposes part of this saying to saying 30 (see above) 



84 GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THOMAS 

(81) nexe Ic xe n£NTazp PMMao MalP£tlP ppo
NOyAyNalMIC Mape(lapNa 

(82) nexe Ic .xe neTzHN I epoeI eqzHN £Tea Te
MM0£1 qoyH y NTMNT£PO 

20 (83) nexe Ic II xe NZIKWN ceoyoNz eeoJ\. MnpwjMe ayw noyoeIN

25 

30 

*p. 48 1 

(96 L.)

eTNZHTOY qzHn' I ZN eIKWN Mnoyo£1N Mn£1wT' 
eeoJ\. ayw T£tjZIKWN ZHTT' I £BOJ\. ZITN neq'oyoeIN 

(84) ne.xe Ic ;iizolloy £T£TNNay en£TN£1N£ cyap£TNIPa-
cye zoTaN A£ £T£TN<yaNNay' I aN£TNZIKWN' NTazcywne zI  
T£TN£IZH oyTe May Moy OYT£ MayoywNZ I £80}\. T£TNa(.jl za oyHp' 

(85) nexe Ic .xe II NTa a.A.aM cywne eeoJ\. ZNNOYNOtS I N A y NaM1c
MN oyNotS MMNTPMMalo ayw Mneqcywne t:ll!M)l)'<9a MMwl-
TN Ne ya:,Ioc rap ne [NeqNax1) tn[e) I aN MOMoy 

(86) TT£X£ IC XE: [NeaqJop oy)*[N;}�y N<;>Y[B)':'� ayw �ZaJ\.aT£ 
oymay lt.:1May Mn�yMaz ncyHpe A£ ;:.;inrwMe I MNTaq' NN{o)yMa 
£PIK£ NT£4'an£ N4'IMToN' M�[o}<t 

5 (87) nexaq NtS11c xe oyTaJ1.aIQnwpoN n� ncwMa eTacye Noycw-
Ma' I ayw oyT�J\.amwroc T£ T''l'YXH £Ta.eye I NNae 1 �i:icNay 

(88) nexe Ic xe Narr£J\.Oc I NHY cya�wTN MN NnPO<!>HTHc ayw
10 C£1Nat NHTN NN£T£ yNTHTNC e ayw' II NTWTN zwT'THYTN N£TN-

TOT'THNe I Taay Nay NT£TNxooc NHTN .xe acy Nlzooy neToyNNHY 
Ncex1 n£T£ nwoy I 

(89) nexe Ic xe £Tee oy T£TN£1we ;:;inca NfeoJ\.' MnnoTH-
15 PION T£TNPN0£1 aN xe II TT£NTazTaMI0 Mnca NzoyN NToq oN' I

O£NTa4TaMIO ;:;inca NBOJ\.' 

(85) 30 i.e. ZN oyN06. 33 i.e. £N£yAl1oc (Guillaumont el al. em end thus).
(86) 48:3 i.e. NOyMA.
(88) 12 i.e. ne:TE: nwoy ne : cf. Layton Zeitschrift _(iir Pap_\'rolo.�ie und Epi.�raphik 11

(1973) 182. 

(84) 28 MAY- ... MAY- ... : exp ected is £MAY- ... MAy- ...
(86) 34-48: I cf. Mall 8:20. Luke 9:58 ai aAurct:K½ <pwMo� ixoumv 48: I N<?Y :

r eading of pap. cannot b e  N£y 2 ney: reading of pap. prob. cannm be TI<?Y 
(87) 7 CNAY : N alt ered from false stan of A
(88) 11 NTETN: NC£ em. L eipold!. wnh h esitation



SAYINGS 81-89 (47: 15-48: 16) 85 

(81) 15 Jesus said, "Let him who has grown rich 'be king, and let him 

who possesses power ' renounce it.'' 

(82) Jesus said,• 'He who is near' me is near the fire, and he who is far' 

from me is far from the kingdom.'' 

(83) Jesus said, 20 "The images are manifest to man,·, but the light in 

them remains concealed ' in the image of the light of the father. He will ' 

become manifest, but his image will remain concealed' by his light.'' 

(84) Jesus said, 25 "When you see your likeness, you' rejoice. But when 

you see ' your images which came into being before you, 'and which nei

ther die nor become manifest, 'how much you will have to bear!" 

(85) Jesus said, 30 "Adam came into being from a great 'power and a 

great wealth, ' but he did not become worthy of you. ' For had he been 

worthy. [he would] not [have experienced]' death." 

(86) Jesus said, "[The foxes 48 have their holes] and the birds have' 

their nests, but the son of man ' has no place to lay his head and ' rest.'' 

(87) Jesus said, "Wretched 5 is the body that is dependent upon a body,' 

and wretched is the soul that is dependent' on these two.'' 

(88) Jesus said, • 'The angels ' and the prophets will come to you and ' 

give to you those things you (already) have. And w you too. give them 

those things which you have, ' and say to yourselves, 'When ' will they 

come and take what is theirs?' " ' 

(89) Jesus said, "Why do you wash the outside 'of the cup? Do you 

not realize that 15 he who made the inside is the same one' who made the 

outside?" 



86 GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THOMAS 

(90) nexe 1Hc I xe AMHe1TN <9Apoe1' xe oyxpHCTOC I ne n A-

NAZB' AYW TAMNTXOE:IC oy pMIPA(Y Te 

20 JTACIC NHIITN 

(91) nexAy NAll' xe xooc epoN xe I NTK NIM' <91NA E:NApmcTeye

epoK' nelx Aq NAY xe TE:TNPTTIPAZe MTTZo NTTTe I MN TTKAZ Ayw 

25 TTE:TNTTE:TNMTO E:B01'' I MTTE:TNCOYWNq' AYW TTE:E:IKAIPOC T£HTN-

cooy N AN NPTTIPAZe MMoq' 

(92) nexe I 1c xe <91Ne Ayw TeTNA6"1Ne AAAA NelTATeTN-

XNoye1 epooy NN1zooy eMmlxooy NHTN M<t>ooy E:TMMAY TeNoy I 

30 E:ZNA"i exooy AYW TE:TN(YINE: AN' NCW!loy 

(93) <nexe 1c xe> MTTPt TTeToyAAB NNoyzoor' xeKAC I NoyNo-

xoy eTKoTTplA MTTpNoyxe NMIMAprAp1T1;1[c N]Ne<9Ay Q)INA xe 

NOYAAlj' 1 t:l�A[ . �·1 l

(94) [nex]� 1c neT<91Ne qNA6"1Ne I [TTeTTWZM e]�oy N ce-

35 NAOYWN NAlj' II
•p.49 1 

(97 L)
(95) [nexe 1c xe] eQ)wne oy NTHTN ZOMT' * MTTPt eTMHce

AA t [MMOq) �TTE:"f[e)ITNAXITOY AN NTOOTlj' 

(96) i:i-[ex)e ,c xe TMN!Tepo Mne1wT' eCTNTW[N Ay]cz1Me I AC-

5 x I NoyKoye I NCAE:IP �[cz]9nq' ZN II oyQ)wTe ACAAll NZNN0[6 N]No

E:IK' I 

(96) 49:4 i.e. EAc.iu: cf. sayings nos. 57, 76, 97, etc. 5 i.e. NOEIK. 

(90) 17 XPHCTOc : XPHCTON em. Guillaumont et al. (French and German edns.) 19 t
AYANAyna.c1c: emend to AYANATTAyc1c (thus Guillaumont et al. [French edn.]) 

(91) 20 .i1.ooc1·•·: uninscribed space due 10 an original imperfection in the papyrus
(93) 31 Konp1a. : 1 written over the false start of A 32 AA<I : AAy is expected 33

��A[ - - - I : of i:i, superlin. stroke is definite, N restored (also possible is �); � : or else 
� restoration uncertain: �A[.ll.TE - - - ] Suarez: �A[Ay - - - J .. zunichte" Leipold12, with 

hesitation : �AIKZ' - - - J or poss. �A[ic.M' - - - J Layton, with hesitation (cf. Lev 2:6 ip1 
N1'AKZ Bohairic = EIPE N1'AKM 1'AKM Sahidic) 

(94) 34 cf. Matt 7:8, Luke 11: 10 tip Kpooovtt avmy,io-uo:1
(95) 35 rest. Leipoldt2 ZOMT: the following leaf was entirely uninscribed (front and 

back) and has not been counted in the pagination : poss. ZOMT < - - - >, cf. above p. 
5 49: I [i:iMoq] Layton: also possible is [zoMT'] (thus Suarez) 

(96) 4 cf. Matt 13:33, Luke 13:20 (r.v)£1Cpll1j1£V 5 rest. MacRae 



SAYINGS 90-96 (48: 16-49:6) 87 

(90) Jesus said, ' "Come unto me, for my yoke is easy ' and my lord

ship is mild,' and you will find repose for 20 yourselves." 

(91) They said to him, "Tell us' who you are so that we may believe in

you.•' ' He said to them, ''You read the face of the sky ' and of the earth, 

but you have not recognized ' the one who is before you, and 25 you do not 

know how to read this moment." ' 

(92) Jesus said, "Seek and you will find. Yet, what ' you asked me

about in former times and which I did not 'tell you then, now ' I do desire 

to tell, but you do not inquire after 30 it." 

(93) <Jesus said.> "Do not give what is holy to dogs, lest ' they throw

them on the dungheap. Do not throw the' pearls [to] swine, lest they ... 

it I [ ••• I." 

(94) Jesus [said], "He who seeks will find,' and [he who knocks] will

be let in.·• 35 

(95) [Jesus said], "If you have money, 49 do not lend it at interest, but

give [it] to one' from whom you will not get it back." 

(96) Jesus said,' "The kingdom of the father is like [a certain] woman.

She ' took a little leaven, [concealed] it in 5 some dough, and made it into 

large loaves. 'Let him who has ears hear.'' 

(91) recognized the one who is : or. recognized what is

(93) lest they ... it I ... I : two or three letters of the crucial word are missinR in the 

manuscript. None of the restorations proposed h} scholars is clearly 11rammatical; amon11 the 

proposed restorations are "make [mud) of it" (Suarez). "bring it [to naught)" (Leipoldt), 

and "grind it [to bits]" (Layton) 



88 GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THOMAS 

(97) n£X£ 1 c  X£ TMNT£ro Mn�l1wT £)cTNITWN AYCZIM£ £cq1 ZA 

10 oyisKIM££1) £q'IM£Z NN0£1T' £CMOOqJ£ z[1 T£)z1H' II £coyHoy 

AnMAAX£ Mn.sKMl£)�1 oylw.sn' ATTNO£1T' cgoyo NCW(? lz)� T£-

z1!H N£CCOOYN AN TT£ N£ MTT£C£1M£ I £ZIC£ NTAP£CTTWZ £-

15 zoyN £n£CH£1 I ACKA TT6AM££1 ATT£CHT' ACZ£ £POIJ £q'l!qJOy£1T' 

(98) n£x£ 1 c  TMNT£PO Mne1wT' I £CTNTWN £YPWM£ £qoywqJ £-

MOYT I OYPWM£ MM£rlCTANOC A(j(gWAM' NITCH(j£ ZM TT£(jH£1 

20 A(j.XOTC NT.XO X£1KAAC £(jNA£1M£ X£ T£(j61.X ' NATWK' II £-

ZOYN TOT£ A(IZWTB MnM£ncTANoc I 

(99) TT£.X£ MMA8HTHC NA(j X£ N£K'CNH Y I MN T£KMAAY C£AZ£PATOY

ZI TTCA N!BOA n£.x Aq NAY .x£ N£TNN££1MA I £tre Mnoywcg M-

25 TTA£1WT' NA£1 N£ II NACNHY MN TAMAAY NTooy ne £TNA!BwK' £-

ZOYN £TMNT£PO MTTAE:IWT' I 

(100) AYTCE:8£ IC AyNoye AYW TTE:XAY NAIJ' I xe NE:THTT' AKAl-

30 CAP' C£(91T£ MMON NIN<YWM' TTE:XA(j NAY .X£ t NA KAICAP' II N-

35 

*p.50 1 

(9ll L.J 

KAICAP t NA TTNOYT£ MTTNOYT£ I Ayw TT£T£ TTW£1 TT£ MATN--

NA£1(j I 

(IOI) <ne.x£ 1 c> n£TAM£CT£ n£(1£![wTI' �N MN Teq'IMAAY N-

TAZ£ IJNAqJP M!AeHTl1;tc N�e1 A(N) I Ayw neTAMPre ne1;,Ie1wT AN 

M]� T£(11!MAAY NTAZ£ (jNAq)P M[A 8HTHC NAl!e1 AN TAMAAY rAr 

NTA�[ •.•• 8:� ••. l*[ .. loA 'fA[MAA)y .11.e MM£ Act NAe1 iCinwNz I 

( 102) nexe 1 c  [xe o) yo£1 NAY Mcj)Ar1cA1oc X£ I e y£1N� (N-

NJoyoyzop eq'NKOTK' z1xN noy!oNeq' N�[N]�£zooy 

5 qoywM AN II oyT£ q�(w] �N NN£zooy eoywM 

xe OYT£ 

(99) 23 NN££1MA : Sah. ZM nE'iMA. 24 i.e. £T£1J'£. 

(IOI) 32-34 i.e. n£TNAM£CT£ ... n£TNAMPP£.

( 102) 5<J:3 i.e. NOyoyzop. 4 1.e. NZE:NE:ZOOy. 

(97) 8 is:i.[ME:£1) : is writt en over th e false srarl of 11. 
Suar ez 13 <£1 MH> £ZIC£ L efort in Gari lie 309 

9 rest. Layton : z[1 oy) 

(101) 32 <TT£X£ ic> Guillaumont er al. 51 33 ZE: £ add ed abov e the lin e cf. 

Luke 14:27 Eivai µo\J µa0rrn1<; 36 NTa.�[t Na.£1 M) Layton, with hesitation 50: I poss. 

[nis)o.>. (thus Emmel) 
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(97) Jesus said, ''The kingdom of the [father] is like' a certain woman

who was carrying a (jar] ' full of meal. While she was walking [on the] 

road, w still some distance from home, the handle of the jar broke 'and the 

meal emptied out behind her [on] the road.' She did not realize it; she had 

noticed no ' accident. When she reached her house, ' she set the jar down 

and found it 15 empty." 

(98) Jesus said, "The kingdom of the father ' is like a certain man who

wanted to kill 'a powerful man. In his own house he drew 'his sword and 

stuck it into the wall ' in order to find out whether his hand could carry 

through. 20 Then he slew the powerful man.'' 

(99) The disciples said to him, '' Your brothers ' and your mother are

standing outside.'' ' 

He said to them, ''Those here I who do the will of my father are 25 my 

brothers and my mother. It is they who will ' enter the kingdom of my 

father.''' 

(100) They showed Jesus a gold coin and said to him,' "Caesar's men

demand taxes from us.'' ' 

He said to them, "Give Caesar what belongs 30 to Caesar, give God 

what belongs to God, 'and give me what is mine." ' 

(101) <Jesus said,> "Whoever does not hate his [father] and his

mother as I do cannot become a [disciple] to me. ' And whoever does 

[not] love his [father and] his 35 mother as I do cannot become a [disciple 

to] 'me. For my mother[ ... ]. 50 but [my] true [mother] gave me life." 

( l02) Jesus said, "Woe to the pharisees, for' they are like a dog sleep

ing in the ' manger of oxen, for neither does he eat 5 nor does he [let] the 

oxen eat." 

( 10 I) For my mother ( ... ) : possibly, For my mother [gave me falsehood] 
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(103) nexe ,c I xe oyM�[KA)p1oc ne npwMe nAeI eTcooy(N) I xe

z[N Aq)) MME:POC E:NAHCTHC NHY ezoy(N) I q)IN� [eq]r:,ATWOYN' 

IO NqcwITzDoyz NTeq'IMNT�[po) NqMoyp MMoq exN Teq'lltne �(A] TE:ZH 

eM'TTAToyeI ezoy N 

(104) ne!XAY �[I ]<;: xe A.Moy NTNq)AHA' ii:inooy I Ayw NTNji-

NHCTeye nexe Ic xe oy rAp' I ne nNoee NTAE:IAAq' H N-

I5 TAYXPO epoeI I ZN oy A.AAA ZOTAN epq)AN TTNyMcj)IOC e111 E:BOA ZM 

TTNyMcj)WN TOTE: MAPOYNH'lcTeye AYW MAPOYq)AHA' 

(105) nexe Ic xe nelTNAcoywN ne1wT' MN TMAAY ceNAMoylTe

epoq' xe TTq)HPE: MTTOPNH 

20 (106) nexe Ic xe I zoTAN eTeTNq)AP ncNAY oyA TE:TNAq)wllne N-

q)Hpe ii:inpwMe Ayw eTeTNq)AN'lxooc xe nTooy nwwNe eeoA' 

(INAITTWWNE: 

(107) nexe Ic xe TMNTepo ecTNTW(N) I eypwMe Nq)WC e yNTA!.1' M-

25 MAY Nq)e Nlecooy AOYA NZHToy cwpM' enNo.s ne II A(IKW M-

ncTelJlIT A(lq)INE: NCA moyA' I q)ANTeqze epoq NTA.peqz1ce ne-

XAq' I MnecoITyDoy xe toyoq)K' TTAPA ncTelJl1T' I 

(108) nexe Ic xe neTAcw eeoA ZN TATAnpo I qNAq)wne NTA-

30 ze ANOK zw tNAq)wne II eNToq ne Ayw NE:eHn' NA 'oywNz 

epoq' I 

(109) nexe IC xe TMNTE:pO E:CTNTWN eypw!Me e yNTA(I �t:1AY ZN 

Teq'cwq)e NNoylezo eqz1;1[n e lyo NATcooyN' epoq Aylw M[MN-

35 NCA T)peqMoy A(IKAA!.1 Mneq'll[q)Hpe Ne] l)'q)Hpe cooyN 

(106) 19 i.e. NOyA.

( 108) 28 Sah. TTETNACW.

( 109) 32-33 i.e. No yuo. 

( I 03) 7 rest. Guillaumont et al., sim. Doresse 8 N(I : just before,;;, the false start of q 

can be read llzJ cancelled by the copyist 9 MNT�(po] Layton : letter trace before the 

lacuna can only be read as e, e, o, c or t. 

( I 04) 11 �[• ](? : reading of pap. cannot have been NA(I 

(105) 16-17 TTE(TNACOYWN TTEIWT' MN TMAAY <AN> Leipold! 18 TTOPNH : TTpWME 

em. Kasser with hesitation 

( I 07) 27 i.e. MTTecooy : first llYJ cancelled by the copyist, second y added above line 

( 109) 32 ZN : copyist first wrote N, then added z above the line before this
letter cw•· 111e pap. : uninscribed space due to an original imperfection in the

papyrus 3 3 cf. Matt 13 :44 811aaupip 1mcpuµµivcp 34 rest. Layton, sim. Guillaumont et 

al. 35 sim. rest. Guillaumont et al. 
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(103) Jesus said,' "Fortunate is the man who knows 'where the bri

gands will enter, ' so that [he] may get up, muster his ' domain, and arm 

himself 10 before they invade."· ' 

( 104) They said to Jesus. "Come, let us pray today' and let us fast."

Jesus said, "What' is the sin that I have committed, or wherein have I 

been defeated? ' But when the bridegroom leaves 15 the bridal chamber, 

then let them ' fast and pray.'' 

(105) Jesus said, ' "He who knows the father and the mother will be

called ' the son of a harlot.'' 

(106) Jesus said,' "When you make the two one, you will become 20 

the sons of man, and when you' say, 'Mountain, move away,' it will' move 

away." 

(107) Jesus said, "The kingdom is like' a shepherd who had a hundred
25 ' sheep. One of them, the largest, went astray. He left the ninety-nine 

and looked for that one 'until he found it. When he had gone to such trou

ble, he said ' to the sheep, • I care for you more than the ninety-nine.• '' ' 

(108) Jesus said, "He who will drink from my mouth ' will become 

like me. I myself shall become 30 he, and the things that are hidden will be 

revealed to him." ' 

(109) Jesus said, "The kingdom is like a man 'who had a ' [hidden] 

treasure in his field without knowing it. 'And [after] he died, he left it to 

his 35 [son]. The son [did] not know (about the treasure). 



•p. s1 1 

(99 L.)

5 
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TOOYC A(IE:1 E:ljCKAE: I A[qz]� Anezo 

i:i[Ne]-rqoyotgoy I 

AqlAPXE:1 Nt ZOMT' E:TMHCE: 

( I 10) ne.xe I c .xe t neNTAZCSIN� t:1nKocMoc II NllP pMMAO t MApeq-

APNA MnKOCMoc I 

(111) ne.xe ic .xe MnHye NACSW"-' a..yw nKAZ I MneTNMTO 

eeo.>,.' a..yw neToNz eeo.>,. ZN I neToNz qNANAY AN £Moy oyx 

10 zoT1 e1c I .xw MMoc .xe neTAZe epoq' oyAAq TTKocllMoc MTTqJA MMoq' 

AN 

(112) ne.xe 1c .xe oyoe1 I NTCAPl' TAEI eTotge NTIJ'YXH oyoe1 I 

NTIJ'YXH TAE:I  E:TOq)E: NTCAPl 

(l 13) ne.x AY I NAq Ncs I NE:(IMAeHTHc .xe TMNTepo I ecNNHY NAqJ N-

15 zooy <ne.xe 1c .xe> ecNNH Y AN ZN oy11cswqJT' eeo.>,.' e yNA-

.xooc AN .XE: E:ICZHHITE: MTTICA H €1CZHHTE: TH Al,.l,.A TMNTE:pO I M-

TTE:IWT' ecnopqJ' E:BO"- z1.x M TTKAZ a..yw I jipwMe NAY AN epoc 

(114) ne.xe CIMWN TTE:Tpoc I NAY .XE: MAP£ MAPIZAM E:I E:BO.>,. NZHTN

20 II .xe Ncz10Me MTTqJA AN' MnwNz ne.xe 1c I .xe e1CZHHTE: ANoK' 

tNACWK' MMoc .xelKAAC E:E:INAAC NzooyT' qJINA ecNAcywlne zwwc 

25 NoynNX eqoNz eqe1Ne MIMWTN Nzooy T .xe cz1Me NIM' ecNAAC II 

NZooyT' CNABWK' ezoyN E:TMNTepo I NMnHye I 

ne yArre.>,.10N I nKATA ewMAc 

(lille) PAP .. NO GREEK FRGS. HAVE BEEN FOlJND: CF. TESTIMONllJM I to Kato. 0wµav 

EuayyD.10v AND POSS. TESTIMONIA 3, 6-10, 12-13, 15-18. 

(I 14) 5/ :22-24 i.e. E:INAAAC ... ECNAAAC. 

( I 10) 5/ :4-5 t nENTAZ61NE ... N4p PMMAo t: emend to neTNA61NE ... NtlP pMMAO 
or to nENTAZ61NE: ... A(IP PMMAO (Laylon) 

( 111) 6 Ayw: MN em. Guillaumonl el al. 8 oyx zoT1 pap. : deciphered by Bohlig in
Leipold12 : pos.�. corrupt (oyx zoT1 . _. AAA.A ... is poss. expected) 

( 112) 11 ,i,yxH1·: uninscribed space due 10 an original imperfection in the papyrus
(113) 14 em. Leipold!
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He inherited Sl the field and sold [it]. And the one who bought it 'went 

plowing and [found] the treasure. ' He began to lend money at interest to 

whomever he wished.'' 

( 110) Jesus said, "Whoever finds the world 5 and becomes rich, let him 

renounce the world.·• ' 

(111) Jesus said, "The heavens and the earth will be rolled up' in your

presence. And the one who lives from 'the living one will not see death." 

Does not Jesus' say, "Whoever finds himself 10 is superior to the world"? 

(112) Jesus said, "Woe 'to the flesh that depends on the soul; woe 'to

the soul that depends on the flesh." ' 

(113) His disciples said to him,' "When will the kingdom come?''

<Jesus said,> "It will not come by 15 waiting for it. It will not be a

matter of saying 'Here' it is' or 'There it is.· Rather, the kingdom' of the 

father is spread out upon the earth, and 'men do not see it." 

(114) Simon Peter said' to them, "Let Mary leave us, 20 for women are

not worthy of life.'' 

Jesus said,'' 'I myself shall lead her' in order to make her male, so that 

' she too may become a living spirit resembling ' you males. For every 

woman who will make herself 25 male will enter the kingdom 'of heaven.'' ' 

The Gospel' 

According to Thomas 

( 111) Does not : 1exl possibly erroneous





APPENDIX 

THE GREEK FRAGMENTS 

HA ROLD W. ATTRIDGE 



INTRODUCTION 

FRAGMENTS of three different manuscripts of the Greek text of the GTh 

have survived. These fragments, consisting of J:'-Oxy. I, P. Oxy. 654, and 

P. Oxy. 655, were among the first papyri to be published from the excava

tions at Oxyrhynchus, appearing in 1897 and 1904 (see below, 

BrnuoGRAPHY). Publication of the Greek fragments elicited an enormous 
amount of scholarly discussion, in which the attempt was made to restore 

missing passages of text, identify the work or works to which the frag

ments belonged, and assess the place of the fragments in the history of 

early Christian literature. However. it was not possible to identify the 

fragments as belonging to the GTh until the discovery of a complete text 

in Coptic.

After discovery of the Coptic text. various scholars reexamined the 

question of the Greek text, now attempting to solve text critical problems 

on the basis of the new Coptic evidence. To their work the present edi

tion is heavily indebted; nonetheless, it has been possible to make still 

further improvements in the critical text. The present editor has been 

called upon both to evaluate earlier editorial conjectures and to restudy 

the decipherment of doubtful readings through recollation of the papyri. 

Thus the text printed here should be considered an entirely new edition of 

the Greek witnesses to the GTh, based upon restudy of the manuscripts 

and the Coptic version of the text. 

P.Oxv. I: SAYINGS26-33, 77a

P. Oxy. I (now in the Bodleian Library. Oxford. MS. Gr.th.e.7[P]). 
consists of a single leaf from a papyrus codex. It measures h. 14.5 x w. 9.5 
cm. That the fragment comes from a codex is confirmed by the presence 

of pagination (IA) at the upper right hand corner of the side on which the 

papyrus fibers run vertically ( J.. ). The fact that the text was part of a codex 

suggests that the date of this copy was not earlier than the early second cen
tury, since it was then that papyrus codices first began to be used in place of 
rolls. Further specification of the date may be attempted on palaeographical 

grounds.

The copy is written in upright, rounded, yet rather flattened capitals of 
medium height. It exemplifies an informal literary hand very widely 
represented in papyri of the second and third centuries A.O. Close parallels to 
this script may be found in the late second and early third centuries 
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A.D.1 Thus the date of shortly after A.D. 200 suggested by the original edi
tors remains very plausible.

A single column of text is preserved on each side of the fragment. 
Both sides now contain twenty-one lines, approximately 6.5 cm in width, 
but the bottom half of the page, which must have contained another six
teen lines or so, is wanting. Short lines end with filler marks in angular 
form, 7. The text on the side of the papyrus with fibers yertical (!), sayings 
26-28, is quite well preserved. The text on the side with fibers horizontal
( ➔ ), especially that of saying 30, has suffered more damage.

The scribe made use of contractions (compendia) well known from bibli
cal manuscripts: u:, 01:, ITP, ANOl:. The letter nu at the end of a line is 
usually suppressed, being represented by a supralinear stroke over the 
preceding letter, e.g., A.180 for Ai0ov (line 27). The text shows various 
unclassical spellings, typical for the period: m for E (lines 6, 7), El for 1 
(line 13, corrected by the scribe; 16, 35), 1 for El (line 22, corrected by the 
scribe above the line). m is once written for cp (line 36). 

P. Oxv.654: PROLOGUE, SAYINGS 1-7

P. Oxy. 654 (now in the British Library, olim British Museum,
P. London 654) is a single papyrus fragment measuring h. 24.4 x w. 7.8
cm. It is part of a roll. The fragment consists of forty-two lines and is
copied on the back of a survey list of various parcels of land, on the side
of the papyrus where the fibers run vertically (!). Since documentary
papyri are almost invariably inscribed on the side with horizontal fibers ( ➔ ),

it can be assumed that the survey list was discarded and that subsequently the 
verso ( J,) of the roll, which originally was left blank or substantially blank,
was inscribed with a portion of the GTh. Therefore this copy of the GTh

must not be earlier than the date of the survey list, and therefore probably
dates from no earlier than the beginning of the third century.

Further palaeographic considerations also point to a third-century date. 
The script is a common informal literary type of the third century. It con
sists of upright, slightly rounded capitals of medium size. It is similar to 
the hand of P. Oxy. I, although not so flattened. It is probably to be dated 
somewhat later than P. Oxy. I, viz., in the middle of the third century. As 
the original editors indicated, a date after A.D. 300 is most unlikely. 
Dated papyri written in a similar script can be found from the late second 

1 For examples of hands of the period, cf. C. H. Roberts. Greek Literary Hands (Oxford:

Clarendon. 1955) and E. G. Turner. Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient World (Princeton: Univ. 

Press, 1971 ). For parallels to the script of P. Oxy. I, cf. P. Oxy. 3. (i.e., vol. 3) 410,447, and 

4. 656.
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to the end of the third century A.D.2 

Forty-two lines of text survive; they contain the prologue and parts of 
the first seven sayings of the GTh. Based on reconstruction, the lines ori
ginally measured approx. 9 cm in width. The right half of each line has 
now been lost. Also the left half of the column of text has been damaged 
in the last ten lines. 

Paragraphus signs, in the form of a horizontal rule (---), appear 
after each of the first five sayings. The scribe also uses the coronis ('/) in 
conjunction with the paragraphus, although somewhat inconsistently. The 
only abbreviation that appears is for the name Jesus, IHr. The scribe uses 
the trema over initial l and u (lines 13, 14, 15). There are two errors in 
the copy. both involving haplography (lines 25, 3 I), and various unclassi
cal spellings, typical for the period: ri for El (line 8), E for CXl (lines I 8, 23, 
25, 37), 0 for t (line 31) and ri for u (line JO). In two places there are 
superlinear corrections, probably made by the original copyist (lines 19, 
25). 

P. Oxv.655: SAYINGS 24, 36-39

P. Oxy. 655 (now in the Houghton Library [Semitic Museum Collec
tion], Harvard University, SM 4367) originally consisted of eight frag
ments (a-h) of a papyrus roll. Two small fragments in the original edition 
are now missing if, h ). The largest fragment, b, measures h. 8.2 x w. 8.3 
cm; the smallest, g, measures h. 1.0 x w. 0.8 cm. Based upon reconstruc
tion of the column of text preserved in fragments a and b, the height of 
the roll can be estimated at approximately I 6 cm. 

Fragments a, b and c contain parts of two columns of text with lines 
approximately 5 cm in width. These columns contain parts of sayings 
36-39. Fragment d contains part of another column with a small portion
of saying 24. The remaining four fragments (e, f. g, and h) had too little
text to be identified.

The papyrus can be dated only on palaeographical grounds. The script 
consists of small, square, slightly sloping capitals. This informal book 
hand was another type common in the second and third centuries. Close 
parallels firmly dated to the early third century can be readily found.3 and
a date between A.D. 200 and 250 is most likely. 

2E.g .• P. Oxy. 3. 446; 7. IOl5, I016; 8. 1100; 9. 1174; and P. Ryl. 3. 463. Cf. Turner, 

Greek Manuscripts nos. 34 and 50, and Roberts, Greek Literary Hands nos. 20a, 20b, 20c. 
3 E.g., P. Oxy. I. 26; 3. 223, 420; 27. 2458; P. Ryl. I. 57; P. Amh. 440; and P. Flor. 2. 

108. Cf. Robens, Greek Literary Hands nos. 19a, 22d, and Turner, Greek Manuscripts no. 
32. 
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Of column i the bottom half is lost. The upper part of what is 
preserved of this column (fragment a) is severely damaged; the lower part 
(fragment b) is well preserved. Of column ii only the beginnings of some 
lines are preserved (fragments band c ). 

The text shows some unclassical spellings, typical for the period: n 
fort (col. i. 16, 19, col. ii. 20) and Et for TJ {col. i. 14). There is one 
instance of haplography (col. i. 13). There is no indication of division 
marks between sayings. No instances of the abbreviation of divine names 
appear in the surviving fragment, although the abbreviation n:: for 'ITJcrouc; 

must be restored in several places (col. ii. 2, 12). 

RELATIONSHIPS AMONG THE GREEK AND COPTIC WITNESSES 

Because of their fragmentary state, it is difficult to ascertain the 
interrelationship of the Greek witnesses and their relationship to the Cop
tic text. It is at least clear that the three Greek papyri are not parts of one 
and the same manuscript. It cannot. however, be determined whether any 
of them was copied from another, whether they derive independently from 
a single archetype, or whether they represent distinct recensions. Such 
determinations could be made only if they papyri overlapped in the text 
they contain, but they do not. 

It has been suggested that the Greek papyri or their archetype was 
translated from a Coptic text equivalent or quite similar to that which has 
survived. The evidence for this hypothesis is extremely weak, and it is 
virtually certain that the Coptic was translated from a Greek form of the 
text. 

There are substantial differences, listed below, between the Greek 
fragments and the Coptic. These differences have suggested to some 
scholars that the Coptic evidence and the Greek evidence represent dif
ferent recensions of the GTh. Yet it also remains possible that the recen
sion which the Coptic represents was based on one of the P. Oxy. texts; 
none of the differences between the Greek and Coptic versions neces
sarily precludes this possibility. 

Following is a list of the differences between Greek and Coptic ver
sions: 

a. Greek combines elements distinct in the Coptic

I. Coptic sayings 30a and 77b are combined in P. Oxy. l (➔).23-30.

b. Greek witnesses have a longer text

2. Saying 3, Coptic 32:26 does not have "[whoever] knows [himself]
will discover this" {[oc; av fou1:ov] yvip, 1:aU'tllV E'l>PllCTEl, P. Oxy.
654.16-17).
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3. Saying 4, Coptic 33: 10 does not have "[and] the last will be first"
([Kai] oi E<rXCX'tOl 1tp&t01, P. Oxy. 654.25-26).

4. Saying 5, Coptic 33: 14 does not have "nor buried that [ will not be
raised]" (1ml. 0E0aµµivov o o[uK iyEp011crem1], P. Oxy. 654.3 I).

5. Saying 27, Coptic 38: 18 does not have "of God" (wu 0Eou, P. Oxy.
I ( .1 ).8).

6. Saying 33, Coptic 39: 11 does not have "one" ay. P. Oxy. I (➔).42). 
7. Saying 36, Coptic 39:26 does not have "neither-[clothing]" and 

"[you are]-cloak." (µ11tE--cr-r[oAfi uµrov] and [1toA]Aq>-evouµa
uµrov, P. Oxy. 655, col. i. 3-6. 7-17).

8. Saying 37. Coptic 39:27 does not have "to him" (au-rip, P. Oxy.
655, col. i. 17-18).

c. Greek witnesses have a shorter text

9. Prologue, P. Oxy. 654.2 cannot have had in the lacuna both

''Didymus" and "Judas" (A•Ay Moc Yoy.t..Ac, Coptic 32:11-12).
JO. Saying 2, P. Oxy. 654.7-8 does not have "he will be astonished, 

and" (qNAP(9nHP£ Ayw, Coptic 32: 17-18). 
11. Saying 3, P. Oxy. 654.18 does not have "then you will become

known" (TOT£ c£NAcoyw(N) THNE:, Coptic 32:27-33: I).
12. Saying 6, P. Oxy. 654.40 does not have "and nothing covered will

remain without being uncovered" (Ayw MN 11.AAY eqzoec £ YNAtSW
oy£19N cso11.nq, Coptic 33:22-23).

13. Saying 37, P. Oxy. 655, col. i. 21 does not have "Jesus" (re, Coptic
39:29).

d. Greek and Coptic differ

14. Saying 2, P. Oxy. 654.8-9 reads "[once he has ruled], he will
[attain rest]" ([j3acnAEucrac; i1tava1taMcrem1); Coptic 32: 19 reads

"over the all" (E:XM nTHpq).
15. Saying 3, P. Oxy. 654.13 reads "under the earth" (u1to TTJV Y11V);

Coptic 32:23 reads "in the sea" (ZN eA11.AccA).
16. Saying 3, P. Oxy. 654.15 reads "and" (ro{); Coptic 32:25 reads

"rather" (All.II.A).
17. Saying 6, P. Oxy. 654.33 reads "how [shall we] fast?" (1troc; 

V'flO"tEufcroµEv]); Coptic 33: 15 reads "do you want us to fast?"
( £KO YW(9 £TPNPNHCT£y£ ).

18. Saying 6, P. Oxy. 654.38 reads "[in the sight] of truth" ([ivci>mov
-r]iic; OATJ0[E)i'ac;); Coptic 33:20-21 reads "in the sight of heaven"
(Mn£MTO eeo11. NTne).

19. Saying 26, P. Oxy. I (.1).1 reads "and then" (Kai -ro-rE); Coptic
38: 16 reads "then" (TOT£). What remains of this saying in Greek
is closer than the Coptic to Matt 7:5 and Luke 6:42.

20. Saying 30. P. Oxy. I (➔).24 reads "Where there are [three], they
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are without God" ([on}ou fov wotv [-rpk('i'c;,) E[icrl.h' q.&01); Coptic 
39:3-4 reads "where there are three gods, they are gods" (nMA 
£yN (YOMT NNOYT£ MMAY ZNNOYT£ N£). 

21 . Saying 30, P. Oxy. I (➔).26 reads "l say" ([A)�yw); Coptic 39:4 
reads "two or one" (cNAY H oyz..). 

22. Saying 31, P. Oxy. I (➔).32 reads "country" (1t(cx-r)pio1); Coptic
39:6 reads "village" (tt.1£).

23. Saying 32, P. Oxy. I (➔).36-37 reads "built" (otKoOoµ11µivr1);
Coptic 39:8 reads "being built" (£y1<.wT MMo c).

24. Saying 37, P. Oxy. 655, col. i. 22-23 reads "disrobe and are not
ashamed" (EKOOOT)cr& Kett µT) o.icrxuv0ijrr); Coptic 39:30-31 reads

"disrobe without being ashamed" (1<.£1<. THYTN £ZHY MTT£TNtym£).
25. Saying 39, P. Oxy. 655, col. ii. 18 reads "[who were about to] come

in" ([ -rouc;] ElO"Ep[xoµivouc;)); Coptic 40: IO reads "who wish to
enter" (£Toywty £BWK £ZOyN).

These differences are no doubt due to a variety of causes. Some are 
probably mere examples of loose translation (6. IO. 11. 16, 17, 22-25). 
Several may be due to corruptions already present in the Greek archetype 
of the Coptic ( 14, 20, 21 ). One is probably due to an inner-Coptic error 
(18). The cases where one copy lacks material found in another are more 
difficult to assess: some of these are apparently due to accidental omis
sion (2, 3, 8, 12, 13); others to deliberate deletion or expansion (5, 7, 9). 
Finally there are variations which may be due to deliberate editorial 
alteration (I, 14, 19). 

In any case it is methodologically unsound to construct a stemma illus
trating conjectured relationships among the witnesses to the text of the 
GTh. At least one such attempt has been made, in which three indepen
dent recensions are distinguished, the Coptic, a Greek recension attested 
by the Oxyrhynchus papyri, and another Greek recension attested in the 
testimonium of Hippolytus. Such a construction simply goes beyond the 
available evidence. 
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TESTIMONIA TO THE 

GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THOMAS 

Direct Testimonium. There is one indubitable testimonium to the GTh. 

I. Hippolytus, Refutatio 5.7.20 (ed. P. Wendland, GCS 26). Date:

between A.D. 222-235.

Ou µovov (O'} CXU'tWV i:mµcxprnpElV (j)CXcrt 't(J) Mycp 'tO. 
'Acrcrupirov µtxm1ptcx roi <I>puyrov (alla. Kcxi -ra 
Aiyu1m'.rov) nepi 'tllV -rrov yeyov6-rrov Kcxi yivoµivrov Kcxi 
fooµivrov E'tl µcxKcxpicxv Kpuj3oµivriv oµou KCXl 
q>avepouµEVT)V q>umv, �V1t£p (j)T)ffi (T11V} iv-roe; 

av0pconou [:}acrtM-lCXV oupcxv&v �T)'toUµEVT)V. 1tEpi 11<; 

ihcxpp11�v EV 't(J) KCX'tO. 0roµav imypaq>0µivcp 

EUCXYY EAt<p 1tapcxOlOOCXcrt A.iyov<Ec; ou-rroc;· i µE 6 
�T)'tWV Eup11cru EV 1tCXlOlOl<; (lJt() E't(l)V E1t't(l· EK'El 
yap Ev -rep 't EcrcrcxpE<JKCXlOEKCX'tCp cxifovt KpupoµE
voc; (j)CXVEpouµm. 

They (the Naassenes) say that not only the mysteries 

of the Assyrians and Phrygians, but also those of the 

Egyptians support their account of the blessed nature 

of the things which were, are, and are yet to be, a 

nature which is both hidden and revealed at the same 

time, and which he calls the sought-for kingdom of 

heaven which is within man. They transmit a tradition 
concerning this in the Gospel entitled According to Tho

mas, which states expressly, ''The one who seeks me 

will find me in children from seven years of age and 

onwards. For there, hiding in the fourteenth aeon. I am 

revealed.•• 

This saying shows some similarities to saying 4 of the GTh, yet the differ
ences are also apparent. Interpretation of these differences is controver

sial. On the one hand, they may indicate that the Naassenes' text of the 

GTh represented a very different recension from that of both the Coptic 
and P. Oxy. 654. However, caution is required in drawing text-critical 

inferences from this testimonium. For on the other hand, it may well be 

that the citation in Hippolytus is but a garbled form of saying 4, distorted 
either by Naassene exegesis or by Hippolytus or perhaps by both. 
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Possible Testimonia. Besides the direct testimonium in Hippolytus, dis

cussed above, there are numerous possible testimonia, which either

appear to cite from the text or else refer to a work entitled Gospel Accord
ing to Thomas. Some of these may not be testimonia to our GTh but 
rather, to the Infancy Gospel of Thomas (cf. New Testament Apocrypha [ed. 
E. Hennecke, W. Schneemelcher; English trans. ed. R. McL. Wilson; Phi
ladelphia: Westminster, 1963] I. 388-401). Others report of a document
circulating among Manichaeans, seemingly composed by them, and there
fore later than the date of Hippolytus, to whom our GTh is known: see
below nos.4,6a,6b, II, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18. However,it remains possible
that the Manichaean Gospel was equivalent to, or based on, our GTh.

2. Hippolytus, Refutatio 5.8.32 (ed. P. Wendland. GCS 26). Date: A.O.
222-235.

Aiyoucn youv· d VEKpcx E(j)CXyEn: ,mi t;rov-ra 
E7t0l 11aan:. tl, o.v t;rovtet <payritE, 7tOl llCTEtE; 

Thus they (the Naassenes) say, "If you eat the dead 

and make them living, what will you do if you eat the liv

ing?" 

This saying is presumably from the Naassenes' Gospel According to Tho

mas, cited above (I). The saying represents a simpler and more elegant 
form of its counterpart. saying l lb, in the Coptic GTh and it may 
represent a more original text. But caution is required, since it is also 
possible that this saying was transmitted quite independently. 

3. Origen. In Luc. hom. I (ed. M. Rauer, GCS 35, p.5). Date: A.O. 233.

(j)EpEtCtl yap Kr.ti to KCttO 8coµav EUetyyO .. tov Kr.ti to 
Kata Mett8tav Kai aAAa 7tAElOVCt. 

For there is in circulation also the Gospel According to 

Thomas and the Gospel According to Matthias and 
many others. 

4. Mani, Epistola fundamenti, apud Augustine, Contra epist. fundam. 11
(PL 42. 181) and Contra Felicem I.I (PL 42. 521). Date: mid-third cen
tury.

Haec sunt salubria verba, ex perenni ac vivo fonte; 
quae qui audierit, et eisdem primum crediderit, deinde 
quae insinuant custodierit, nunquam erit morti ohnox

ius, verum aeterna et gloriosa vita fruetur. Nam 
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profecto beatus est judicandus, qui hac divina 
instructus cognitione fuerit, per quam liberatus in sem
pitema vita permanebit. 

These are beneficial words from an ever flowing and 
living source. Whoever hears them, believes them, 
and then practices what they teach, will never experi

ence death, but will enjoy an eternal life of glory. For 
he is to be judged perfectly blessed, who is instructed 
in this divine wisdom, through which he will be 
liberated for eternity. 

This is not explicitly a testimonium on the GTh. It is, however, extremely 
close to the prologue. This similarity may indicate some connection 
between the Manichaean Gospel According to Thomas mentioned in later 
reports and our GTh. 

5. Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 3.25.6. Date: first decades of the fourth century.
A list of apocryphal works, drawn up for the following reason:

i'v • t:iOEVat i:xmµt:v aut� tt: taumc; icai ta<; ov6µan 
tCilV a1tocrtOAfl)V 7tpoc; tfuv aipt:tllCCilV 7tpO<pt:poµlvac; iftm 
roe; TTEtpou teat 0roµci teat Mat0ia 11 teat nvrov 1tapa 
tOUtouc; cf)J.,wv t:ua-yyEAta 7t€ptexoucrac; . 

. . . in order that we might know them and the writings 
which are put forward by heretics under the name of 
the apostles containing Gospels such as those of Peter, 
and of Thomas, and of Matthias, and of some others 
besides. 

6a. Cyril of Jerusalem, Carechesis 4.36 (PG 33. 500). Date: ca. A.O. 348. 

Eypmvav teat Mav1xaiot Kata 0wµciv euayyt:Atov, 
01tt:p, evcooiq. tfic; t:OOYYEA.ltefjc; 7tpocrwvuµiac; £mKEXP(l)
crµivov, Otmp0t:ipt:l tac; \j/UX<X<; tmv ll7tMUOtEpwv. 

The Manichaeans also wrote a Gospel According to 

Thomas, which by using the pleasant pretext of the 
name ''gospel'' destroys the souls of simpler folk. 

6b. Cyril, Catechesis 6.31 (PG 33. 593). Date: ca. A.O. 348. 

toU'tOU µa0rital. tpt:tc; yeyovacrt, 0wµcic;, Kat Baooiic;, 
Kai 'Epµcic;. Mriodc; avaytV<OOKEt(I) to Kata 0roµciv 

Library of Ruslan Khazarzar 
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EUCl'Y'YEAtov· OU yap icmv tvoc;, 'tffiV OWbEICCl 
Cl7tOC!'tOA.COV, CXA.A.' £voe;, 't(J)V KClK(J)V 'tpt&v 'tOU Mavri 
µa0T] 't(J)V. 

This one (Mani) had three di�ciples, Thomas, Baddas, 
and Hermas. Let no one read the Gospel According to 

Thomas. For he is not one of the twelve apostles, but 
one of the three wicked disciples of Mani. 

7a. Jerome, translation of Origen, In Luc. hom. I (ed. M. Rauer, GCS 35. 
p.5). Date: late fourth century.

Scio quoddam evangelium, quod appellatur secundum 

Thomam, et iuxta Mathiam. 

I know of a certain Gospel, entitled According to Tho

mas and one according to Matthias. 

7b. Jerome, Comm. in evang. Matth., Prologue (PL 26. 17 A). Date: late 
fourth century. 

Et perseverantia usque ad praesens tempus monimenta 
declarant, quae a diversis auctoribus edita, diversarum 
haereseon fuere principia, ut est illud iuxta Aegyptios, 
et Thomam, et Matthiam, etc. 

Being extant up to the present time their remains make 
them (scil., early gospel writers) known, remains 
which were composed by various authors and served 
as the sources of various heresies, such as that accord
ing to the Egyptians, and AccordinR to Thomas, and 
according to Matthias, etc. 

These two passages serve as the source of other Latin notices on the GTh 

(8 and 14 below). 

8. Ambrose, Expositio evangelii Lucae 1.2 (ed. C. Schenk!, CSEL 32,
pp.10-11). Date: late fourth century.

Fertur etiam aliud evangelium, quod scribitur secundum 

Thoman. novi aliud scriptum secundum Matthian. 

There is another Gospel, entitled According to Thomas. 
I know another entitled According to Matthias. 
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9. Philip of Side, a fragment of his history (C. de Boor, TU 5/2 [ 1888]
p.169, no. 4). Date: approx. A.D. 430.

1tkicr-rot -ro>V apxm'.cov ... -ro 6e 1ca8' 'E(3pafouc; 
euayyO.tov Kai "tO A.Eyoµevov ne-rpou Kai 0coµo: 
"tEA.EtCO<; <X1tE(3aA.A.OV atpE"tlK(l)V mum 
cruyypaµµam AE-yov-rE<;. 

The majority of the ancients utterly rejected the 
Gospel According to the Hebrews and that said to 
be of Peter and that of Thomas, considering them 
to be compositions of heretics. 

IO. Ps.-Athanasius, Synopsis (PG 28. 432B). Date: fifth century. 

"tTJ<; Nfoc; 7taA.tV lna0T)KTJ<; avnky6µeva mum· 
TTept'.o6ot TTfapou, TTept'.oOot 'Icoavvou, TTept'.o6ot 
0coµo:, EuayyEA.toV Ka"ta 0coµo:. 

These are the disputed works of the New Testa
ment: the Journeys of Peter, the Journeys of John, 
the Journeys of Thomas, the Gospel According to 

Thomas. 

11. Decretum Gelasianum (ed. E.  von Dobschiitz, TU 38/4 [ 1912], p.11 ).
Date: fifth century. A list of heretical books.

Evangelium nomine Thomae quibus Manichei 
utuntur. 

A Gospel attributed to Thomas, which (among oth
ers) the Manichaeans use. 

12. Ps.-Leontius of Byzantium (Theodore of Raithu), De sectis 3.2 (PG

86/1. 12 I 3C). Date: late sixth century.

O'O"tOt Kai (3t(3Ata "tlVO Ea\l"tOt<; KatVO"tOµOUcrt. 
AE-youm yap euayyEA.tO V  Ka"ta 0roµo:v Kai 
<l>t'.At1t1Wv, a1tEp 11µeic; OUK i'crµev. 

They (the Manichaeans) invent new books for 
themselves. For they speak of a Gospel According 

to Thomas and one according to Philip, which we 
do not know. 

Library of Ruslan Khazarzar 
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J 3. Timotheus of Constantinople, De receptione haereticorum (PG 86/ I. 
21 C). Date: late sixth century. 

oi o· a1t' au-mu 8eocrtuy1:'i:c; Mavtxai'm KatVOtO
µoootv fouwi'c; Oatµovt<OOTJ Pt(}Aia. amp Eicri 
t<lOE· ... to Kata 0roµav EuayyiAtOV . 

The accursed Manichaeans who follow him 
(Mani) invent diabolical books for themselves. 
They are: ... the Gospel According to Thomas.

14. Venerable Bede. In Lucae evang. npositio I. Prologue (PL 92. 307C).
Date: late seventh or early eighth century.

Denique nonnulli Thomae, alii Bartholomaei, qui
dam Matthiae, aliqui etiam duodecim aposto
lorum titulo reperiuntur falso sua scripta praeno
tasse. 

Then many Thomases, Bartholomews. Matthiases, 
and others are found to have attached an apostolic 
pseudonym to their own writings.

IS. Acts of the Second Council of Nicaea 6.S (J. D. Mansi, Sacrnrum Conci

/iorum Nova et Ampfissima Colfectio 13. 2938). Date: A.D. 787. 

Kat. to Kata 0roµav Mavtxai'm 1tapEtmhayov 
Eua-y-yEA.l OV, 0Jt£.p � ica8oA.LICTJ EKKA.T)cria roe; 
ClAA.otpLOv EUcrEPo>c; a1tocrtpEq>Etat. 

Manichaeans have introduced the Gospel Accord

ing to Thomas. which the Catholic Church piously 
rejects as something foreign. 

16. Slichometry of Nicephorus (ed. de Boor p. 13S). Date: ninth i.:entury.

Kai ocra tiic; Nfoc; (l7[()Kpuq,a EuayyEA.lOV 
Kata 0roµav C,'tlXOL ,at' 

New Testament Apocrypha: . the Gospel

According tn Thomas. 1300 verses. 

17. Peter of Sicily. Historia Manichaeorum 16 (PG 104. l26SC). Date:
eleventh (or ninth) century.
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µa9limi OE 't'OU'tOU 'tOU avnxpfowu Mav£V't'O<; 
yEyovaot &ooe,m · l:tOlVVlO<; 6 'tOU'tOU Otaooxo<;, 
Kai 0roµci<; 6 'tO Kat' ainov Mav1xa1KOV 
£uayyEA.tov OUV't�O<;-

The disciples of the antichrist Mani were twelve: 
Sisinnios his successor and Thomas, who com
posed the Manichaean Gospel According to his 
name. 

18. Ps.-Photius, Contra Manichaeos 1.14 (PG 102. 4IB). Date: eleventh 
century.

µa0T)'tal µivtot 'tOU ouorovuµou Mav£vto<; 
yqovam OO>b£Ka, l:tcrtVVlO<; ... Kat 0roµfo; 6 'tO 
Ka't' au-rov 6voµa�oµ£VOV crnv-ral;aµ£vo<; £U
ayy0.tov. 

There were twelve disciples of that hateful Mani. 
Sisinnios ... and Thomas, who composed the Gos

pel According to his name. 

PRINCIPLES OF THIS EDITION 

The transcription is based upon recollation of all three papyri. The 
actual reading of the papyrus always appears as text, even if corrupt; 
errors are discussed in the apparatus. Not all conjectures advanced by 
past editors (especially restorations of missing text) have been listed in 
the apparatus; many of these were made before the discovery of the Cop
tic version and can now be eliminated by comparison with the Coptic. 
Other restorations of past editors can also be eliminated on purely palaeo
graphical grounds after reexamination of the papyri or remeasurement of 
the lacunas. Where more than one editor has proposed or adopted the 
same conjecture, only the name of the first to do so has been noted. 
Finally, since the discovery of the Coptic version several scholars have 
attempted to reconstruct substantial portions of the Greek text preceding 
or following the fragments actually preserved. These purely conjectural 
reconstructions have not been included in the present edition. 
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PROLOGUE AND SAYING 

P. Oxy. 654.1-5

I Oitot Ol I Ol) A.oyot Ol I <l7tOKpUq>Ol ouc; EM-] 

2 AT)OEV 'Iri(aou)c; 6 l;rov K[ ai fypa\j/EV 'louoa o] 

3 Kai 0wµci. Kai El7tEV · [oc; o.v 'tT)V i:pµT)VEl-] 

4 av 'tO)V A.oywv tou�[ rov Eupn, 0avchou] 

5 OU µri )'EUOT)'tat. 'I 

SAYING 2 

P. Oxy. 654.5-9

5 [Aiyn 'Jri(aou)c;]. 

6 µri nauaaa0w 6 STJ I 'tCOV 'tO'U /;TJtEl v ewe; o.v J 

7 ei>pn, Kai otav eupn [8aµj3118tjaEtat, Kai Saµ-) 

8 13TJ8t:ic; l3amAE0011, Ka[i j3amAEuaac; faavana-] 

9 T)O"Etat. 'r 

(Prologue, I) I i.e. outm II outo1 oi I 01 I Swete : I 01 I toi'm oi Grenf.-Hunt II a1t0Kpuq>01 
Zahn2 : KEKpuµµivm Bauer: Kpu1ttoi Narions II 2 Kai rypaljlEV 'Iou6a ( 'Iou6ac; Fitzmyer) o 
Fitzmyer. Marcovich : Kai yqpaµµivot 61a 'louoa toii Bauer: Kai Kup1oc; t.i6uµIJ) tcp Wilson 
I 3 0wµii Marcovich : 0wµii(c;) Fitzmyer: 0wµq Bauer I oc; av Puech : o<mc; av Fitzmyer: 
ocmc; Swete I tllV ipµqvEiav Puech I 4 Eupn Puech : Ellp!Otql Fitzmyer: Eup11on Hofius : 
EUP'lOEt Marcovich 16avatou Grenf.-Hunt 

(2) 5 'lqc; Grenf.-Hunt H 6 /;;qtwv Grenf.-Hunt I toii /;;qtEtv Heinrici U i:wc; av Grenf.-Hunt 
H 7 6aµJ}11611onm. Kai 0aµpq&ic; Grenf.-Hunt I 8 i.e. J}aoiA£uoE1 a i.e. i1tava1tauonm : 
l}aoiN:ooac; ava1ta110Etat Grenf.-Hunt : foava1ta11onm Marcovich 
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SAYING 3 

P. Oxy. 654.9-21 

9 A.EyEl 'I l Tl ( crou )<;. rov] 

IQ oiMKOV"t£<;T)µa<; [Et7tCJ)CHVUµtv· lOOU] 

11 ii l3acrtkt'aiv oupa[vcp, vµac; <p011cruml 

( 2 "ta 7tE"tEtV<X "tOU oup[ avou· WV O' Et7trocnv o-j 

13 n U7t0 "tT)V YllV fo-r[tv, ElOEA.Eucrov-rat] 

14 oi ix0uec; -rile; 0aAa[ crcrric; 1tpo<p0acrav-l 

15 "tE<; uµac; · Kai ii J3acr[ tA.Eta "tOU 0eou] 

16 EV"tDC; Uµrov [EO]"tt [K<lKtO<;. O<; llV EaU"tOV] 

l 7 yvcp, "ta'UtT)V E'llPll [ OEt, Kai O"tE uµeic;] 

18 rou-rouc; yvcooecr0a[t, Etcrecr0E O"tl ui01'.] 

19 EO"tE uµeic; "tOU 1ta-rpoc; "tOU ;[rov-roc;· Ei OE µT)] 

20 yvcoo(Ecr}0E fou-rouc;. EV [tfi 1t-rrox£t<;X EO"tE] 

21 Kai uµeic; EO"tE TJ 1t-rro[xeia l. 

{3} 9 io.v Fitzmyer: Ei Nations II IO i.e. uµfo; Swete (cf. Coptic) U Ei'rcromv uµ1v il>vii 
Grenf.-Hunt: Aiyoumv ott i&u Nations I 11 uµo.<; q>fu\oEtcu Fitzmyer: q>0aoouotv uµo.<; 

Hofius I 12 io.v 6' Ei'rcromv Fitzmyer: io.v Aiyromv uµi"v Hofius I 13 urco pap. II EioEkuoovtm 
Fitzmyer: il iv tfi 0a>..cioon Hofius II 14 i·xeuE<; pap. II rcpoq>0cioavtE<; Marcovich : q>0aoavtE<; 

Fitzmyer: q>0avovtE<; Hofius: rcpoayovtE<; Nations II 15 uµa<; pap. N Kai pap. : oJJ,.a, Riistow 
(cf. Coptic) I Pamkia Grenf.-Hunt I 15-16 toii 0Eou EvtO<; ... KUKtO<;. o<; av foutov 
Fitzmyer: tii>V oupavwv EVtO<; ... Kai oon<; av (otav ti<; Mueller) foutov Grenf.-Hunt, 
Mueller: toii rcatpo<; (or EKtO<; Kai) EVtO<; .. . Kai OOtl<; av EaUtOV Kasser: trov oupavrov 
EVtO<; ... Kai J.lTJ £.Kt<><; · o<; 6' av foutov Riistow I 17 ElipqOEI Grenf.-Hunt I Kai OtE UJ.lEI<; 

Fitzmyer: otav 6t: Hofius I 18 i.e. yvwoco0E II EfoEo0E Marcovich :  Kai Ei6qonE Grenf.
Hunt : Ei6qoEtE Fitzmyer n 0,1 uioi Grenf.-Hunt II 19 uµEt<; written above the line D l:,rovto<; 
Fitzmyer II Ei 6E J.lTJ Fitzmyer: omv 6E 1-lTJ Hofius: Ei 6E ou Nations II 20 tfi rctroxEii;t fotE 
Fitzmyer: mroxii;t fotE Hofius I 21 mroxEia Fitzmyer: mroxia Hofius 



GREEK FRAGMENTS: SAYINGS 3-5 

SAYING 4 

P. Oxy. 654.21-27

21 [AEyE1 'ITJ(Oou)�] · 

22 OUK <X7tOKVl10€1 av0[pc1mo� 1taMX10� T)µE-] 

23 prov E7tEPc.ot'llOE 1ta[ 16iov £7tt0. T)µE-] 

24 prov 7tEpi to'U t07tOU tll[� �roii�. Kai �11-) 

25 on£· on 1t0Uoi foovtm 1t[prot01 foxmo1 Kai] 

26 oi foxm011tprot01, Kai [Ei� Ev Katavt11crou-] 

27 01V. 

SAYING 5 

P. Oxy 654.27-31

27 A.EY£1 'ITJ(Oou)�- )' y[vro81 to OV i:µ1tpocr-] 

28 0Ev tll� O\j/E� crou , Kai [ to KEKaAuµµtvov J 

29 a1t6 crou <X7tOKaAucp(0}11crEt[ a( 001. OU ycip fo-] 

30 'tlV KpU7ttOV O OU cpavE[pov yEVT10Etm]. 

31 Kai 0E0aµµrvov o o[uK iyEp011crnmJ. 
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(4) 22 itaAat� iiµtprov Hofius: 1t>.:1\pT}<; iiµtprov Taylor II 23 i.e. £1t£proi:ijom I 1tm6iov

£lt1:CX T)µEprov Fitzmyer : ,:rov £lt1:CX T)µEprov Nations 11 24-25 i.e. �TJCJE'l:at : �roiic; Kai �TJCJ£1:at 

Hofius: �roiic; Kai �TJCJE1. ti'CJE,E Fitzmyer2 : Kai aui:oc; �r\CJE,m Kasser II 25 oi:t written above 

the line II 1tpro,:m foxai:m Kai Grenf.-Hunt II 26 Eic; llv Kai:avi:r\00001v Marcovich : Efc; 

Ytvr\ooum v Hofius : µovm µi:vooot v Kasser 

(5) 27 yvro81 Fitzmyer 11:0 ov Fitzmyer : i:ov Puech I Eµitpoo&v Grenf.-Hunt II 28 ,:o

KEKaA.uµµi:vov Evelyn-White : i:o KEKP'llµµtvov Grenf.-Hunt II 29-30 reconstructions of 

Grenf.-Hunt II 31 i.e. tt0aµµi:vov I OUK EY£p0r\oti:m or ou yvroo0r\oE,m Grenf.-Hunt : ouK 

E�op�nm Bartlet : ouK aKOKaA.tKp0r\onm Hofius 

Library of Ruslan Khazarzar 
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SAYING 6
P. Oxy. 654.32-40

32 [£�)na/;Oli<HV m'.rtOV O[l µa011.a1 m'.rtou Kat) 

33 [lli)youmv · rtw<; vT]<J"t£u[ooµ£v, Kai rtW<; rtpoo-] 

34 [rn�o)µ£0a. Kai rtw<; [£Af:r)µO<JUVTJV rtmrioo-) 

35 [µ£v K]ai -r{ rtapmT]pTJCT[oµ£v rt£pi -roJV ppm-] 

36 [µa-rro]v;'J'lliyn 'IT](<JOU)<;· [µ� 'lf£U0£<J0£ Kai o-] 

37 [n µ10]£1rn1,µ�1t0l£t"t[£· onrtavmivcim-) 

38 [10v -r]ii<; a.1..110[£]{a<; av[aqm1vna1. ouOEv] 

39 [ yap £(J"[t Iv a[ rt)OK£Kp[ uµµivov o OU (j)aV£pov l 

40 [fo-rm). 

40 

41 I - - -

42 [ - - -

SAYING 7
P. Oxy. 654.40-42 

I - - - µal�ap1[0<;] fonv [ - - - I 

11£ I C!)V fo-r�[t - - - ] 

)<_>v[ - - - I 

(6) ]2 oi-Aiyoumv Gr enf.-Hunt II 33 VTJcrtEuaoµrv Kai nwc; Grenf.-Hunt II npoaru�oµr0a
BruMon: npoa£�wµr0o Swe1e " 34 EAET]µoauvT]v no11\aoµrv Evelyn-While: i. no11\aroµEv 
Swete : i. &rooµrv Taylor: &:oµrv i. Nations " ]5 napatTJpi\aoµrv Brus1on : 
nopatTJpTJawµr0a Swete II nrpi trov ppwµatrov Hofius : omv 6ttnvroµrv Fi1zmyer: ra0t'ovtrc; 
aptov Kasser N 36 µ� Fitzmyer: ou Hofius I lj/tu6rn0r Kai Fi1zmyer II ott Fitzmyer: & 
Hofius: o Na1ions II 37 !Ettm pap.: µ,aritm. i.e. µtaEttE Fi1zmyer: µtaEttE Hofius I 37-38 
Ott navta EVW!!IOV tiic; Allridge : novto yap Eatat nAT\pTJc; Fi1zmyer : navm yap Eµnpoo0rv 
tiic; Hofius: novm yap fott nAT\pTJlc;I or mivtrc; y«ip rim nAT\pTJc; (i.e. nAT\pr,c;) Marcovich: 
ncivm yap EOtt ljlOVEpov tiic; Na11ons II ]8 OVO(jl(XIVEtat Allridge: avti toii oupavou 
Fitzmyer: O'.VOKEKaAtJµµiva EOtlV Hofius : avaKOAUntEtal Kasser: (Ev)ovn toii oupavou 
Marcovich: ova TOV oupovov Nations 11 38-40 ou6i:v yap EOtlV ... o OU ljlOVEpOV fom, 
Fitzmyer: KOi ou6r EV ... iatt'v· AiyEt 0IT](aoii)c; Hofius : Oll ycip EOttV ... 8 0\) 
ljlOVEpw0'l(aE}tm Marcovich 

Library of Ruslan Khazarzar 



GREEK FRAGMENTS: SAY! NG S 6---7, 24 

Restoration exempli gratia: 

40 [ - - - µa)�apt[6<;) fonv [6 MCJlV ov av0pro1to<;] 

4 J [fo0t£t Kat O M]�V £CH�[ l av0pro7to<; Kat <XV<l-] 

42 [0t:µa 6 av0prono<;] 9v [tJ.rov fo0{£t et cetera I 

Fragment d: 

I [ - - - fo]nv 

2 [ - - - (J))CJltEl Vf/) 

3 [ - - - K]ooµcp 

4 I - - - Jri 

5 I - - - £]<JtlV 

Restoration exempli gratia: 

[ - - - (J)co<;fo]nv 

2 [iv av0pW7tcp (J)]romvip, 

3 [Kat (j)CJltt/;£l tf/) K]O<Jµcp 

4 [oAcp · £0.V µT) <protil;Jn. 

5 [tot£ <JKOt£lV<><;£)CJ'tlV. 

SAYING 24 
P. Oxy. 655 (d)
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(7) 40-41 0 Airov-ia8iE1 Marcovich: (j)<lYE'tal av(8pro1t)oc; Kasser II 41 Kai I Attridge n 0
Airov Marcovich : Airov Kasser 11 41-42 av0prorroc;l..-<:iv Attridge : av(8pro1t)oc; icai ava0Eµa 
E<JtlV Kasser: av8pro1toc; mi E!tapatoc; E<J'tlV Marcovich I 42 Airov fo81E1 Attridge: 0 
av8pro1toc; OV Marcovich 

(24) I � E<JtlV Attridge 11 1-2 El� ianv iv ov8pro1t<p (j)Ol'tEIVlp Kasser: � EVE<J'tlV 
av0prolt!p 'tip (j)Ol'tElVlp Kraft I 3-4 restorations of Attridge : EV OA<p 'tip KOOµ(fl (j)Ol'tl�El · a 6E

µT) Kasser: Kai oA<p ,:1p Koaµcp· io.v 6E µT) (j)Ol'tt�El Kraft II 5 i:6u <JKO'tE1v6c; fonv Attridge : 
<JKO'tEI voe; E<J'tl V Kraft 

Library of Ruslan Khazarzar 
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SAYING 26 

P. Oxy. I (..l,).1-4

[- - - - - -]

t Kai tot£ 01al3Aiwrn; 

2 £Kl3aAE1 v to K<Xpq>O(; 

3 to £V tq> oq>0aA.µq> ) 

4 tou aOEAq>ou emu. 

SAYING 27 
P. Oxy. I (..l,).4-11

4 Aiy£1 

5 'l(TJOOU)<;· £UV µT] VT)OtEUOTJ-

6 tat tov Kocrµov. OU µT] 

7 EUpT)tm tllV l3amAE1-

8 av to'U 0( £0 )U · Ka1£UV µ11 

9 cral3'3atfoT)t£ to cral3- 7 

IO l3atov, OUK O\jl£00£ to(v) 

I I 1t( ati)pa. 

SAYING 28 
P. Oxy. I (..l,).11-21

I I Aiya 'l(TJcrou)<;· i:[cr]tTJV 

12 £V µfocp to'U KOOµOU 

(27) 5 i.e. Vl]CJ"tEUCJl]tt II µT) Vl]CJ"tEUCJl]mt pap. : µVl]CJ"tEUCJT)"tE Kipp in Zahn: µ101101],E
von Gebhardt: Vl]KJ1CJl]"tE Harnack II 6 tov K<>oµov pap. : mu Kooµou Lock-Sanday: -rep 
Kooµcp Harnack: Eic; -i:ov K<>oµov Redpath: mu Kmvou Quarry in Evelyn-White: 1:TJV 
Vl]CJ"tEtav Cersoy II 7 i .e. EUpT),E 

Library of Ruslan Khazarzar 
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14 a'Utolc; Kai t:'Upov 1t<lv

l 5 ta� µ£ 0uovta� K<Xl 

16 ouoiva dipov owvro(v )-

17 ta EV <X'Utol� K<Xl 7t0- ) 

18 V£t ll \j!UX'll µou £1ti ) 

19 tot� uiot� tCOV av(0pom)rov 

20 Ott tUq>Aoi £icrt v tn K<Xp-

2 l oir,. <X'Utro[ V] �ai [OU] 13�i:c

a [ oucn v ott et cetera ] 

SAYING 29 

P. Oxy. l (➔).22

b EVOl-) 

22 [KJ�� [taut]TJ[V t]TJV 7ttC.OX£l<X(v). 

SAYING 30 + 77b

P. Oxy. I (➔).23-30

23 [AE)']£l ['l(TJOOUk 07t]OU £0.V ©O"lV 

24 [ tp ]�[1�]. £[ icri ]y �0rnt · Kai 

25 [0)7t0U £(t�] EOtlV µovo�, 

26 [A J�yro · iyro dµt µ£t' au-

27 t[ou). qf:l[p)ov tOV Ai0o(v) 

28 K<XKEl E'llp'll0£l� µ£. 

(28) 13 E deleted by the copyist n 16 i.e. 611j1<0vm
(29) 22 m:roxEiav : E written above the line. 
(30, 77b) 24 t:pEi'c;, Eio1v a0EOI Attridge : �- OUK Eicnv a8E01 Blass : y &oi. Eio1v 0Eoi

Guillaumont: tpEi'c;, Eicnv &oi Akagi 126 'Ai.yro Grenf.-Hunt: autou Grenf.-Hunt 
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29 crxjoov to �\JAOV Kayio 

30 £K£1 £tµt. 

SAYING 31 

P. Oxy. I (➔).30-35

30 'A.iyn 'l(T)oou)<; · ou-

3 I K fon v 0£Kto<; npo-

32 (l)lltTJstv rn n(m)pio1 au-

33 t[ o]u, O'u0£ iarpo<; 1to1£1 

34 0£pa1t£ta<; £is tou<; 

3 5 Y£l V<OOKOVta<; auto( V). 

SAYING 32 

P. Oxy. I (➔).36--41

36 'A.iyn 'l(T)oou)<;· 1toA1<;oiKo00-

37 µT)µEVTJ £1t' aKpov 

38 [o]pou<; 'll\j/TJAOU( <;} Kai fo-

39 TTJptyµEVTJ out£ 1t£-

40 [<1]£1V O\JVatat 0Ut£ KpU-

41 [P]flV<Xl. 

(31) 35 Le. yivooKOVta<; 

(32) 36 i.e. Q>KOOOµl]µEvl] 



41 

GREEK FRAGMENTS: SAYINGS 31-33,36 121 

SAYING 33 

P. Oxy. l (➔).41-42

A£'Y£1 'I<TJcrou)c;· <o> aKounc; 

42 (£)1<; !0 �y ci>'Ffov (1(_)\J. !c_>(u-) 

4 3 [ to KllPU�ov et cetera ] 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

SAYING 36 

P. Oxy. 655, col.i. 1-17

[ t£ a 11to 1tproi f [ roe; <>'1'£], 

[µ11t]£ a<p ' icm[ipa<;] 

[Ero<; 1t]proi, µ11t£ [ tn] 

[ tpo<pn \) ]µrov ti <po:-

[Y'lt£, µtjt£] tU cn[o-1 

P-n uµrov] 'tl £VO\J-

[ crT)]o0£. [1toA]Aq> Kp£t[ cr- J

[ CTOV ]£<; �[ CT't£] 't(l)V [ Kpl -]

vrov, an[va o]u �a[i-)

vn ou0£ v[ 110]n. 1,1[ TJO-]

£V £�(_)Vt[£<; £]VO[ \J-)

µa, tl £v[Ourn0£) Kai 

uµ£t<;; ti<; av 1tpou0(£t)TJ 

£7tl t�V £1A1Kl<lV 

(33) 41 8 Fitzmyer: &. Hofius H 42 tofrto Fitzmyer: tauta Hofius: KE (i.e .• Kai) Marco

vich 

(36) a restoration of Fitzmyer II 1-8 restorations of Grenf.-Hunt II 9 ou �at'vn Bartlet: 

au�a1vE1 Grenf.-Hunt U IO vtj0Et Grenf.-Hunt U [µTJ6]Ev Zahn2 : [Kai] EV Taylor II 11 fxovm; 

Grenf.-Hunt: i'xovta Zahn2 : ix6vnov Michelsen n 12 iv6um0E Hilgenfeld : i:v6r1tE Grenf.

Hunt: i:v6ri"cr0E Heinrici : iv&, Taylor: i\v&i:c; Bartlet : i:v6d:c; Michelsen U 13 npocr0(Et)TJ 

Grenf.-Hunt: npocr0fi Kraft II 14 i.e. ii'A.1Kt'av 



col. ii. 
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15 uµrov; U\J'tO[ c; 0]<00£l 

16 uµ£tc; to i:vouµu '\)-

17 µrov. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

b 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

SAYING 37 

P. Oxy. 655 col. i. 17-col. ii. l

Aiyoucn v mi-

tip oi µu0T)tui uutou · 

1tot£ iJµ£tV Eµ<pa-

v�.c_; foEt, Kai 1totE 

OE 0'1'0µ£0u; My€1 · 

O'tUV EKOOOT)a0E KU\ 

µ� uiax;uv0fitE 

[et cetera, approx. 6 lines J 

[ - - - OUOE <pol3T)-J

0[1l<J£<J0E]. 

SAYING 38 

P. Oxy. 655 col. ii. 2-11

Af[yEt 

o[ 

t[ 

y[ 

Kar 

v[ 

16 i.e. uµi"v 

(37) 19 i.e. riµi"v I h restoration of Attridge



GREEK FRAGMENTS: SAYINGS 37-39 

8 Ka( 

9 11µ( 

IO 0£[ 

Restoration exempli gratia: 

2 Ai[ y£l 'I(11oou)<; · 7tOA.A.aK'l<;) 

3 o[ uv £Jt£0uµ£t t£ I 

4 t[ OU"tOU<; "tOU<; M-I 

5 y[ OU<; µ OU <XKO'UOat I 

6 Ka[i E'X,£"t£ ou0£-) 

7 v[o<; aAA.oU <XKOUOat) 

8 KO[l £A£UOOV"tat) 

9 tiµ[ipm ot£ �Tltll-1 

10 0£[ ti µ£ Kai ou µTl I

11 [£up11crui µ£). 

SAYING 39 

P. Oxy. 655 col. ii. 11-23

11 [My£1) 

12 ['I(11oou)<; · oi <l>ap10afo1] 

13 [ Kai oi ypaµµm£t<;) 

14 £A[ aJx>v ta<; KA.Etoa<;) 

15 Tll<; [ yvrocr£c.o<;. autoi E-) 

16 Kpuw[av auto.<;. OUT£) 

123 

(38) 2-7 restorations of Attridge II 8-11 restorations of Fitzmyer II 8 EA.Euoov,:m ai 

Kraft 11 9 omv Kraft 

(39) 11-13 MyE1-ypaµµa,E1<; restorations of Fitzmyer 113 oi yap ypaµµan:i'c; Michelsen 

I a1tO .. apov Fitzmyer I 14 cAapov Michelsen I i:ac; KA.Ei:&xc; Allen: ,T}v KA.Ei&x Grenf.-Hunt I 

15 yvwcrE� Grenf.-Hunt II mii:oi Kraft : Kai Fitzmyer II EKPU\1/av Allen : a1tt:1Cpulj/av Fitzmyer 

I 16 KpuljlaVtEc; Hofius I au,:ac;. O'U1:E (ouoc Allen) Fitzmyer, Allen 
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17 dcriP,[0ov, out£ tou<;] 

18 £icr£p[xoµivou<; a(j)ll-) 

}9 K<lV [£iO"£A.0£tV. Uµ£t<;] 

20 6£ yd[ vrn0£ q,p6v1-] 

21 µm w[ <; 0(1)£1<; K<ll a-) 

22 Kipm[ Ol ro<; 7t£pl0"t£- I 

23 pa[{]. 

17-18 i:ouc; EiaEp)(oµl'vouc; Allen: tote; ciacp)(oµivmc; Grenf.-Hunt U lll-19 cupijKav 

Eiou..8t:1v Allen: ouK avciaav Fitzmyer � 19-23 uµEt<; ... Olj)Et<; (oi 0tpn<; Allen) ... 1U:p-

1mcpai (ai ncp1cr1:cpai Allen) Allen, Kraf1 ft 20 i.e. y{vrn0c 



GREEK FRAGMENTS: SAYING 77, UNIDENTIFIED 125 

SAYING 77 

(Cf. above, saying 30) 

UNIDENTIFIED FRAGMENTS OF P. OXY. 655 

The text of fragments f and h (both now lost) is repeated from the 
transcription of B. P. Grenfell and A. Hunt, New Sayings of Jesus and 

Fragment of a Lost Gospel (Egypt Exploration Fund; London: Frowde, 
1904) 38. Fragments e and g are still conserved with the other frag
ments of P. Oxy. 655, and have been recollated. 

Fragment e was carefully examined to ascertain whether it would join 
the fifth line of Fragment din saying 24; the results are negative. 

Fragment e

Fragment! 

Fragment g

Fragment h 

[ - - - ] .KO[ - - - ]

[---] . . .  [---] 
[ ---1. A[ - - - ] 

[---] . . .  [---] 

[---] . . .  [---] 
[---]K.(---1 
[ ---]��[ ---] 
[---] . . . [---] 

[---] . . . [---] 
[ - - - ]E[ - - -]
[---] . . .  [---] 



TR ANSLATION 

These are the [secret] sayings lwhich] the living Jesus [spoke and which 
Judas, who is] also Thomas, [wrote down). 

(I) And he said, "[Whoever finds the interpretation] of these sayings will 

not experience [death]." 

(2) [Jesus said], "Let him who seeks continue [seeking until] he finds. 

When he finds, [he will be amazed. And] when he becomes [amazed], he 

will rule. And [once he has ruled], he will [attain rest]." 

(3) Jesus said, "[lfl those who lead you [say to you, 'See], the kingdom is 

in the sky,' then the birds of the sky [will precede you. If they say that] it is 
under the earth, then the fish of the sea [will enter it, preceding] you. And, 

the [kingdom of God] is inside of you. [and it is outside of you. Whoever] 

knows lhimselfJ will discover this. [And when you] come to know your

selves, [you will realize that] you are [sons] of the [living] father. [But if 

you] will [not] know yourselves, [you dwell] in [poverty] and it is you who 

are that poverty.'' 

(4) [Jesus said], "The [man old in days] will not hesitate to ask [a small 

child seven days old] about the place [of life, and] he will [live]. For many 

who are [first] will become [last, and] the last will be first, and [they will 

become one and the same]." 

(5) Jesus said, "[Recognize what is in] your (sg.) sight. and lthat which is 
hidden] from you (sg.) will become plain [to you (sg.). For there is nothing] 
hidden which [ will] not [become] manifest, nor buried that [ will not be 

raised]." 

(6) [His disciples] questioned him land said], "How [shall we] fast? 
[How shall we pray]? How lshall we give alms]? What [diet] shall (we] 
observe?'' 

"'You" as spoken by Jesus is always plural. except when explicitly marked "sg." (cf. say

ings 5. 26, 33). In this translatiOP, Lambdin"s version of the Coptic is adapted to the text of the 

Greek fragments. 
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Jesus said, "[Do not tell lies, and] do not do what you [hate, for all things 

are plain in the sight] of truth. [For nothing] hidden [will not become mani

fest]." 

(7) [ ... J Blessed is [the lion] which becomes [man when consumed by
man; and cursed is the man] whom [the lion consumes . . .  J 

(24) [ ... There is light within a man] of light, [and he (or: it) lights up the
whole] world. [If he (or: it) does not shine, he (or: it)] is [darkness]. 

(26) [ ... J and then you (sg.) will see clearly to cast the mote from your
(sg.) brother's eye. 

(27) Jesus said, "If you do not fast as regards the world, you will not find
the kingdom of God. If you do not observe the Sabbath as a Sabbath, you 
will not see the father.•· 

(28) Jesus said, "I took my place in the midst of the world, and I appeared
to them in flesh. I found all of them intoxicated; I found none of them thirsty. 
And my soul became afflicted for the sons of men, because they are blind in 
their hearts and do [not] have sight [ ... ]" 

(29) [ ... makes its home in this] poverty.

(30 + 77b) [Jesus said], "Where there are [three], they are without God, 
and where there is but [a single one], I say that I am with [him]. Lift up the 
stone, and you will find me there. Split the piece of wood, and I am there.•' 

(31) Jesus said, "No prophet is accepted in his own country; no physician 
heals those who know him." 

(32) Jesus said, "A city built on a high mountain and fortified cannot fall, 
nor can it be hidden." 

(33) Jesus said, "(fhat which} you (sg.) hear in one of your (sg.) ears. 
[preach ... ] " 

(36) [Jesus said, "Do not be concerned] from morning [until evening 
and] from evening [until] morning. neither [about] your [food) and what 
[you will] eat, [nor] about [your clothing] and what you [ will] wear. 
[You are far] better than the [lilies] which [neither] card nor [spin]. As 
for you, when you have no garment, what [will you put on]? Who might 
add to your stature? He it is who will give you your cloak.'· 
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(37) His disciples said to him, "When will you become revealed to us

and when shall we see you?" 
He said, "When you disrobe and are nor ashamed [ ... afraid]." 

(38) [Jesus) said, "[Many times have you desired to hear these words

of mine), and [you have no one else to hear (them) from. There will be) 

days [ when you will look for me and will nor find me).'' 

(39) [Jesus said, "The pharisees and the scribes have taken the keys]

of [knowledge (gnosis) and] hidden [them. They themselves have not] 

entered, [nor have they allowed to enter those who were about to] come 

in. [You}, however, [be as wise as serpents and asJ innocent [as doves]." 

(77) Cf above, sayin,? 30.

Fragment e 
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INTRODUCTION 

WESLEY W. ISENBERG 

I. The Gospel According co Philip (GPh) is a collection of statements 

concerning sacraments and ethics, named for Philip the apostle, probably 
written in Syria in the second half of the third century A.D .• and generally 
Valentinian in theology. It must have been composed in Greek, though 
only a single. imperfectly preserved Coptic version now survives. 

2. T1TLE AND GENRE. a. Title and identification. The title of this work 

is not based on its incipit; rather, it appears as the last line of the text 

(86:18-19). Since the title is not set off as a true subscript title in the 
manner of other works in this codex, it is possible that the title was not 
originally copied in the manuscript, and was only added by the copyist as 

an afterthought or correction. 

There is no indication in the body of the text that the Philip mentioned 
in the title is to be considered the author of this otherwise anonymous 
work. The title may derive simply from the fact that Philip is the only 
apostle cited in it by name (73:8). There are two Christians named Philip 
in the New Testament: the first, Philip the apostle, is merely listed among 
the disciples in the synoptic gospels and Acts, but is a participant in cer
tain narratives in John (I :43-51; 6: 1-15; 12:20-36; 14:8-9); the second, 
Philip the evangelist, one of the Seven, has the distinction of being the 
father of four virgin daughters who prophesied (Acts 6:5; 8:5-40; 
21 :8-9). Early Christian tradition made a composite saint of these two 

men (cf. Eusebius H.E. 3.31 ). The Acts of Philip characterize this compo
site saint as an ascetic apostle who preached chastity and continence in 
marriage and as one who conquered the dark demons of the heavens by 
sacramental means. It is undoubtedly this same composite figure who 

was accorded a particular eminence among the Gnostics: in the Pistis 

Sophia (71-72 Schw.-P.) Philip is named. along with Thomas and 

Matthew, as a privileged recipient and custodian of dominical revelation. 

A work entitled Gospel of Philip was cited by the heresiologist Epi

phanius (Haer. 26.13.2-3) as being in use among certain Gnostics in 
Egypt during the fourth century, but the passage he quotes from it-about 
the ascent of the soul past hostile planetary powers, who seek to prevent 
its return to the transcendant world-,-does not occur in the work edited 
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here. At a later date a Gospel of Philip was mentioned as being in use 
among the Manichaeans (cf. Timothy of Constantinople, PG 86. l .21C, 

and Ps.-Leontius of Byzantium, PG 86. 1.12 IJC). It is possible that the 

gospel referred to by Epiphanius and the one used by the Manichaeans are 

the same. but our text cannot easily be identified with it, since its sacra

mental theology runs counter to Manichaean doctrine. The existence of 

two different texts with the same title is not unusual; there is an instance 

in the Nag Hammadi codexes themselves (e.g. the two Apocalypses of 

James, CG V,3 and Y,4). 
The title of this text, therefore. may be due to its single reference to 

Philip the apostle; but more probably it reflects the particular way early 

Christian tradition and literature revered the name of Philip. It is also 

possible that our text shared a common content and purpose with an ear

lier Gospel of Philip that is now lost. 

h. Genre. The GPh is not a gospel in the usual sense; rather, it is a col

lection of theological statements concerning sacraments and ethics. 
These statements are expressed in a variety of literary types: aphorism 

and analogy; parable, paraenesis, and polemic; narrative dialogue, domin

ical sayings, biblical exegesis, and dogmatic propositions. The collection 

is not organized in a way that can be conveniently outlined. Aside from 

certain sections where some continuity is effected through an association 
of ideas (cf. 5 I :29-52:35, a series of contrasts) or catchwords (cf. 

77:15-78:24. the word "love"), the line of thought is rambling and dis

jointed. Complete changes of subject are common. The text gives the 

impression of logical coherence because of the recurrence of certain 

themes (e.g .. the meaning of the names of Jesus. 56:3-15, 62:7-17, 

63:21-24; the necessity of experiencing resurrection before death, 

56:15-20, 56:26-57:22, 66:16-23. 73:1-8; putting on light to keep the 
powers from grasping one. 70:5-9. 76:22-77: I, 86:4-10). but this coher

ence is probably more circumstantial than actual. The concept of the bri

dal chamber. perhaps the main concern of the work. is not mentioned at 

all until halfway through (65: 11) and is increasingly emphasized as it 
draws to a close. In the last seven pages individual thoughts tend to be 
developed in larger discussions than before. 

Although the GPh contains some sayings of Jesus, it hardly compares 

in this regard with the work which precedes it in the codex, the Gospel 

According to Thomas. The latter consists of one saying of Jesus after 

another. The GPh contains only fifteen sayings of Jesus: seven are cita

tions of Jesus· words already found in the canonical gospels (55:33-34. 
57:4-5. 68:8-12, 68:26-27, 72:34-73:1. 84:7-9. 85:29-31), and eight 

are extracanonical sayings (56: 1-3. 58: 11-14, 59:26-27, 63:28-30, 
64:4-5. 64:10-12. 67:31-34, and 74:25-26). All of the latter are brief 
(several have a riddle-like quality) and are best interpreted from a 
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Gnostic perspective. 

The genre of the GPh may thus be designated a collection of excerpts, 

a kind of florilegium. It resembles most the Excerpta ex Theodoto, 

transmitted with the works of Clement of Alexandria. 

3. CoMPOSITION. a. Compilation; arrangement. If the genre of the GPh

is a collection of excerpts, then the person responsible is more aptly called 

a compiler-editor than an author. 

The compiler-editor's hand may be seen in the arrangement of 

material. He has purposely disjoined paragraphs that had a continuity of 

thought and deposited the pieces in diverse places in the work. Several 

examples of these disjecta membra should suffice. If 70:5-9 is combined 

with 76:22-77: I and 66:7-29, in that order, one obtains an intelligible 
statement about the differing destinies of those who are and are not 

clothed with light. The second and third segments-both clearly delim

ited within their present contexts-begin with ambiguous pronouns: 

"they" (76:22) and "he" (66:7). Both pronouns gain proper antecedents 

when the paragraph is reconstructed. 

Another instance of disjoining may be studied when 75:13-14 is 

immediately prefixed to 61:36-62:5. The connection lies in the words 

"receive" and "give," which are used in the same order in both seg

ments. The first segment provides the theme developed by the second. In 

63:5-l l the point is made that earthenware jugs cannot be remade if bro

ken because "they came into being without breath." This segment 

appears to be the analogy prefacing the point of 70:22-29, which begins, 

"The soul of Adam came into being by means of a breath." One may 

assume that the recurrence of certain themes results from the technique of 

disjoining and distributing, rather than the systematic treatment of vari
ous topics. Though not impossible, it is certainly unnatural and unex

pected for an author to dismember the continuity of thought his literary 

work possesses and to distribute the pieces variously, especially in such a 
way that an isolated segment of thought will make little or no sense in the 

context in which it occurs. 
It is difficult to determine whether the compiler-editor of the GPh has 

added any transitional and interpretative material of his own. The many 
abrupt changes of thought seem to be intentional; but some transitions 

may have been so carefully worked out that they are now unrecognizable. 
Expressions such as "compare" (56:24, 60:23, 62:23, 81: l ), "so also" 
(53:29, 65:15, 74:36), "how much more" (58:20, 82:5). "because of 

this" (52:28, 53: 17) or "for this reason" (53:20, 56:5), are part of the 
language of interpretation or application. These are conceivably the work 
of the compiler-editor; but since there are passages where analogy or 
thesis and its corresponding interpretation or application are found in 
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different contexts (63:5-11 and 70:22-29; 75:13-14 and 61:36-62:5), as 
a seeming result of disjoining and distributing, it is likely that these 
interpretations were already a part of the sources used by the compiler
editor. 

b. Sources. Because of the contents of the GPh and the literary types it
displays. it is probable that the compiler-editor has taken his excerpts 
chiefly, if not entirely, from a Christian Gnostic sacramental catechesis. 
The work offers explanations for sacramental rites of initiation, discusses 
the meaning of sacred names, especially the names of Jesus, and provides 
paraenetic material about the ideal life of the initiated. It gives exegesis 
of biblical passages, makes use of typology. both historical and sacramen
tal, and in expected catechetical fashion argues often on the basis of anal
ogy and parable. In these and other ways the GPh resembles th·e orthodox 
Christian catecheses of the second to fourth centuries, as exemplified in 
the writings of lrenaeus, Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, Ambrose, 
Gregory of Nyssa, Cyril of Jerusalem, John Chrysostom, and Theodore of 
Mopsuestia. 

It is possible that a small part of the work's contents may have been 
excerpted from a Gnostic gospel. It pictures Jesus appearing to his disci
ples on a mountain in supernatural form (57:28-58: IO); there is dialogue 
(59:23-27, 64: 1-5); and certain mysteries are taught, e.g., the meaning of 
Echmoth and Echamoth (60:10-15). The statement ascribed to Philip in 

73:9-14 may also have come originally from a Gnostic gospel. But 
material like this could also derive from a Gnostic catechesis; e.g., 
73:9-14 concludes by reference to a sacrament. 

4. AUTHOR. PLACE OF CoMPOSITION. DATE. Because the compiler
editor intervenes chiefly in the selection and arrangement of material, the 
voice of the original author (as distinct from the later compiler) can still 
be heard. He speaks as a catechist to catechumens preparing for the ini
tiation rite. He expounds for them the meaning of the scriptures, address
ing them as members of a closed community. Twice (61:20-35, 
78:25-79: 13) he uses the second person singular to describe the experi
ence of the individual initiate. He carries on a polemic against "some 
who say" things he opposes (e.g., 55:23-36, 56:15-20, 57:9-19, 73:1-8), 
but who are not present in his classroom to respond. These opponents are 
perhaps orthodox church leaders. 

The original work, from which the Coptic was translated, was presum
ably composed in Greek. However, Syria is the probable place of compo
sition, for various reasons, including interest shown in Syriac words 
(63:21-23, 56:7-9), affinities to Eastern sacramental practice and 
catecheses, and espousal of encratite ethics. A date in the second half of 
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the third century would suit the many parallels to Gnostic and Christian 

literature. 

5. CONTENTS. Because the GPh is eccentrically arranged and only 

sporadically shows continuity of thought, its contents can be best 

approached by reference to summarizing statements found in the text. 

One such statement, at 69: 1-4, treats the dominant theme of the GPh, the 

mysteries of the bridal chamber, and in this context identifies two distinct 

groups: (a) "animals, slaves, and defiled women," who may not enter the 

bridal chamber, and (b) "free men and virgins," who may. 

a. Animals. ''Animals'' are always disparaged in the text. If man con

trols animals (60:15-23), it is by a hidden superiority (64:12-22). Until 

he received "bread from heaven," man ate the same food as animals 

(55:6-14). "Animals" and men must remain separate (78:25-28, 

75:25-26). But "there are many animals in the world which are in 

human form" (81:7-8), probably because Adam ate from the tree which 

bore animals; having become an animal, he brought forth animals 

(71:24-26). If one is an "animal" he belongs "outside or below" rather 

than "above" or "within" (79:5-11). The person kept from entering the 

bridal chamber feeds from the crumbs which fall from the table, like dogs 

(82:19-23). "Slaves" are to be contrasted with "sons" (52:2-6), with 

"children" (81:12-14) and with the "free" (79:13-18). A "slave" is 

one who commits sin (77: 18), who is ignorant of the inner wickedness 

which enslaves him (83:18-29. 85:24). "Defiled women" are all women 

who participate in sexual intercourse, i.e., in "the marriage of 

defilement," which is fleshly and lustful (8 I :34-82: IO). Unclean spirits 

seek to defile men and women sexually (65: 1-23). Eve's adultery with 

the snake produced a snake-like person who murdered his brother 

(61:5-12). 

b. Free men and virgins. "Free men and virgins" are the opposite of 

"animals, slaves, and defiled women." A virgin has never been defiled 

by sexual intercourse (55:27-28; cf. 81 :34-82:8). The "free man" does 

not sin (77: 15-18). He neither fears the flesh nor loves it (66:4-6). He is 

endangered by the deceptions of the rulers (archons) who seek to enslave 

him (54: 16-31). "Free men and virgins" possess various gifts and 

privileges. They know the origin and destiny of their existence (64:9-12). 

They may also be called "the perfect" who conceive and beget through a 

kiss (58:26-59:6). The perfect have put on the perfect light (76:25-28, 

70:5-9). which will help them elude the heavenly powers (86:7-11). The 

holy spirit is the light (57: 14-15), which explains why the heavenly gar

ment of light is better than those clothed in it (57:21-22). "Free men and 

virgins" are those called "Christians" (74:13-16), who possess "the 
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resurrection" and the --cross" (74: 18-21 ). One must have a proper 

understanding of resurrection (53:23-34); he must attain the resurrection, 
sacramentally. before he dies (56: 15-20. 73: l -8), or he will surely end up 
in "the middle," which is death (66:7-21). He will rise in "the flesh .. of 
Jesus (56:26-57: I 9), which alone is "true flesh" (68:31-37). 

Animal sacrifices, according to the GPh, were instituted by "the 

rulers" in their effort to dominate men (54:31-55:5. cf. 62:35-63:4). 

Such sacrifices are to be replaced by that which they typified or 

prefigured-the sacraments. Three places of sacrifice in the temple of 

Jerusalem correspond to, or are types of. three stages of the initiation rite 

(69: 14-29). The kind of "sacrifice" the GPh would still encourage is liv

ing a life of continence (cf. 59:27-34). 

c. Bridal chamher. The author understands the existential malady of 

mankind to be a direct result of the differentiation of the sexes. stemming 

from Eve's separation from Adam (68:22-26; cf. Gen 2: 18-25). The pur

pose of Christ's coming is to reunite "Adam" and "Eve" (70:12-17). 

Since husband and wife unite in the bridal chamber, the reunion effected 

by Christ will also take place in a bridal chamber, the sacramental one 

(70: 17-22), where man receives a foretaste and assurance of his ultimate 

union with his angelic counterpart (cf. 58: 10-14). 

The GPh uses the term "bridal chamber .. in a variety of ways: the pri

mordial paradise which Eve was not privileged to inhabit (70:20-22); the 

place where Jesus was begotten (71 :3- I 5); the place of intercourse in 

human marriage (cf. 81 :34-82: 14); the heavenly bridal chamber 

(84:14-85:21); the sacramental bridal chamber (65:11-12). It appears 

also that ··bridal chamber'· is a covering term for the whole initiation. 

Gifts or graces bestowed in certain stages of the initiation are also said to 
be given in the bridal chamber. The light in which one clothes oneself as 
a prophylactic against evil powers is usually associated with chrism 
(67:5-6, 69:12-14, 57:27-28). but is also connected with the bridal 

chamber (86:4-11; or, "the union," 70:5-9). In 74:12-24 the one 

anointed in chrism is said to possess everything-resurrection. light, the 

cross, the holy spirit-but then the author adds, • 'The father gave him 

this in the bridal chamber." "It is from water and fire and light that the 

son of the bridal chamber" came into being (67:3-5; cf. also 69:25-27). 

Conversely, what one expects to be associated with bridal chamber 
appears in reference to eucharist (58:10-14) or baptism and chrism 

(69:4-14). Thus the summarizing statement of 67:27-30 lists five stages 

of a complete initiation, rather than five separate. unrelated sacraments. 
d. Sacraments. The GPh does not describe, step by step, the ritual of all 

or any of these stages. We do learn, however, that in baptism one "goes 
down into the water and comes up" with the gift of the name "Chris
tian," so that he can say "I am a Christian" (64:22-31; cf. 77:9-12). 
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Baptism by immersion is probably referred to in the analogy of God as a 

dyer (6 I: 12-20). The initiate strips off his clothes before entering the 

water so that he may put on the perfect man as a new garment (75:21-25). 

Evidently a sacramental robe was worn after the baptism. That the 

chrism was a warm perfumed oil is apparent from references to the chrism 

as fire (67:5-9, 57:27-28) and to the oil as being fragrant (77:36-78:7, 

82: I 5-23 ). Perhaps a trinitarian formula was used at the moment of 

anointing (67: 19-20). In orthodox initiation of the period a kiss of peace 

would be exchanged after the anointing; our text refers to such a kiss 

exchanged by "the perfect" (59:2--6). It also indicates that the priest 

consecrates the bread and the cup for the eucharist (77:2-8). The con

secrated cup contains wine mixed with water (75: 14-21 ). The consecrated 

bread is '·bread from heaven," fit food for the initiate (55:10-14). Par

taking of the bread and cup is receiving "the flesh and the blood" of 

Jesus (56:26-57:22; cf. 63:21-24). The GPh also mentions a further 

ritual called ransom, or redemption, but gives no details about it. This 

stage of the initiation is merely compared to "the holy of the holy" in the 

Jerusalem temple (69:23-24). The innermost mystery of the initiation is 

bridal chamber, or union. Here "Adam" and "Eve" are reunited 

(70: 12-22), the restoration accomplished (67: 16--18), and rest achieved 

(71:13-15; cf. 72:22-24), but no description of this ritual is provided. In 

a work which so strongly disapproves of "the flesh" (56:20-26, 66:4-6) 

and so abhors adultery (61:5-12), it is unlikely that any act of actual or 

even "spiritual" intercourse occurred in the final stage of initiation. The 

liturgical kiss exchanged by the perfect (59:2-6) may have occurred here, 

rather than earlier in the initiation. 

Though necessary, sacraments are a thin shadow of what they typify 

and represent (84: 14-23). They are "lowly types and forms of weak

ness" compared with "the perfect glory" which they mirror (85: 10-16). 

e. Analo[?ies and parables. The GPh presents an understanding of

man's predicament and its sacramental solution by frequent use of analo

gies and parables, e.g.. sowing and reaping (52:25-35), good dyes 

(62:12-18), parables of a pearl cast into the mud (62:17-23, cf. 

56:20-26), of glass decanters and earthenware jugs (63:5-11 ), of an ass at 

the millstone (63:11-21), of a blind man in the dark (64:5-9), of a wise 

householder (80:23-81: I), and an analogy of exposed intestines 

(82:34-83:2). 

f Bihlical allusions. Although the work alludes often to the Old Testa

ment. especially the creation account in Genesis. and to many New Testa

ment passages, it cites specifically only a dozen New Testament verses. 

Matthew is cited five or six times, John three times, I Corinthians twice, 

Mark once (unless this is a reference to Matthew), and I Peter once. In its 

contentment with biblical imagery and types, the GPh avoids elaborate 
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mythological speculation. But although this work is steeped in New Tes
tament language and terminology, the interpretative perspective is Gnos
tic. The system presupposed is Valentinian. 

6. AFFILIATIONS WITH OTHER WORKS. The GPh is copied immediately 
after the Gospel According to Thomas. As a collection of excerpts, the 
GPh outwardly resembles the Gospel According to Thomas, which is a say
ings collection; this resemblance may have suggested the sequence to the 
copyist of the Coptic manuscript. There are also many conceptual agree

ments between the two texts. The final saying (114) in the Gospel Accord
ing to Thomas, concerning the necessity of return to the primordial andro
gynous state (cf. also saying 22), presents a theme developed in the GPh. 

The Gospel According to Thomas shares with it an ascetic outlook and 
often employs the same terminology. Interest in the restoration of the 
androgynous condition is found also in the Expository Treatise on the Soul, 

which is also copied in our manuscript (I 1.6). 
The GPh makes an important contribution to our rather scant 

knowledge of Gnostic sacramental theology and practice. The sacraments 
referred to in this work were similar to those used by orthodox Christians 
for the initiation of candidates in the annual Paschal festival. The Gnos
tics who wrote and used the GPh had not departed radically from ortho
dox sacramental practice and had not (as had the Marcosians) devised 
new, comically magical sacramental rituals (lrenaeus, Haer. I. 13.2; 
21.3-5). 

As a literary work the GPh contributes to our knowledge of the domin
ical sayings tradition and the Christian catechetical tradition in general. 
Its peculiar arrangement of material makes it a literary curiosity among 
writings of the same genre. 

The work is known from a single copy, which is for the most part free 
of errors. Both the beginning and the end of the text are clearly marked 
and no pages are missing. But every one of the thirty-six pages is dam
aged to some extent. The top of each page is generally intact, though usu
ally a part of the first line is lost or illegible. The bottom outer comer of 
most pages, however, has been damaged. The extent of damage varies, 
the most severely affected passages occurring on pages 67-75, where the 
bottom nine lines are substantially lost. Conjectural restoration of the 
original text in such passages is very uncertain. 
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OYZ€BPAIOC ppu>M€ [cg]�(ITAM1€ Z€BPAll!OC Ayu> <IJAYMOYT€ 

[€NA]€1 NT€€1MIN€ I xe TTPOCH"-YTOC oyn[poctthyToc A€ MAql-

TAMI€ npOCHl\.YTO� [ ...... ] .€ M�(N) I C€<9oon N8€ €TOY<JJ[ .. 

. . . . . . . ] I Ayu> C€TAM€10 NZNKO<;>[ Y€ ....... ] * [A€] MO�<?[N 

ec],:,wcge epooy <glNA eyNAl<JJu>TTE:' 

n[zM]�A"- MONON eq<91N€ AP€l"-£Y8€f?O[c] �A(l<IJIN€ A€ NCA 

Toyc1A I Mneqxo[e1Jc TT<gHP€ A€ oy MONON xe II qo N<gH-

PONOME:1 I NN€T'MooyT' NTOOY zwoy ceMooyT' I AYW €YK"-HPO-

NOME:1 NNE:T'MooyT' N€ITPK"-HPONOM€1 ii.tneTONZ NTooy ceoNz 

10 ft Ayw C€PK"-HPONOM€1 tJneToNz MN NE:T'IMOOYT' N€TMOOYT' 

MAYPK"-HPONOME:1 I Al\.AAY �we rAP neTMOOYT' qNAK"-HPONot-

M€1 n€TMOOYT' €(j<IJAK1'.HPONOM€1 ii.tl n€TONZ (jNAMOY AN 

15 l\.A n€TMOOYT' ft €(jNA WNZ NZOYO 

Al\.-

oyzeeN1Koc ppwtMe MA(IMOY ii.tneqwNz rAP €N€Z ZINA I eqNA-

MOY' 

€MOY 

nE:NTAzmcTeye €TM€ Aq'IWNZ a.yw nA"i (16"NAYN€Y€ 

qoNz I rAP x 1M nzooy NTA nxc e1 cecwNT' M-

5/ :29 rest. Schenke ("erschafft''), sim. Till: (M]�4 sim. Kasser 30 rest. Polotsky: 
[ena.)E:, sim. rest. lsenberg2 32 [ ...... J. : leller trace after the lacuna can be read'!, ! , 
t:'· ':I or y [XE zoe1Jt:1e M�(N) Layton with hesitation. sim. Polotsky : [Nee1pw]J:tE M�(N) 
Schenke3 ("[diese Mensch ]en µiv"'), sim. Kasser: [PPWME: MM]'!E M�(N) sim. Menard. but 
unlikely 33 19[PiiN19oonJ Layton. with hesitation: 111[oon XIN 190f'n] sim. Menard: 
19[ oon' MMOc) sim. Kasser, Schenke ("wie sie entstehen"'): 111(Na.y E:Pooy MMoc] Till, 

but unlikely 34 1to9[ ye N11tooye) Layton, with hesitation: 1to9(yE NE:EIPWME] lsen
berg2 52: I [.t.E:]: Schenke4, sim. Krause: cf. 51:32 M�(N) MO�<;>[N ec) Schenke4 : first 
letter trace can be read ':I, r:, '!· •.• �. t:t or�; second. 9. �- fi!, c,:. � or� �w19e Till: for� can 
also be read y 

3 1:1a.4: reading of pap. cannot be '!1""4 



THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO PHILIP 

TRANSLATED BY 

WESLEY W. ISENBERG 

A Hebrew makes another Hebrew, 30 and such a person is called ' 

"proselyte." But a proselyte does not 'make another proselyte. [ ... ] ' 

exist just as they [ ... ] 'and make others like themselves, 52 while [ ... ] 

simply exist. ' 

The slave seeks only to be ' free, but he does not hope to acquire the 

estate ' of his master. But the son is not only 5 a son but lays claim to the 

inheritance of the father. 'Those who are heirs' to the dead are themselves 

dead, ' and they inherit the dead. Those ' who are heirs to what is living 

are alive, 10 and they are heirs to both what is living and the dead. 'The dead 

are heirs to ' nothing. For how can he who is dead inherit? ' If he who is 

dead inherits 'what is living he will not die, but he who is dead 15 will live 

even more. 

A gentile' does not die, for he has never lived in order that ' he may die. 

He who has believed in the truth 'has found life, and this one is in danger 

of dying, for he is alive. ' Since Christ came the world has been created, 

51 :32-33 possibly. [For some] exist just as they [were in the beginning) 

52: I possibly, [these others) 
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20 UnKOCMOC CE:PKOCME:i NMTIOl\.E:IC celq1 MneTMOOYT' 

E:B071.' NZOOY NE:N'cgo1on' NZE:BPAIOC' NE:NO NOP4>ANOC Neyl-
NTAN NTMMAAY NTAPN(9WTIE: AE: NIXPHCTIANOC AE:IWT' ZI MAAY 

25 cgwne NA(N) II 

30 

35 

*p.53
(IOIL.) 

NeTc1Te ZN Tnpw <9Aywcz ZM n<9wM' I TTIPW ne TIKOC-

MOC n<9wM' ne m:.eA1iwN' MAPNCITE: ZM TIKOCMOC XE:k.A-
AC I eNNAwzc ZM n<9wM' AIA ToyTo <9<9e I epoN' eTMTPN<911.H11.' ZN 

Tnrw meeo11. U ZN Tnpw' ne mywM' eP<9A oya.. .11..e wcz I ZN Ten

pw' eqNAWCZ AN a.11.11.A eqNAzwI11.e zwc nA�(• N}Tee1Me1Ne eqNa.. Teyl-
e K APTIO(? INAq'} AN' oy MONON eqNNH Y I ee<?[ll. ...... l All.71.A 

ZM m:.ecABBATON H I ....... o)ya.TK APnoc Te 
Anexpc e1 * zoe1Ne ME:N eTpeqTooycle z)N1<.ooye I .11..e eTpeq'-

NAZMoy ZN1<.ooye eTpeqcolToy NeTo N<9MMO NTa..qTooy ce AqAI-

5 a..y NNE:Te NOY<! Ne AYW AqNoyz' II t NNeTe Noy q NAe1 N-

TA(IKAAY NNeoylw ZM neq'oyw<9' oy MONON xe NTApeq'loywNz 

eeo11. AqK w NT'l'YXH NTApeq'loyw<9 A11.11.a.. x 1M <))ooy enKOCMoc 

10 '!JOlon' AqKw NT'l'YXH Mncon' eTeq'oyffw(!)' TOTe Aqe1 Nc.gopn' 

eqNA(IITC ene1 I NTAYK AAC NNeoyw' AC(!)wne ZA Nll.HI-

CTHC Ayw a..yq1Tc NAIXMAll.WToc AljNOZIMec .11..e Ayw 
NE:TNANoyoy ZM TIKOCMOC I AqcoToy Ayw Neeooy 

AUXILIARY NOTES 

52 :21 i.e. E:NE:Ncgoon. 
53:5 i.e. NOY<I NE:: cf. Layton Zeit.t<"h1·ift fiir Pap_vrologie und Epigraphik. 11 ( 1973) 182. 

5-6 i.e. NE:yw. 9 E:TE:<1-: S ah. E:Tlj-. 11 i.e. NE:yw.

TEXT CRITICAL NOTES 

32 TTAf!:[ : f!: read from small. ambiguous trace res1. Till : cf. 80:3. 86: IO 33 sim. 
rest. Kasser : [Mnp)AN' Schenke4 34 E:BO[l\ TE:NOY AN) Isenberg2: E:B(?[A' MMHNE:] 
Schenke1 ("[an jedem Tage ] hervor .. ): EB(?[A ZM nzwe) sim. Kasser. but unlikely 35 
[TE:q'cwcgE: o)y sim. Isenberg2: [TE:<IME:INE: o))'. sim. Kasser: [TE:(1'60M' o)y sim. Menard

53:5 t NNE:TE: : emend to NNE:TE: 5-6 understood as NNE:yoyw by de Catanzaro. but
unlikely lcf. 53: 11) I 0-11 EnE:1 <TAE:1> NTAyllaac . .. accgwnE: Schenkel ("nachdem 
[tnEi] sie . die ... hinterlegt war . .... .. geraten ... war .. ) 
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20 the cities adorned, ' the dead carried out. When we were ' Hebrews we 

were orphans and ' had only our mother, but when we became 'Christians 

we had both father and mother. 25 

Those who sow in winter reap in summer. ' The winter is the world, the 

summer the other eternal realm (aeon). ' Let us sow in the world that ' we 

may reap in the summer. Because of this it is fitting' for us not to pray in 

the winter. Summer 30 follows winter. But if any man reap ' in winter he 

will not actually reap-but only' pluck out, since it will not provide 'a har

vest for such a person. It is not only [ ... J that it' will [ ... J come forth, 

but also on the Sabbath 35 [ ••• ] is barren. 

Christ came 53 to ransom some, ' to save others, to ' redeem others. He 

ransomed those who were strangers and 'made them his own. And he set 
5 his own apart, those whom he gave as a pledge 'according to his plan. It 

was not only when he ' appeared that he voluntarily laid down his life, ' 

but he voluntarily laid down his life ' from the very day the world came 

into being. m Then he came first in order to take it, since' it had been given 

as a pledge. It fell into the hands of' robbers and was taken captive, but 

he ' saved it. He redeemed the good people ' in the world as well as the 

evil. 

52:33-34 possihly, not only [now) that it will [not) come forth 

52:35 possihly. [his field) is barren 
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15 noyoe1N MN TIKAIKe nwNz MN nMoy l\ioyNAM' MNNZBoy p  I NCNHY 
NE: NNOYE:PHY MN 60M' l\icenw px I ANoyepHy' E:TBE: nae, oy-
TE: NE:TNANoyloy NANoyoy oy Te Neeooy cezooy I oy Te nwNz 

20 oywNz ne oyTe TIMoy oyllMoy ne A I A  TOYTO noya. noya. NABW"-

1 E:B01'.' ATE:(IAPXH X IN (!JOPTI' NE:TXOCE: I b.E: ATIKOCMOC ZN-
NATBW1'. E:BO1'. NE: I ZN'!JA E:NE:Z NE: 

25 N PAN E:TOYt MMO OY A(N)IK OCMIKOC OYNTE:Y MMAY NOYN06 MII-

30 

35 

*p.54 1 

(101 L.)

TI1'.ANH cenw <9c rap MnoyzHT' eBo,>,. I ZN NE:TCMONT' ezoyN 
eNE:TCMONT' I AN a.yw neTCWTM enNoyTe eqNole• AN M-
neTCMONT' A1'.1'.A A(jPNO E:1 MITIE:T'CMONT AN TE:E:IZE: ON M-
TIE:IWT' II MN n<9HPE: MN nnr:ia. eToya.a.B MN I nwNz MN noyoe1N a.yw 
TANACTa.lc1c MN TE:K K1'.HCI� [M]� NKooye THPOY I eyjiNoe1 AN l\i-
NE:'f[CMO]t:iT' A1'.1'.A E:YPINO E:I NNE:T'CMON[T' AN TI1'.]HN' a.ycenBo 
ANE:TCMONT' P��[N NTAyc]�TMOY I CE:qJOOTI' ZM TIKOCMO[C ..... 
. . ] * [a.n]�TA [e]r:i[e y]<9[o]on' ZM TIAIWN NE:YNAl"foNOMA�[e] AN 
zM nKocMoc ii..1,.a.a.y l\ilzooy oyTe MnoyKa.a.y ZN NZBH ye NIK OCMI-

5 KON oyNTAy MMAY NNoy za.H zM I na.1wN 
OYPAN' oywT' MAy Teyoya.q' I ZM TIKOCMOC TIPAN' NTA TIE:IWT' 

TAAq' I MTI'!JHPE: qxoce eoyoN NIM' eTe na.1e1 ne npa.N' M-
IO TIE:IWT' NE:PE: TI(!JHPE: rap' I NA(!JWTIE: AN' E:IWT' CABH1'. xe a.qt z111-

wwq' MTIPAN Mne1w T' nee1pa.N NelTE:YNTAy q cejiNoe1 MeN' M-
Moq ce<9a.lxe Ae epoq AN NeTe MN TAy q Ae cclfNoe1 

16-17 Sah. N NeY£PHY ... AN£Y£PHY. 22 Sah. Z£NATBWJI..
25 Sah. MTT£YZHT. 28 A(j-: Sah. £q-. 29 T££1Z£ ON: i.e. TA £1 TE: 8£. 54:4 i.e. N oyZA H.
5 i.e. N OYWT. 9 i.e. NE:IWT. 

32 [MJi:i : ofi:i superlin. stroke is definite, N restored 33 ]':IT' : for ':I can also be read 1;1 
or ':j 35 PP.A [ - - - ]AT : for pp.A[ can also be read pp[; for )AT can also be read )T PA [N 
NTAyc]�TM�� Schenke4, sim. Mtnard 3&-54: I nic.�cMo[ s· ]*[ .. ]�!A: or else nic.o��o
[ 8 J*[ . .  ]a:iA TTKOCMO[c - - - )*[A n]� !A Krause, with hesitation : TTKOCMO[c zwc'
P£q'jij*[ATT]�"!"A sim. Kasser: also possible is TTKOCMo[c ZINA £YNAjiJ*(ATT]�"!"A 54: I 
[£]�[£y)qi(o ]on' Schenke ("[wenn sie] in dem Aon waren"), sim. Menard 2 off, p not 
definite, superlin. stroke restored 
Ende finden" em. Schenke3 

3-4 N ZBHY£ . .. OYNTAY: "den Dingen .. . <die> ein 

11 -YNT AYII : second y added above the line 
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Light and darkness, 15 life and death, right and left, ' are brothers of one 

another. They are inseparable. ' Because of this neither are the good ' 

good, nor the evil evil, ' nor is life life, nor death death. 2° For this reason 

each one will dissolve ' into its earliest origin. But those who are exalted ' 

above the world are indissoluble, 'eternal. 

Names given ' to the worldly are very deceptive, 25 for they divert our 

thoughts 'from what is correct to what is incorrect. 'Thus one who hears 

the word "God" does not perceive 'what is correct, but perceives 'what 

is incorrect. So also with "the father" 30 and "the son" and "the holy 

spirit" and' "life" and "light" and "resurrection"' and "the church" 

and all the rest-' people do not perceive what is correct but they ' per

ceive what is incorrect, [unless] they 35 have come to know what is correct. 

The [names which are heard] ' are in the world [ ... 54 deceive. If they] 

were in the eternal realm (aeon), they would' at no time be used as names 

in the world. ' Nor were they set among ' worldly things. They have an 

end in 5 the eternal realm. 

One single name is not uttered ' in the world, the name which the father 

gave' to the son; it is the name above all things: 'the name of the father. 

For the son ' would not become father unless he wore 10 the name of the 

father. ' Those who have this name know it, but they do ' not speak it. But 

those who do not have it' do not know it. 

53:36-54: I possibly, [to deceive]; some letters of the word "deceive" are preserved 
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MMO<.jAN 

15 AhhA ATME: .xne ZE:NPA(N) I ZM nKocMoc E:TBHTN t NAE:1 E:MN 60M' II
ACE:Bo epoc xwp1c PPAN oye1 oywT' I TE: TME: t co NZAZ Ayw 
eTBHTN eTceleo enAe1  oyAAq' t ZN oyArAnH ZITN I ZAZ ANAPXWN 

20 oyw'!} APA nATA MlnpwMe ene1AH AYNAY epoq' eyNTAq' II MMAY N-

NOycyr 'rE:NE:IA '!}A NE:TNAINoyoy NAME: Ayq1 TIPAN NNE:TNA'I-

Noyoy AYTAAq' ANE:TNANoyoy AN' I .xeKAAC z1TN PPAN eyNAP'AnA-

25 TA MIMoq' Ayw NCE:Mopoy ezoyN' ANE:TNAIINoyoy AN Ayw MMNN

cwc E:'!JXE: eyte1pe NAY Noy zMoT' NCE:Tpoycezwoy I eeo1,. NNE:TNA -

Noyoy AN Ayw l\icetKAAY ZN NE:TNANoyoy NAE: I Neycotoy N M-

30 Mooy Neyoyw'!} rAp eTpoy1tq1 ne1,.eyeep[o]c NCE:KAAq' NAY NI-

35 

*p.55 1 

( 103 L.) 

ZMZAh' (!)A E:N�Z 

oyN ZNAYNAMIC I '!}oon' eyt�[ ... ] npwMe eceoyw'!} I AN' 

ATPE:<l'<?y[.xAE: 1] .XE:KAAC eyNA'!}Wlne eyM[ ..... ]� E:P'!}A npWME: 

rAP II oy �[Ae I NNOY ]'!}wne N6 I ZNe YCIA I [ ........ ] Ayc.o NeyTAhE: 

eHPION' * ezpA"i NNAYNAMIC NE: [z)�[e]t:t�\ON i:�� I NE: NE:ToyTe-

1,.0 ezpA"i NA[yl NE: yTeho I ME:N MMooy E:ZPA0i eyoN� NTAPOY-

5 Tet1,.ooy AE: ezpA"i AYMOY npwMe AYTE:hoq II ezpA"i MnNoyTe 

15 i.e. NOYWT. 20 i.e. NOycyrreNeIA. 
32-33 ece- .•. AN: Sah. eNce- ... AN. 

14 t NAe1: emend 10 TAel (Layton) : deleted by de Catanzaro 16-17 t ... t : poss. 
emend 10 AYW eTBHTN co NZAZ ecTcejeo (Layton): Ayw co NZAZ eTBHTN eTceeo 
Schenke ( "und sie ist vieles unsretwegen. um zu lehren ..... ) 24 MOpoy : MOPII em. de 
Catanzaro ("bind him"') 

32 prob. restore t �[Hy e] : also poss. is t �[Az M]: t �(pe M] Schenke ("dem Menschen 
[Nahrung] geben'"): palaeographically unlikely is t o(yee] (thus Wilson2) 33 <?YI: for 
<? can also be read�; for y can also be read� 9y[.xAe1] rest. Menard. sim. rest. Krause: 
9y[wM[ rest. Schenke ("[isst [") 34 eyM( ..... ]�: for y can also be read .l!-; no super
lin. stroke was written above M; for JI. can also be read� eyM[HN eeo(� Schenke5 : also 
possible is e'(M(Hz' eeo]ll. 35 oy.x[: for .l!- can also be ready OY.J!.[Ae1 - - - J sim. 
rest. Krause [ - - - NNoy] sim. Kasser: [ - - - e YNA[ Menard 36 [NZN0HPIONJ 
Menard: also possible is [NAYNAMic[: · "[es gab Opfer (0uofo)l"' rest. Schenke3 <N>
Ney Kasser 55: I of N. the leuer N is definite. superlin. stroke restored : rest. Schenke 
( 1985 ) [0]1;1�10N Schenke-1 ('.A�: deciphered by Schenke4 2 rest. Till
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But truth brought names into existence ' in the world for our sakes 

because it is not possible 15 to learn it without these names. Truth is one sin

gle thing; ' it is many things and for our sakes to ' teach about this one 

thing in love through ' many things. The rulers (archons) wanted to 

deceive ' man, since they saw that he had 20 a kinship with those that are ' 

truly good. They took the name of those that are good ' and gave it to 

those that are not good, ' so that through the names they might deceive ' 

him and bind them to those that are 25 not good. And afterward, what a ' 

favor they do for them! They make them be removed' from those that are 

not good and place them ' among those that are good. These things they 

knew, ' for they wanted to 30 take the free man and make him a ' slave to 

them forever. 

There are powers ' which [ ... ] man, not wishing ' him to be [saved], 

in order that they may ' [ ... ]. For if man 15 is [saved, there will not] be 

any sacrifices ' [ ... ] and animals will not be offered 55 to the powers. 

Indeed the animals were ' the ones to whom they sacrificed. They were 

indeed offering' them up alive, but when they' offered them up they died. 

A s  for man, they offered 5 him up to God 

54:16-17 ii is many things ... IO leach: text erroneous 

54:32 possibly, [benefit] man 

54:34 possibly, may [have their fill) 

54:35-36 possibly, be any sacrifices [to animals) 
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E:(jMOOYT' AyUJ A(jUJNZ I 

zA TEZH e:M'TTATE ne:xc e: 1  NE MN oe1K ' I zM TTKocMoc Nee: MTTTTA

PA.Alcoc TTMA I Ne:pe: AAAM MMAY NE yNT Aq ZAZ N�HN I NNTPOc))H NNeH-

10 p10N NE MNTAq coyo II NTTpoc))H i1npwM£ NEPE npwMe: cole:ug Nee: 

NN0HPION' Al,.1,.A NTAPE ne:xc I £1' TTT€1'10C PPWME A(j€1N€ N-

oyo£11(' I £BOA ZN TTTE �INA e:pe: TTPWME NAPTP£lc))e:ceA1 ZN TTPOc))H M-

15 TTPWME 

NNe:Toye:1pe: MMooy Ne:\pe: TTTTNA A£ e:ToyAAB ZN oyne:eHn' I N£q'-

e:Ne:pre:1 MTTTHP'I £BOA ZITOOTOY I Nee: e:Tq'oyw�' TAAH0£1A ce:-

20 CIT£ MMOC II MMA NIM TET�oon' XIN N�opn Aylw oy N zAz NAY 

e:poc e: y c1Te: MMOC ZNIKoye:1 A£ t e:Toy NAy e:poc e: ywcz MMOC I 

TTEXE Z0€1N£ XE AMAPIA U) £BOA ZM I TTTTNA ETOyAAB' CEPTTAA-

25 NAcee: oy ne:l!Toyxw MMoq' ce:cooy N AN A� l\izoloy £NEZ 

TTE:NTA CZIME: U) €B01'' ZN CZIIME MAPIA TE TTTAP0€NOC €TE MTTE: I 

AYNAMIC XAZMEC e:c�oon' NNOYIN06 NNANo� NNZEBPAIOC £TE 

30 NAllnocToAoc NE Ayw [N]AnocTOAIKOC I T££1TTAP0£Noc e:T[e:] M-

ne: AYNAMIC I xozMe:c oy[ ...... A]NAYNAMIC I xozMoy Ayw 

35 �[e:qNAX](?OC AN N61 I TTXOE:IC XE TTA�[IWT E:TZ]J:i MTTH YE II €1 MHTI XE 

NE YNTA[q MMAY] J:i[K ]e:e:1wT I AA"-A ZATTAwc Aqxo9[c xe: TTAEIWT] I

55:7-8 i.e. nMA eNepe. 15 Sah. Tey.soM. 
emends thus). 

28-29 i.e. NOYNOIS NANA'!,). 

15-16 Sah. neyoyw'!,) (de Catanzaro 

22 t eToyNAY : NeTNAY is expected (poss. emend thus) eywcz : copyist first wrme 

eyzwc, then cancelled z and added it after c 
31-33 cf. HypArch 92:2-3 32 NAYNAM1c: no superlin. s1roke was wrilten above first 

N 33 rest. Schenke ( "[hatte) nich1 gesagt"), Till 34 rest. Schenke ("mein [Yater, der 

du bis1J im Himmel""), sim. Till 35 rest. Schenke ("wenn [er] nicht einen [anderen] 

Valer gehabt hlit!e"), sim. Till ;;j(K]e: ofi:i, superlin. stroke is definile, N restored 36 

rest. Schenke C'[mein Valer)"). Till 
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dead, and he lived. ' 

Before Christ came there was no bread ' in the world, just as Paradise, 

the place ' where Adam was, had many trees ' to nourish the animals but 

no wheat 10 to sustain man. Man used to feed ' like the animals, but when 

Christ ' came, the perfect man, he brought bread ' from heaven in order 

that man might be nourished 'with the food of man. The rulers 15 thought 

that it was by their own power and will ' that they were doing what they did, 

'but the holy spirit in secret 'was accomplishing everything through them 

' as it wished. Truth, 20 which existed since the beginning, is sown every

where. And' many see it being sown, 'but few are they who see it being 

reaped.' 

Some said, "Mary conceived by ' the holy spirit." They are in error. 25 

They do not know what they are saying. When ' did a woman ever conceive 

by a woman? ' Mary is the virgin whom no 'power defiled. She is a ' great 

anathema to the Hebrews, who 30 are the apostles and [the] apostolic men. ' 

This virgin whom no power' defiled [ ... ] the powers' defile themselves. 

And the lord [would] not have said,' "My [father who is in] heaven" 

(Matt 16: 17) 35 unless [he] had had another father, ' but he would have said 

simply, "[My father]."' 
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nexe nxoe:1c NMMA�IHTHC xe _I: -�?. I * le:B]<?� �� IH)e:1 

NIM['] ENI EZOYN' enH e:11 MnEIWT �np.x1oy<e> A£ N TOlj ' ZN 

nH!e:1 Mne,wT NTETNljl eoo,-.' 

1c oypA(N) I ne EljZHn' nexpc oypAN ne eq oyoNZ II 

EBO-'' AIA TOYTO I C  MEN ljc.goon AN I ZN -'A AY NNACnE A-'-'A 

neqpAN' ne iHc I Nee e:ToyMoyTe e;poq' MMOC nexpc I A£ 

TTElj 'PAN' {ne} MMNTCYPOC TTE MECICIAC MMNTOYA E I ANIN A£ TT£ 

10 TTXC nA(N)l!Twc NKooye THPOY oyNTAYll' MMAY I KATA TA cne M-

TTOYA TTOYA NZHToy' I nNAZAPHNoc ne:ToyoNz EBO-' ne I MnTTE-

0HTT' nexc oyNTAlj' oyoN NIM' I zpA·i NZHTlj ' £ IT£ PWME £ IT£ 

15 Ar 're;,-.o c II £IT£ MYCTHPION Ayw ne:1wT' 

NET.xw I MMOC xe Anxo e:1c Moy' N <.gOPTT' Ayw I AljTW OYN' cep-

"-'ANA AljTWOYN rAP' I Nc.gorn' Ayw AljMOY £TM oyA xne I TA-

20 NACTACIC Nc.gopn' ljNAMOY AN 

NAM< - - - > 

lj ONZ II N61 TTNOYTE NEPE TTH 

MA hAjAy NAZWTT' NNOYN06 MnpArMA EljTAj EIHY ZN oyN06 N-

ZWB A hhA ZAZ Neon' I AOYA ZNTBA e:Te MNToy H TTE AljNoxoy I Ay-

25 ZWB ZA oyACCAPION TAE I TE 0£ N!IT\VYXH OYZWB E(jTAE IH Y 

TT£ AC<.gwjne ZNNOyCWMA E(j<.gHC 

OYN ZO EINE I p  ZOTE XE MHTTWC NCETW OYN EYKAIKAZHY £TB£ 

30 nfA]e:1 ceoywc.g e:TwoyN I ZN TCAPl Ay� lc]t;co oyN AN xe NETPII-

*p.5 7 1 

( 105 l.) 

cl>OPEI NTCIAPl NTO)<?Y TT£ ETKHKAZHy I 

EKAKoy I ezHIYI �ITo oy e:TK)AKAZHY AN 

'fKhHPONOMEI NTMNTE:j(po MTTNo)yTe 

NAE I £TEI ... ... I MMO OY 

MN CAPl' I [z1 CNOlj NA]

N1M' TE TAEI' ETNAKAH*po-

NOME! AN' TAEI ETZIWWN NIM A£ T� I TAE I ZWWC ETNAKhHPONO-

J7 i.e. NMMAeHTHC. 
56:6 i.e. tfacne. 12 oyoNZ: i.e. oywNz (Barns emends 1hus, wnh hesitation). 
2 1  i.e. NOYNOti. 26 i.e. ZN oycwMa.. 

37 Ma.�[HTHC - - - ] : fore can also be read e 37-56: I e.g. [ - - - eI) * [ee]c;>": ��: 
I - · - E:NI) * [ee]<?": �i:i' l�enberg2 56: I C?": : for C? can also be read �1 or":\: for": can also 
be read x � read from ,mall. ambiguous 1race N : or else M: superlin. stroke 
res1ored E:NI: i.e .. , a.N(e)INe 2 em. Schenke ( 1985) 

ll lne} Lay!On 
19 a.N dele1ed by Schenke 20 Na.M'1-.., pap.: cf. above p. 5: umnscribed space left for 

1wo leners (e.g. oy ): papyrus ,urface is perfecI 
NA M<oy a.N> Schenke (")nich1 ) s1erben") 

poss. emend 10 Na.Moy (thus Menard2) : 

31 eTe)yN GoM') sim. rest. Emmel 32 res!. Schenke4 33- 34 cf. I Cor 15 :50 uapE, 
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The lord said to the disciples, · · [ .. . J 56 from every house. Bring into 

the house ' of the father. But do not take (anything) in the house I of the 

father nor carry it off.'' 

"Jesus" is a hidden name,' "Christ" is a revealed name. 5 For this 

reason "Jesus" is not particular ' to any language; rather he is always 

called ' by the name "Jesus." While as for "Christ," ' in Syriac it is 

.. Messiah." ' in Greek it is "Christ." Cenainly 10 all the others have it ' 

according to their own language. ' • 'The Nazarene'' is he who reveals ' 

what is hidden. Christ has everything ' in himself, whether man or angel 
15 or mystery, and the father. 

Those who say 'that the lord died first and (then)' rose up are in error, 

for he rose up ' first and (then) died. If one does not first attain ' the 

resurrection he will not die. As God 20 lives, he would ... 

No one' will hide a large valuable object' in something large, but many 

a time ' one has tossed countless thousands ' into a thing worth a penny. 

Compare 25 the soul. It is a precious thing and it came to be' in a contempti

ble body. 

Some' are afraid lest they rise naked. 'Because of this they wish to rise 

' in the flesh, and [they] do not know that it is those who 30 wear the [flesh] 

who are naked. ' [It is] those who [ ... ] to unclothe' themselves who are 

not naked. "Flesh' [and blood shall] not inherit the kingdom' [of God]" 

( I Cor 15:50). What is this which will 57 not inherit? This which is on 

us. But what' is this, too, which will inherit? 

55:37 possibly, [Come fonh] from; or, [Bring ou1] from 

56: 12 or, "The Nazarene·' is he who is revealed to 

56:20 after he would the copyist has written a single letter and then left a short space blank. 

no doubt because the manuscript he copied from was damaged or illexihle at this point. The 

words be dead or not die have been conjectured by some scholars hut their meaning here would 

he 1•ery obscure. There is no way to he sure how much of the original rext has been omitted here. 

56:31 possibly, those who (are able] to unclo1he themselves (i.e .. who succeed in uncloth

inK themselves) 
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MEI TA 1 c  I TE MN TIEq'cN01.f' AIA TOYTO TIEXAq XE I TIET-

5 AoywM AN NTACAP:5 Ayw Nqcw iiHTIACNoq' MNTAq wNz zpA"i N-

ZHTq Al.!) I TE' Teq'cAP:5 TIE TI11.oroc Ayw TIEq'cNoq' I TIE 

TI'ii""N:i ETOyAAB TIENTAZXI NAE I  oy(N)fTEq' TPOQH AYW OYN-

10 TAll' cw z1 sew' I ANOK' ttSN APIKE ANKooye ET.xw MMOC H xe 

cNATwoyN AN £IT£ NTooy MTIECINAY ce1.90 0TI' ZN 

oyl.!)TA' KXW MMOC f XE TCAPJ' NATWOYN AN A11.11.A XOOC 

erofEI XE Al.!) TIETNATWOYN l.!)INA ENATAfEIOK ' KXW MMOC XE 

15 TITINA ZN TCAP:511 Ayw TIEEIKE:OyOEIN TIE ZN TCAPJ oy 11.otroc 

TIE TIEEIKE EljZN TCAP:5 XE t TIETKNAfxooc EK.XE 11.AAy AN MTIBO}I. 

NTCAPJ I ZATIC TIE ETWOYN ZN TEEICAPJ' EZWB I NIM' l.!)OOTI' N-

20 zHTC zM TIEEIKOCMOC II NETt z1woy NNZBcw cecOTTI' ANNl-

zscw ZN TMNTEPO NMTIHYE NZBcw I CECOTTI' ANENTAyTAAy z1woy 

z1TN I oyMooy MN oyt:.wzT' eyToyso MTIMA I THPll' NEToyoNz z1TN 

25 NETOYONZ EHBO}I. NE0HTI' ZITN NE0HTI' oyN zofEINE E YZHTI' ZITN 

NEToyoNz eso11. t oyMMooy ZN oyMooy oyN KWZT' I ZN-

Noyxr1cMA 

30 AI C q1Toy Nx1oye I THPOY MTIEll'C?YW�[z] rAr £8011.' Nee H

35 

*p.58 1 

(106L.) 

5 

ENElll.!)OOTI' [Nz]1;1[Tc A]11.11.A NT'AqoywNz I EBO"- Ne£ ET[oyNAl.!)]-

�M tSOM' NNAY f epoq' NZHTC NrAEI AE TH]�oy AqoyfWNZ £8011. 

NAY Ay[oywNz] ��011. N [N ]INotS zwc Not. Aqoy�[Nz £8011.] �IIN-

Koye I zwc KOYE I  All'?[ YWNZ £8011.] * [NN]Arre�o� zwc Arre11.oc 

Ayw I NPPWME zwc PWME £TB£ TIAE I  ATIEq'l11.oroc AqzoTiq' eoyoN' 

NIM' zoe1NE I MEN' AyNAY eroq' E YMEE YE xe NAYNAY II erooy M-

MIN MMOOy' A11.11.A NTApEq'oyfWNZ' £8011.' NNEl.j'MA0HTHC ZN-

NOyEofoy z1xM TITooy NEqo AN NKoye1 All'll.!)WTIE N-

57:4 i.e. neTe NQNAoywN AN. 8 i.e. ziicw (Till emends thus). 20-21 ANNZiicw: Sah. 
f:NZBCW 

28 i.e. ZN OYXPICMA. 

58:4 Sah. NeyNAy. 6 i.e. ZN oyeooy. 

57: IO e1Te : e ne1 em. de Catanzaro: Till reads as corruption for di:a, with hesitation 15 

nee1K e : copyist first omilled ima, 1hen added ii between epsilon and kappa 16 t 

neTKNAl.xooc: emend IO neTKNA.xooq (Layton) 
30 (NZ]':'[TC A }I\.I\.A : cf. 57:32: [NA)�[e A)l\.il.A sim. Till. bu( unlikely oywN� read in 

photographs 31 rest. Schenke ("wie [ sie} ihn sehen konnten"). sim. Barns 32 N(ae1 
A£ TH}�oy Layton: "die [sich im] Wasser befinden" Schenke (i.e.? N[eTZM TTM]c:>0y) 
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It is that which belongs to Jesus 'and his blood. Because of this he said, ' 

"He who shall not eat my flesh and drink 5 my blood has not life in him" 

(John 6:53). What 'is it? His flesh is the word, and his blood ' is the holy 

spirit. He who has received these has ' food and he has drink and cloth

ing. ' I find fault with the others who say 10 that it will not rise. Then both 

of them ' are at fault. You (sg.) say ' that the flesh will not rise. But tell 

me' what will rise, that we may honor you (sg.). 'You (sg.) say the spirit 

in the flesh, 1s and it is also this light in the flesh. (But) this too is a matter' 

which is in the flesh, for whatever you (sg.) shall say,' you (sg.) say noth

ing outside the flesh. ' It is necessary to rise in this flesh, since ' every

thing exists in it. In this world 20 those who put on garments are better than 

Ute ' garments. In the kingdom of heaven the garments ' are better than 

those who have put them on. 

It is through ' water and fire that the whole place is purified-' the visi

ble by the visible, 25 the hidden by the hidden. There are some things ' hid

den through those visible. ' There is water in water, there is fire ' in 

chrism. 

Jesus took them all by stealth, ' for he did not appear as 30 he was, but ' 

in the manner in which [they would] be able to see 'him. He appeared to 

[them all. ' He appeared] to the great ' as great. He [appeared] 3s to the 

small as small. He [appeared 58 to the] angels as an angel, and' to men as a 

man. Because of this his ' word hid itself from everyone. Some ' indeed 

saw him, thinking that they were seeing s themselves, but when he 

appeared ' to his disciples in glory ' on the mount he was not small. He ' 

became 
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NOCS a>..>..a NTAl.jP MMAeHTHC I NNOCS xeK.a.ac ey NA'!JCSM csoM NNAY 

10 II epol.j' el.jo NNOCS 

nexal.j' Mc)>ooy E:TMIM.a.y ZN Teyxap 1cTe1.a. xe neNTAZZWTP I MnTe

>..e1oc t noyoe1N' en nN.a. eToylaas' zorp NAr're>..oc epoN' 

15 zwwN a NIZIKWN MnPKATAc)>PONe1' Mnz1e1s" AXNIIT'-l' rap' MN 

<9csoM' E:NAY en<p>po' MN >..aay I NA'!Jt n�q'oyoe1 ezoy N' enppo 

E:ll'IKHKAZH Y' 

npMMne NA'!JE: NE:1.j'<9Hpe I Nzoyo' anpMNKAZ e<9xe N<9Hpe N-

20 .a.lAAM' NAQ)Woy KAITO1re <9.a.y Moy noHcw MA>..>..oN N'!JHPE: MnTe

>..e1oc PPWIMe NAE: 1 eM.a.yMoy a>..>..a cexno MMoloy' oyoe1<9 

NIM' ne1wT' T.a. Me1O QJHIPe 

25 MIE: '!JHPE: neN'Tay xnol.j rap' MN csoM' I I MMOl.j' Nl.jxno a>..>..a 

en<9Hpe xno' I NAl.j' NZNCNH Y NZNQJHPE: AN NE:Toylxno MMooy TH

poy ZM nKOCMoc I ey xno MMO<_>[y ]  eso� ZN Tc)>y c 1c aylw NKooye 

30 zB [nae]� [eT]<_> y xno MMooy II eso>..' NZHTl;I [ey coe1]<.9' eso>..' MMAY 

•p. 59 1 

( 107 L.)

enpwMe �[1 ii.1nco]e1<9 eso>.. zM ni>l[P]HT' e�<_>[y N enTo] noc Mnca 

NT ne I [ ........ J �Mol.j' eso>.. ZN T'Tanpo I [ayw eNe] �n>..oroc 

e1  eso>.. MMAY * NE:1.jNAcoe1<9 eso>.. z� TT.a.npo ay[w) I NE:1.jNAQJW-

ne NTe>..e1oc NTE:>..e1oc rap I ZITN oy ne1 ey & ayw ey xno AIA 

5 TOYTO I ANON' ZWWN TNt nl E:PN NNNE:PH Y  II 

TXAPIC E:TZN NINNE:PH Y 

eNx 1 Mn& eso>.. ZN 

13 A: i.e. ZA. 
22 i.e. NO YOE:l(!j N IM.· . .  TAMI€-. 59:4 NNNE:PHY: Sah. N€N€PHy. 5-6 Sah. N€N€PHY. 

5X:12 t noyoeJN: emend to Noyoe1N (thus de Ca1an1:aro) 15 em. Schenke (""den 
Konig'" J. Till: understood as "'the door·· (nro) by de Catant:aro. Barns wi1h hesilalion 

29 ZM: or ebe z�: superlin. Mroke is definite I . [ : letter I race can be read�-!. N elc.: 
no superlin. stroke was written above 1his letter oyxno: reading of pap. cannot be 
�yxno rest. Schenke4: z� [NAE:)! )eT)<?Y sim. rest. Krause. with hesitation 30 rest. 
Layton (cf. 59: I): [NAcoe1]<9 Kasser 31 for x can also be read y or apostrophe rest. 
Layton 31-32 jil(p)HT rest. Schenke (""Verheissung .. ). Till 32 e�<?I: al,o possible are 
€Bf?[. e�[ . eyl. elc. e�,;>)YN e - - - ) Schenke4 [ - - - To)noc Schenke': [ - - - c1to)-
noc Schenke .B I · - - ) a nega1ive conjugal ion i, expected. e.g. MAY· 34 rest. Lay-
ton: for the Coptic constructJon cf. Apophthegnww Patrum p. 2. line 26 ed. Chaine (Zoega 
p. 29 1) 59: I ZN : N is definite. superlin. stroke restored 
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great, but he made the disciples ' great, that they might be able to see '° 

him in his greatness. 

He said on that day 'in the thanksgiving, "You who have joined' the 

perfect light with the holy spirit, ' unite the angels with us also, 'as being 

the images.·· Do not despise the lamb, for without it 15 it is not possible to 

see the king. No one' will be able to go in to the king if he is I naked. 

The heavenly man has many more sons ' than the earthly man. If the 

sons of Adam' are many, although they die, 20 how much more the sons of 

the perfect man, 1 they who do not die but are ' always begotten. The 

father makes a son, ' and the son has not the power to make I a son. For he 

who has been begotten has not the power 25 to beget, but the son gets ' 

brothers for himself, not sons. All who ' are begotten in the world ' are 

begotten in a natural way. and' the others [are nourished] from [the place] 

whence they have been born .. ,o It is from ' being promised to the heavenly 

place ' that man [receives] nourishment. ' [ ... ] him from the mouth. ' 

[And had] the word gone out from that place 59 it would be nourished 

from the mouth and' it would become perfect. For it is' by a kiss that the 

perfect conceive and give birth. For this reason' we also kiss one another. 
5 We receive conception from the grace which is in I one another. 

58: 15 the king: the manuscript has (erroneously) the door (hut in 58:16. the king) 
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Ne oy N q>oMTe Mooq>e MN I nxoe1c oyoe1<9 NIM' MAPIA TeqMAAY I 
AYW TE:CCWNE: AYW MAr AA}I. HNH TAIE: 1 E:TOYMOYTE: epoc xe TE: qKOINW-

10 NOC fl MAPIA fAP' TE: Teqcu>Ne AYW Teq'MAAY I TE: AYW Teqzu>TPE: 

15 

TE: 
ne1u>T MN nq>Hlre NZATT}I.OYN Ne PPAN 

ne NAIIT.l\.OYN 
TTCA MTTIHTN 

CE:q)OOTT fAP' MIMA NIM' CE:MTTCA NTTTE: CE:M-

CE:ZN neeHn' cezN NeToyoNz I eeo.l\. nnNA 
qzji;j TTCA MTTITN qzivi neeHn' 

qZM TTCA NTTTE: 

20 ceq>M41e NNE:TOYIAAB' ZITN NAYNAMIC MTTONHPON' II ceo rAP N-
Bh.l\.E: ZITM TTNA E:TOYAAB' I XE:K AAC eyNAMeeye xe eypz y nHrelTe1 N
Noy pu>Me zonoTe eye1 pe NNelTOYAAB' E:TBE: TTAE:I Ay[MDMA SHTHC 

25 PIAITE:I Mnxoe1c NNoy zooy E:TBE: oyftzw e NTe nKocMoC nex A q  
NMl' xe I ep 1A 1Te1 NTE:KMAAY AYW CNAt NAK I E:BO}I. ZN A.l\.}I.OTPION 

nexe NAnocTol}l.oC NNMMASHTHC xe TMn poccf>olf'A TH pc MA-
30 pecxn<:> [N]�c Noy zMoy' II NE: y Moy Te [eTco4>1]A xe 

35 
*p.601 

(108 L.)

5 

ZMOY AXNTC I MAPE: n poccf>[OPA q>u>]ne eqq>Hn' TCO!cf> 1A AE: 
oyCTE:IP[A Te AXN] <!JHPE: AIA ToytTo eyMOYTE: epo[c xe nK e]ce-

TTMA E:TO YNA�( .... ]�� ft NToy ze TTTTNA E:TOYAA� ne1 N lzMoy 
[ . _5;� •• * AY]� NA<!J[E:] NE:C<!JJ:IPE: 

TTE:TE: YNTA q q' I NCS I TTE:IWT' NA TT<!JHPE: NE: 
pe E:NZOCON qo NKoye1' MAYITTICTeye NA q'ANE:Te Noy q' ZOTAN 

eq'H<!JAq>wne PPWMe <!JAPE: neqe1wT' t NA q' I NE:TeyNTAece THPoy 

7 i.e. Noyoe1<9. 

12 i.e. ZNU..nAoYN (de Catanzaro emends thus). Sah. zeNza.nA.oyN. 

20 i.e. nnNA. 22 i.e. NoypwMe. 24 i.e. Noyzooy. 

28 NNM- : Sah. NM-. TM- : i.e. TE:N-. 

60:6 i.e. NE:TE:YNTA(ICE:.

8 Tee: Teq em. Schenke ('"seine") 

23 [M! cancelled by the copyist 27 ZN: ZN <N>- or ZN <ZN>- em. Till 

29 ZMOY : ZMOT em. Schenke 30 rest. Krause. sim. Barns : cf. 59:31-32 31 eq : 

ec Barns 32 rest. Barns. Till 33 ero[c xe mc.e)cene1 Schenke3 ("(der R)esl° ") with 

hesitation 34 ZMOY : ZMOT em. de Catanzaro with hesitation l�'ll : of �- superlin.

stroke is definite. N restored; 'll· or else (!l 60: I Jw: or else I<? sim. rest. Kasser 
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There were three who always walked with 'the lord: Mary his mother' 

and her sister and the Magdalene, the one ' who was called his companion. 
10 His sister and his mother' and his companion were each a Mary. 

"The father " and "the son"' are single names, "the holy spirit"' is a 

double name. For they are 'everywhere: they are above, they are below; 15 

they are in the concealed, they are in the revealed. ' The holy spirit is in the 

revealed:' it is below. It is in the concealed:' it is above. 

The saints are served ' by evil powers, 20 for they are blinded by the holy 

spirit ' into thinking that they are serving ' an (ordinary) man whenever 

they do so for the saints. ' Because of this a disciple ' asked the lord one 

day for something 25 of this world. He said to him, ' '' Ask your mother, 

and she will give you 'of the things which are another's.'' 

The apostles said 'to the disciples, "May our entire offering ' obtain 

salt." 30 They called [Sophia] "salt." Without it ' no offering [is] accept

able. But Sophia' is barren, [ without] child. For this reason' she is called 

" ... of ' salt. " Wherever they will [ ... ] 35 in their own way, the holy 

spirit [ ... , 60 and] her children are many. 

What the father possesses ' belongs to the son, and the son ' himself, so 

long as he is small, is not ' entrusted with what is his. But when 5 he 

becomes a man his father gives him ' all that he possesses. 

59:20 they are blinded: viz., the evil powers 
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NE:TCOPM' NE:TE: n'lnN.a. xno MMooy cy.a.ycWPM' ON' eeoJ\. I z 1-

TOOTlj' 11.1.a. Toy To eeoJ\.' ZITM mnN.a. I oywT' qxepo N6 1 TTKOJZT' 

10 .a.yw ljWq)M ft 
Keoy.a. ne E:XAMW0 .a.yw Keoy.a. ne' I E:XMW0 E:XAMWe TE: TCO-

cl>IA ZATTJ\.WC I E:XMWe 11.e Te TCOcl>IA MTTMOY E:Te TAie• Te {Tcoc1>1.a. 
15 MnMoy eTe T.a.e1 Te} eTcoloy N MTTMOY T.a.e, eToyMoy Te epoc xe H 

TKOye I NCOcl>IA 

oyN zNeHploN cyoon' I eyzynoT.a.cce MTTPOJME: Nee MTTM.a.ce I MN 

ne1w MN ZNKOoye N Tee1M 1Ne oylN ZNKooye cyoon' eyzyno-

20 TAcce AN' I eyoy.a.T' ZN NE:PHMIA' TTPWME: CKAE:I NIITCWq)E: ZI TN N-
0HPION E:TZYTTOTACCE: I .a.yw eeoJ\. ZM n.a.e1 qcoe1cy' NTo q' MN NI-

0HPION E:ITE: NE:T'Z YTTOTACCE: E:ITE: NE:T'lzynoTACCE: AN TAE: I Te 

25 ee MTTTE:J1. 1oc I ppwMe ZI TN ZNAy NAMIC t eTzynoT.a.c'Hce eqcK.a.e1 
oyoN' NIM' eqco e Te eTpoylcywne E:TBE: n .a.e I rap' E:TTMA THP(j' 

.a.zelPATq' e1Te NE:TNANoyoy' e1Te Neeooy I .a.yw NOYNAM' MN N-
30 6Boyp nenN.a. eToyl.a..a. e qMOONe 9[ yo]N N!M' .a.yw qp.a. pxe1 II N-

35 

5 

NAYNAMIC T[HPo]y [ N]�T'zynoT.a.cce I .a.yw NeT'zyn[oT.a.cce .a.]N MN 
NE:T'oy.a.T' I KAI rap q6w�[ .... ]� WTn' MMooy e(�oy N' xe[K.a..a.c 

.. )<9.a.N'oywcy Noy cyffe](!>-S [eeoJ\.) 
[neNT]� ynJ1..a.cce MMOll Nell[cw q AJ\.J\.A N]E:KNAZE: <AN> ANE:lj-

<9Hpe eyo' * MTTJ\.ACMA NeyreN1:1c ecyxe MTTOYflTTJ\.Acce MMo q' 
AJ\.J\.A .a.y xno q' NE:K'N.a.lze .a.neq'cnepM.a. eqo l\ieyreNHC Tel-
Noy AE: AYTTJ\.ACCE: MMO(j' Alj'XTTO Aq) ft NeyreNE:IA ne 
n.a.e1' cyopn' ATMNTNOIE:IK' cywne MMNNcwc cl>WTBE: .a.yw 

9 i.e. NOYWT. 
29 i.e. NoyoN. 33-34 Sah. NN£Y(!IBWll. 

13 I . . .  I dele1ed by Schenke 
24-25 t emend to £yzynoTAC'llc£ (Laylon) 30 resl. Schenke ('"(alle) Krlifte, 

(die)"), sim. Till 32 isw�[ .... I'!): for � can also be read�- C?, c:_: or poss. '!I; for '!I can 
also be read g, elc. 33 resl. Laylon (either I - - - e•d<!IAN or ( - - - ey)(!IAN is needed): xe 
INA£1 ey](!IAN'oyuJ(!I Schenke2 ("da(mit) sie, wenn (sie] wollen") 34 '!I: or else <!I for 
",- can also be read�.!, etc. (B)'!)",- (eeo/\ - - - ) lsenberg2: (l!.)'!)",- etc. Schenke4 

34 I - - - n£NT)�y sim. Kasser 34-35 N£1(cwq - - - ) resl. Kasser: cf. Gospel of Truth 

CG I 17:19-20 35 ( - - - Ah/\A N)£1lNAZ£ <AN> AN£q- Layton: ( - - - a.yw N)£tc.NAZ£ 
ANeq- Kasser 
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Those who have gone astray, whom' the spirit (itself) begets. usually 

go astray also ' because of the spirit. Thus, by one and the same breath, ' 

the fire blazes and is put out. 10 

Echamoth is one thing and Echmoth another.' Echamoth is Wisdom sim

ply, ' but Echmoth is the Wisdom of death which is ' the one which ' 

knows death, which is called 15 "the little Wisdom." 

There are ' domestic animals, like the bull ' and the ass and others of 

this kind. ' Others are wild ' and live apart in the deserts. Man ploughs 20 

the field by means of the domestic animals,' and from this he is nourished, 

(both) he and ' the animals, whether tame or' wild. Compare the perfect ' 

man. It is through powers which are submissive 25 that he ploughs, prepar

ing for everything to come into being. ' For it is because of this that the 

whole place stands, ' whether the good or the evil, ' the right and the left. 

The holy spirit ' shepherds every one and rules 30 [all] the powers, the 

"tame" ones' and the "wild" ones, as well as those which are unique.' 

For indeed he I ... (and)) shuts them in,' in order that [if . .. ) wish, they 

will not be able' [to escape). 

[He who] has been created is Js [beautiful, but) you (sg.) would <not> 

find his sons 61 noble creations. If he was not ' created but begotten, you 

(sg.) would find 'that his seed was noble. But now 'he was created, (and) 

he begot. What 5 nobility is this? First adultery 'came into being, afterward 

murder. And 

60: 11-15 Wisdom (three times): Sophia 

60: 12-13 The rnpyist has erroneously repeated a phrase he,·e; the manuscript has the Wis

dom of death which is the Wisdom of death which is 

60:33 either [if they) wish or [ifhe) wishes can he read 

60:35 The word <not> seems to have heen erroneously omilled ,n the manu.fcript; also pos

sihle is [beautiful, and) you (sg.) would find his sons 
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Ayjxnot1' E:eo,-' ZN TMNTNOE:IK' NE: TIQ>HIPE: ri.p' M$ot1' TIE: AIA 

10 TOYTO AljqJWTIE: I NZATBPWME: N0E: MTIE:ljKE:E:IWT' AYIIW AljMOYOYT' 

MTIE:l.j'CoN 1<.01NWN1A AE: I NIM' NTAZQ>WTIE: E:eo,- ZN NE:tNE: AN' NI-

NOYE:PHY OYMNTNOE:IK' TE:' 

TINOYTE: I oy .XCSIT TIE: Nee NN.XWCSE: E:TNANoyoy I Q>AYMOyTE: 

15 epooy' .xe NAJI.HelNON Q>AYIIMoy MN NE:N'TAY .xwcs e ZPA"i NZHToy 

TA'je1 TE: ee NNE:N'TA TINOYTE: .xocsoy' ejTIE:IAH ZNNAT'Moy NE: 

NE:1.j.XWCSE: Q>AYIP ATMOY E:80,._' t ZITOOTl.j' NNE:l.j'TIAZPE:' I TINoyTE: 

20 11.e PBATITIZE: NNE:Tl.jPBATITIIIZE: MMooy ZN oyMooy 

MN [oyD CSOM' I NTE: ,._AAY NAY' A,._AAY ZN NE:T'CMONT' I E: I  MHTI N-

TE: TIE:TMMAY Q>WTIE: NeE: I NNE:TMMAY Nee MTIPWME: AN E:l.jjzM 

25 TIKOCMoc l.jNAY E:TIPH E:1.jO PPH II AN Ayw l.jNAY E:TTIE: MN TIKAZ MN NI

KE:ZBHYE: THPOY E:N'TOl.j' AN TIE: NE:TMIMAY 

TME: 

30 MAY' 

NXC 

AJI.JI.A AK'INAY E:,._AAY' NTE: TIMA E:TMMAY AK'qJWjTIE: NNE:TM-

AKNAY ATITTNA AK 'IIQ>WTIE: MTINA A':-N�[ y i.]nxc AKcywne I 

.ll.lA TOYTO [NNE:E:IMA] 

35 

*p. 621 

(1 I0L.) 

ME:N KNAY I AZWB NIM' Ayw ':-[NAY epo]K' AN oyAAK' I KNAY 11.e 

epo1<.' Mt:i[MA E:TM]MAY TIE:TNKNAY rAP' E:POl.l' E:KNAcy[wne MM]o<;1 I 

TTIICTIC .X I  TAfATTH' ct M[N JI.AAY NA<9]*[.x1] �.XN 

TTT!CTIC [M]N ,-AAY NA�t A.XN I AfATTH E:TBE: TT AE:I' .XE:KAAC 

ME:N' E:NA.XI I TNPmcTe ye qJINA 11.<e> E:NAME: riiTNt 

6/: 11-12 Sah. NE:n: NCE:E:INE: AN NNE:YE:PHY. 

14 i.e. E:qjAYMOYTE:. 17 i.e. ZE:NATMOY. 

32 NNE:E:IMA : Sah. ZM nE:E:IMA. 

E: n e I I epcyA 

6/: 18 t ZITOOT� N- : emend to ZITOOTOY N-(thus Till) 19-20 BAnTIIZE: : eAnTE: em. 

Schenke 20 ZN oyMOoY MN [ovn .soM : [oyB cancelled by the copyist 20-21 ZN oy-

Mooy MN oy.soM MN /\AAY NAY em. de Catanzaro(" in water and power. No one sees") 

32 rest. Schenke ("hier"), Layton (cf. 86:6) 33 rest. Schenke3 ("und fsiehst dich] 

selbst nicht"), sim. Menard 34 rest. Schenke ("dfor]f'), sim. Till 35 rest. de Catanzaro 

("you will !become)") 

36 MfN read in photographs 62 :2-3 E:TBE: nAE:I �E:KAAC ME:N E:NA- ... (!jlNA .A.<E:> 

£NAME: NTNt sim. Helmbold: "deswegen fwollen wir uns miihen], damit wir ... dam it wir 

wahrhaftig fi.e. AE: NAME:) geben," Schenke but unlikely (<!IINA is constructed with 2nd 

Future in this text): cf. 61 :36-62:2 3 <91NA .A.E: NAME: NTNt <ZAnc nE: NTNME:> em. Till, 

but unlikely (cf. on 62:2-3) 

Library of Ruslan Khazarzar 
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he' was begotten in adultery, for he was the child' of the serpent. So he 

became' a murderer, just like his father, and 10 he killed his brother. Indeed 

every act of sexual intercourse ' which has occurred between those unlike ' 

one another is adultery. 

God' is a dyer. As the good dyes, 'which are called "true," dissolve 15 

with the things dyed in them, so ' it is with those whom God has dyed. 

Since his dyes are immortal, they become ' immortal by means of his 

colors. ' Now God dips what he dips 20 in water. 

It is not possible ' for anyone to see anything of the things that actually 

exist' unless he becomes like' them. This is not the way with man I in the 

world: he sees the sun without being a sun; 25 and he sees the heaven and 

the earth and ' all other things, but he is not these things. 1 This is quite in 

keeping with the truth. But you (sg.) saw ' something of that place, and 

you became I those things. You saw the spirit, you 30 became spirit. You 

saw Christ, you became' Christ. You saw.fthe father, you] shall become 

father.' So [in this place] you see' everything and [do] not [see] yourself,' 

but [in that place] you do see yourself-and what 35 you see you shall 

[become].' 

Faith receives, love gives. [No one will be able 62 to receive] without 

faith. No one will be able to give without' love. Because of this, in order 

that we may indeed receive, ' we believe, and in order that we may love, 

we give, since' if 

61 :36-62: I will be able 10 ... will be able 10 •.. or, can ... can 
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s oy.a. t ZN oy.a.r.a.nH .a.N MNTeq wllc)>e>..e1.a. ZM neNT.a.qT.a..a.q' 

T.a.zx, I nxoe,c .a.N o NNzeep.a. 1oc E:TI 

N.a.nolcTo>..oc eTZI TNNE:ZH Tee,ze NE:yMoy!Te xe IHc nN.a.zwp.a.1oc 

10 Mecc1.a. c eTe I n.a.e1 ne IHc nN.a.zwp.a. 1oc nexc' nz.a.e II pp.a.N' ne 

nexc myopn' ne 1c neTZN I TMHTe ne nN.a.Z.a.PHNoc Mec-

c,.a. c' I oym.a.q' CHM.a. c1.a. cme .a.yw nexpc I .a.yw nen!}HY 1 c  M-

IS MNTzeep.a. 1oc ne I ncwTe N.a.z.a.p.a. TE: T.a. >..Hee,.a. nN.a. llz.a.pHNOc 

[NeD cse Te T.a. >..Hee1.a. t ne nxc t I NT.a.yq>1T1.j' nN.a.Z.a.PHNoc MN 

IC I NE:NT.a.yq)ITOY 

nM.a.pr.a.p1THC eyq>.a.(N�Nox4' emTN eneopeopoN q>.a. 1.j19Wlne 

20 {q1.a. 4q>wne .a. N'} E:1.jq>Hc l'izoyo II oyTe eyq>.a. T.a.zc4' NN.a.noe.a. pc1-

MON I e4N.a.q>wne <.a.N> eqT.a.e1H y' .a.>..>...a. oyNT.a.l.j' I MM.a.y MnT.a.e10 

z.a.zTN ne4'xoe1c' I oyoeI19 NIM' T.a.e 1 Te ee NN<9Hpe MlnNoyTe 

25 ZN NE:TOyN.a.q>wne NZHToy II eT1 oyNT.a.y MM.a.y MTIT.a.e10 z.a. ZTM 

noyIe1wT' 

eK'19.a. xooc xe .a.NoK' oy"ioyA.a."i I MN >...a. .a.y N.a. K1M' E:Kq).a.-

xooc' xe .a. NoK' oyIzrwM.a. 1oc MN >...a..a.y N.a.pT.a.p.a. cce E:Kq>.a.lxooc 

30 xe .a. No!K o)yz��>..HN oye.a.pe.a.ll!;'OC oyzMz.a. >.. [oye>..ey)eepoc MN 

>...a. .a.y I N.a. <9TOPTP eK!q>.a.xooc) xe .a.NoK' oyXPHl(?Tl.a.Noc n[ ... 

. . ) N.a.Noe1N NreN01I-ro NT.a.�[- .. NT)ee1Me1Ne n.a.e1' el(T]� 

62:6 o NN-: i.e. o N- (poss. emend thus). 
7 ZI TNNEZH: Sah. ZA TENZH. 
20 i.e. NAITOBAPCIMON. 23 i.e. NO yOEl(!j NIM. 

7-8 MOYITE XE : expected is MoyTE Epoq XE. pms. emend thus 12-13 Ayw ...
Ayw: i.e .. , Ka1 . .. Kai. ""both ... and"": pos�. corrupl (lhe construction is not proper to
Coptic) 15 [NED cancelled by the copyist t nE nxc t: emend to nxc nE (thus de 
Catanzaro !""the Christ is .. .""I) 
written over erasure of H 

16 <!JIT'I: (jlT'I em. de Catanzaro NAZA : second A 

18-19 {<!JA'l<!JWn} E<!JA'l<!JWITE AN' Schenke (1985) 19 {<!JA(j<!JWnE AN} Layton (cf.
62:21) 21 <AN> Laylon (cf . 62: 19): for the syntax cf. 52:31 

32 nl�ocMoc) NANOEIN s1m.· Schenke4 NrENOITO: M H  rENOITo em. Kasser. with 
hesitation 33 for <\I can also be read w or poss. e, <? or<? <\j(wnE NT}EEI- de Catan-
zaro. with he�italion ('"!become( such a one""): <\j(on q NT IEEI- Schenke4 
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one gives without love, he has no 5 profit from what he has given. He who' 

has received something other than the lord is still a Hebrew.' 

The apostles who were before us had these names for him:' "Jesus, the 

Nazorean, Messiah,'' that' is, ''Jesus, the Nazorean, the Christ.·· The last 
10 name is "Christ," the first is "Jesus," that in ' the middle is "the 

Nazarene." "Messiah"' has two meanings. both "the Christ"' and "the 

measured." "Jesus" in Hebrew is ' "the redemption." "Nazara" is 

' 'the truth.·· ' • The 15 Nazarene,•· then, is ''the truth.•• ''Christ'' ' ... been 

measured. It is "the Nazarene" and "Jesus"' who have been measured. 

When the pearl is cast ' down into the mud it becomes ' greatly 

despised, 20 nor if it is anoint�d with balsam oil ' will it become more pre

cious. But it always has ' value in the eyes of its owner. ' Compare the 

sons of' God, wherever they may be. 25 They still have value in the eyes of 

their ' father. 

If you (sg.) say, "I am a Jew,"' no one will be moved. If you say, "I 

am a' Roman," no one will be disturbed. If you' say,· 'I am a Greek, a 

barbarian, :io a slave, [a] free man," no one' will be troubled. [If] you [say], 

"I am a' Christian," the [ ... J will tremble. Would' that I might [ . .. J 

like that-the person whose' 

62:8-9 Nazorean: Na�ropafo� 

62:11, 15 Nazarene: Na�apl]VO� 

62: 15-16 Christ ... : text erroneous 

62:32 possibly, the [world] will tremble 

62:33 possibly, that I I may come to be] like that 

62:34 possibly, [the rulers] will not be able to endure 
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. [ ..... ] NA.<gz ynoME:INE: A.N' elllcwTM en]f:qPA-N' 

nNoyTE: oyA.MPW'*Me ne AJA. ToyTo c�f <gw)w-r t:1TTPWt:,t[e] I 

NA.q' 

PION 

ZA. TE:ZH E:MTTA.TOY'!JWWT' MTTPWIME: NE:Y'!JWWT' NZN0H

NE: ZNNOYITE: rA.p A.N NE: NA.E:I E:TOYQJWWT' NA.y n 

NCK.eyoc NNA.BA.ISHE:IN MN NCKE:yoc I BBAXE: '!JA.Y'!JWTTE: E:BOA ZITM 

nKwZT' I A.AAA. NCK.eyoc NNA.BA.ISHE:IN eyQ)A.!oywisn' TTA.AIN' Q)A.y-

10 TA.MIOOY NTa.yl'!JWTTE: rA.p E:BOA ZN oynNA. NCK.E:yoc n AE: BB.ii:XE: 

eyQ)A.oywisn' Q1A.YTA.K.o I NTA.Y'!JWTTE: rA.p xwpIc NlqE: 

oyeIw I E:qKWTE: ZA. oywNE: NNoy T A.(IN '!}E: MMIAoc I E:BOA eq'

NTA.poy KA.A.q' E:BOA I A-qze epoq oN eqzM TTIMA. TTIMA. 

15 II oy N ZPPWME: Q)Oon' '!JA.YN ZA.Z MMOIO'!JE:' E:BOA' A-YW MA.ynpo-

KOTTTE: E:IAA-A.y MMA. NTA.PE: poy ze '!}WTTE: epofoy oy Te MnoyNA-Y 

20 enoArc oyTe I KWMH oyTe K TIcIc oyTe cj) ycrc MN II .a.y Na.MIc' MN 

E:IKH A.NTA.AA.1lnwpoc zIce 

TE:YXA.PICTE:IA. TTE: IC 

pIcA.eA. E:TE: n A.E: 1 ne TTE:TTTOPQ1' eeoA I 

25 TTK.OCMOC n 

A-nxoeIc BWK' ezoy[N] enMA. NXWISE: I NAe ye1 A.qqI '!}BE:CNooyc 

NXPWMA. f A.qNoxoy A-TPOZTE A.(INToy ezpA."i I e yoeQ) TH-

30 poy A.YW TTE:XA.(j XE: TA.E:l f TE: ee NTA.qE:I MMO(? NISI TT'!}HP[E: Mn-

TTQ)HPDE: MTTP'!)M[e e]y[o] N.X.�IT' 

Tcofcj)IA. E:ToyMoy -r[e epo)(? xe TCTIPA. NfToc TE: TMA.A.[y NNA.r]-

�E:Aoc A-Y'!' [T)KO!fNWNOC Mnc[ •.. MA.]l?IA. TMA.�[AA.]IAH-

35 i.e. oyoya.M. 
63:5-7 i.e. NABAl5Ht:IN ... NABAl5Ht:IN. 
15 i.e. ZNl'WMt:, Sah. zt:NPWMt:. <!IAYN : i.e. &<!IAYN. 
28 i.e. t:yoyoe<11. 

34 . [ ... .. J : the letter trace before the lacuna can be read'!,�, ';I, i:i or f; a superlin. stroke 
may have been written above this letter i-i[a.pxwN) rest. Schenke: i:i[KocMoc] sim. rest. 
Kasser 35 rest. Till ]�<!PAN' read in photographs 

63:1 [<11wJwr iii; of tii,superlin. stroke is definite, M restored: for the restoration cf. 
63:2-4 

12 NNOYT added above the line 14 a.qzt:: a.yzt: em. de Catanzaro 19-20 MN ... 
MN ... : eJ\pected is oyTt: . .. oyTt: ... or H ... H ... 

22 t:yMOYTt: t:poq: t:YMOYTt: epoc em. Schenke3 ("<sie> heisst") 
29-30 llt: MTI<!IHPD cancelled by the copyist 30 sim. rest. Till 
33 Mnc[iiip Tt: MA)l:'ta. Isenberg: Mnc[wntf' Ma.]1:'ta. Schenke3 : cf. 59:6--11 
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name f ... ] will not be able to endure 35 [hearing]. 

God is a 63 man-eater. For this reason men are [sacrificed] ' to him. 

Before men were sacrificed' animals were being sacrificed, since those' to 

whom they were sacrificed were not gods. 5 

Glass decanters and earthenware 'jugs are both made by means of fire. ' 

But if glass decanters break' they are done over, for' they came into being 

through a breath. If earthenware jugs 10 break, however. they are destroyed, 

'for they came into being without breath. 

An ass ' which turns a millstone did a hundred miles' walking. When 

it was loosed' it found that it was still at the same place. 15 There are men 

who make many journeys, ' but make no progress towards ' any destination. 

When evening came upon them, ' they saw neither city nor ' village, nei

ther human artifact nor natural phenomenon, 20 power nor angel. In vain 

have the wretches ' labored. 

The eucharist is Jesus. For ' he is called in Syriac "Pharisatha," ' 

which is "the one who is spread out." ' for Jesus came to crucify the 

world. 25 

The lord went into the dye works ' of Levi. He took seventy-two dif

ferent colors ' and threw them into the vat. He took them ' out all white. 

And he said, "Even so' has the son 30 of man come fas] a dyer." 

As for the Wisdom' who is called "the barren," she' is the mother [of 

the] angels. And the 'companion of the [ ... l Mary Magdalene. 1 

63:9 breath: !tVEiiµa (hut at63:J I, a different word in Coptic) 

63:31-33 the copyist must have written either she is the mother ... And the companion of 

the [savior is] Mary Magdalene or else she is the mother ... and the companion of the 

[savior], Mary Magdalene 
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NH Nt::pe n. ( ..... Mel t:1M<?(C Nlllzoyo AMMA eHT(Hc THPOY AYUJ 
Nt::qjlACTTAZt:: MMoc ATt::<?1- .5:6 ... NZAZ] I Neon' A n1<.eceene t:1(MAeH-
THC * .. ] . epo. [ . I . I .. )MA nexAy NAq' xe I £TB£ oy KM€: M-
MOC TTA PA PON' THPN Aq'loyUJ(!JB N«s I ncwTHP' nexAq NAY { nelxAq 
NAY} XE: €:TB€: oy tMe MMUJ TN AN' II NTE:CZE: oye>..�€: MN OYA 
eqNAY eBo� I eyzi-1 TTKAKE: MnecNAY ce(!JoBe t::Noyle PHY AN zo-
TAN' t::P'!JA noyoerN er' TOTE: I nt::TNABo�' (ltilANAY enoyo-
erN AYUJ I neTo eB,;:�e eqNA«sw zM nKAKt:: 

10 ne'ltxe nxoerc xe oyMAKA PIOC ne TTE:T''!JOlon' ZA TE:ZH €:M'TTA-
TE:(j'Q1UJTTE:' nt::TQ1olon' rA P AqQ1wne a.yw qNAQ1wne 

nx11ce MTTPUJM£ qoyoNz AN' £Bo>..' A��A' I qQ1oon' ZM ne-
15 eHn' €:TB€: TT A€: I qo Nnxoerc AN'eHPION €:TXOOP' epoq' €:TNt::IAY 

K'ATA TTE:TOYONZ €BO� .... MN neeHn' I AYW TTAE:I t NAY MTTMOYN' 
eBo� t::PQ1A' I nrwMe At:: nwrx' erooy '!:)AyMoyoyT' I NNoyerHy N-

20 cenwzc NNOYE:PHY II AYUJ AyoywM NNoyepHy xe Mnoyze I t::TPO-
cj)H T€:NOY A€: Ayze €:T POcl>H €:BO� I XE: ATTPUJM€ ji ZUJB €:TTKAZ 

E:P'!JA oyA' I BUJK' enecHT' enMooy Nqer ezrA"i eM'lneqx1 �AAY 
25 Nqxooc xe ANOK' oyxrHI I CTIANoc NTAqxr MTTPAN' £TMHce eq'l-

<!JAXI At:: MTTTT':JA eToyAAB oyNTAq MIMAY NTAUJPE:A MTTPAN neN'-
TAZXI NoytAwreA MAyq1Tc NTooTq' nt::NTAzxr At:: I exwq' £T".4H-

30 ce <!JAY'!JATq' TAE:I Te ee II t::TQ19[oln N�N E:P'!JA oyA '!:)Wne ZN I 
oyM yCTHPIO[N' I

64:6-7 Sah. eNeyepHy. 8 i.e. neTNa.y eeoA (de Catanzaro emends thus. but cf. CG VII 

102:25). 

15-16 i.e. €TNa.a.y. 19-20 Sah. NN€Y€PHY-

34 ne(xc .11.e - - - I rest. Isenberg: nc(wTHP - - - ] res1. Schenke3 ( - - - ME) i:iMc:>(c N]:

cf. 64:2 35 for the restoration cf. 64:2 36 [Ta.npo l'iza.z] rest. Schenke ("[oft]mals 

auf ihrem [Mund]"). Till: poss. cf. 58:29-59:5: also palaeographically possible are, e.g., 

(oyepHTe Nza.z] and [oyootie Nza.z] and [T€ZN€ Nza.z]: this is not a usual construction of 

a. cna.ze 37 rest. Schenke ( "die i.ibrigen [Jlinger (µa01ru\
c;)J"'): also possible is �[MMa.

eHTHc]: �[NcztoME a.y I rest. Till. with hesitation 64: I ( .. ] . epo. [ .. ]Ma.: first letter 

trace can be read �- �- "S, � or�; second. e, �- c:,. <? or ti; third. ,:. '!'· 4>. CJ or t; superlin. 

strokes may have been inscribed over these leuers [ew]K epoc:,[y elf [a.1TH]Ma. sim. rest. 
Schenke4 3-4 I ... I Schenke 

30 ep(!la. read in photographs 
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[ ... loved) her 35 more than [all] the disciples [and used to] ' kiss her 

[often] on her [ ... ).'The rest of [the disciples 64 ... ]. They said to him, 

' "Why do you love her more than all of us?" The' savior answered and 

said to them,' "Why do I not love you 5 like her? When a blind man and 

one who sees ' are both together in darkness, they are no different from ' 

one another. When the light comes, then 'he who sees will see the light, 

and' he who is blind will remain in darkness." 10 

The lord said, "Blessed is he who ' is before he came into being. For he 

who ' is, has been and shall be." 

The superiority ' of man is not obvious to the eye, but ' lies in what is 

hidden from view. Consequently he 15 has mastery over the animals which 

are stronger than he is and ' great in terms of the obvious and the hidden. ' 

This enables them to survive. But if ' man is separated from them, they 

slay ' one another and bite one another. 20 They ate one another because 

they did not find ' any food. But now they have found food because ' man 

tilled the soil. 

If one 'go down into the water and come up without ' having received 

anything and says, '' l am a Christian.•· 25 he has borrowed the name at 

interest. But if he ' receive the holy spirit he has 'the name as a gift. He 

who has received a 'gift does not have to give it back, but of him who ' 

has borrowed it at interest, payment is demanded. This is the way -10 [it 

happens to one) when he experiences' a mystery. 

63:34 possibly, [But Christ loved) her; or, [The savior loved I her

63:36 kiss: or, greet. Although kiss may he correct, the CoptH' construction found here ,s 

nor normally used in this sense. 

on her [ ... I : possibly, on her [mouth); or. on her [feet): or, on her [cheek); or, on her

[forehead) 
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170 GOSPEL ACCORDING TO PHILIP 

[nM]ycTHPION MnrAIM[oc]' oyNo«s [ne AXN}Tq rAP NE: nKocl-

[Mo]<_: NA<9w[ne AN Tc]ycTACIC rAP' Ml[nKO]<_:Mo[c ... .. ]-

Mt: TcycTACIC At: II [ ...... .. nr]�Moc ep1Noe1 NTK0 1l[NWNIA 

.. x]wzM xe oyNTAc MMAY I [ ....... ]�yNAMIC Tt:CZIK WN *

ec<9oon ZN oy X'!)[ zM) 
[N]<_:�[HM]A Mn�[AJ I NAK A0APTON oyN �O?YT NZHToy oylN 

ZNCZIOME: NZOOYT ME:N NE: E:TPKOIINWNE:I AMIJ'YXH E:TPTTO�I-

5 Tt:yeceE: n ZNNOYCXHMA NCZIME: NCZIOME: At: I NE: NE:T'THZ MN 
Nt:TZN oycXHMA NlzooyT' eeo� ZITN oyAT'TWT' Ayw MN I �AAY 

10 NA<gP eo� t:NAt:I eyeMAZTe MfMoq' E:qTMXI Noy«soM NzooyT' MN1l
Noycz1Me E:TE: TTNy Mc\)IOC ne MN I TNYM4>H oyA At: XI  E:80� ZM 
TTNYM'fc\)WN NZIKONIKOC ZOTAN E:PqJA NCZIIMt: NATCBW NAY Ay -

15 zooyT' eqzMooc I oyAAq' <9Ayqw«se ezpA"i exwq Ncencw ee NMMAq' 

NCE:XOZME:q' Tt:e1ze I ON zrrwMe NAT'cew ey<9ANNAY eyfcz1Me 

eczMooc oyAATC t:Necwc I <9Aymee MMOC NCt:PBIAZe MMoc I 

20 eyoyw<9' exozMec ey <9ANNAY At: II AnzooyT' MN Tt:qZIMt: ey-

zMooc ZAfTN NOYE:PHY MAPE: NZIOME: (9BWK' efzoy N (9A nzooyT oyTe 

MAPt: NzooyT I Q1BWK ' ezoyN' (9A TCZIMt: TAt:I TE: ee I t:P'!JA 0 1-

25 KWN' MN n(A]r're�oc ZWTP enNOYE:PHY oyTe MN [�A)Ay NA(9PTO�MA f 
ABWK' ezoyN <!JA ct>[zo]?YT' H TCZIMt: I 

nt:TNNHY eeo� z� nKocMoc NCt:ITMQ1t:MAZTe MM?<J' t:TI xe NeqzM 

30 I nKOCMoc qoyo�[z] E:Bo� xe qxoce II ATt:mey MIA t:1n[ .. ]y'[ .. ]� 
[M]i':i �PTt: I qo Nxoe1c A . .  [ .. ]<_:[ . ]c qcoTn' efnKwz e<9x� 

65:5 i.e. ZN oycxHMA. 9-10 i.e. MN oycz1ME. 11 oya. .1>€ .x1: i.e. q.x1.1>€. 16 i.e. ZNPW
ME, Sah. Z€NPWM€. 21 Sah. NEyEPHy. 24-25 Sah. ENEYEPHy. 26 i.e. (!IA ozooyT. 

31-32 ra.lM[oc]: cf. 64:35 32 [0€ - - - I 31 rest. Schenke ("[das)"), sim. Till 
Schenke ("[ist]"), Till with hesitation [ - - - AXN)Tij sim. Barns : [ - - - ETBH)Tii or [ - - -
z1Too]--rq Krause 33 sim. rest. Barns h'CTACIC: reading of pap. cannot be )"fCTA
c1c 34-3� [mw)c,Mo[c 0€ opw)M€ TCyCTACIC .!>€ [MOPWM€ 0€ or]�MOC sim. rest. 
Till: also possible is [mw)<,Mo[c T€ TCZl)M€ TCYCTACIC .!>€ [NT'CZIM€ 0€ 
or]�Moc 35 [ - - - r)�Moc; cf. 64:31-32 36 [ - - - NATX)wzM Schenke ("die unbe
fleckte Gemeinschaff '), Till with hesitation: also possible is [ - - - MOX)WZM 37 [N
oyNoc; N) Schenke ("(eine grosse]"), Till with hesitation 65: I oyx'!)[: '!>, or else 'II 
(not<?) 

I Jc,�[: for c, can also be read �- �. � or �; for � can also be read � • ./!-, �. 11:1, �. 
etc. MOi:,I : no superlin. stroke was wrillen above M; ':I, or else 11:1 (a superlin. stroke may 
have been wriuen above this leuer) rest. Krause 26 rest. Schenke4 

Library of Ruslan Khazarzar 
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Great is' the mystery of marriage! For [without] it the world' would 

[not exist]. Now the existence of' [the world ... ]. and the existence -15

[ ... marriage]. Think of the ' [ ... relationship], for it possesses ' [ ... ] 

power. Its image 65 consists of a [defilement]. 

The forms of evil spirit ' include male ones and ' female ones. The 

males are they that' unite with the souls which inhabit 5 a female form. but 

the females ' are they which are mingled with those in a ' male form, 

through one who was disobedient. And none ' shall be able to escape 

them since they detain him ' if he does not receive a male power or a 10 

female power, the bridegroom and ' the bride.-One receives them from the 

• mirrored bridal chamber.-When the wanton women' see a male sitting'

alone, they leap down on him and 15 play with him and defile him. So' also

the lecherous men, when they see a ' beautiful woman sitting alone, ' they

persuade her and compel her, ' wishing to defile her. But if they see 20 the

man and his wife sitting' beside one another, the female cannot come' in to

the man, nor can the male ' come in to the woman. So ' if the image and

the angel are united 25 with one another, neither can any venture ' to go in to

the man or the woman. '

He who comes out of the world' and (so) can no longer be detained on 

the grounds that he was in 'the world evidently is above 30 the desire of the 

[ ... ] and fear. ' He is master over [ ... ]. He is superior to ' envy. If 

[ 
. . .  

] 

64:33-35 possibly, existence of [the world depends on man (or, woman)), and the 
existence [of man (or, woman) on marriage] 

64:36 possibly, [undefiled relationship]; or, [relationship of defilement] 
64:37 possibly, [a great) power 
65:32 possibly, If [any one else] comes 

30 i:i� CJ'[ .. )�[ . ) � �PT£ read in photographs; for i:i (superlin. stroke is definite) 
can also be read�- f, �-!,if or�; for CJ' can also be read 1;1', !' or t:i' (not ry'); �- or else�; of 
�- superlin. stroke is definite, N restored; for� can also be read 9, '!), '\l or� 31 A •• [ • 

:Jc;[ . Jc read in photographs
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172 GOSPEL ACCORDING TO PHILIP 

[ .... ] y  e:r ce:AM[A)�Te: I MMo<f' ce:w6[T MMoq) �yw TT'!'[c e:q']I-

-
. 

[ - I [ 3
-
4 111 e: C [ I 0-1 I NA(9P BO� AN".'! 06 NAYN AM! C ..•. T nw (j NAq}Z ...•.•• 

.... )IK rc oyN zoe:rNe: e:y[xw MMoc' xe:J I ANON ZMTTICToc ZOTT'!)[c 

...... ]*[. n]':'� NA[KAeAPTo]r:,i z r  AAIMONION' I NE: YNTAY rAP 

t:iMA[y) MTTNA E:TOyAAB I NE: MN TTNA �AKA0APTON NAPKO��A I 

5 e:pooy MNP zoTe: ZHTC NTCAP3 oyAe: II MNMe:prTc E:Kq}AP ZOTE: 

ZHTC CNAP xote:rc e:poK' E:KQ)ANME:PITC CNAOM<K>K' NC06<T>K' I

H N(jq}WTTE: ZM TTE:E:IKOCMOC H ZN TANAICTACIC H ZN NTOTTOC E:TZN 

1 o TMHTE: I MH re:NorTo Nce:ze: e:poe:1 NZHTOY ne:lle:rKoCMoc oyM 

ne:TNANoy q NZHTq' I oyi-1 ne:eooy Ne:qne:TNANoyoy MTTE:ITNA-

Noyoy AN NE: Ayw Ne:qne:eooy ZM!ne:eooy AN NE: oyN ne:-

15 eooy .a.e: MNNlcA ne:e:rKoCMoc e:zMne:eooy NAME: NE: II TE:ToyMoyTe: 

e:poc xe: TME:COTHC NToq' I ne: nMoy zwc E:N<goon zM ne:e:1-

KOCIMoc <gQ)e: e:poN e:xno NAN NTANACTA!crc XE:KAAC e:N<gAK AAK N 

20 AZH Y NTCAP3 I e: y NAZE: e:poN ZN TANAnAy crc NTNTMl!Moo<ge: ZN TME:-

COTHC ZAZ rAP' ce:pn�AINe:cee: ZN TZIH NANoyc rAP e:e:r e:Bo� I 

ZM TTKOCMOC ZA TE:ZH E:MTTATE: TTPWME: IP NOBE: 

oyN zoe:1Ne: ME:N oyTe: ce:oyw<g I AN' oy Te: MN 60":" t:1Mooy ZN-

25 Kooye: .a.e: II e:y <gAN'oyw<g[' I MN ZHy Q)Oon' NAY xe: I Mnoye: 1-

pe: e:n[J'('.JywQJ rAP' qe:rpe: MMoloy NPE:qp NOB� [e:jy TMoyw<g Ae: 

T AIIKAloc yNH NAZ'!)TT' e:pooy Mne:CNAY I� yw noywty At:J [ne:] 

66:2 i.e. eNe yNTAY ... MnnNA. 4-5 Sah. MnppzoTe ... MnPM€PITC. 
11 i.e. ZMTTE:TNANoyoy. Sah. Z€N-. 20 i.e. ""-ANAC8£. 
29 A� [ne]: Sah. ON ne. 

32 [Ke.-.AA]y lsenberg2 : (neeoo]y Schenke-' ("(der Bos]e") 33 wos[T MMO</] Schenke 
("erwiirgen [ihn]"). sim. Till TT'!)[ : or else n'!ll TT'!)[C eq'] rest. Schenke ( "1tiii[<;] 
wird er .. ). sim. Menard: n'!)[c nAe1] Till with hesiiation. but palaeographically unlikely:
cf. 65:35 34 AN':'1[: for N can also be read! or� AM!(: for I can also be read H or 
I: �(oos NAyN]AM)[c - - - ] Schenke-1 C(grossen . .. Krii]fte(n] .. ). Jsenberg2 34-35 [ - -

- €TAMAz)Rn: Schenke-' ("(greifen]den"); cf. 65:32 35-36 (!lz[onq epooy no.-..-.A]IKIC
rest. Schenke ('"[sich vor ihnen] verb(ergenl konnen"). Till with hesitation 36 ey[; y 
read from small. ambiguous bo11om trace 37-66: I zon'!)[c Neer so.-.] I (A - - - I sim. 
Isenberg2 : cf. 65:34 66: I 1'.'� : N and A definite. superlin. stroke restored rest. 
Schenke ("un(reinem G]eiste"). sim. Till: cf. 66:3 3 �: N definite. superlin. stroke
restored 6 OM<K> Layton (understood thus by Till) oos<T>K de Catanzaro : <c>oosK
Schenke ("dich lahmen")
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comes, they seize ' him and throttle [him]. And how will [this one] 'be 

able to escape the [great ... I powers? 35 How will he be able to [ ... ] ' 

There are some [who say],' "We are faithful," in order that [ ... 66 the 

unclean spirits] and the demons. ' For if they had the holy spirit, ' no 

unclean spirit would cleave ' to them. Fear not the flesh nor 5 love it. If

you (sg.) fear it, it will gain mastery' over you. If you love it, it will swal

low and paralyze you. ' 

And so he dwells either in this world or in the ' resurrection or in the 

middle place. 'God forbid that I be found there! '° In this world there is 

good 'and evil. Its good things 'are not good, and its evil things 'not evil. 

But there is evil after' this world which is truly evil-15 what is called "the 

middle." It' is death. While we are in this world 'it is fitting for us to 

acquire the resurrection, ' so that when we strip off the flesh ' we may be 

found in rest and not 20 walk in the middle. For many go astray ' on the 

way. For it is good to come forth ' from the world before one ' has sinned. 

There are some who neither will ' nor have the power to; and others 

who, n if they will. do not profit: for' they did not act since, (they believe), 

[ ... ] makes them ' sinners. And if they do not will, justice ' will elude 

them in both cases:' and [it is] always a matter of the will, 

65:34 possibly, the [great grasping] powers 

65:35 possibly, able to [hide from them? Often] 

65:37-66: I possibly, that [they may be able to escape the unclean spirits) 

66:26 possibly, [their will) makes them 

7 -q : i.e. nETNNHY (65:27) Nq : cf. zwcTE Nq- : for the syntax cf. e.g. Shenute ed. 

Wessely Stud. 9 p. 139 col. b, 1-2; Shenute ed. Chassinat MJF 23. 13.20-24, 58.2ff., 86.3, 

86.6 KOCMoc H : H added above the line 

26 poss. En[oyoy)w<!l rasp' <E>qEIPE 29 a.�: or else a.t:,t rest. Layton 
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174 GOSPEL ACCORDING TO PHILIP 

NTTE:IPE: AN' 

oyAnoUCTO.>..IK�C rz]� <?[Y]<?TTTACIA A(jNAY AZOIE:INE: e yoTi:i 

[ezoy ]N �yHE:I NKWZT' AYIW f:[Y ]MHP ZN [ ..... ] NKWZT E: YNHX I [f� .]

�NKWZT [ ..... 1-roy MMOOY ZN I( ... n 1]cT1[c]' �[ .... ] AYW ne-

XAY NAY II [xe ......... «s]oM' MMooy ANOY ZM I [ ........... ] 

�noyoywQ)' AY x 1  I [ ........ ]Ko.>..Ac1c n Ae I eToy MoyTe * epoq 

xe nKAKe eT[ ...... ].>.. xe q. [ .2�3-�] I 

E:BO.>.. ZN oyMooy ":'� oyKwzT NTA T'l'Y)_([H] I MN nnNA (!Jwne eBo.>.. 

5 ;� oy Mooy MN I oyKWZT' MNNoyoetN NTA TT'!JHPE:' MUnNyM-

4,WN TTKWZT' ne TTXPICMA noyoletN ne TTKWZT' E:E:lg)A-

XE: AN Anee1KwzT I eTe MNTAq' MOP4>H A.>...>..A nKeoyA E:Te <Te>q'I

MOP4>H oyABQ) eTo Noyoe1N eNecwq' I Ayw eTt NTMNTCA 

10 TA.>..H0E:IA MTTE:CE:111 E:TTKOCMOC E:CKAKAZH Y A.>...>..A NTACE:I ZN I NT y-

15 

noc MN NZIKWN qNAXITC AN' NKE:PHITe oyN oy xno NKecon' 

Q)oon MNNOYIZIKWN Nxno NKE:con' Q) Q)e A.>..Hewc I ATPOY .xnooy 

NKecon' ZITN TZIKWN TANACTACIC AYW 0IKWN ZI-

TN 0IKWN I Q)'!JE: E:TPE:CTWOYN TTNy M4)WN MN e1IKWN ZITN e1KWN 

'!JQ1E: E:TPOYE:I ezoyN I E:TA.>..H0E:IA E:TE: TAE:I Te T'ATTOKATACTACIC 

20 Q1Q)E: ANeTxno AN MMATe MTTPAN' MllnerwT' MN TT'!JHPE: MN nnNA 

£ToyAAB I A.>...>..A A<NeNTA>y xnooy t NAK zwoy eTM oyA .xn<_lloy 

NA(!' TTKE:PAN' CE:NA(jlT(j' NTOOT(j' I OYA AE: .XI MMOOY ZM 

67:4 i.e. MN oyoyOEIN. 
12 i.e. MN oyZIKWN. 23 OYA A€ JS.I: i.e. ljJS.I A€. 

30 CTO-"IKC,,C____L__P. read in photographs rest. de Catanzaro ("(in a] vision [onta-

cia]") 31 OT1:J ( . . .  )N (sic) read in photographs (T is definite) sim. rest. Schen
ke4 32 MHI' : M allered from N, I' over erasure of JS., i.e. copyist first wrote !NIHilx� : cf. 

66:32-33 NHJS. ( . . .  ] ZN (zNEINE) rest. de Catanzaro ("with [bonds]"), Barns with hesi
tation: ZN [oyHEt) sim. Krause 33 ( 2 '1. ]�: superlin. stroke is prob. definite. N not definite; 
reading of pap. probably cannot be "i 34 [Toym]cT1[c]' � [Noyx) sim. Schenke4: of �
superlin. stroke is prob. definite, N restored nEJS.Aq NAY em. Isenberg2 : nEJS.AY NAil em. 
Schenke3 ("es wurde <ihm> gesagt") 35-36 "[Diese hatten ihre Seelen] renen [k]tinnen, 
(aber) " Schenke3 (i.e. ? [XE NAEI NE oyN iso]M' MMOoy ANoyzM I [NNoy,i,yxH A-"-"A]): 
also poss. is e.g. [JS.E nx oEIC NE MN isloM' 36 (AyoyW<yB JS.E) Isenberg2 ( [AljOYWC!JB JS.E) 
Kasser), but palaeographically unlikely : possible is e.g. [Ayw AYW<!IB JS.E], i.e. Ayw 
AyoyWl!)e JS.E 37 [i:inEE""'A N) Schenke.l ("[diesen Ort. der]"): (i:inMoy zwc) Schenke 
("[den Tod als]"), Till with hesitation 67: I ET[z1 ncA NBo)-" de Catanzaro ("the 
[outer) darkness"). Krause: cf. 68:7-8 q�(Hx) <EBO-"> Isenberg2: qN(Hy) de Catanzaro 
("it [comes]"): 'lJ:l[HZ) Schenke3 ("ist (voll)"), Schenke4 
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not the act. 

An 30 apostolic man in a vision saw some people 'shut up in a house of 

fire and ' bound with fiery [ ... ], lying ' [ ... ) flaming [ ... ] them in ' 

[ ... ] faith [ ... ]. And they said to them, 35 "[ ••• ] able to be saved?" ' 

[ ... ] ''They did not desire it. They received' [ ... ] punishment, what is 

called 67 'the [ ... ] darkness,' because he [ ... ] '' ' 

It is from water and fire that the soul 'and the spirit came into being. It 

is from water and 'fire and light that the son of 5 the bridal chamber (came 

into being). The fire is the chrism, the light ' is the fire. I am not referring 

to that fire ' which has no form, but to the other fire whose ' form is white, 

which is bright and beautiful,' and which gives beauty. 

Truth did not come io into the world naked, but it came in ' types and 

images. The world will not receive truth in ' any other way. There is a 

rebirth and an ' image of rebirth. It is certainly necessary ' to be born 

again through the image. Which 15 one? Resurrection. The image must ' 

rise again through the image. The bridal chamber and ' the image must 

enter through the image into ' the truth: this is the restoration. 'Not only 

must those who produce the name of 20 the father and the son and the holy 

spirit do so, 'but also (those who) have produced them for you. If one does 

not acquire ' them, the name ("Christian") will also be taken from him. ' 

But one receives them in 

66:32possibly, bound with fiery [chains] 
66:34 possibly an error for he said to them or they said to him 
67:1 possibly, 'the [outer] da r kness' 
67: 16 bridal chamber: probably an error for bridegroom 
67:21 produced them for you. If: probably an error for acquired them. If 

2 t:t� : N is definite (sic), superlin. st roke restored 3 y w ritten over the false sta rt of 
M 4-5 NTA TI<!JHPe MIITINYMcl>WN scil. qJwne: emended thus by de Catanzaro, sim. Krause
182 (<<!Jwne>), Schenke3 ("ist <entstanden aus Feuer und Licht>") 5 poss. corrupt (cf. 
67:3-4): "das <Wasser ist die Taufe. Das> Feuer" em. Schenke, with hesitation 7 <Te>q 
Layton 

16 nNyM4>1oc em. Wilson 21 A <NeNTA>Y Layton t NAK: emend to NAY (thus 
Till) 
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TT}_(PICMA MTTCO. 1
°: 1 

I I NTAYNAMIC' MTTcf Jo]<;: 

25 TTOCToff >..oc MOYTE epoc x� !To]yi:,i�M MN TEZBoyr I

oy KETI oy(xrH](?"f(I jANOC TTE A >..>..A I oyxpc TTE 

ATTXOE![C rl zwe' NIM' ZNNOYIM YCTHPION oy BA(TT]TICMA MN 

30 oyxp1cJMA MNNoye yx Ap(1cTI(� M�NoycwTE II MNNoyNyM'c)>wN 

( ..... I�! ry(e xj�q' I xe AEI ETPAEI�� (NNA TTCA MTTl]:N N J ee NNA 

TTCA �(TTTE Ayw NA TTCA Nj�o>.. I Nee NNA TT�(A NZOYN Ayw ETPA ZOTll-

35 poy MTTMA ETt:11• ••• !�-!2 ••••• NE]He:1MA ZITN ZNTy(TToc •• 

. . !�-!2 ••• J I NETXW MMOc x� (oyN oypMMTTE AywJ I oyN oye:1 M-

TTCA NTTT� JMMO(j CEPTT>..A]INAcee; 

*p. 68 1 *rye ETMMA Y TT(El:<?IY]Moy TE e;poq' xe I TTETMTTCA Ni:1\TN Ayw 
< 116 L.J TTETE TTEeHTT' I cyooTT' NA (j TTETMMA Y TTE ETNTTTE MIMoq' NANoyc 

5 rAp NCEXOOC XE TTCA NIIZOYN Ayw TTETMTTCA NBO>..' MN TTETNjTTCA 

€TB€ TTA.i A TTXOjEIC MOYTE ATTTA KO XE TTKA KE NBO>.. MTTCA NBO>..' 

ETZI TTCA (N)I BO>..' MN 6£ cyooTT' MTTE(jBA >..' 

10 TTAEIWT' ETZM TTEeHTT' TTEX A (j  XE II BWK' e;zoyN' ETTEK 'TAMEION 

Nr<9TAM' I MTTEK'Po epwK' Nrcy>..H>..' ATTEK'e:1wT' I ETZ� TTEeHTT' ETE 

TTAEI TT€ TTETZI CA (N)lzoyN' MMOOY THPOY TTETZI CA NZOyN' I A€ 

15 MMOOy TH POY TT€ TTTThHPWMA 

NZOyN TTAJe:1 TTE EToycyAxe eroq' xe TTETMTTCA NI TTTE MMooy 

27-30 i.e. ZN oy- ... MN oy- ... MN oy- ... MN oy- . . MN oy-.
3 I i.e. ,H:1£1. 61/:8 Sah. MTT£(jB01'. 

23 co . 1°·.1] : letter trace can be read�. r. 1;1. ! . �. M or i:i; prob. followed by no more than one 
letter poss. resiore co!: co� rest. Krause, with hesitation: co�[TE:] rest. Schenke3 

("mit dem BalJsamf'). Schenke4• but palaeographically unlikely 
30 l�!':11 . .  )�<J' pap.: also possible is )<jry[ .. ]�<J': reading of pap. cannot be ]�!<: 

Jne.x.)�<J ry[e.x.)�<J Schenke ( .. sagte"). sim. Till 31 rest. Schenke ("(das Untere]"), 
sim. Menard: cf. 67:32 (Na nca) and 68:2 (nca Ni:1!TN) 32 rest. Schenke ("dem 
Oberen [und das Aussere]"): cf. 67:37 (nca NTn�) and 68:5 (nca NB01') 33 c;:[a 
NzoyN - - - ] Schenke ('"lnneren'·)_. sim. Menard: er. 68:45 (ca NzoyN) 33-34 I - - -

ayw £TpazoT)poy Layton: [ - - - .1.£1 £TpazoT]Poy (i.e . .1.£1£1 etc.) Schenke ("[ich bin 
gekommen, umJ sie . .. [zu vereinigen]") 34 � : M is definite, superlin. stroke restored: 
�!MAY - - - ] Schenke ("jenem") 34-35 I - - - N£)£1Ma: cf. 76:34, 84:30, 86:6 35 
Ty(noc' MN zNZIKWN'] Schenke ("Symbole [und Bilder]"), sim. Kasser: cf. 84:21 36 
rest. Layton, sim. Kasser: er. 58:17 (PMMn£) and 67:38-68:1 (PMM)i:ie): also palaeographi
cally possible is PMNKAz (cf. 58: 18) 37 rest. Schenke ( .. [von ihm). irren sich"), Kasser: 
cf. 68:3-4 (NTTTE: MMO<J) and 68: 16-17 (Mnca NTn£ MMooy) 38 r[: or else ry rest. 
Layton: cf. 84: 15 (oyoNE:Z £801') and above on 67:36 
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the unction of the [ ... ] ' of the power of the cross. This power the apos

tles 25 called "the right and the left." '-For this person is no longer a 

Christian but ' a Christ. 

The lord [did] everything in a' mystery, a baptism and a chrism' and a 

eucharist and a redemption 30 and a bridal chamber. 

[ ... ) he said, ' "l  came to make [ the things below) ' like the things 

[above, and the things]' outside like those [inside. I came to unite)' them 

in the place [ ... ) 35 here through [types ... )' Those who say, "[There is 

a heavenly man and] ' there is one above [him," are wrong. ' -For it is 

the first of these two heavenly [men), the one who is revealed, 68 that 

they call ' "the one who is below"; and he to whom the hidden belongs' 

is (supposed to be) that one who is above him. ' For it would be better for 

them to say, "The inner 5 and the outer, and what ' is outside the outer." 

Because of this the ' lord called destruction "the outer darkness": ' there 

is not another outside of it. He said,' "My father who is in secret." He 

said, 10 "Go into your (sg.) chamber and shut ' the door behind you, and 

pray to  your father' who is in secret" (Mau 6:6), the one who is' within 

them all. But that which is within ' them all is the fullness. 15 Beyond it 

there is nothing else within it. 'This is that of which they say,· 'That which 

is ' above them.'' 

67:35 possibly, (types and images] 
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ZA TE:ZH ;i;inexc AZoe:1Ne I e:1 eeoJ\.' E:BOJ\. TWN' oyKE:TI Mnoy<9'l-

20 ewK' ezoyN Ayw AyBWK' E:TWN oyKE:TI II Mnoy<91 E:BOJ\. Aqe:1 AE: 

NCSI nexc Ne:NjTAZBwK' E:Z(?YN' A(jNToy eeoJ\. AYW NE:NI-

TAZBwK' E:B(?�' AqNToy ezoyN 

Nzooy' I Nepe e yu. [z]� A[A ]�M' NE: MN Moy <9oon' I 

25 pecn�x [er]oq' AnMoy <9wne 

epoq MN I Moy NA<9Wn� 

[n]�NOYTE: TTANOYTE: E:jTBE: oy nxoe,c [A]K'KAAT' NCWK' N-

TA(j.XE: I NAE:1 z, nc-foc [Ne] Aqnwp.x' rAP' MTTMA I e:T[M]":l�Y 

30 [ . ] .. [ .. ] NT� y Jmoq' e:BOJ\. ZM H TTE:T"f[ ....... e ]f!<?J\. z1TM 

35 

*p.691 

(117 L.) 

nNOyTe I 

An[ .......... ee]<;>J1. ZN NE:TMooyT' I [ .............. <9]oon' 

AJ\.J\.A NE:I[ .............. ] E:(jO NTE:J\.E:ION I [ ............. ] NCAP3 

AJ\.J\.A TE:E:111 [ ......... oyc]�P3 TE: NAJ\.H0E:INH I [ ........ ]� oya.-

J1.HeE:1NH A N  TE: AJ\.j[AA ....... ) NZIKWN NTAJ1.Hee:1NH *

MAP£ nAcToc <9�rye �Ne!;¾PION oylTe MAq<9wne NNZM��� oyTe 

NCZIME: I eqxozM AJ\.AA <9Aq<9wn� NZNPWME: I NE:J\.eyeeroc MN ZN-

nApee:Noc 

5 €BOA H ZITM TTNA E:TOYAAB cexno ME:N MMO(N) I NKE:-

con' CE:.XTTO AE: MMON ZITN nelxc ZM TTCNAY CE:TUlZC MMON 

18 €801' TWN : i.e. €801' lM m-1a €TE: .. . €P0(j. 19 E:TWN: i.e. E:nMA €TE: ... NlHT(j. 

20 i.e. ;;jnoy111E:1.

23 i.e. €NE:P€. 
69:5 i.e. nnNa. 

68:23 rest. Schenke ("[in]"), sim. Till: also possible is [M]� 24 resl. Schenke ("von 

ihm"). Till 25 sim. rest. Till E:ciga- . .. N(j.ll1Tc em. Schenke ('"wenn <sie> ... und

er <sie> . . .  aufnimmt"), Till with hesita1ion 

26-28 £!TB€ oy [a]KKAAT NCWK nxoE:1c NTA(j.llE: I NAE:1 em. Schenke3 27 cf. Mark
15:34 parr. (Ps 21 :2) CJ 0t:oc; µou CJ &oc; µou Ei<; -ri iy1m-riAmic; µE: 28 rest. Schenke (' 'er 

halle"): [NT]A(l Till 

31 an[xoE:1c TW0YN E:8]0J1. Till: an[E:xpc TW0YN E:8]<?" de Catanzaro ("the [Christ 

arose) from") 32 [A(ll!IWOE: N8€ E:NE:(ligjoon Till

69: I <n>nacToc em. de Ca1anzaro. but unlikely 2-3 cz1ME: I E:(j.ll0ZM: for 1he con-

struction cf. Layton. 8111/etin of the American Sodety of Papyrologists 14 (1977) 72-73: 
cz1ME: E:yxozM em. Wilson 
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Before Christ some ' came from a place they were no longer ' able to 

enter, and they went where they were no longer 20 able to come out. Then 

Christ came. ' Those who went in he brought out, and ' those who went out 

he brought in. 

When ' Eve was still in Adam death did not exist. ' When she was 

separated from him death came into being. 25 If he enters again and attains 

his former self,' death will be no more. 

"My God, my God, ' why, 0 lord, have you forsaken me?" (Mark 

15:34 and parallels). It was' on the cross that he said these words, for he 

had departed from that place. 

[ ... ] who has been begotten through 30 him who [ ... ] from God. ' 

The [ ... ] from the dead. ' [ ... ) to be, but now ' [ ... J perfect. ' [ ... ] 

flesh, but this 35 [ ••• ) is true flesh. ' [ ... ] is not true, but ' [ ... ] only an 

image of the true. 

69 A bridal chamber is not for the animals, 'nor is it for the slaves, nor 

for defiled 'women; but it is for free 'men and virgins. 

Through s the holy spirit we are indeed begotten ' again, but we are 

begouen through ' Christ in the two. We are anointed 

68:31 possibly, The [Lord rose) from !he dead 

68:32 possibly, [He became as he used] to be 
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ZITMTI'jTim NTapoy xnoN AyzoTpN 

1 o oyT£ ZM Mooy oyTe ZN ff e1aJ1.' xwp1c oyoe1N OYT£ ITAJ\.IN KNA<gj-

NAY AN ZN oyoe1N XWPIC Mooy ZIAJl. j AIA TOyTO q)(Yf: APBATITIZ£ 

ZM ncNay I ZM noyoe1N' MN nMooy noyoe1N A£ I ne nXPICMA 

15 N£ YN <!JOMT' NH£1 MMA II Ntnpocl)>opA ZN e1epocoJ1.yMa Tioyja' 

20 

25 

JO 

JS 

•p. 701 

( 118 L.l 

e qoy£N e naMNT£ e yMoyTe epoq' I xe neToyaae TIK£OyA 

eqoyHN' £TICAIPHC £ yMOYT£ epoq X£ TI£TOyAAB.MjTI£-

TOyAAB TIMAZ�OMT' eq'oyHN aNna£1BT£ £ yMoyT£ epoq X£ ne

Toyaae I NN£Toyaae nMA £<Y�f£ napx1epe y(c) I ewK' ezoyN £May' 

oya(A)<:1 TIBAITTICMA I TI£ TIH£1 £ToyAAB [n](?�(T)e TI£Toyaae I 

MneToyaae TI£T[oya)A� NN£Toyaae' II TI£ TINYM«l>WN n[eaTIT1]-

(?MA oymaq' I MMAy NTANAcTac;:(1c MN TI)cwTe £TIC(!JIT£ ZM 

nNyM'l)>wN [t:TIN]yM'l)>wN A£ I ZM neTxoce epo[ . ... )�[ 1.� Joo .. I 

KNAZ£ AN' £T�q( ..... l:�1:1 I .... I II N£ Nf:T(YJ\.HJ\. 1 ..... !�· 1•4. 

•.••• )je1epocoJ1.yM� I .... 9.·1.0 ..•. e1epo)lcoJ1.yMA £ Y<YI ....... . 

e1epoco)IJ1.YMA e yi,w�IT .... ! 1.'l:·!J ..... ) I Nae, eToyMoy[Te epooy 

xe neToy]Uaae NN£ToyaAB I ......... nKa]ITaneTACMA nwz 

K�[ ... f·.9 .•.. )jnacToc e, MH e1Kw� ( .. 6_'1:·� ... 
£T)*(M n]ca NTn(e] £T(B)� (n)�e•' AIT£(jKATAjn£TACMA n�(z] 

�•M nca NTTI£ <YA I TICA MTIITN N£ <Y<Y£ rap ezoe1Ne I x1M 

I I i.e. ZI E:IAA. 

I H epo4 : 4 written over era,ure of y oyAAB M: M altered from N 2J ,im. resl. 
Krause: cf. 69:26 24 n£

0

T(oya(A(! read in photographs: for 1he restoration cf. 
69:20-21 25 cf. 69:22 26 resl. Schenke ( .. Jund die)""). Barns 27 (enN)yMcl>WN 
sim. Krause: cf. 69:26-27 (E:nCf.!lTE:): (nN('l:'Mcl>WN ,im. Till 2H epo( . . . )N( \'1, Joo .. 
pap.: of �- superlin. slroke i, definite. N reslored: reading of pap. prob. was nol 
(K)ooye 29 l:wi:i: �- or else �: n. or el,e ! £TE:4('ze NE:T'):wn (ero4) ,im. re,1. 
henberg� JO )zN oynNA MN oyME: zN) Schenke ('"(in Geis! und Wahrhei1)""). cf. John
4:2J iv nv£11µ0:n Kai aAl]0E1c;t JI-J2 )oyN ZOE:INE: zN e1epo)lcoAyMA sim. res1. Isen
berg� J2 E:Y!IJ(AHA zpa"i zN e1epoco) Schenke ("! ""die )Lwar in) Jerusalem""): E:y(IJ(AHA
MMATE: ZN eI£poco) henberg� -�J CSW(IJ(T ATMNTE:PO NMnHyE:( lsenberg2: CSW!IJ(T A€ 
AMMycTHp10N) Schenke 34 re,t. Schenke (""genanm werden: Das Hei lige der Heili
gen"'). lsenberg2: cf. 69:20--21. 69:25: MOy(TE: E:pooy .XE: NE:Toy)AAB Till J6-J7 K�-
1 _Kc9• UnacToc E:IMH: a negative con,truction i, expec1ed: "�(oya AN ne nN)lnacToc 
sim. Schenke• 70: I E:T(e)e (n)a.£1' ,im. Isenberg n£4: 4 altered from false start of 
K 2 nw( : or ebe n�) nf.!l)Z) Schenke c· 1erri" · ·1. Till 
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through ' the spirit. When we were begotten we were united. None ' can 

see himself either in water or in 10 a mirror without light. Nor again can you 

(sg.) ' see in light without water or mirror. 'For this reason it is fitting to 

baptize in the two, ' in the light and the water. Now the light ' is the 

chrism. 

There were three buildings specifically for 15 sacrific� in Jerusalem. The 

one ' facing west was called ' ··the holy." Another facing ' south was 

called "the holy of ' the holy." The third facing 20 east was called "the 

holy ' of the holies," the place where only the high priest ' enters. Bap

tism' is "the holy" building. Redemption is "the holy' of the holy." 

"The holy of the holies., 2s is the bridal chamber. Baptism includes' the 

resurrection [and the] redemption; the redemption ' (takes place ) in the 

bridal chamber. But the bridal chamber ' is in that which is superior to 

[ ... ] ' you (sg.) will not find [ ... ] :io are those who pray [ ... ] ' 

Jerusalem. [ ... ] ' Jerusalem who [ ... ] ' Jerusalem, [ ... ] ' those called 

''the holy 35 of the holies" [ ... the] 'veil was rent ( ... ] 'bridal chamber 

except the image [ .. . ] 70 above. Because of this its ' veil was rent from 

top to' bottom. For it was fitting for some' from 

69:29 possihly. not find [anything like] ii. [Those who are familiar wilh ii) 

69:31-33 possihly, [There are some in] Jerusalem who (pray inl Jerusalem, [looking 

1owards the kingdom of heaven] 
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5 nca MmTN NCEBWK' Enca N'TnE II 

NENTazt z1woy ..::inTEJ\.EION NoyloEIN MapoyNay EPOOY NCS1 Nb.y-

NalM1c ayw May<yEMaZTE MMooy oyla b.E Nat z1wwq' M-

moyoEIN ZM I nM yCTHPION ZM nzWTP 

10 NE M'nE T'ffcz1ME nwrx Ect>ooyT NECNaMoy I aN nE MN 

4>ooyT' nEqnwrx NTaq'lcywnE NapxH ..::inMoy b.1a TOyTo I 

anExpc El XEKaac nnwpx NTazlcywnE x1N' cyopn" EqNacEzwq 

15 EpaTq' II naJ1.1N' NqzoTpoy ..::incNay ayw NENITazMoy ZM nnwpx' 

EqNat Nay NNoylwNz NqzoTpoy cyapE TCZIME b.E I ZWTP anEczaE 1  

20 zpa"i ZM nnacToc I NENTazwTP b.E ZM nnacToc oyKEIIT1 cENa-

nwrx' b.la TOyTo aE yza I nwpx' aab.aM XE NTaczwTp Ep oq' I aN 

ZM nna�f To]c 

T'l'YXH Nab.aM' NITaccywnE �[e]oJ\. ZNNOYNlqE nEclzWTP nE 

25 nry[N)� ry[E]N'TayTaaq Naq' N TE TEqMaay ay(q1) �TEq'q,yxH 

ayt I Naq' NNoy[nNA E)nEcMa En El Nl:APEq'zwif [aqx)� NZN-

cyaxE E y  xolcE' aNb.yNa[M1c] � ypeacKaNE EPoq I [ .... ]px 
30 I. �•:-2 •• z)WTP MnNE yMall[TIK .. ]y[. ]a[ ..... ]KH TEeHn' AYl-

1 •..•• ! 1 _'11 ••••• l�EICSE NCS I nEI[ ...... . ..... ]<? Nay oyaay I

I ..•........ n]�cToc <91Na I [ .. ..... .... J. oy 

70:6 MAPOYNAy: Sah. M£yNAy . 7-8 OYA A£ NAt ZIWW(j: i.e. C£NAt A£ z1woy . 
9 i.e. f;Nf; Mn£-. 16--17 i.e. NoyWNZ. 19 i.e. Nf:NTAZZWTP. 
23 i.e. ZN OYNl(j£. 26 i.e. NoynNA. 

6 prob. emend to MAyNAy (thus Schenke 1··sehen nicht"), Till with hesitation): also 
possible is MAOyNAy (thus Nagel §41b, with hesitation) 7-8 expected is e.g. noyA A£ 
noyA NAt 9 zwTji N£M' written over erasure of M yCTHPION 

12 NAPXH to TOyTo written over erasure of uN <11orn £4NAC£zw4 £ (cf. 70: 14) 13 
Anexpc to NTAZ written over erasure of PAT4' nAll.lN N4z0Tpoy MnCNAY (cf. 70: 14-15) 

24 i:ile)N'TAyTAA4 : T(£]N'TACTAA4 em. Schenke 25-26 for the restorations cf. 
OnO,-gW/d 115:9-11 25 Ay[ .] read in photographs: one full letter space in lacuna 
(insufficient space to restore (wz) ) : rest. Schenke-1 ("man [nahm) '') 26 rest. Schenke 
("(Geist] an ihrer Stelle"') 27 rest. Schenke ("[sagte er]"), Isenberg 29-30 poss. restore 
(Ayno)px(4' £T£4Z )WTP MnN£YMAU[TIKH] (or? n£4- ... MnN£YMATIKON): (Aynw]px(' N
T't>INZ]wTji MnN£y MAn[T1KH) Schenke' ("( siel tren[nten diese) ge1st[ige Verjeinigung"'), sim. 
Schenke4 30 )y(: or else )�[ [ - - - o)y[A ]A( y - - - J Schenke4 : cf. 70:32 31 for� 
can also be read �. � or y 
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below to go upward. 5 

The powers do not see ' those who are clothed in the perfect light, ' and 

consequently are not able to detain them. 'One will clothe himself in this 

light ' sacramentally in the union. 

If the •0 woman had not separated from the man, she would not die I with 

the man. His separation became ' the beginning of death. Because of this 

' Christ came to repair ' the separation which was from the beginning 15 

and again unite the two, and to give life to those ' who died as a result of the 

separation ' and unite them. But the woman is united ' to her husband in 

the bridal chamber. ' Indeed those who have united in the bridal chamber 

will 20 no longer be separated. Thus Eve' separated from Adam because it 

was not in the bridal chamber' that she united with him. 

The soul of Adam' came into being by means of a breath. The 'partner 

of his soul is the spirit. His mother 25 is the thing that was given to him. 

His soul was taken from him and ' replaced by a (spirit]. When 'he was 

united (to the spirit), (he spoke] words incomprehensible' to the powers. 

They envied him ' [ ... ] spiritual partner 30 [ ••• ] hidden ' [ ... ] oppor

tunity ' [ ... ] for themselves alone ' [ ... ] bridal chamber so that ' [ ... ] 

70:29 possibly, [and they severed him from his female) spiritual panner 



35 
*p. 711
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5 
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a1c 6WAn' II [e:Bo "- ..... ne:10Jp.b.ANHc TITI"- HIIPWMA. NTMNTe )�-
o NMnHye ne(N)l[Tay.xnoq zla Te:ZH MTITHP(I na'*A1N ay-
xnoq' n[e:NTA.l·n·[ol�cij N(!JO�[nl I TIA.A.IN A.YTOZCij n[e:N)'-
TA.yCOTij TIA.ll,.IN A.(jCWTE: 

E:1.!JXE: 1.!JIJJE: e.xw NoylMYCTHPION A TIE:IWT' MTITHP(j' ZWTP II A.T'-
napee:NOC NTA.ZE:1 A.TIITN ayw I ayKwT' p oyo e:1N' epoq' M<l>ooy 
E:TMIMay A.(16WAn' e:BOA MTIN06 MnacToc I e:TBe nae I neqcw-

10 MA. NTA.(IUJWTie I M<l>o oy E:TMMay aqe:1 e:BOA ZM nnaUcToc Nee M-
ne:N'TA.ZIJJWTIE: e:BOA I ZM ITNyt-t<1>1oc MN TNYM<l>H TA.'le:1 TE: ee a 1c 
Tezo MTITHP4' epaTq' I zpa"i NZHTq' e:Bo A ZITN Nae:1 ayw' I UJUJE: 

15 e:Tpe noya noya NMMA.SHTHC II MOOIJJE: ezoyN' e:Te:4'aNa nayc1c I 
A.A. .b.A.M' UJWTIE: £BO"- ZN napee:Noc I CNTe e:Bo A ZM nnNa ayw 

e:BoA' I ZM ITKA.Z ;;;:inapee:No.c E:TBE: nae• I ay xne nexc e:BOA ZN 
20 oynapee:Noc II .xe:Ka ac nec"-OOTe NTA.ZUJWTie I ZN Tezoye:1Te 

eqN�[c )�zwq epaTq' I 
oyN UJHN' cNay �':IT (zl� nnAPA.b.1lcoc noya xne �[H-

25 p10N) noya xne I pwMe A.A .b.A.M' o [ywM) �BO"- ZM ITUJH(N) II N-
Tazxne eHr'1[0N A.4UJlwne NeHIPION aqxne eH[PION e]TBE: na'i
cefpce:Becee a N�[HPION N6)! N(lJ':l�� I NA..b.A.M ITUJH[N •• ?'�?-.1 ! I?

7/ :6 i.e. AyKWZT. 14 i.e. NMMA0HTHC. 

35 [esoJ\. z1 MHP Mne1o)PAANHc Menard 36 resl. Schenke ("das nAtj(proµa des] 

Himmelreiches"). Till 37 [TayJmo4 z)a resl. Isenberg (cf. 71:1-3): [H,Z<!lwne z)a 

resl. Schenke ("das. (was) vor .. . war"), Till 

7/ :21 (c)�zw4: copyis1 firs! erroneously wrote c�zws. !hen added 4 above Bas a correc-

lion, but neglected to cancel B res1. Schenke ( .. wieder in Ordnung bringe"), sim. Till 

221:'i:tT : deciphered by Schenke4 (z)� : M is definite. superlin. stroke restored 23 
�[ : or else �I �(Hp10NI: cf. 7 I :25-26 24 o(ywM): cf. 71 :31-32 25 rest. de 

Catanzaro ( ••0tjp(1ov and) became"), Till: cf. on 71 :23 26 cf. on 7 I :23 27 �[: or

else �I 'l)':'l:'e : deciphered by Schenke3 ("(Kinder]"). Schenke4 : cf. 72:2-3 28-29 
expected is n'!,IH[N - - - oyWM - - - Ju,pnoc: TT'!,IH(N NTA AAAM oyeM ne4))Kapnoc is 

palaeographically unlikely (loo long for available space) 
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Jesus appeared 35 [ ••• ] Jordan-the ' [fullness of the kingdom] of

heaven. He who ' [was begotten] before everything 71 was begotten 

anew. He [who was] once [anointed] 'was anointed anew. He who was 

redeemed' in turn redeemed (others). 

Indeed, one must utter a ' mystery. The father of everything united 5 

with the virgin who came down, and ' a fire shone for him on that day. ' He 

appeared in the great bridal chamber. ' Therefore, his body came into 

being' on that very day. It left the bridal chamber 10 as one who came into 

being ' from the bridegroom and the bride. So ' Jesus established every

thing ' in it through these. ' It is fitting for each of the disciples 15 to enter 

into his rest. ' 

Adam came into being from two virgins. ' from the spirit and from ' the 

virgin earth. Christ, therefore, ' was born from a virgin 20 to rectify the fall 

which ' occurred int the beginning. ' 

There are two trees growing in Paradise. 'The one bears [animals]. the 

other bears ' men. Adam [ate] from the tree 25 which bore animals. [He] 

became an animal, ' and he brought forth animals. For this reason ' the 

children of Adam worship [animals]. 'The tree [ ... ] ' 

70:35 possibly, [at the shore of the) Jordan 

71 :3 in turn redeemed (others): or, in turn was redeemed 



30 

35 
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..•.. 111<.A pnoc ne r:r[ •••• ! 1.-�3 ...•.. ) H nAE' AYA�[ AE' •• !�· !2 •• 

..•.. JloywM' Mn[ ••••. !�·1.5 .••..•• ] I urnoc ivi�[ .••.. !�·!4 ..•. 
• . 11.xno NPPWM� l- ... !�-�2- •••. ]l<!JT' ivinpwMe �[- .•• ?·. 11 .•••. ] II
nNOYTE TA ME!€: nP'!l[ME .1:3• ppw]*Me TAMEJE: n(N]oy (T)E TAE I 
TE ee ZM n1<.oc!Moc ENP'!l[M]� TAMI E NOyTe Ayw ceoyjw qJT' NN<;>Y-
TAMIO NE <!J<!JE ETPE NNoyjTe oyw<!)T' NPPWME 

5 Nee ecqJ oon' MffMoc N6 1 TA-'H0EIA NNZBHye MnpwjMe <!JAY<!) wne 
E BO-' ZN Teq'AYNAMIC I ETBE OAe: 1 ce:MoyTe epooy .xe NAYINA
MIC NE(jZBHYE NE NE(l'<!JHPE NTAYl<!Jwne E BO-' ZN oyANAnAy-

10 CIC ETBE H n AE , TE(IAYNAMIC pno"neyecee I ZPA "i zN Neq-
zBHye ETANAnAyc,c AE I oyoNz E BO"- zpA"i ZNN<!JHPE Ay-
w' I KNAZE enAEI' eq.xwTe <!JAZPA°i e:011<.w(N) I AYW OAE I ne nrwMe 

15 NZIKONIKOC ff €:(jE I PE NNEtjZBHYE E BO,'. ZN T€:(j60M' I E BO,'. A€: ZN ANA
OAYCIC eq.xno NNeq'l<!JHPE 

ZM nee: 11<.OCMOC NZMZA-' r1zynHpe:Te1 NE-'eyeepoc ZN TMNITEPO 
20 NM�Hye NE-'eyeepoc NAPII A 1A 1<.0N[e1] NNZMZA-' NNQ)HPE Ml-

nNyMc)>[w)� �[A]PAIAKONEI NN<!JHIPE MOrA [MOC N]<!JHPE MnNyM'-
c)>wN I OY PAN oy[wT ne]Te oyNTAY'I' TANAlnAyc,c' e[y z, N]oye-

72: 18 i.e. NNEhEyeeroc. 20-2 1 i.e. Nl!JHre MTTNYMcl>W N. 23 i.e. NOyWT. 24 i.e. NEye
rHy. 

29 i:r[ read from small. ambiguous trace 29-30 prob. [ - - - eTBeJ U nae1 ry[l!JHN NeH
r10N ETBE] I nae1 Schenke ("[der Tier-Baum.] Des[wegen]"), sim. Menard. bul 
unlikely 30 '!J[: or else w[ can be read rest. Schenke ("wurde . . .  zahlreich"), Till, 
wilh hesilation 30-34 "wurden [die Sunden] zahl[reich. Halle er] die [Frucht (KapmS�) 
des anderen Baumes) gegessen-[d.h. die) Frucht vom [Baum des Lebens-der] (zu) 
Mensch[en) macht, [wurden die Gotter) den Menschen [vere]hren:· rest. Schenke3, ? i.e. 
AYAl!J[Ae1 N6"1 NNOBE E NE A<d\oywM Mn[Karnoc MTTKEl!)HN n}Karnoc Mt:J[l!JHN' MnwNz' 
neT]l.xno NrrwM� [Ne NNOyTE: Naoyw]ll!JT' MnrwMe 3 I prob. Mn[Karnoc - - - I: cf. 
7 I :32 32 ry[ : or else i:![ 34 � : or else i:, 1:4, \, �- �- � or ry; superlin. stroke 
restored 72 :2 r'!)[ : or else r'!ll 

5 Nll"l : 6" altered from 1 {N}NzBHye em. de Catanzaro. Barns (wi1h new paragraph 
beginning here). poss. rightly: or poss. NN for N (cf. on 72:20) 16 OYANAnayc1c is 
expected (poss. emend thus) 

23 rest. Schenke ("haben ein [und denselben] Namen") 
sky Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 25 ( 1939) 111 n. 

24 rest. Layton : cf. Polot-

Library of Ruslan Khazarzar 
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fruit is [ ... ] 30 increased [ ... ) ' ate the [ ... ] ' fruit of the [ ... 1 ' bears 

men, I ... ] ' man. I ... ] 35 God created man. ( ... men] 72 create God. 

That is the way it is in the world- ' men make gods and worship ' their 

creation. It would be fitting for the gods' to worship men! 

Surely 5 what a man accomplishes ' depends on his abilities. 1 For this 

reason we refer to one's accomplishments as ' "abilities." Among his 

accomplishments are his children. They' originate in a moment of ease. 10 

Thus his abilities determine ' what he may accomplish, but this ease ' is 

clearly evident in the children.' You will find that this applies directly to 

the image. 'Here is the man made after the image 15 accomplishing things 

with his physical strength, 'but producing his children with ease. ' 

In this world the slaves ' serve the free. In the 'kingdom of heaven the 

free will 20 minister to the slaves: the children of I the bridal chamber will 

minister to the children ' of the marriage. The children of the bridal 

chamber ' have [just one] name: rest.' [Altogether] 
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25 PH Y CEPXPEIA AN II��! �Pl;![' E YNTAY] TE0EWPEIA MMAy I [ • �'-7. l-

et,[ . . 5.'11 • •• ]�Hc1c zNzoyo NE I [ .•..•...... ]c1A ZN NETZN 

n'll ........... ]N NEooy NNEII ........... )«;: MMooy AN 

30 NEIi[ ... ....... B)WI(' EmTN EnMol[oy •.• �•�, •••• ] EBO"-' E(lNA-

coT(l' I [ •••• ?� . ... 11<.' EBO"- NISI NEN'TAZI[ ••• 6.½ ••• ] zM

ITE(jPAN ITE.XA(j rAp I [.XE TAE I  TE e]E ENA.XWI<.' EB01'. N.t.. 11<.(A1)-

*ocyNH NIM' 

NETJ,(W t-:tMoc XE CENAIMoy N<gopn' Ayw CE��:woy N [ND CE!Pn.>..A-

NAC0E E YTM.x 1 N<!JOPn' NTANAICTAc1c E yoNz E Y<!JAMoy CENA.XI 

TAEI TE eE ON E y.xw MMoc ElnBAITTICMA E y.xw MMOC 

XE oyNOIS f nE neAnTICMA 

4>11'.ITTITOC nAITOCT01'.0C ITEIXA(j xe "iwcH4>' nZAM'<ge:' A<.jTWISE 

10 l'illNoynAPA.t..E1coc .XE NE(IPXPEIA NZNf<!JE EzoyN' ETE(I'-

TEXNH NTOl.l nENITAZTAMIO MITCTAypoc EBO"- ZN Nf<!JHN NTA(l'To-

15 ,:soy Ayw ITE(jlSPOIS NE(l'IO<!JE AnENTA(jTOIS(j' NE nE(jlSPOIS ITE II 

IHC ITTWISE .t..e: ne nt:c-foc A"-"-A n<gH(N) I MnwNz ZN TMHTE M-

nnAPA.ll.Ercoc I Ayw TBEN.XOE1T' NTA TTEXPEICMA CJ)wtne EBO"-' N-

ZHTC EB01'. ZITOOT(j' ATAINACTACIC 

20 nEEIKOCMOC oyAM1<.w1lwc nE NI<.€ NIM' ETO YWM' MMooy t zpA"i 

NZHT(l' CEM<?IYI zwoy oN' TA1'.Hee1tA oyAMWNZ Te ETBE nAe 1 

MN 1'.AAY I ZN NET'CON(!J ZN :[Mt:) t:,l�MOY NTA IC I€ I EBO"- ZM ITMA 

25 E[TM)M�Y Ayw A(IEIIINE NZNTP04>H EB<?"- MMAY Ayw NEIToyw<g 

Aqt NAY !Noy]w!Nzl .x�[KAAC) I NNOYMOY 

73 :9-10 i.e. N oynArA.AE:ICOC. 
19 i.e. oyoyAM- (de Catanzaro emend, thus). 20 Sah. NKA. E:Toyu>M: i.e. E:Toyoyu>M. 

22 i.e. oyoyAM-. 27 Sah. NNE:yMoy. 

25 i:ixi �PB deciphered by Layton: i:i- or else M orB"; x. or else tp. �-<?•<::or z; 1. or else� or 
�:�-or else£. e. <?or<::: or else� (no superlin. siroke wa, writlen above this lefter) rest. 
Layton: aho possible i, zr�I' oyNT AYI 26 (. �Yj -1«!>1 .• �•1 .. I read in photographs: c;,. 
or else'!' or t I�: also possible is£.<? or<:: I - - - A1c]�Hc1c sim. rest. Kasser 

31 re�t. Till. with hesitation 32 poss. restore I - - - .l!.u>)K' £BOA (thus Schenke) 33 
(.l!.1 B AnTICMAJ rest. Kas,er 34 rest. Till: cf. Matt 3:15 o ·111aoiic; £1rc£v autci'J· iiQ)E<; aptt· 
outw<; yap rcpircov i:ativ iiµi'v rc1..11pioom rciiaav 01Kmoauv11v 72:34-73:1 N.Alk,'locyNH 
pap. 

73:2 UNDcancelled by the copyist 
I 8-19 sci I. £BOA ztToOT<J ATANACTACIC 19u>n£ (de Ca1anLaro. Barns emend thus) 

23 sim. rest. Till: .ilso possible is Tine) 26 rest. Schenke (" Leben. (damit)'" ). sim. Till 
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they need take no (other) 25 form [because they have] contemplation, ' 

[ ... ]. they are numerous' [ ... ) in the things' [ ... ] the glories' [ ... ) 

Those 30 [ ••• go] down into the water. ' [ ... ] out (of the water), will 

consecrate ' [ ... ] they who have ' [ ... ] in his name. For he said, ' 

"[Thus] we should fulfill all 73 righteousness" (Matt 3:15). 

Those who say they will 'die first and then rise 'are in error. If they do 

not first receive the ' resurrection while they live, when they die they will 

receive nothing. 5 So also when speaking about' baptism they say, "Bap

tism' is a great thing," because if people receive it they will' live. 

Philip the apostle ' said, ··Joseph the carpenter planted 10 a garden 

because he needed wood ' for his trade. It was he who ' made the cross 

from the 'trees which he planted. His own offspring hung 'on that which 

he planted. His offspring was 15 Jesus and the planting was the cross." But 

the tree ' of life is in the middle of the garden. ' However, it is from the 

olive tree' that we get the chrism, and from the chrism, 'the resurrection. 

This world is a corpse-eater. 20 All the things eaten 'in it themselves die 

also. Truth ' is a life-eater. Therefore no one ' nourished by [truth] will 

die. It was' from that place that Jesus came and brought 25 food. To those 

who 'so desired he gave [life. that] 'they might not die. 

72:33 possibly, [received baptism] in his name 
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A nN[oyn: '(,] .. e N9[ynApA]IAe1coc AITP'!)[Me •• 7�8 • . • •  

nApA]IAe1coc oyN z[ •.• ?-) <!'I; .••• <!Jo]Uon' MN zMn[ •• ! I.'lr!3 ••
•.... ] I MnNoyTe zB [ •... }��-! 2 •••• ]!Me NeTNZHT[q •. ?Y.>-} ! ..

• . • e]lt oywqJ mnAPA�[e,coc ne nMA e]IToyNA.xooc NA£! .x� 

[ .... oywM] II MnAe1 H MNoywM' t:t[nAe1 Nee eTK]*oywqJ 

ITA.€1 
nqJHN NT'lrNwc,c neTMMAY A qMoyT' AA. A M  neje1MA A£ n<!)HN' 
NTrNwc,c AqTNze nrwl!Me nNoMoc Ne nr.yHN ne oyN t.OM' I M-
M0'-1 N'-It TrNwc,c t::1nneTNANoyq' I MN neeooy oyTe MIT€'-l.ll. A6£ 

epoq zM I nneeooy oyTe Mneq'KAA q  ZM nneTNAINoyq A.ll..ll. A 

10 A qTA MIO NOYMOY NN€NTAZIIOYWM' €B0.ll. NZHTq' zM nTpeq.xooc 
fAP I .xe oywM' nAe1' MNoywM' nAe1 AqqJwjne NAPXH' MnMoy 

nxpe1cMA qo N.Xojerc eneAITTICMA eeo.ll. rA p ZM nx prcMA I Ay-

15 MOYT€ epoN' .XE: XPICTIA NOC €TB€ II nBAITTICMA A N' 
MOYT€ t::nejx"c E:TB€ ITXPICMA AITE:IWT' fAP' TWZC I MIT<!)H-

AIT<!)HP€ A.€ TWZC NATTOCTOj.ll.OC A NAITOCTO.ll.OC A.€ 
20 TAZCN neNjTAyTozcq' oyNTeq' TTTHP'-1' MMAy 

NACTA c1c noyoe1N nec-f!oc' I nnNA eToyAAB' Ane1wT' t NA'-1 M-
nA je, zM nN y[M]cl>wi:,i Aq.x, Aqcgwnt:: Nt.1 I TTE:IWT' zB n�[H]l;'e 
A yw TT<!JHP€ ZM nerlwT' 

35 Sah. ;;inpoyWM. 74: I i.e. oyeM (oyWM N- em. de Catanzaro). NKE: Sah. NKA. 3-4
i.e. ;;inee1MA (de Catanzaro emends thus). 11 oyWM ... oyWM: i.e. oyeM . .. oyeM. MN-: 
Sah. ;;inp-. 

17 i.e. TEZC N- or Twzc NN- (Till emends thus). 

27 .. e : second letter trace can be read�-"· y. ":I (followed by (11) or poss.� 9(: or 
else <:I 28 '!)[ : or else l\ll 28-29 anrl!)[Me 19wne ZM nnara]IAe1coc rest. Schenke 
("Der Mensch [ wohnte in dem n:apa)6E1cm� .. ): anrl!)[ME A£ 1,wr1> ;;innara]1Ae1coc sim.
Isenberg. with hesitation 31 zi:i: M is definite. superlin. stroke restored 31-32 e.g. 
I - - - nrw]IME NET: also possible is ( - - - ] I MEN ET 32-33 NZHT(<l tNaoyoMoy tiee 
e]ltoyw19 Kasser: cf. 73:34-74: I 33 rest. Schenke ("dieser n:apa(OEICJO� isl der On,
woj'"). Till 34 prob. restore [AAAM oyWMj 34-35 for the resloration cf. 74: 11 35
MN: M written over erasure of oy rest. Isenberg: for the syntax cf. 55: 19: i-:4(nae1 tiee 
£Kl sim. Menard: i-:4(Moq tiee ETKI Schenke ("iss (es) nicht, ( wie du) willst!"), Schenke4 

74: 19 oyNT£<1': q' added above the line 
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God [ ... ] a garden. ' Man [ ... ] garden. ' There are [ ... ] 30 and 

[ ... ] ' of God. [ ... ) 'The things which are in [ ... ] ' I wish. This gar-

den [is the place where] 'they will say to me, " [ ... eat] 35 this or do not 

eat [that, just as you (sg.)] 74 wish." In the place where I will eat all 

things' is the tree of knowledge.' That one killed Adam,' but here the tree 

of knowledge made men alive. 5 The law was the tree. It has power ' to 

give the knowledge of good' and evil. It neither removed him from 'evil, 

nor did it set him in the good, ' but it created death for those who 1
0 ate of 

it. For when he said, ' "Eat this, do not eat that," it became ' the begin

ning of death. 

The chrism is superior' to baptism, for it is from the word "chrism"' 

that we have been called "Christians," certainly not because 15 of the 

word "baptism." And it is because of the chrism that "the 'Christ" has his 

name. For the father anointed 'the son, and the son anointed the apostles, 

' and the apostles anointed us. He who ' has been anointed possesses 

everything. He possesses 20 the resurrection, the light, the cross, ' the holy 

spirit. The father gave him this ' in the bridal chamber; he merely 

accepted (the gift). The father was ' in the son and the son in the father. ' 

This is [the] kingdom of heaven. 

73:28 possibly. [was put into 1hel garden 

73:32 possibly, which are in [ii I will eat as) 

73:34 possibly, [O Adam, eat) 
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K lt.hWC II A nxoe,c .xoo[c .x Je; Azoe1Ne BWK ' ETMNI Te:po NMnHy[e) 

e;ycwee; Ayw Aye ,  eBOll. I I ... )'!)l.l�AYI ... loyA XE oyXPHCT IA-

NOC I [ ... )nE�[ 1.'1� I'[ .... loN Ayw NTEyNoy' 11 ........ BWK

En)!TN Em,,ooy a 4E1 H [ ............ I<? �TTTHP 4' ETBE I 
( .... YJ� .... oyn!AirN10N nE All.l[ll.A ........ pK lt.TAct,)poNEI M-

ITEEI ITEI[ ••••• ! I_½_ •••• )N' ETMNTEPO NM l[TTH YE ...... j � 4(9AP-

K ATA<!>PON€1 II I .....• A!yw N 4<9oc4' zwc nA1rNJl[ON .... EB]<?"-

E4CWBE TEEIZE ON TE* z, noE1K ' MN nno[T!HPION MN ITNHZ I K AN 

oyN K EOYlt. E4xocE ENlt.E I 

AIT'jt(.OCMOC (ijW ITE ZN oynAPlt.ITTWMA I ITENTAZTA.Ml04 rAP' 

NE4'oyuxg' ATAIIM104' E40 NAT'TAKO Ayw NA0ANAToc I A 4ZE 

EBO"- Ayw MITE4'METE A0Ehmc I NEC<9oon' rA p AN Nil':il TMN-

TATTE:KO I MITKOCMOC ayw t NE4<9oon' AN N61 I TMNTAT'TAKO M-

10 ITEN TAZ Tlt.MIE ITKOCl!MOC c<9oon rap lt.N N61 TMNTAT'TAIKO NN-

ZBHYE Ahli.A NN'!JHPE ayw MN I oyzwe' NA(!)X I NOY MNTAT Tlt.KO 

E4TMj<9wnE NQJHPE ITETE MN 11':iOM ..a.e; MM04' I EXI nocw MA1,.ll.0N 

4NA(ijt AN 

15 nnoTHIIPrON' Mn(!Jll.Hll. oyNTA 4 Hpn' MMAY oylNTA4' Mooy E4'K H 

EZPA"i EnTynoc' MfITECN04' ETOYPEYXAPICTEI €XW 4 lt.YIW 4MOY Z 

EBO!,. ZM nnNA ETOYlt.lt.B ayfw TTlt. TTT€h €10C THP 4 PPWME nE 20-

20 TA(N) I EN'<ijANcw M ITAE, TNA x, NAN MTTTE:fll.E1oc PPWMe nMooy 

ETONZ oycwMA I nE QJQJE ETPNt z,wwN MITPWME ETONZ I ETBE 

25 n AE I El.jEI E4BHK ' EIT ITN EITMOfoy (9A 4K AK 4 AZHY (!JINA e 4NA t ITH II

z1w w 4' 

(!Jlt.PE oyzTO .XITE oy�TO 

TE I QJAPE4.xnE NOY TE 

oyjpwME <ijlt.PEQ'xne: PWME 

26 i.e. NMTIHY£. 36 T££1Z£ ON T£: Sah. T.1>.£1 T£ ee. 
75:27-28 i.e. Z£NTIA T(!l£/\££T MN Z£NK£(!1£"££T. 

oyNoy-

27 [eycJwleJ� sim. Schenke4: cf. 74:36: reading of pap. cannot have hcen eyp1Me 28 
�[ : or else read ;is[ e.g. TI£)!:[rc · - - I 29 sim. rest. Till 30 A : or else 

� [£TICA NTTI£ £1.j.XOC]� � sim. Menard 31 cf. 74:35-36 32 cf. 74:34 32-33 
nee1 ne!IToyw(!I £BWK ezoy]N rest. Kas�er 34 I - - - NAM£T£] lsenberg2• sim. 
Kasser 35 [MTITHP4 ;,.Jyw lscnberg2 36 [oN 4NA£1 £Bio" sim. Till: cf. 74:26-27 

75:8 t N£4(!1oon: emend 10 N£C(!loon (thus Till) 11-12 MN zwe 1s expected: poss. 
emend thus 

28 z�[ : or else zi,i[ 
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25 The lord said it well: "Some have entered the kingdom ' of heaven 

laughing, and they have come out' I ... '' ... ] because [ ... I a Christian, 

' [ ... ] And as soon as ' [ .. . went down into] the water he came 3o [ ••• ) 

everything (of this world), [ ... ] because ' [ ... l a trifle, but ' [ ... full of] 

contempt for this' [ ... ] the kingdom of' [heaven ... ]. If he despises 35 

[ ... ] and scorns it as a trifle, ' l ... ] out laughing. So it is also 75 with 

the bread and the cup and the oil,' even though there is another one supe

rior to these. 

The ' world came about through a mistake. ' For he who created it 

wanted to create 5 it imperishable and immortal. ' He fell short of attaining 

his desire. ' For the world never was imperishable, ' nor, for that matter, 

was' he who made the world. 10 For things are not imperishable, 'but sons 

are. Nothing ' will be able to receive imperishability if it does not ' first 

become a son. But he who has not the ability' to receive, how much more 

will he be unable to give? 

The cup 15 of prayer contains wine and ' water, since it is appointed as 

the type of ' the blood for which thanks is given. And ' it is full of the 

holy spirit, and ' it belongs to the wholly perfect man. When 20 we drink 

this, we shall receive for ourselves the perfect ' man. The living water is a 

body. 'It is necessary that we put on the living man.' Therefore, when he 

is about to go down into the water, 'he unclothes himself, in order that he 

may put on the living man. 25 

A horse sires a horse. a'' man begets man. a god ' brings forth a god. 

Compare' (the] bridegroom and the 

74:26-27 possibly, have come out [laughing) 

74:36 possibly, [he will come I out 
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1 ' I II - I 1 -1 4-5½ IH 
-

(9€ 1'.€�T AY (9W nE: E:801'. ZM nN • . . . . . ':I ...• -. . N€ MN 
I I0!h-12 ] - - [ 11½-13 ) IIOYAAI 9 ...... : ..... I €801'. ZN NZ€ ••••••••••.•• 

t9oon' Ayw A':![ ••.• !�1/;-!1 •.•. 11 €BO"- ZN N 1 oy A(A1 ••• 9.'1�-•_ I •• 

• • • 11 Nxp1cT1ANoc AK[ •••• 19-_I ! '-:2 
• • • •  )Uw AYMOyTe ANt:t:1-

1 �-6'1' 11 
' - I 5"1,-7 I * MA .• : •. -. . nrt:NOC €TCOTn Mni:,i •••• -• • • AYW nA1'.H0€1':10� 

fpwMe Ayw n(9HP€ I MnPwMt: Ayw ncnepMA Mnc.yHpt: MnPwlMt: nee,-

rt:Noc NA1'.Hee1NoN cepoNotMAZt: MMO(I' zM n1<.ocMoc t NAt: 1  Nt: 

nMA t II t:Toyc.yoon' MMAY N61  N(!JHPt: MTINYMlc)>wN 

enzwTp c.yoon' ZM net:11<.ocMoc I zooyT z, cz1Me t nMA t:T60M MN 

TMNTl6WB t ZM nA1wN 1<. eoyA ne nt:tNt: MnZWITP t:M'MoyTt: A€ epooy 

10 NN€€1PAN oyN zN ll1<. ooye A€ (90on' cexoce nAPA PAN' I NIM 

€TOYPONOMAZ€ MMOOY Ayw cetxooce enxwwpe nMA rAp 

t:Tt: oyN BIA I MMAY e yc.yoon' MMAY N61 Nt:T'coTn' I t:T60M Nt:-

15 TMMAY 1<. eoyA AN ne AYW 1<. t:IIOYA ne A1'.1'.A NTooy Mnt:cNAy 

moyA I oywT' ne nAt: 1 ne t:T(INA(91 AN ezpA"i I t:XN c)>HT' NCAP:5 

oyoN' NIM eToyNToy 1 nTHP4' MMAY (9 (9€ AN t:Tpoye1Me MIMMooy 

20 THPOY Z0€1N€ M€N € YTM€1M€ II MMOOy C€NAPATI01'.AY€ AN NN€T€ 

I oyNTAyce Nt:TAzceeo A€ epooy Ct:NAIPATI01'.AY€ MMooy 

oy MONON npwMt: I NT€1'.t:1oc C€NA�€MAZT€ AN MM04' I A1'.1'.A 

25 C€NA(9NAY €PO(j AN € Y(9ANNAY ff rAP' €PO(!' C€NA€MAZT€ M-

MO(j' NKt:PHTt: I MN oyA NAc.yxno NA4' NTee1xAp1c e • I [MH N]qt 

76:9 i.e. £NMOYT£. 16 i.e. NOYWT. £T<1NA(!ll AN: i.e. Sah. £TE: N<INA(!lE:I AN.

17 i.e. £TE: oymoy-. 18-19 i.e. £1M£ MMooy (poss. emend thus). 

cy£]�£�T' AY [ read in phot ographs K£cy£j�£�T' rest. Emmel 28-29 [cywfln£ rest.

Schenke ( "entstanden ··) 29 nN[ ...... ]�[ read in photographs (of ":I, superlin. stroke is 

definite, N i� partly preserved and indefinite) NIYMcl>wN) rest. Schenke 30-34 cf. 
62:26-35 and poss. 51 :29-52:2, 52: 15-24 30 1oy AAI: for the form cf. 62:26 9( : or

else c,I 1oyAA1C?(c ---) Kasser, but unlikely 31 z£[��HN ---1 Schenke

("Griechen"), Till: also poss. are e.g. Z£[erA1oc -- - ). ZE:[eNtKoc - -- I (cf. 51:29, 
52: 15) 34-35 AK[£r£Noc cywnE: Ay)lw rest. Schenke3 ("es {emstand) ein and[eres

Geschlecht; u]nd'"). sim. Kasser 35 N££IMA[1:.Ar1oc .x£] rest. Isenberg: N££1MA[£INOYT£

.xt:J Schenke3 ("diese (Gott]lieb[en)den") 36 n�(oyTt: - • - J Schenke4 : n�[oyT£ E:ToNz]

lsenberg2 

MA· 'here"' 

76:4 t ... t: poss. emend to NA£1 NE: MMA (Layton), cf. Subachmimic NNE:£1-

6-7 cyoon . .. NZOOYT z1 cz1M£ em. Schenke ("besteht ... <aus> Mann und

Weib") 7-8 t TIMA £T'5OM ... ISWB t prob. corrupt: poss. emend to TIMA £TE: TISOM M

MAy MN TMNTISWB. or TIMA NTISOM MN TMNTISWB (Layton): £OMA NTISOM MN TMNTISWB em. 

Schenke ( "anstelle der Kraft und der Schwache") 16 expected i� £TNAcy1: poss. emend 

thu� 

26 MN oyA NA(!l: cf. 82:24 
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[bride]. They have come' from the [ ... ). 30 No Jew ( ... ) 'from ( ... ) ' 

has existed. And [ ... ] ' from the Jews. [ ... ] ' Christian(s) [ ... ] -15 

these ( ... ] are referred to as ' '' the chosen people of [ ... ] '' 76 and '' the 

true man" and "the son of' man" and "the seed of the son of man."' 

This true race is renowned ' in the world. . .. that 5 the sons of the bridal 

chamber dwell. 

Whereas in this world the union ' is one of husband with wife-a case 

of strength complemented by I weakness(?)-in the eternal realm (aeon) 

the form of the union 'is different, although we refer to them by the same 

names. There are 10 other names, however; they are superior to every name ' 

that is named and are 'stronger than the strong. For where there is a show 

of strength, ' there those who excel in strength appear. ' These are not 

separate things, 15 but both of them are this one ' single thing. This is the 

one which will not be able to rise 'above the heart of flesh. 

Is it not necessary for all those who possess 'everything to know them

selves? ' Some indeed, if they do not know 20 themselves, will not enjoy 

what they ' possess. But those who have come to know themselves will ' 

enjoy their possessions. 

Not only ' will they be unable to detain the perfect man, 'but they will 

not be able to see him, for if they see him 25 they will detain him. There is 

no other way' for a person to acquire this quality except' by putting 

75:29 possibly, from the [bridal chamber! 

75:35 possibly, these [blessed ones) 

76:4-6 possibly. It is here 1hat 1he sons of 1he bridal chamber dwell 

76:7-8 text corrupt 
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z(1)wwq M n TeAe10N' Noyoe1N I [Ayw ) Nqcyw[ne z )�w q NTeAel-

30 ON oyol(e1N ne)�"f�[z' TAAq'] �•wwq' (jNABWK' II 
[ ..... ! 1.½ ..... I nAeI ne n TeAe1o(N) 11 •.... 1?�2 •••••• ] 

eTpNcywne NI[ ............ ]we eM'TTA TNe I el( ........... ] ne-

35 TA[z]x 1 TT THP(j' I I .......... I ANeelMA (jNA<!)PII[ .. !'(1 .... 11:lMA 

*p. 771 ETMMAY A A AA (jNAI[ .... TME](?OTH C ZW C ATXWK' EBOA * MONON 
( 125L.) 1 c cooy N t:1n TeAoc M nAe1 I 

n rwMe eTOYAA B qoyAA B THP(j' <!)AZIPA"i eneq'cwMA 

5 rAp' i-inoIe1K' (jNAA(j' eq'oyAAB' H TTTTOTHPION' II H TTKeceene 

THP(j' eT(j X I  MMooy eq'I Toy Bo MMooy AYW nwc (jNA Toy Bo I AN 

MTTKECWMA 

Nee NTA IC XWK' EBOA I MTTMooy MTT BATT TICMA TAEI TE ee 

10 All'lnwzT' eBOA' MTTMoy eTBe nAeI TNBHK' II MEN emTN 

enMooy TNBHK Ae AN I emTN enMoy <!)INA xe Noy nAZ TN I eBOA 

ZM TTTTNA MTTKOCMOC ZOTAN I E(j<!)ANNl(je <!)APe(j'Te Tnpw cywne 

15 TTTTNA eTOYAA B ZOTAN' eq'cyANNl(je II <!)Ape T<!)AMH cywne' 

neTeyNTA(j' MIMAY NTrNwc 1c NTMe oyeAeyeeroc I ne neAey-

eeroc .Ae MA(jP NOBe neltre rAp MTTNOBe nzMZA A MTTNOBe I 

20 ne TMAAY Te TA AH0EIA TrNW CIC .Ae II net TT TW T' Ne-

TECTO NAY AN AP NOBe I enKocMoc Moy Te epooy xe eAeylee-

poc NAeI eTcTo NAY AN AP NOBE I TrNwc1c NTAAHee1A x,ce N-

25 ZH T' eTe I nAeI ne ceIpe MMooy NeAeyeepoc II AYW c Tpoyx 1ce 

enMA THPll' TArA nH I Ae KW T' neTAZP eAeyeeroc Ae z 1I TN 

TrNwcIc llO NZMZA A eT Be TArAl nH NNAe1 eM'TTA Toy cy qI ezrAJ [NTe)I-

28 i.e. NT£1\£10N Noyoe1N. 33 Sah. n£TNa.Ju-. 34 AN££1Ma.: Sah. ene£1Ma.. 
77: I I Sah. NN£ynAZTN. 
13 Sah. (!IAllTP£-. 
17-18 i.e. n£T£1P£. 
20 Sah. NET£ Ne- . .. AN.

28 (a.ywJ Nlj(!IW(ne zl'!)Wll read in photographs 28-29 oyol(e1N - - - I rest. Till I - - -

neli:i"!"�(l'Ta.a.q'I Emmel <t:1"!" read in photograph,) 30 (ezoyN' £T'MNT£Pol sim. rest. 
Kasser: (ezoyN' enoyo£1N'I ,im. rest. Menard: (EnMa. £TMMa.y £TEI Schenke-' (""[zu 
jenem Ort. der("") 31 (Noyo£1N' a.yw '!1'!1£1 sim. Menard: (Noyoe1N' na.£1 '!1'!1£1 sim. 
Kasser 31-32 Nl(T£1\£1oc PPWM£ nANTlwc rest. Isenberg�: Nj(lHTll nANTH nANTjwc 
similarly restored by Kasser 32-33 prob. restore el(eol\ lM nKocMoc I : cf. 66:21-22. 
86:11- 12 (thus Schenke "[aus dem Kooµoc;I."" Till) 33 [zD cancelled by the 
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on the perfect light ' [and] he too becoming perfect light. ' He who has 

[put it] on will enter .io [ ••• ]. This is the perfect ' [ ... ] that we [ ... ] 

become ' [ ... ] before we leave ' I ... ]. Whoever receives everything ' 

[ ... I hither [ ... ] be able 35 [ ••• ] that place, but will ' [ ... the middle]

as imperfect. 77 Only Jesus knows the end of this person. ' 

The priest is completely holy, down' to his very body. For if he has 

taken the bread, ' he will consecrate it. Or the cup 5 or anything else that he 

gets,' he will consecrate. Then how will he not consecrate' the body also? 

By perfecting' the water of baptism, Jesus 'emptied it of death. Thus 

we do go 10 down into the water, but we do not go 'down into death in order 

that we may not be poured ' out into the spirit of the world. When ' that 

spirit blows, it brings the winter. ' When the holy spirit breathes, 15 the 

summer comes. 

He who has ' knowledge of the truth is a free man, ' but the free man 

does not sin,' for "he who sins is the slave of sin" (John 8:34). 'Truth is 

the mother, knowledge 20 the father. Those who think that sinning does not

apply to them ' are called "free" by the world. ' "Knowledge" of the 

truth merely "makes' such people arrogant" (I Cor 8: 1 ), which 'is what 

the words "it makes them free" mean. 25 It even gives them a sense of 

superiority over the whole world. But "love ' builds up" ( I Cor 8: I). In 

fact, he who is really free through 'knowledge is a slave because of love ' 

for those who have not yet been able to attain to the ' freedom 

16:29-30possibly, enter [the kingdom) 

76:30-31 possibly, the perfect [light, and it is necessary] that 

76:31-33 possibly, that we [by all means] become [perfect men] before we leave [the 

world] 

76:36 possibly, [go to the middle]; se1•eral letters of the word· 'middle'· are presen•ed 

copyist 34-35 [rAp e110 N.xoe1c AN] ANeetMA ljNA'!IP II [.xoe1c AN A]J:,MA €TMMAY 

Schenke ("[namlich ]  ... [ohne Herrl uber diese Orie [zu seinl, wird [nicht uber] jenen Ort 

[Herr] sein konnen"), 76:35 sim." Till 35 [MeTexe AN' A)nMA eTMMAY Schenke3 

("[nicht an]jenem Ort [Anteil haben (µ£'tEX£tv))") 36 (ewit ATMe]c;:oTHC Schenke ("[zur 

µEo]o'tl]<; [gehen)"), sim. Till: cf. 66: 15-20 77: I �nTE-'OC: M is definite. superlin. 

stroke restored 
20 em. to ne1wT (thus Schenke · 'der <Yater>," Till) NET€: second e written over 

erasure of o 23-26 awkward syntax is accounted for by biblical quotation, I Cor 8: I ii 

yvfuo-u; (jl\JCJ\Ol T) BE ayanl] OlK000µ£i' 
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Aey eer1a. NTrNWCIC TrNw[c 1c .Ae] Q ce1re MMooy N(YIKa.NOC 
E(?[Trov)l<Ywne NE"-�y[e]e�[oc] -ra.ra.nH [Ma.cxel I Aa.a.y xe TTW<? 
[ne ... )01( .• �-?'-:' .. 11 nwc ne Ma.c�[ooc xe na.eI nweI ne] I H 
na.e 1 nweI ne �[AAa. N]<;>y[e I TH roy ] II NOYK' Ne Ta.ra.nH t-:1nNey-
t-:1[a.T 11<.H) I oyHrn' Te 21 cToeI cejia.n<;>[Aa.ye M]*Moc THroy N�! 
�eTNa. Tozcoy MMoc I cepa.noAa.ye zwoy NCSI NET'a.zera.Toy IM-
noyeoA zwc eya.zera.Toy NCSI NeT' ITozc NeT'Ta.zc NcocsN ey <9a.
Ao eToyUwoy NCE BWK' cya.re NH eceTozc a.N I MONON eya.ze era.Toy 
Mnoyea.A cya.ylcsw oN ZM noyctewwN nca.Ma.r1THc I NTa.q't Aa.a.y 
a.N' a.neT cyoocse El MH' I HPTT' Z I  NEZ KeAa.a.y a.N nee I MHT I' 
a. 'llncocsN a.yw a.qeera.neye NMTTAHrH I Ta.ra.nH rap zwec Noy-
MHH cye NNOIBe 

TTETE TCZIME Me MMoq' NET'CNa. 'lxnooy' eyeINe MMO(.j' E(!)W-
15 ne necjza.eI eyeINe Mnecza."i ecywne oyN0He1K' ne' eyeINe M-

TTNOEIK' no1,.1,.a.1<. Ic I ecywne oyN cz 1Me ecNKOTK' MN necjza."i 
Ka.Ta. oyzTor' ETTECZHT .AE Z I  nNoje11<. ecya.cpKOINWNEI NMMa.q' neT'l-

20 ca.Ma.CT(I' cya.cMa.CT(.j' E(.jlNE MTTNOQEIK' NTWTN .AE NET<!JOOTT' MN 
TT(!)Hlre MTTNOYTE MNMpre n1<.ocMoc' I a.AAa. Mpre nxoe1c (91Na. 
NETETNa.jxnooy Noy cywne eyeINe MTTKOCjMOC 4,\.,\.4 eyNa.(!)WTTE 

25 eyeINe MnUxoe1c 
cya.pe nrwMe TWZ MN TTPWME I 'Pa.re TTZTO TWZ MN TTZTO cya.pe 

ne1{[w T]wz MN ne1w NreNoc Necya.yTwz I [MN] Noy cyepre-
30 NOC Ta.e1 Te ee e<9a.'l[re] rynNa. TWZ MN nnNa. a.yw nAoll[roc] 

cya.qji15-[o]!N�[N]e1 MN nAoroc I [a.yu> no] y9[e1N <9a.]<JPK01NwNe1 I 

78:5 Sah. £NC£- ... A N. 6 Sah. i-inoyaoi.. IO i.e. NMn/\HrH. 
18-19 Sah. n£TC NAMACTq. 21 Sah. MnPM£P£. 23 i.e. NN£yigum£.
28 Sah. N£yigepr£Noc.

29 res1. Schenke ("die yvro(mc; aber]'") 30 ec;:(: or else e9[ 31 rest. Kasser: cf.

77:33, 57:17: [MAC.Ju) Schenke ("[nimmt nichts)"), Till 32 also palaeographically pos

sible are nw�[• - - -1 and nw9[y - - -1 prob. restore nwc;: [ne 1<.A1T]o 1[r£ nA£1) (sim. 

Kasser) 33 J!.[: or else�[ rest. Schenke ("sagt nicht: (Jenes ist meins]"), Menard: 

J!.[ooc X£ nA£1 nw1<. ne] Till

read�. I!, !, �. M, i:,i, i:i or'!" 

restored rest. Krause 

34 Joy[ : for 9 can also be read 4!J, c;: or�; for y can also be 

rest. Schenke4 35 of �- M is definite, superlin. stroke 

78: 16 CUM£: c added above the line 

27 £<gAyTwz is expected 

Till 

31 rest. Schenke ("[und das Licht] vereinigl sich"), sim. 
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of know ledge. Knowledge -10 makes them capable of becoming ' free. Love 

[never calls] 'something its own, [ ... ] it [ ... I possess [ ... ]. 'It never 

[says "This is yours"] ' or "This is mine." [but "All these] 35 are 

yours." Spiritual love ' is wine and fragrance. 78 All those who anoint 

themselves with it take pleasure in it. 'While those who are anointed are 

present, 'those nearby also profit (from the fragrance). ' [f those anointed 

with ointment withdraw from them 5 and leave, then those not anointed, ' 

who merely stand nearby, still 'remain in their bad odor. The Samaritan' 

gave nothing but ' wine and oil to the wounded man. It is nothing other 

than 10 the ointment. It healed the wounds, 'for '' love covers a multitude of 

sins" (I Pet 4:8).' 

The children a woman bears ' resemble the man who loves her. If her ' 

husband loves her, then they resemble her husband. If it is an adulterer, 15 

then they resemble the adulterer. Frequently, ' if a woman sleeps with her ' 

husband out of necessity, while her heart is with the adulterer ' with 

whom she usually has intercourse, the child ' she will bear is born resem

bling 20 the adulterer. Now you who live together with the son' of God, love 

not the world,' but love the lord, in order that those you will 'bring forth 

may not resemble the world, ' but may resemble the lord. 25 

The human being has intercourse with the human being. ' The horse has 

intercourse with the horse, the ass 'with the ass. Members of a race usu

ally have associated' [with] those of like race. So spirit ' mingles with 

spirit, and thought 30 consorts with thought,' and [light] shares ' 

77:32 prnhahly. [and yet] it (may actually] possess (that very thing]; literally. (and yet] it 

[may actually) be its own 
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(MN noyoe1N' eK)<JJA'!JWTTe rrwMe I lnrwM]� i:i�[TNA]t:1e-

PITK' EK'!JA '!JWTTe I (MTTNA) nnNA neTNAZWTP eroK' eK'll-
('!JAN<9)wne N,>,.oroc TT,>,.oroc neT'*NATWZ NMMAK' e[K)'!JAN'!JWTTE 

Noy IoeIN noyoeIN neTNAPKOINWNEI I NMMAK' EK ' '!JAN'!jWTTE 

NNA ncA Nlzre NA ncA Nzre NAMToN' i-1Mooy' II ezrA°i" 

eXWK' eK'!JAN'!JWTTe NZTo l H NEIO.J H MMAce H Noyzoop' H Nel-
cooy H .se ZN NeeHPION eTNTTCA NIBo,-. MN NETMTTCA MTTITN (jNA'!JME(-

10 p1TK' AN oyTe nrwMe oyTe nnNA oyllTe n,>,.oroc oyTe 

noyoetN oyTe NA I ncA NTTTE: oyTe NA TICA NZOYN c_elNA'!JMTON' 
MMOOY AN' ZPA0i NZHTK' I AYW MNTAK' MEPOC ZPA"i NZHTOY 

15 nelTo NZMZA,>,. ezNA(j' AN (jNA'!JPE"-E Ylleepoc neNTAzpe,>,.e yee-

20 

poc i-1nez!MOT' Mne:qxoe1c Ayw A(jTAA(j' eBo"- I oyAAI.I' AYMNTZMZA,>,. 
oy KeTt I.INA'!Jlre,>,.e yeeroc 

TMNToyoe1e MTTKOC(MOC ZITN (jTOOY NEIAOC '!JAYO"-OY II ezoyN 

ATATTOSHKH z1TN oyMooy I MNNOYKAZ MNNOYTTNA MNNoyoe1(N) 

Ayw TMNToye1e MTTNOyTe Tee1ze I ON ZITN qTooy ZITN oymcT1c 
25 MN(Noyze,>,.mc MNNoyArAnH MN oyllrNwc1c TTNKAZ Te T'TTICTIC 

TA"i eN'lxe NoyNe zpA"i NZHTC nMo[o)y (Ae )  I Te ee,>,.mc EBO,>,. z,-

TOOTc e[Nco)l el'!j TTTTNA TE TArAnH EBO"- [ZITO)(OT(j' ENAY.lA-
30 Ne noyoeIN A(e Te] II TrNwc1c eBo(,>,. zJ•.�foo]Tc T�n[wz'l 

TXAPIC co Nq[Tooy M]M(e1Ne co rJIPMNKAZ 
6"611' 11 

- ( I - [ I y,_2 
J ne ....• - . • TTTE NTE TTTE AY .. zi:,i .-. 

co rr[i-1M-

79:21 i.e. MN OYl<.Al MN oynNA MN oyoyOEIN. 22-23 Sah. AYW TA EI TE 9E TMN
TOYOEIE. 23-24 i.e. MN oyze11.mc MN oyArAnH. 

33 for lhe restoration cf. 78:34. 78:35-79: I 
78:35-79:1 

79:21 MNN 1 : second N added above the line 

34 for the restoration cf. 78:32-33. 

26 [AE]: 79:29 27 rest. Schenke 
("uns ... ernllhren··i. Till. wuh hesitation: for the form coe1'!) cf. 55: 10-11 etc. 28-29 
[z1To]loT<i: cf. 79:27: z1To0Tc em. Schenke ("durch <sie>""> 30 rest. Schenke ("[rei-
fen]"l. sim. Till with hesitation 31 sim. rest. Kasser: cf. 79: 19, 79:32 32 sim. rest. 
Kasser 33 z�: superlin. stroke restored; also possible are z1;1. z!i:t- Z!�- etc. Ay[w c ]z� 
[TME - - - I sim. Kasser: also possible is ,w[w N]zl;l(Tc - - - ] 

Library of Ruslan Khazarzar 
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[with light. If you (sg.)] are born a human being,' it is [the human being] 

who will love you. If you become '[a spirit], it is the spirit which will be 
joined to you. If you become 35 thought, it is thought which will mingle 79 

with you. If you become light, ' it is the light which will share ' with you. 

If you become one of those who belong above, ' it is those who belong 

above who will rest 5 upon you. If you become horse 'or ass or bull or dog 

or sheep ' or another of the animals which are outside ' or below, then ' 

neither human being nor spirit 10 nor thought nor light will be able to love 

you. Neither ' those who belong above nor those who belong within ' will 

be able to rest in you,' and you have no part in them. 

He ' who is a slave against his will will be able to become free. 15 He 

who has become free by the favor' of his master and has sold' himself into 

slavery will no longer be able 'to be free. 

Farming in the ' world requires the cooperation of four essential ele

ments. A harvest is gathered 20 into the barn only as a result of the natural 

action of water,' earth. wind, and light.' God's farming likewise' has four 

elements-faith, ' hope, love, and 25 knowledge. Faith is our earth, that in 

which we ' take root. lAnd] hope ' is the water through which we are ' 

nourished. Love is the wind through' which we grow. Knowledge then is 

the light 30 through which we [ripen]. ' Grace exists in [four ways: it is] ' 

earthborn; it is [heavenly; ... ] 'the highest heaven; I ... ] in [ ... ]. 

79:33 possibly. [and it resides] in [truth] 
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TTAE:I ne 

1c nxc 

E:TBE: TT At:1' OYMAKAPIOC ne TT At: I NTE:t:IIMINE: xe oyTt:l\.E:IOC 

ppwMe ne nAe 1  rAr' H nAoroc XNOYN' MMON eroq' zwc <c>MOKZ I 

Aceze TTAE:I epATq' nwc TNNA(9PKATorleoy i:inee1N06 nwc 

eqNAt ANATTAylc1c NoyoN' NIM ZA Tt:ZH NZWB NIM' cgcge I AN ei..Ay -

10 ne1 hl\.AAY E:ITE: NO6 E:ITE: KoyeI II H ATTICTOC H TTICTOC E:ITA At ANA-

IS 

nAyc1c I NNE:TMTON' MMooy ZN Nt:TNANoyoy I 

Noqpe TE: et ANA(TTAYCIC MTTE:T'<goon' KAAWC 

NOY4' MN 60M' MMO(j N4t II ANATTAYCIC NNAE:I 

oyN ZOE:INE: eToy

netre I MneTNA

<4>q I rAr AN' i:ine-

TeZ(NAq' MN 6OM .Ae MMoq AAAyne1' e4'(TMTroypeA1Be M-

Mooy AAAA nenywlne KAAWC zNcon' <9A4'ii..Ayne1 MMOl-

20 oy qcgoon' AN' NTee1ze AAAA ToyKAHKIA Te eTpAyne1 

25 

30 

*p. 81 1 

( 129 L.)

MMooy neTe yNTa.4' I MMAy NT<J>yc1c qt oyNoq MTTE:TNA(-

NOY4' ZOE:INE: At: E:BOA ZN TTAE:I ceii..(Ayne1 K<l.KWC 

oy xeczNNHe1' Aqxne I NKa. NIM e1Te <yHpe e1Te ZMZAl\. e1Te M TBNH 

E:ITE: oyzor' E:ITE: pip' E:ITE: coyo' I [e1Tej �IWT' E:ITE: TWZ E:ITE: xop-

TOC e1Te I [ ... J. e1Te Aq AYW BAAANOC oycAse I {Ae nJe AYW 

A4e1Me NT'Tro<l>H MTTOYA I [noyA] N<yHr[e] t:1EJ:J' �4Ke APTOC ZA-

rwH[oy .... ]�a.[.... N)�MZA"- Ae AqKe K1({. :t�2
• • zApwoy z1

e]sre Ayw NTBNooy I [Aq'Nex ' e1]�[T z]�rwoy z1 Twz z1 xor'l-

{Toc' Noy]zoop' AqNeX Keec ZApwoy I [a.yw pp1p A]<JNex' 

BAAANoc ZApwoy' * z"i MAMoy Noe1K' TAe1 Te ee MTTMASH'I-

THC MTTNOyTe E:(9Wne oycABE: ne eq'(AICSANE: NTMNTMA-

5 0HTHC MMOP'l<l>H NCWMATIKH ct:NAPATTATA AN' MIIMoq' 

80:5 ANOYN (i.e. ANoy) MMON epoq zwc: cf . .KNOY MMO� e- xe- (Crum 775a 27). 13 

i.e. neTe1pe. 16 i.e. Af 11.Y neL 18 i.e. NZE:Ncon. 19 Sah. TEyKAKIA.

28 Sah. eqe1Me.

33-34 [ - - - OYMAKA]lp1oc : cf. 80:3 34 e.g. EM'ne(jll. '11.[yne1 PW NJ: cf. 80:9, 

16-23 80:4-6 cf. 83: 11-12 S ANOYN : poss. emend to xNoy <c> Lay1on (under-
stood thus by Till): <ec> Nagel§ 54b 15 <11> Layton 

27 [ .. . 1- : lener trace after the lacuna can be read 1:4, 1_. ':I· i:i or IJ: [1<.11<.]1_ (i.e. ici1n) 

Schenke4 , but unlikely 28 cf. 81:2 29 cf. 81:6 30 ]�A[: �- prob. thus or else 

� 30-31 1<.1([ - - - J : cf. 80:27 32 )w[ : or else )�<?I : for the restoration cf. 80:26, 

81: IO 33 cf. 80:25. 81: II 34 cf. 80:25, 81 :9 
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Blessed ' is the one who on no occasion caused a soul [ ... J. 80 That 

person is Jesus Christ. He came to ' the whole place and did not burden 

anyone. ' Therefore, blessed is the one who is like ' this, because he is a 

perfect man. For 5 the word tells us that this kind is difficult ' to define. 

How shall we be able to accomplish ' such a great thing? How will he 

give everyone comfort? ' Above all, it is not proper ' to cause anyone 

distress-whether the person is great or small, io unbeliever or believer

and then give comfort 'only to those who take satisfaction in good deeds. 

Some find it advantageous to give' comfort to the one who has fared well. 

He who does ' good deeds cannot give comfort 15 to such people; for he 

does not seize whatever he likes. 'He is unable to cause distress, 'however, 

since he does not afflict them. To be sure, the one who' fares well some

times causes people distress-' not that he intends to do so; rather it is 

their own wickedness 20 which is responsible for their distress. He who 

possesses' the qualities (of the perfect man) bestows joy upon the good. ' 

Some, however, are terribly distressed by all this. ' 

There was a householder who had 'every conceivable thing, be it son 

or slave or 25 cattle or dog or pig or corn ' [or) barley or chaff or grass or' 

r ... ] or meat and acorn. [Now he was] a sensible fellow,' and he knew 

what the food of each ' one was. He served the children bread 30 [ ••• ].

He served the slaves ' [ ... and] meal. And' [he threw barley] and chaff 

and grass to the cattle.' He threw bones to [the] dogs,' and to the pigs he 

threw acorns 81 and slop. Compare the disciple I of God: if he is a sensi

ble fellow he ' understands what discipleship is all about. The ' bodily 

forms will not deceive him, 5 but 

79:34 possibly, caused a soul [distress] 
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eqNa.cswcyT' NCA T A1a.eelc1c NTeq'ljlyxH i-inoya. noya. Nqcya.lxe NM-
MAll' oyN za.z N0HPION ZM TTKOCIMoc e yo MMOP4>H ppwMe NAE:1 

10 eq'lcya.coywNoy rr1r MeN' qNa.Nex' BAll"-ANOC erooy NTBNooy Ae 
qNANeX' I e1wT' epooy z1 TWZ z1 xopToc NOYlzoop' qNa.Ne.x K a.a.c 
erooy NZMZA"-1 llNAt NAY N<9opn' N<9HPe qNa.t NAY I NTel\.e1ON 

15 '1(90OTT' NCS I ncyHpe i-inrwllMe 
MTTPWME nxoe1c ne ncyHre i-ilnrwMe 
nrwMe ne neT'cwNT' ZITM ncyHlre i-inrwMe a.ncyHre i-inrwMe 

20 xi II NTOOTI.I' MTINoyTe eTpeqcwNT' oy(N}{Ta.q' MMAY 
eTpeqxno neNTa.zx1 elTreq'cwN'T' oycwNT' ne neNTAZX! I 
exno oy xno ne neTcWNT MN iso� I Ntj.XTio neT'xno oyN 

25 csoM NI.ICWN"f II cexw Ae MMoc xe neT'cwNT' xno I Al\.l\.A 
neqxno oycwNT' ne eT[Be .2:3. 11 NXTTo Neq'cyHre AN Ne Al\.l\.A 
�[ . -�'1-?. 11 Ne neTCWNT' eqp zws ZN oy[wNz] I esol\. a.yw N-

30 TOI.I zwwq qoy<;>[NZ el!lso"' neTxno' ec.i�i:r<? ZN <?Y [neeHn) 
a.yw NTOll qzHJ)' [e)ylolya.l ... �-?� .. ) { e1K WN neT'C(!.l[NT 

o)N eq�[wNT ZN] I oy4>a.NepoN neTxno A [e eqxne] I cyHpe ZN oy-
35 neeHn' M� [l\.a.a.y Na.cylllcooy N xe a.19 ne 4>o[oy eTe 4>ooyT) 

*p. 821 
* MN Tcz1Me pK01NwNe1 MN NoyepHy I e I MH NTooy oya.a.y

(IJOL.) M YCTHPION ra.r' I ne nra.Moc MTIKOCMoc NNENTAZXI I z1Me 
5 nra.MOC MTIXWZM' l.jZHTI' U nocw MAl\.l\.ON nrAMOC NATXWZM' oyl-

M YCTHPION ne NAl\.H0EINON oyca.pK&IKON' AN ne Al\.l\.A eq'TB-

8/ :28-29 i.e. ZN oyo·yWNZ EBO/\. 82: I Sah. NE:YE:PHy. 

8/ :6 expected is NT,jlyXH MnoyA noyA: poss. emend thu, 
26 E:T(ee nAE:1) Schenke ( .. (de,)wegen .. ). Menard: E:T[ee .xE:) Schenke-1 

("'w(eill") 27 N(: a superlin. stroke may have been wrillen above N: for N can also be 
read I!, i:, H, ! • �. �. i:, or� N(cwNT) lsenberg2 28 cf. 81 :32-33 2'l re,1. Schenke ( .. ist 
. . . offenbar"). Till 30 J!."O ; deciphered by Schenke' for the restorntion cf. 
81 :34 31 (€ )1;1(0 )yA(TBE: nAPA] re,t. lsenberg2 32 ( - - - o ]N Schenke4 : reading of pap. 
cannot have been ( - - - M€)N if nE:TCW(NT - • - ] be restored E:<jc[ : for c can also be read 
o, w, �. '\I· ':I or� E<l<;:(wNT ZN] Schenke ("'(schafft iml"), Till D rest. Layton: A(E: 
E:(j.Xno NN] Till: cf. 81:30 34 rest. Till .l'\ re,1. Schenke ("[an dem der Mann)"), 
Layton: also possible is cl>o(oy EnzooyT'I 

Library of Ruslan Khazarzar 
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he will look at the condition' of the soul of each one and speak' with him. 

There are many animals in the world ' which are in human form. When ' 

he identifies them, to the swine he will throw 10 acorns, to the cattle he will 

throw ' barley and chaff and grass, to the ' dogs he will throw bones. To 

the slaves ' he will give only the elementary lessons, to the children he 

will give ' the complete instruction. 

There is the son of man 15 and there is the son of the son of man. 'The 

lord is the son of man,' and the son of the son of' man is he who creates 

through the son ' of man. The son of man received 20 from God the capa

city to create. He also has the ability ' to beget. He who has received ' the 

ability to create is a creature. He who has received' the ability to beget is 

an offspring. He who creates cannot ' beget. He who begets also has 

power to create. 25 Now they say, "He who creates begets." 'But his so

called "offspring" is merely a creature. Because of [ ... I 'of birth, they 

are not his offspring but [ ... ). 'He who creates works openly, 'and he 

himself is visible. JO He who begets begets in [private], ' and he himself is 

hidden, since [ ... J 'image. Also, he who creates [creates] 'openly. But 

one who begets [begets]' children in private. No [one can) 35 know when 

[the husband] 82 and the wife have intercourse with one another ' except 

the two of them. Indeed marriage in the ' world is a mystery for those 

who have taken·, a wife. If there is a hidden quality to the marriage of 

defilement, 5 how much more is the undefiled marriage 'a true mystery! It 

is not fleshly' but pure. 

81 :31-32possibly. since [he is superior lo every) image 
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BHy eqHn' AN ATejmeyMIA A}UI.A enoyw cg eqHn' AN' enKAIKe 

10 H TOY(!}H A"-"-A eqHn' enezooy MN ft n oyoe1N oyrAMOC E:(j(9A-

KWKAZHY I A qcgw ne MTIOPNE:IA AYW T<ge,..eeT' I oy MONON ec<9AX1 

ncnePMA NKezojoyT' A"-"-A KAN E:C<gANP TIBO"-' MTIE:CKOljTWN NCE:-

15 NAY epoc ACTTOPNe ye MONON II MAPE:COYWNZ E:8O"- MTIE:CE:IWT' MN 

TecjMA AY MN n<gBHP' MTINYM'4>1oc MN Nj N<gHPe MTINYM'ct,1oc NAe1 

ecToe1 NAY I eTroyBwK' ezoyN MMHNE: enN yMct, w(N) I NKooye Ae 

20 MA poypemeyMel KAN' II ecwTM eTeCCMH NCE:PATT O"-AYE:' Mlnecco

csN AYW MAPOYCON(9 E:8O"-' ZN N j,.. eq,..1qe E: TZE: E:BO"- ZI TPA-

neZA Nee N jNoy zoop' oyN ZNNYM'4>1oc MN ZNINYM4> H Hn' 

25 enN yMcj)WN MN oyd NA<9ll�AY ATTNYM'cj)1oc MN TNYM4> H  e1 MH I 

[N qcg)w ne MnAe 1 

NTE:Pe ABPAZAM' I [ .... ] eTpE:(!NAY A neT'qNANAY epoq' I [A qcWse 

30 NTCAP3' NTAKPOB yCTIA e4TAllMo] t:1MON xe cgcge E:TAKo NTCAP3' II 

[nezo]y9 �T� [n)K(?CMOC E:NZOCON' NOYl[CA Nzoy ]�' ZH [ n]' 

[ce]�ZE:PAToy' AYW ceoNz I [ey<9AN] 9ywN[z es)<?"- A yMoy KATA 

nnA l[P4A1rM]A Mnpwt-1e eToyoNez eso"-1 [eNzoco]N MMAZT' M-

•p. 83 1 TTPWME: ZHTI' (jONZ * NCS I TIPWME: e y<9ACSW"-TI'Ncs1NeqMAZT'lcer 
( 131 L.)

16-17 NN<!JHPE: i.e. N<!JHPE. 22 i.e. TTpAnEZA. 
30-31 Sah. NeycA. 32 Sah. eyMoy. 83:2 Sah. Neer nBol'.. 

82:16-17 NN<!JHPE MnNYMcl>WN em. de Catanzaro, with hesitation 21 neccoi,N: eel 

added above the line 24 MN oyA NA<!J: cf. 76:26 
27 [PA<!JE) Schenke ("[sich freute).,), Menard: cf. John 8:56 ·A�pauµ o nmrip uµrov 

t\yaUuiom:o i'va i'on ,riv Jjµipav ,riv iµi\v 28 �: superlin. stroke is definite, B 
restored 28-29 rest. Schenke ("beschnitt [er] ... zeigt"), sim. Till 29 �: superlin. 

stroke is definite, M restored 
30 IYC? t;iTe[: 9, or else c_: (not�-�): of�- superlin. stroke is definite, N restored;�. or

else e rest. Schenke3 ("[die mei]sten--<l.h. Dinge-[d]er Welt"'), Layton 31 � read 

from small, ambiguous trace rest. lsenberg2: cf. 82:34 : [emeyM1)� sim. rest.

Schenke 32 cf. 83: I 32-33 nAl[PAA1rM)A sim. rest. Schenke : nAl[rAnTwM)A 
Krause 34 cf. 82:30 
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It belongs not to desire' but to the will. It belongs not to the darkness 'or 

the night but to the day and 10 the light. If a marriage is open to the public, '

it has become prostitution, and the bride 'plays the harlot not only when 

she is impregnated by another man ' but even if she slips out of her bed

room 'and is seen. 15 Let her show herself only to her father and her' mother 

and to the friend of the bridegroom and ' the sons of the bridegroom. 

These are permitted ' to enter every day into the bridal chamber. ' But let 

the others yearn just 20 to listen to her voice and to enjoy 'her ointment, and 

let them feed from the ' crumbs that fall from the table, like the ' dogs. 

Bridegrooms and ' brides belong to the bridal chamber. No one shall be 

able 25 to see the bridegroom with the bride unless ' [he become] such a one. 

When Abraham ' [ ... ] that he was to see what he was to see, ' [he cir

cumcised] the flesh of the foreskin, teaching 'us that it is proper to des

troy the flesh. 30 

[Most things] in the world, as long as their ' [inner pans] are hidden, 

stand upright and live. '[If they are revealed] they die, as' is illustrated by 

the visible man: ' [as long as] the intestines of the man are hidden, the 

man is alive; 83 when his intestines are exposed ' and 

82:26-27 possibly, Abraham [rejoiced] 
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TIBOh NZHT(j' (!NA.MOY N61 TIPWME: I TE:E:IZE: ON MTI(YHN zwc 

5 eTeqNoyNe I ZHn' <yAqt oyw N(jll.E:ZHT" E:P(!)A Teq'UNoyNe 6"Whn' 

eeo1,. (YA.PE: n<yHN cyoloye TA.el Te ee z1 xno NIM' E:TZM nKoCIMoc 

oy MONON ZI NE:TOYONZ E:BOh' I A.hhA. ZI NE:eHn' eel> ZOCON rA.p 

10 TNoyNe I NTKA.KIA. zHn c xoop ey<yANCoywNc II Ae A.cew1,. 

E:BOh E:C(YA.NOYWNZ AE: e1eo1,. A.CWXN eTee n A.E: 1 n 1,.oroc xw 

MIMoc xe HAH TA.lE:INH CMMONT' ATNoylNe NN<yHN ecNA.(!)WWT' 

15 AN neToylNA<yA.A.Tq' TIA.hlN (!)A.qt oyw A.hhA. ecyA.Hpe TA.lE:INH 

BA.ll.BA emTN enecHT' <yA(N)ITecN TNoyNe ezpA.e I A.IC Ae nwpK' 

NITNOYNE: MTIMA. THP'I ZNKooye Ae KAITA Mepoc A.NON ZWWN MA.PE: 

20 noyA I noyA. NZHTN MAPE:(!BA.l\.Bl\.e NCA. TNoylNe NTKA.KIA.' E:TNZPA"i N-

25 

30 

35 

*p. 84 1 

(132 L.) 

5 

ZHTq' N(jTIOPK� I ZA. TeCNOyNe ZM neqZHT' E:CNA.TIWPK I AE: E:N'<yA.-

coywNc ecywne Ae TNINo NAT'cooyN epoc cxe NOyNe ZP[AJ°!" I 

NZHTN AYW cTe yo eeo1,. NNE:CKAPllnoc ZPA°i ZM TINZHT' co N

xoe1c epo(N) I TNNO NZMZA.h NA.C CPAIXMA.h�[T]!Z� I MMON 

E:TPNe1pe NNE:TNoyo�(oy AN] I NE:TNoyocyoy TNe1pe MMooy 

[AN c)l6M 6"oM' xe MnNcoywNc zw� [eccyo)Uon' ME:N cp-

eNepre1 TMNT�T�[ooyN) I eccyoon' MMAAY NNne[eooy THpoy] 

TMNTAT'cooyN [ec)��cye A.1:i[Moy xe) I NeT'<yoon' eeo1,. zi:J 

TMNT[A.TcooyN] I oyTe Neycyoon' AN' oyT� [cecyoon A(N)] II oyTe 

ceNA<ywne AN [ .•. 6:7 ••• ) * ceNA xwK' eeo1,.' zoTA.N epcyA. 

TA.hHee1A. I THPC' oywNz' eeo1,. TA.>,.Hee1A. rAP' KA.TA ee I N-

TMNTAT'cooyN' eczHn' ME:N CPANAlnAye ZPA"i NZHTC ec-

<yA.oywNz Ae eeo1,. II NcecoywNC <yAyTNA.C eooy zocoN I C6"N 6"0M' 

ct NTMNTe1,.eyeepoc ne-

XA.q' N61 I nl\.oroc xe E:TE:TN(YAN'coywN TA.hHlee1A. TA.l\.Hee1A. NAP 
10 THNE: NE:l\.eyeepoc O TMNTA.TCOOYN' co NZMZA.h TrNWCIC oyl-

E:l\.e yeep1A. Te' eN<yA.coywN' TA.hHee1A. I TNNA.ze' ANKA.pnoc N-

E:N'<yAZWTP epoc CNA.XI MTINTil\.HIPWMA. 

3 TE:E:IZE: ON: i.e. TAE:1 TE: ee. 10-11 Sah. E:CBWI\ E:801\ .•. E:CW.XN. 22-23 i.e. TNO N-. 
26 i.e. TNO N·. 

83: 14 '!IA'I : q altered from o 1 7 Kooye : e altered from z 28-29cf. Rom 7: 19ou
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come out of him, the man will die. 'So also with the tree: while its root' is 

hidden it sprouts and grows. If its 5 root is exposed, the tree dries up.' So it 

is with every birth that is in the world, ' not only with the revealed ' but 

with the hidden. For so long as the root ' of wickedness is hidden, it is 

strong. But when it is recognized 10 it is dissolved. When it is revealed 'it 

perishes. That is why the word says, ' '' Already the ax is laid at the root' 

of the trees" (Matt 3: 10). It will not merely cut-what ' is cut sprouts 

again-but the ax 15 penetrates deeply until it ' brings up the root. Jesus 

pulled out' the root of the whole place, while others did it only 'partially. 

As for ourselves, let each ' one of us dig down after the root 20 of evil 

which is within one, and let one pluck it' out of one's heart from the root. 

It will be plucked out ' if we recognize it. But if we 'are ignorant of it, it 

takes root in ' us and produces its fruit 25 in our heart. It masters us. ' We 

are its slaves. It takes us captive,' to make us do what we do [not) want;' 

and what we do want we do [not) do. It' is powerful because we have not 

recognized it. While [it exists] 30 it is active. Ignorance 'is the mother of 

[all evil).' Ignorance will result in [death. because)' those that come from 

(ignorance]' neither were nor [are) Js nor shall be. [ ... ) 84 will be perfect 

when all the truth ' is revealed. For truth is like ' ignorance: while it is 

hidden it rests ' in itself, but when it is revealed 5 and is recognized, it is 

praised inasmuch as ' it is stronger than ignorance and error. 'It gives free

dom. The word said, ' "If you (pl.) know the truth, 'the truth will make 

you free•· (John 8:32). JO Ignorance is a slave. Knowledge is' freedom. If

we know the truth, ' we shall find the fruits of the truth within ' us. If we 

are joined to it, it will bring our fulfillment. ' 

83:4 grows: the exact meaning of I his Coplic ,·erh is no/ cerium 

83:35 po.rnhly, [Those who are in the truth I 

yap o 80 .. w rtOLiii uya8ov, i,_},.)Jy_ o OU 8EAW l(aKOV t:ofrro rtpaoow 29 rest. Schenke < "als ob 

[siel existierte"), Till 30 rest. Schenke (""die Un[wissen)heit"), Menard: TMNT�T�[oe1 

r�rl sim. Kasser 31 sim. rest. Kasser 32 rest. lsenberg2• sim. Schenke4
: cf. 83:2 33 

ZN : N is definite, superlin. stroke restored for the restoration cf. 83:32 34 rest. 

Schenke (""out:[c existiert es)"), Layton 35 [NE:TZN TMe] sim. rest. Till 84:9 E:Aey

eepoc: p altered from false start of another letter (z or o) 
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TICWNT' <ga.N'xooc xe 'NTOOy Ne N'xwwpe eT'TAE:IH Y Ne-

eHn' I Ae Ne N6WB' eT<gHC TAe I Te ee NNeToyloNz eeoJ1.' NTAJ1.H-

ee1a. ZNISWB' Ne a. yw I cecgHc NeeHn' Ae Nxwpe 

20 NE: a. yw ceTa.lle•HY ceoyoNZ AE eeoJ1. Nlil MMYCTHPIO(N) I N-

25 

30 

35 

*p.85 1 

(133 L.)

5 

TAJ\.H8EIA e yo NT ynoc ZI ZIKWN nKO1ITWN Ae qzHn' NToq ne 

TIE:TOYAAB' ZM I TIETOYA AB' Nepe nKATATIE:TA CMa. ME:N' I zoec N-

cgopn' nwc epe nNoyTe PA101Ke1 U NTKT1c1c eqcga. nwz AE: N6 1 

nKa.Ta. nef"!"�<?[MI� a. yw NTE: NA nca. NzoyN' oywNz I (eeoJ1.) CE:NAKW 

AE: ii:1nee1He1 l'lcwoy I [eqo) NE:PHMOC MAJ\.J\.ON Ae ceNAPKATAl[J1.ye] 

�Moq' TMNTNOyTe Ae THPC CATIWT' II [E:BOJI.)' NNE:E:IMA ezoyN A N  

E:NE:Toya. a.e' I [NTE N}�"f[o) ya. a. e  CNA<gTWZ ra. p A N  MN noyl[oe1N 

N)�"f'TWZ M� nnJI.HPUlMA NAT'f[<gTA AJ\.)�A CNA��ne ZA NTNZ M-

nc-foc I [a. yw za. N)�q1Seoe1 Tee11S1BWTOC Na.cgwll[ne Mno)yoy x a.e 1 

NTa. pe nKATA KJ1.yc'*Moc MMOoy E:MAZTE: ezpa.Y exwoy epcga. I ZN

zoe1Ne cgwne ZN T<)>yJ1.H NTMNTOYIHHB NAE:1 NA(96N ISOM' NBWK' ezoyN 

elnca. NzoyN MnKa.Ta. neTa. CMA MN na.r11x1epeyc eTee na.e I MTIE: 

TIKATATIE:TA CIMA TIWZ MTICA NTTIE: oyA AT(j E:TIE:I NE:YINAoyeN NNA 

TICA NTTIE: oya.a. Toy' oyTe I MTICA MTIITN oya.a.Tq' A N  NTAq-

10 TIWZ E:TIE:1 I NA qNa.oywNz eeoJ1. NNA TICA MTIITN oyHa. a.y a. JI.JI.A 

NTA(jTIWZ NTTIE: E:TIITN A NA I TICA NTTIE: oywN' NA N NNE:TMTICA 

MTilfTN XE:KA A C  E:NNABWK' ezoyN' ATITIE8HTI' I NTAJ\.H8E:IA TIAE:I 

15 AJ\.H0WC ne TTE:T'TAE:lfHy E:TO N XWWPE: E:NABWK' AE: ezoyN E:MAY II 
z1TN zmynoc e y cgHc MN ZNMNT6WB' I cecgHc ME:N' NNAZPN neooy 

E:TXHK' EBO[J\. ) I oyN eooy eqxoceeooy 

E:60M' E:TBE TI AE: I A N'TE:J\.E:ION' oyeN I NA N MN NE0HTT' NT .AJ\.H-

84:29 Sah. CNAnwT. 30 [£8011.) NNE:E:IMA: Sah. £8011. lM n££1MA. 35 i.e. M

nE:yoyxaE:1. 85:2 ZN zo£1N£ : Sah. zo£1NE:. 9 NA<jNA-: Sah. NE:<jNA-. 10 NTnE:: Sah. 

£8011. zM ncA NTnE:. 17 i.e. xoc£ E:E:ooy. 

17 TAE:1 TE: 8£ <AN> em. Sevrin (better TAE:1 <AN> TE 0£). with hesitation 28 rest. 

Schenke (""einsam zuriicklassen"), Till 29 NOYTE:: T written over erasure of A 31 

cf. 85: 19-20 32 rest. Schenke (""[mangelJ)osen .. ), sim. Till 34 rest. Schenke ("'[und] 

seine Arme .. ): cf. 84:33 35 for the restoration cf. 84:33 85: 14 xwwp£: second w 

added above the line 17-18 EcxofcE: £<SOM em. Till
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At the present time we have the manifest things 15 of creation. We say,' 

"The strong who are held in high regard are great people.' And the weak 

who are despised are the obscure.'· Contrast the manifest things ' of 

truth: they are weak and 'despised, while the hidden things are strong and 

20 held in high regard. The mysteries of truth are ' revealed, though in type 

and image. The bridal chamber, 'however. remains hidden. It is the holy 

in' the holy. The veil at first' concealed how God controlled 25 the crea

tion, but when the veil is rent ' and the things inside are revealed. ' this 

house will be left' desolate, or rather will be' [destroyed]. And the whole 

(inferior) godhead will flee 30 [from] here but not into the holies' [of the) 

holies, for it will not be able to mix with the ' unmixed (light] and the 

[flawless] fullness, but will be under the wings of the cross ' [and under] 

its arms. This ark will be 35 [their] salvation when the flood 85 of water 

surges over them. If ' some belong to the order of the priesthood ' they 

will be able to go' within the veil with the high priest. 5 For this reason the 

veil was not' rent at the top only, since it' would have been open only to 

those above; nor ' was it rent at the bottom only, since ' it would have 

been revealed only to those below. 10 But it was rent from top to bottom. 

Those' above opened to us the things below,' in order that we may go in 

to the secret' of the truth. This truly is what is 'held in high regard, (and) 

what is strong! But we shall go in there 15 by means of lowly types and 

forms of weakness. 'They are lowly indeed when compared with the per

fect glory. 'There is glory which surpasses glory. There is power which 

surpasses ' power. Therefore the perfect things have opened ' to us, 

together with the hidden things of truth. 
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20 0E:IA 

25 

30 

.�5 

*p. K6 1 

(U4 LI

10 

TWN TWZM' MMON ezoyN' 
eNzoco(N) I ME:N' qzHn' TKAKIA oyocq' ME:N iiiinoy !q1Tc Ae N-

TMHTE: iiiincnepMA iiiinnN� I £TOYAAB' ceo NZMZAJi: NTnoNH-
p1A zo!ITAN AE: eq<9A6WAn' eeoA TOTE: noyole1N NTE:AE:ION' NA
ZATE: E:llOJI.' ex� (o)yo(N) I NIM' AYW NE:TNZHTq' THpoy cei:,i[AXI 
xr1l1cMA TOTE: NzMZAJi: NAPE:Aey e(!:[roc Ayw) I NcecwTe NAIXMA-
AwToc Twt>e �(1M eM)llne nAe1wT' E:TZN MnHye T064[' C£NA)l-
nop1<.q' NE:Tnorx' C£NAZWTf �[ . �'"?-?�'. ] I ceNAMoy z oyoN' 
�IM' E:TN��[WK ezoy N) I enKOITWN CE:NA�epo iiiinoy[oE:IN •2�3. )lo
rAp Nee NNrAMOC E:TNN(!:[ ... 6:� •• )llcgwne NToy<gH nKWZT'
cg[A<.! .• 5:6 ••• I * NToy<gH <9AqxeNe MM YCTHPION AE: I iiiimrAMOC N-
Toq <9Ay xw1<.' eeoA' ziiii netzooy' MN noyoe1N MAPE: <)>ooy eTM
MAY I H ne4'oyoe1N zwTn' £P<9A oyA cgwne Nll<9HP£ iiiinNy M'<)>WN' 
4NAX1 iiiinoyoe1N I eTM oy3. X1Tq' e4NNE:E:IMA qNA<gXITq' I AN M
TIKE:MA neTAXI noyoe1N E:TMMAY I CE:NANAY AN' epoq' oy Te 
ceN3.0JE:MAZT£ I AN' iiiiMoq' Ayw MN AAAY NAt9pc1<.y AJ1.E: iiiillnAe1 N-
TE:E:1Me1Ne KAN' eqpnoJ1.1Te yecle3.1 ziiii nKocMoc 

28 i.e. Naj>-. 29 i.e. NNAIXMA/\WToc. /'/fl:6 E:(JNNE:E:IMA : Sah. E:ljZM nE:E:IMA. 7 Sah. 
nE:TN,"\XI. 

21 TWZM' M : M' added above lhe line 
27 re,t. Layton; ,im. Schenke ("(die] Salbung (empfangen]"J. Till 28 re,1. Schenke 

(""frci ,ein und··1. Till 29 d. Man 15: 13 rtiioa qn,tEia T)V O\JK £1/)lJTE\JOEV () rtattjp µm, o
ouprivio<;EKpl�(t)Btjoum 30 for the restoration d. 85:31 3 I �I : a superlin. ,1roke may 
have been wrillen .1hove t:i: reading of pap. cannot he � or i":1 pos�. restore ti[NoyE:-
PHy ( 32 Nae(: a. or el,e /\; e read from ,mall. ambiguous trace rest. Schenke (""[ein-
gchrn) wer1.1en··1. ,im. Till 34 �[: or else� (not�) e.g. E:TNN�[eHn E:<9ayj 35 
'111 : or el,e w( 'lllallr oyoEtNI Schenke' 1--11euchtetl .. ). Schenke-' 
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The holies 20 of the holies were revealed. and' the bridal chamber invited us 

in. 

As long 'as it is hidden, wickedness is indeed ineffectual, but ' it has 

not been removed from the midst of the seed of the holy spirit. 'They are 

slaves of evil. But when 25 it is revealed, then the 'perfect light will flow 

out on every 'one. And all those who are in it will [receive the chrism]. ' 

Then the slaves will be free [and)' the captives ransomed. "[Every) plant 

[which[ 30 my father who is in heaven [has not) planted [will be) 'plucked 

out" (Matt 15: I 3). Those who are separated will unite [ ... ] and ' will 

be filled. Every one who will [enter) 'the bridal chamber will kindle the 

[light), for [ ... ) 'just as in the marriages which are [ ... I happen •15 at

night. That fire [ ... ) only 86 at night and is put out. But the mysteries ' 

of this marriage are perfected rather in' the day and the light. Neither that 

day ' nor its light ever sets. If anyone becomes a son 5 of the bridal 

chamber, he will receive the light. 'If anyone does not receive it while he is 

here, he will not be able to receive it ' in the other place. He who will 

receive that light ' will not be seen. nor can he be detained. ' And none 

shall be able to torment '° a person like this even while he dwells ' in the 

world. And again when he leaves' 

85:31 possibly, unite [with one another! (i.e .. be united) 

85:35 possibly, That fire (burns) 
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E:BOA I ZM TIKOCMOC Hll.H AijXI NTAAH0E:IA ZN I NZIKWN TIKOCMOC 

15 Aqcyume NNA1w(N) I TIAIWN rAP eqcyoon' NAq' MTIAHPWIIMA AYW 

eqcyoon' NTee1ze qoyoNz eeoA I NAq oyAACl eqzHn' AN ZM TIKAKE: MN 

TOYl<YH AAAA eqzHn' zNNoyzooy NTE:Ae1o(N) I MN oyoe1N eqoyAAB 

ne yArrE:AION I TIK ATA c)>IAITITIOC 

13 i.e. NAIWN. 17 i.e. lN OYlOOY. I 8 i.e. oyoyOE:IN. 
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the world he has already received the truth in 'the images. The world has 

become the eternal realm (aeon), 'for the eternal realm is fullness for him. 

15 This is the way it is: it is revealed 'to him alone, not hidden in the dark

ness and the 'night, but hidden in a perfect day 'and a holy light. 

The Gospel' 

According to Philip 



APPENDIX 
SCHENKE'S "SAYING" NUMBERS 

NoTE: While not recommended by the present editor. Schenke's numbering 
of the text is tabulated here because it has been followed (more or less) by 
several commentators, including Till, Wilson, and Menard. Authority: H.-M. 
Schenke, "Das Evangelium nach Philippus," in J. Leipoldt, H.-M. Schenke, 
Koptisch-gnostische Schriften aus den Papyrus-Codices wm Nag-Hamodi 

I sic I (Hamburg-Bergstedt: Reich-Evangelischer Verlag, 1960) 38-65. 

"Saying'' begins at "Saying" begins at 
I 51:29 29 58:22 
2 52:2 30 58:26 
3 52:6 31 58:33 
4 52:15 32 59:6 
5 52:19 33 59:11 
6 52:21 34 59: 18 
7 52:25 35 59:27 
8 52:32 36 59:31 
9 52:35 37 60:1 

10 53:14 38 60:6 
11 53:23 39 60:10 
12 54:5 40 60:15 
13 54: 18 41 60:34 
14 54:31 42 61:5 
15 55:6 43 61: 12 
16 55:14 44 61:20 
17 55:23 45 61:36 
18 55:37 46 62:5 
19 56:3 47 62:6 
20 56:13 48 62:17 
21 56: 15 49 62:26 
22 56:20 50 62:35 
23 56:26 51 63:5 
24 57:20 52 63:11 
25 57:24 53 63:21 
26 57:28 54 63:25 
27 58: 14 55 63:30 
28 58: 17 56 64:5 
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"Saying 
" begins al "Saying" begins al 

57 64:9 93 73:19 

58 64:12 94 73:27 

59 64:22 95 74: 12 

60 64:30 96 74:22 

61 65:1 97 74:24 

62 66:4 98 74:36 

63 66:7 99 75:2 

64 66:23 100 75: 14 

65 66:29 IOI 75:21 

66 67:2 102 75:25 

67 67:9 103 76:4 

68 67:27 104 76:11 

69 67:30 105 76:17 

70 68:17 106 76:22 

71 68:22 107 76:3 I 

72 68:26 108 77:2 
73 69:1 109 77:7 

74 69:5 110 77:15 

75 69:8 111 77:35 
76 69:14 112 78:12 
77 70:5 113 78:25 
78 70:9 114 79:13 
79 70:17 115 79:18 

80 70:22 116 79:31 

81 70:34 117 80:5 
82 71:3 118 80:7 

83 71:16 119 80:23 

84 71 :22 120 81: 14 
85 72:1 121 81 :21 

86 72:6 122 81:34 

87 72:17 123 82:26 

88 72:25 124 84:14 

89 72:30 125 84:21 

90 73:1 126 85:29 

91 73:8 127 86:4 

92 73:15 





TRACTATE 4 

THE HYPOSTASIS OF THE ARCHONS 



INTRODUCTION 

ROGER A. BULLARD 

I. The Hypostasis of the Archons (HypArch ) 1 is an anonymous treatise

setting forth a Gnostic interpretation of Genesis 1-6, partly in the form of 

a revelation discourse between an angel and an interlocutor. It 

exemplifies a wide-ranging Hellenistic syncretism whose most evident 

components are Jewish. But in its final form HypArch shows clear Chris

tian features and can be considered a Christian work. Its theological per

spective is a robust Gnosticism, of still undetermined sectarian affiliation. 

It was originally composed in the Greek language, probably in Egypt. 

The date of composition cannot be determined, but some evidence points 

to the third century A.O. 

2. GENRE AND TtTLE. HypArch is essentially narrative. Clear and typi

cal Gnostic anthropology and eschatology are expounded in the form of a 

primeval myth rather than abstract speculation. Recitation of this myth 

takes place in two different manners. While material taken from Genesis 

is in focus, the narrative progresses straightforwardly in the third person. 

But in connection with an apocryphal story of the deluge (92:3 and fol

lowing) two interlocutors, the angel Eleleth and a female character named 

Norea, are introduced: although the narrative mode continues to be used. 

the remainder of the work is simultaneously a Gnostic catechesis. put in 

the mouth of one of the characters. The use of these two quite different 

manners of exposition, viz., straightforward narrative and revelatory 

dialogue between a heavenly instructor and an earthly questioner, does 

not cause any patent contradictions in the overall logic of the treatise nor 
reduce its effectiveness. 

The author's purpose is to account for the existence of the Gnostics as 
a distinct group by discussing the origin of "spiritual" (Gnostic) human

ity against the backdrop of creation and by passing on divine instruction 

regarding the destiny of the Gnostic community. For the author, the 

violent scene that takes place around the ark, where the revealing angel 
appears and the revelation discourse begins, marks the commencement of 

1 Also known as the Nature of th<' Rulers and Nature of the Archons, and sometimes abbre

viated NatArch. 
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the present age. The preceding story provides the theological background 
for this present age, and an apocalyptic conclusion directs the Gnostic 
reader's hopes towards the future. 

HypArch is not mentioned in any ancient sources. Its title is copied, in 
the usual manner, at the end of the text. Almost identical words also 
occur at the beginning (Greek retroversion: 1tEpi i-ric; u1tomacrEro<; i-&v 
E�oucr{rov), but here the phrase should be considered a part of the opening 
sentence rather than a prescript title. It is an effective opening, in that it 
anticipates the title while also alluding to the main subject matter of the 
treatise. 

The exact meaning of the title in English (Greek retroversion: ii 
u1t6mamc; i-&v apx6vi-rov) is not entirely clear. Although hypostasis can 
mean "nature" or "essence," the present work does not discuss such a 
topic, and so translations like "The Nature of the Archons" should be 
ruled out. The word can also mean "origin," in the sense of "coming
into-being": but while the genesis of the archons (i.e., heavenly rulers) is 
briefly discussed, the subject matter as a whole ranges far beyond this 
question. The most suitable translation is "reality" (i.e., as opposed to 
fictitiousness). It fits well the train of thought in the opening paragraph, 
as well as laying out the key question to which the author's myth 
addresses itself. The archontic rulers exist: this was a dire reality for the 
Christian Gnostic, who defined his own nature over against theirs, and for 
whom this document could raise the apocalyptic hope that his own spiri
tual nature would be more lasting than the rulers' and his own destiny 
more glorious than theirs. 

3. PROVENANCE AND DATE. It is generally assumed by scholarship that 
HypArch, like all the Nag Hammadi texts, was translated from Greek; 
linguistic and historical considerations make any other hypothesis 
unlikely. However, Coptic-speaking circles also may have played a part 

in the formation of some elements of the myth.2 If so, this would indicate 
an Egyptian provenance. So too the remark at 87:29 that the rulers have 
the heads of animals, a well-known attribute of Egyptian deities. The 
hypothesis of an Egyptian provenance, however, is no more than tentative 
because of the sparsity of supporting evidence. 

2For example at 86:30 and 94:22 Samael, the "blind" leader of the rulers (Aramaic 
same "blind," cf. 87:4, 94:26), uses the words of Isa 46:9, "There is no other God beside 

me." In the Sahidic Coptic version of Isa 46:9 (ed. Wessely) "beside me" is rendered by 

the prepositional phrase bllai, which is phonetically close to the Coptic word for "blind," 

bile, so that a Coptic pun may be intended. 
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The assignment of HypArch to the third century A.D. is also tentative. 

The work cannot, of course, be later than the fourth-century manuscript 

collection to which it belongs. But the author's treatment of his material 

seems to presuppose an extended Gnostic background of developing tra

dition and "midrashic" handling of the relevant scriptural material; this 

goes against an early dating. The probability that both HypArch and trac

tate 5 of the same codex3 (OnOrgWld) are dependent on earlier Gnostic 

traditions or documents also supports this assumption. One Platonic com

monplace of the author's philosophical attitude4 has been identified as 

characteristic of the third, rather than second, century A.D.

4. COMPOSITION, AUDIENCE. The questions of date and provenance

are complicated by the possibility that the present form of the work is a 

result of editorial compilation. Most scholars have supposed that a Chris

tian editor combined a narrative source interpreting certain parts of 

Genesis, with a distinct revelation discourse of more soteriological and 

eschatological concern, and encompassed them in a Christian frame. If 

accepted, this theory raises problems (not yet solved) of the date and 

provenance of each individual source. 

While the anonymous author of the present HypArch may have used 

previous material, it is clear from his tone that he writes from a position 

of authority, presenting his own word to the audience, even in the angelic 

revelation where a character of the drama is ostensibly speaking. 

Throughout the work, a Gnostic teacher is giving instruction to his audi

ence. 

This audience is a Christian Gnostic community or group. Thus 
HypArch is clearly an esoteric work, intended for readers who need not 

have everything explained. They know wide-ranging material from both 
the Old and New Testaments and accept the authority of Paul (cf. 

86:21-25). They are aware of linguistic and literary traditions from Jew

ish (even Aramaic-speaking) circles, although the time, place, and vehicle 

by which these traditions were transmitted is no longer clear. The audi

ence is at home with apocalyptic thought, which is esoteric by its very 

nature. One of the traditional functions of apocalyptic-that of providing 
hope and reassurance for an insecure or persecuted community-seems to 
be operative in this work. A self-conscious community read this, prob
ably while feeling considerable pressure from a branch of Christianity 

that defined itself as orthodox, and those who were different as heretics. 
For this audience, apocalyptic may have encoded an affirmation of self-

3Edited in vol. 2 
4The Neoplatonic plenum formarum that necessarily results from God's "lack of envy"

(aphthonia), cf. 96: 11-14. 
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identity and hope, even though in the eschatological future. 

There is obviously some literary relationship between HypArch and the 

fifth tractate of Codex IL The two works appear to have drawn from 

common sources. The fifth tractate mentions a Book or Books of Norea 

( l02:11, 24-25, edited in vol. 2), also mentioned by Epiphanius.5 It has 

been suggested that HypArch is identical with the Book(s) of Norea. but 

there is no compelling evidence to support this hypothesis.6 

5. CONTENTS. a. Summary. After a brief introduction quoting Eph 6: 12,

comes a compressed section (86:26-87:11) of mythical narrative: this is 

actually a summary of material presented more fully at 94:4-96: 17. Here 

the chief ruler (Samael) utters a blasphemy and is upbraided by a divine 

being called incorruptibility. He begets offspring that are installed in the 

lower world by his mother Pistis Sophia (Faith-Wisdom). The powers of 

darkness (rulers, authorities) fall in love with an image of incorruptibility 

they have seen reflected in the waters of chaos, and in that image they 

model a man out of dust. They cannot make him arise from the ground, 
since they cannot bestow life-giving spirit upon him; but for its own rea

sons, the spirit appears and settles within him. The man, Adam, gives 

names to the animals and is placed in a garden (Paradise), where he is 

ordered not to eat from the tree of knowledge (gnosis). While he sleeps 
the rulers open his side and make a woman, described as "spiritual," 

who awakens him. He addresses her with creedal sounding words remin

iscent of the Isis aretologies. 

The rulers determine to rape the woman, but she outwits them by giv

ing them merely her "shadow" (physical body). The snake ("the 

instructor'') appears, and tempts the pair to taste the fruit of the forbidden 

tree. They do so and consequently realize that they are denuded of the 

spiritual element. The chief ruler expels them from the garden. 

The story of Cain and Abel is told with little variation from the 

Genesis account. Eve later bears a son (Seth) to replace the slain Abel, 

and then a daughter called Norea, "the virgin whom the forces did not 
defile.'' 

The rulers then determine to destroy humanity with a flood; in 

response Noah is instructed to build an ark. Norea attempts to gain entry, 

is refused, and burns the ark with her fiery breath. The rulers now wish to 
violate Norea, claiming that her mother Eve before her had also submitted 

to them. She refuses, recognizing them as the powers of darkness, and 
calls for help. Here (93: 1) a transition is made between the two principal 
sections of the narrative (see above §2 ). The rulers withdraw, and the 

5 Haer. 26.1.3, PG 41. 332B. 
6 See the introduction to CG II 5 (in vol. 2) for a further discussion of this problem.
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angel Eleleth appears in order to give Norea an account of the origin and 

destiny of the archontic powers. 

The narrative is now taken over by Eleleth, who procedes to recount a 

more detailed form of the primeval myth already summarized in the open

ing paragraphs of the treatise. According to this account, Pistis Sophia 

(Faith-Wisdom) wishes to procreate without the participation of a partner. 

Gradually out of shapeless shadow, an androgynous, leonine being 

appears, uttering the blasphemy that he alone is God. A voice addresses 

him as "Samael" and reproves him. He then creates seven androgynous 

offspring and tells them that he alone is God. Zoe (Life), the daughter of 

Pistis Sophia, reproves him, calling him "Saklas" (Aramaic for "fool") 

and "Yaldabaoth." She breathes forth an angel, who binds Yaldabaoth 

(i.e., Samael) and throws him into the depths of Tartaros. But one of his 

offspring, Sabaoth, sees this banishment and disowns him. When he 

praises Wisdom (Faith-Wisdom) and Life, they install him over the 

seventh heaven, where Life sits at his right hand, instructing him. Seeing 

this, Yaldabaoth (Samael) becomes envious; his envy brings death into 

being. 

Norea then asks the angel about her own place in all this. Eleleth 

assures her that she and her children belong to the eternal father, and that 

later the "true man" (divine savior) will come to teach all things, and to 

bestow the anointing of eternal life. Then the rulers will perish and the 

sons of light (Gnostics) will come to know the father and praise him, 

singing the trisagion. 

b. Character. All of this narrative shows clear Gnostic features: 

dramatic characters familiar from other Gnostic literature (incorruptibil

ity, Pistis Sophia, Yaldabaoth, the rulers, etc.); emphasis on the spiritual 

element as the real, immortal essence of Gnostic humanity; the great 

importance of knowledge, especially in the startling interpretation of the 

Paradise story, whereby the snake becomes the hero for instructing the 

human pair in the ways of knowledge (gnosis). The work cannot be 

definitely ascribed to any particular Gnostic sect. Affinities with Sethian, 

Barbelognostic, and Ophite doctrines have been noted, but any such 

identification must be accompanied by a healthy skepticism about the use

fulness of these sectarian names as employed by the orthodox heresiolo

gists. 

The most interesting dramatic character of the work is Norea, the 
daughter of Eve. At least two traditional Norea figures have been 
discovered in traditions underlying this part of the myth: Norea as sister 
and wife of Seth. and Norea as Noah's wife. In HypArch she is not 
Noah's wife, although aspects of that tradition are nevertheless present. 
It has been shown that the name "Norea" (Nropma) and its variants go 
back to Naamah of Gen 4:22, and that the development of this figure in 
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the tradition goes back to Jewish haggadah. In HypArch Norea is a 
heavenly force who fights the evil rulers on behalf of Gnostic humanity. 
At the same time, as the recipient of instruction from Eleleth, she symbol
izes the Gnostic quest for individual redemption through esoteric 
knowledge. 

In this work the rulers (apxov-rE�) are sometimes called authorities 
(e�oucrfo1) or forces (ouvaµEt�). It is generally assumed that at least in 
HypArch these terms are synonymous and refer to the same cadre of 
superhuman, but subdivine, heavenly powers. 

HypArch is among the best-presented and best-transmitted tractates 
from Nag Hammadi. It is a significant work because of the clarity and 
authority with which it portrays the sweep of Gnostic belief. Cosmogony, 
anthropology, soteriology, and eschatology have an impressive coherence 
here, setting forth a Gnostic understanding of some of the main themes of 
biblical tradition. 

6. BIBLIOGRAPHY. Commentaries: Roger A. Bullard, The Hypostasis of

the Archons: The Coptic Text with Translation and Commentary, With a 

Contribution by Martin Krause (Patristische Texte und Studien I 0; Berlin: 
De Gruyter, 1970), useful mainly for its commentary and for Krause's 
linguistic introduction. Bentley Layton, ''The Hypostasis of the Archons, 
or, The Reality of the Rulers," Harvard Theological Review 67 (I 974) 
351-425 and 69 (1976) 31-101, with a thorough introduction, critical text 
with translation, helpful notes.

Special studies: B. Bare, L' Hypostase des archontes (Bibliotheque 
copte de Nag Hammadi/Textes 5; Quebec: Presses Univ. Laval, 1980), 
with extensive exegetical commentary. Francis T. Fallon, The Enthrone

ment of Sabaoth: Jewish Elements in Gnostic Creation Myths (Nag Ham
madi Studies IO; Leiden: Brill, 1978). Ithamar Gruenwald, '' Jewish 
Sources for the Gnostic Texts from Nag Hammadi?" Proceedings of the 

Sixth World Congress of Jewish Studies 3 (Jerusalem: World Union of Jew
i�h Studies, 1977) 45-56. R. Kasser, "La formation de L'Hypostase des 
archontes," Bulletin de la Societe d'Archeologie Copte (1971-73) 83-103; 
speculative and highly dubious reconstruction of prior editorial "layers" 
in the compositional history of HypArch. B. Layton, "Critical 
Prolegomena to an Edition of the Coptic Hypostasis of the Archons, •' 
Essays on the Nag Hammadi Texts in Honour of Pahor Labib (Nag Ham
madi Studies 5; Leiden: Brill, 1975) 90-109, textual study. Birger Pear
son, "The Figure of Norea in Gnostic Literature," Proceedings of the 

International Colloquium on Gnosticism (Kung!. Vitterhets Historie och 
Antikvitets Akademiens, Handlingar, Filologisk-filosofiska serien 17; 
Stockholm: Almquist & Wiksell/Leiden: Brill, 1977) 143-152. Kurt 
Rudolph, "Der gnostische 'Dialog' als literarisches Genus,'' Probleme 
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der koptischen Literatur (P. Nagel, ed.; Wissenschaftliche Beitrage der 
Martin-Luther-Universitat Halle-Wittenberg 1968/1 [K2]) 85-107. G. 
Scholem, "Jaldabaoth Reconsidered," Melanges d' histoire des religions 

... H.-Ch. Puech (Paris: Presses Universitaires. 1974) 405-21. See also 

introductions to tractates 5 and 7 in vol. 2. 



DRAMA TIS PERSON AE7 

Father of truth or father of the entirety : God 

Holy spirit of the father of truth: a virgin female element or principle that 

operates occasionally in the world below, animating, instructing, and 

inspiring; capable of possessing (and abandoning) persons. trees, 

lower animals, etc.; consubstantial with the spirit of truth that is 

present in the children of light, hence both 'root' and 'seed' 

The all-powerful or true man, the son of God who will come at the end of 

time to manifest the spirit 

The entirety, probably the totality of divine stuff, whether below or above, 

dispersed or united; to it belong the children of light 

Incorruptibility, a divine being that dwells above the veil of the eighth 

heaven 

Pistis Sophia (Faith Wisdom), or simply Wisdom, another divine being 

above the veil of the eighth heaven, creator of Y aldabaoth 

Her daughter Zoe (Life) 

Fiery angel of wrath sent by Life to banish Yaldabaoth 

The great angel Eleleth, one of the four light-givers that stand in the pres

ence of the spirit 

Adam, the first man on earth, created by the rulers as a male counterpart 

both to themselves and to the image of incorruptibility 

His wife and female counterpart Eve 

Snake 

Birds and beasts of all kinds 

Eve's children 

Cain, an evil son begotten by the rulers 

Abel, his half-brother, a son by Adam 

Seth, a son by God, begotten to 

replace the slain Abel 

Norea or Orea, a daughter, also of divine 

parentage 

7From B. Layton, "The Hypostasis of the Archons," Harvard Theological Review 61 

(1974) 389-393. By permission. 
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Noah and his family 

Norea's offspring the Gnostics (beings that possess a spirit), the children 

of the light 

Other mankind ( descendants of Cain) 

Rulers (archons) of the present darkness and chaos, also called authorities: 

libidinous, animal-faced beings of dual sexuality, viz. 

Their arrogant chief Samael, also called Sak/a or Yaldahaoth, the crea

tion of Pis tis Sophia; face of a lion; thinks he is god 

His seven offspring, the forces of chaos, among them being Sabaoth 

A second, infernal progeny, who are later-born (Envy, Death, etc.) 

Infinite numbers of ministering angels 

Demons 



PLOT 

PROLOGUE: Topic and occasion; author, addressee(§ 1) 

THE RULERS 
Ignorance and blasphemy of the chief ruler(§ 2) 

His fall; establishment of his offspring as a lower spiritual 
hierarchy (§ 3 ) 

THE PROTOPLASTS AND THE RULERS 
Apparition of a divine image (§ 4) 
Creation of man as a snare for the image (§ 5) 

Vivification, naming, and gift of voice to man by the spirit; 
man names the living creatures (§ 6) 

Man's appointed career in Paradise (§ 7) 
Creation of woman; the rulers pursue her(§ 8) 

[Spirit passes (a) from Adam into woman, 
(b) from woman into a tree (cf.§ 9, 90:2

cmpKllCTl),
(c) and then into a snake(§ 9)]

The snake instructs the woman: the protoplasts discover 
they are naked of spirit (§ 9) 

[Spirit (d) leaves the snake] 
The Rulers curse the protoplasts, snake, and mankind 
(§ JO)

CAIN AND ABEL(§ 11) 

SETH AND NoREA: Foundation of the spiritual generation(§ 12) 

Sabaoth saves mankind (Noah) from the rulers' deluge 
(§ 13)

Orea (Norea) burns the ark(§ 14) 

N orea • s struggle with the rulers (§ 15 ) 

APPARITION OF THE ANGEL ELELETH 
Norea's invocation(§ 16) 

Angel's rebuke(§ /7) 
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GNOSTIC DIALOGUE (Norea, Eleleth) 

First question: Angel's identity (§ 18) 

Response: Self-identification and promise of instruction 

Description of the angel by Norea, speaking as narrator 

(§ 19)

Speech of consolation by the angel (§ 20) 

Second question: Origin and genesis of the rulers(§ 21) 

Response: The veil dividing two realms; creation of Yalda-

baoth (§ 22) 

His first blasphemy rebuked (§ 23) 

Descent of Wisdom and light into the region of chaos 

(§ 24)

Yaldabaoth creates a lower spiritual hierarchy (§ 25) 

His second blasphemy rebuked; banishment to Tartaros 

(§ 26)

Elevation of Sabaoth: repentance, installation in seventh 

heaven, chariot and retinue (§§ 27-29) 

The envy of Yaldabaoth yields another spiritual hierarchy in 

Tartaros (§ 30) 

Summary of second response(§ 31) 

Third question: Do Norea and the rulers share a common 
origin? (§ 32) 

Response: 

Heavenly origin of Norea and her offspring means they can

not be harmed by the rulers because of an indwelling 

spirit of truth ( § 33 ) 

Manifestation of the spirit of truth will occur after three 

generations or ages (§ 34) 

Fourth question: When will the three generations have been 

accomplished? (§ 35) 

Response: At the incarnation of the true man, who will 
reveal(?) the existence of the spirit of truth (§ 36) 

EsCHATOLOGICAL POEM: Deeds of the final generation 

Instruction and anointment of the saved; their ascent into 
the light(§ 37) 

Destruction of the lower spiritual world(§ 38) 

Gnosis of the saved; praise of the father and son by the 
children of the light (§ 39) 
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SCENE 

i. Almost the whole depth of darkness (the visible universe):

from the veil of the eighth heaven down through all seven heavens, 

as far as the waters of chaos and the abyss (2-3) 

ii. Earth: a. Near the waters (4-6)

b. Paradise (7-10)

c. Outside Paradise (11-12)

c. Mt. Sir (13-... )

m. Like the opening (22-27)

iv. Seventh heaven (28-29)

v. Hell (30)

v1. Along the way ascending from darkness into the light (37-39)

TIME 

1-v. From primreval time until just before the deluge

vi. At the consummation of ages
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THE HYPOSTASIS OF THE ARCHONS 

EDITED BY 

BENTLEY LAYTON 

e: TBE: eynocTAc1c NNE:.loyc1A ZM nnNA I ivine:1wT' NTME: Aq.xo oc 

NAN NCS I TTNOCS I NATT OCTOI\.OC €:TB€: NE:.lOYCI A  MTTKAKE: I .xe: TTNC!)W.XE: 

C!)OOTT' AN oyBe: CAP.l z1 I [cNo]y A l\.l\.A e:q 'oyBe: NE:.loyc1A 
MTTKOCll[ MOC] t:1N MTTNE: YMATIKON NTTTONHPI A  I [Ae: 1 ].xe:Ne: NAE: I 

E:KC!)INE: E:TBE: eynocTAl[c1c N] e:.1oyc1A 

noyNocs AE: oyBAl\.E: ne: I [€:TB€:] T�[ q)CSOM MN TE:1.jMNTATCOOYN 

I [MN TE:I.IM]�T.XA CIZHT' Aq.xo oc zN TE:'-l'll[cso M .xe: ] ANOK '  n� ryNoy-

TE: MN l\.A Ay I [A .XNT] 
[NT]�re:q.xe: nAe: 1 Al.IP NOBE: e:zrA"i I [e:nTHPq) Ayw Ane: e:1C!)A.xe: 

nwz C!)AZ*pA"i E:TMNT'ATTAKO €:IC oyCMH A€: A CE:I  �IBOI\.' ZN 

TMNTATTAKO e:c.xw M MOC .x �  I KPTTAANAcee: CA MAH "- £Te TTNOyTe: 

n[ e: l I NBBAAe: 

ANE:l.jMe: e: ye: p BAI\€: AqNoy.xe: II E:BO"- NTe:qcso M e: Te: noyA NT Aq-

AUXILIARY NOTES 

86 :27 i.e. NNE:30YCIA. 
87:4 Nii"eX1,.e: i.e. NeX1,.e: cf. OnOrgW/d 103:18. 

TEXT CRITICAL NOTES 

86 :24 [cNo]y: cf. Eph 6: 12 aiµa 26 [AE:1 - - - ] Nagel : also possible is [AZI - - - ] (cf. 
96: 15) [Ael]XE:NE: NAE:I : [ NA'!JA]xe NE: NAE:I Polotsky XE:NE:: cf. Crum 774a and 
Layton 175 27 [c1c N <N>)e3oyc1A Layton3, poss . rightly (cf. 87: IO, 86:20) 

28 rest. Schenke ("[wegen]"): [KATA] Kasser 29 for lhe restoration cf. 86:28 30 
rest. Layton3 (cf. 87:4--5): [ ii"'!JE: xe] Kasser, with hesitation: [CMH xe) Krause: [2y1,.H xe] 
Schenke2 31-32 [axNT] ... [enTHP<d: cf. 94:22-23 

87:2-3 x� I KP: cf. 94:25, 95:7: x[e) <!--IKP Krause 3 n[e) : cf. 94:26 
5 for the construction cf. Layton I 82 : noy A <ne> Krause in Bullard 14, Nagel 



THE HYPOSTASIS OF THE ARCHONS 

TRANSLATED BY 

BENTLEY LAYTON 

l .  On account of the reality (hypostasis) of the authorities (eksousiai).

(inspired) by the spirit 'of the father of truth, the great' apostle-referring 

to the "authorities of the darkness" (Col I: 13)-told us' that "our con

test is not against flesh and' [blood]; rather. the authorities of the universe 
25 and the spirits of wickedness" (Eph 6: 12). ' [I have] sent (you) this 

because you (sg.) inquire about the reality' [of the] authorities. 

2. Their chief is blind; '[because of his] power and his ignorance' [and

his] arrogance he said, with his 30 [power], "It is I who am God; there is 

none ' [ apart from me].' ' 

When he said this, he sinned against' [the entirety]. And this speech 

got up 87 to incorruptibility; then there was a voice that came ' forth from 

incorruptibility, saying, ' "You are mistaken, Samael "-which is, "god ' 

of the blind.'' 

3. His thoughts became blind. And, having expelled 5 his power-that

is. the blasphemy 

87:3-4 god of the blind: possibly an error for blind god (cf. 94:26) 
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xooq' I Aq.11.1wKe MMoq' cyA mTN AnxAoc MN I nNoy N Teq'MAAy 

eBOA z1TN TmcT1c I Tco<)>1A Ayw ACKASICTA NNeq'cyHpe I noyA 

10 noyA KATA TeqcsoM' KATA nTynoc II NAIWN' ETMncA NTne xe 

€BOA ZN NejeHn' Ay ze AN€TOyONZ' €BOA' 

ATMNT'IATTEKO cswcyT' AmTN AMMepoc NMjMooy Anec1Ne oywNz 

15 eBOA zNNMjMooy Ayw ANe:soyc1A MnKAKe MEPITC II Mnoy cycsN 

csoM ..11.e NTeze mNe eTMMAY I neNTAzoywN eBOA NAY Z�MMooy I 

€TB€ TOyMNTCSWB xe MIJlyx1Koc NAC!JITeze MnNeyMAT1Koc 

20 AN 

N'Tne 

xe ZNNAjBOA Ne MTTCA MTTITN NToq ..11.e oyeBOA II ne MTTCA 

eTBe nA"i ATMNTATITAKO cswcyT' eBOA emTN AMMepoc I '!JINA ZM 

noywcy Mne1wT' ecNAZAITP nTHpq' MN noyoe1N ANAPXWN x I Nl-

25 oyc yMBOYAION nexAy xe AMHEIT� II NTNTAMIO NOYPWMe NNoyxoyc 

�IBOA ZM nKAZ AypnAACce Mnoy:�fM10] I ey pMNKAZ THP<q> ne 

NIAPXWN ..11. [e . .  cw]IMA neTeyNTAyq' NCZIME oy z[ . �'1·?. 11 ne NZO 

30 NSHPION Ne Ayq1 NN<?fyxoyc] II €BOA ZM nKAZ AYPnAAcce Mn[oy-

pw]IMe KATA noycwMA Ayw f:-[AT]� [mNe] I MnNoy Te NTAzoywNz 

�[BOA NAY] I ZNNMMOOy 

IO i.e. NNa 1wN. 
13-1 4 i.e. ZN MMooy. 16 i.e. neNTa zoywNz (Schenke, Krause in Bullard 14 and Nagel

emend thus). ZNNMMooy : i.e. ZN MMooy. 17 Sah. TE:YMNTISWB. 18 Sah. zeNeBoJ\.. 
25 i.e. Noyxoyc. 26 Sah. MneyTaMIO. 
29 i.e. Noyxoyc. 30-31 Sah. Mney- ... ney-. 33 i.e. ZN MMooy. 

6 ayAIWKE: em. Fischer 7-8 nNOYN E:BOJ\. ZITN TnlCTIC TCO<),la TE:<.jMaay em. 
Kasser IO N<N>a1wN Mac Rae. poss. rightly 

26 res1. Kasser: also possible is ry�[a cMa] : cf. Laywn-\ pt. 2. p. 33 27 THP<q> Bul-
lard. Nagel 

27 A[e . .  cw] : room for 1-2 standard letters berween e and c 27-29 N1apxwN A[e 
oycw]Ma .. . NCZIME: oyz[o AE:] ne NZO N8HPION NE: ayq1 Krause; NlaPXWN A[e ncw]Ma 
.. . NCZIME: oyz[ •• • l ne ZNZO (i.e. ZE:NZO) N8HPION NE: ayq1 Layton 182: NlaPXWN A[e 
oycw]Ma ... NCZIMe oyz[oyze] ne NZO N8HPION Ne ayq1 Layton\ with hesitation: for the 
other possible restorations. cf. Layton-1. pt. 2. pp. 33-36 29 9[yxoyc]: cf. 87:25: 9[y0Me] 
sim. Kasser 30-31 res1. Schenke ( .. [ ihren Menschen] .. ). Bullard, Nagel : cf. 89: 18, · 
91 :4: n(e1pw]Me Kasser (29 n. 3) 31 rest. Schenke ('"[nach (Ko.to.) dem Bilde]"), sim. 
Bullard, Nagel: also possible is �[aT]� [ne1Ne] 32 for the restoration cf. 88:9 
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he had spoken-' he pursued it down to chaos and ' the abyss, his mother, 

at the instigation of Pistis ' Sophia (Faith Wisdom ). And she established 

each of his offspring' in conformity with its power-after the pattern 10 of 

the realms that are above, for by starting from the' invisible world the visi

ble world was invented. 

4. As incorruptibility ' looked down into the region of the waters, ' her

image appeared in the waters;' and the authorities of the darkness became 

enamored of her. 15 But they could not lay hold of that image, ' which had 

appeared to them in the waters, 'because of their weakness-since beings 

that merely possess a soul ' cannot lay hold of those that possess a 

spirit-for' they were from below. while it was from 20 above. 

5. This is the reason why "incorruptibility ' looked down into the region

(etc.) ": 'so that, by the father's will, she' might bring the entirety into 

union with the light. The rulers (arkhontes) laid' plans and said, "Come, 
25 let us create a man that will be soil from ' the eanh." Tuey modelled their 

creature' as one wholly of the earth. 

Now the rulers ... ' body ... they have ... female ... is ... ' with the 

face of a beast. They had taken [some soil] 30 from the earth and modelled 

their [man], ' after their body and [after the image] ' of God that had 

appeared [to them]' in the waters. 

87:17-18 beings thm merely possess a soul ... those that possess a spirit here renders 

Greek psykhikos ... pneumatikos 

87:27-29 possibly. Now as for the rulers, it is [a] female body that they have, [and] a 

[visage] with the face of a beast. They had taken [some soil]; or, Now as for the rulers, it is 

[a] female body that they have; it is (as it were) an [aborted fetusl with the face of a beast.

They had taken [some soil]; or, Now as for [the] rulers, the body, which they have as a

female element, is (also) [male], with the face of a beast. They had taken [some soil]
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nexdy xe d[MHEITN MdJlrNTezoq' ZM TTNTT.71.dCMd �[eKddc] II 

eqNdNdY dTTEl.j<!)BPE![Ne .. ?Y:--7 .. ] * [N]TNEMdZTe MM0'-1 ZM TTM

TT.71.dCMd e ypNolle]1. dN NT AYNdMIC MTTNOyTe eso.71. ZN I "fOYMNTdT'-

60M dyw dl.jN1qe ezoyN ZM I neqzo 

5 KOC II z1XM TTKdZ NZdZ Nzooy ivinoy<!)CSN csoM' I cse NToyNocq' 

ETBE TOYMNTdT'CSOM dYITTPOCK'dPTEPEI Nee NNIZdTHOY xe e y-

Ndl6WP6 dTTEINE ETMMdY TTdE I  NTdZOYWNZ I EB0.71.' Ndy ZNNM-

10 MOOY NeycooyN' Ae dN' II NTeqcsoM xe NIM ne 

NdEI' dTTNd Ndy dTTIP WME N'i'YXIKOC I ZIXM TTKdZ dYW dTTTTNd El 

IS eso.71. ZM TTKdZ I NdAdMdN'TINH' dljEI emTN dqoywz NIIZHTq' 

dTTPWME eTMMdY <!)WTTe dyq,yxH' I ecoNz 

dl.jMOyTe eneq'pdN xe dAdM' xe I dyze fdP' epoq' El.jKEIM' ZIXM 

dYCMH I El EB0.71. ZN TMNTdTTdKO ETBE TBOHSld I N-

dYW dNdPXWN' cwoyz ezoyN' II NNSH'p10N' THPOY MTTKdZ 

MN NZd.71.dTE I TH'poy NTne dyNToy ezoyN' <!)d dAdM' I ENdy xe d

AdM' NdMOyTe epooy xe NIM' I �Tpeqt pdN enoyd noyd ZN NZd.71.d

Te I MN NTBNooye THPOY 

25 dy qe1 NdAdM' II [d] yK��q' ZM TTTTdPdAe1coc eTpeqp zws' I [epoqj' 

Nl.jdpez epoq' dyw dNdPXWN zwN' I [eToj9Tq' e yxw MMOC xe 

eB0.71. ZN <!)H(N) I [NIM] �TZM TTdPdA1coc eKNdoywM' I [eso.71.] Ae ZM 

30 TT<!)HN NcoywN neTNd 'll[Noyq] M� neeooy Mnp oywM' oyAe I [Mnpxwz 

e]poq' xe cpooy e:TeTNdoywM' I [eso.71. NZHT]q' ZN oyMoy 

88:3-6 Sah. TEYMNTaTISOM . .. TEYMNTaTISOM. 9 i.e. ZN MMOOy. 
12 i.e. annNa (Nagel emends thus). 
22 i.e. xe eaaaM (Layton3 emends thus). 
26 i.e. Nqzapez. 28 i.e. nnapaz.1coc (Nagel emends thus). 

33 rest. Nagel 34 rest. Schenke ("[damit]""), sim. Nagel 35 '!)BP-
e![8 '/2-IO½l pap. for the restoration cf. 89: 19 87:35-88: I '!)BPE![Ne N(JMEPIT(j N]TN sim. 
Nagel: '!)BPE![Ne Nqe1 '!)apoq N]TN Schenke ("[zu ihm kommt]"), Krause 88: I [N]TN: 
cf. 87:25 etc. ITM added above the line 3 poss. emend to ayN1qe: cf. 88:6-7 I 0 
expected is NIM T e  

22 for the syntax cf. 90:8 and 9 1  :9 
24 ayqe1: y written over erasure of 'I 25 [a]yK��q: cf. Gen 2: 15 i£8uo airt6v 26 

[epoq]: cf. Gen 2:15 Sahidic er ZWB epoq 28 [NIM]: cf. 89:34 and Gen 2:16 
1tav-r6.; 29 [eBoA]: cf. 89:35 and Gen 2:17 amS 29-30 Na[Noyq]: cf. 90:1 and Gen 
2: 17 KaAov 31 sim. rest. Bullard, cf. 90:4 and Gen 3:3 µ11 a'l'ria8E auwii: [MNxwz e]poq 
sim. rest. Nagel 32 [eBOA NZHT]'I : cf. 90:5 and Gen 2: 17 a1t' auwii 
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They said, '' [Come, let] us 'lay hold of it by means of the form that we 

have modelled, [so that] 35 it may see its male counterpart [ . . .  ], 88 and we 

may seize it with the form that we have modelled"-not 'understanding 

the force of God, because of' their powerlessness. And he breathed into ' 

his face; and the man came to have a soul (and remained) 5 upon the 

ground many days. But they could not ' make him arise because of their 

powerlessness. ' Like storm winds they persisted (in blowing). that they 

might ' try to capture that image, which had appeared ' to them in the 

waters. And they did not know 10 the identity of its power. 

6. Now all these events came ' to pass by the will of the father of the

entirety. Afterwards, ' the spirit saw the soul-endowed (psykhikos) man ' 

upon the ground. And the spirit came forth from ' the Adamantine Land; 

it descended and came to dwell within 15 him, and that man became a living 

soul.' 

It called his name Adam since he ' was found moving upon the ground. 

A voice ' came forth from incorruptibility for the assistance of Adam; ' 

and the rulers gathered together 20 all the animals of the earth and all the ' 

birds of heaven and brought them in to Adam ' to see what Adam would 

call them, ' that he might give a name to each of the birds ' and all the 

beasts. 

7. They took Adam 25 [and] put him in the garden, that he might cultivate

' [it] and keep watch over it. And the rulers issued a command ' to him, 

saying, "From [every] tree ' in the garden shall you (sg.) eat; ' yet

[from] the tree of recognizing good 30 and evil do not eat, nor' [touch] it; 

for the day you (pl.) eat' [from] it, with death 

87:35 possibly, counterpan [and become enamored of it]; or, counterpart [and come to it] 
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TETNAMOY 
eel[ ..... ] nA"i cecooyN AN' .xe oy neNj[TAy.xoo]y 

NA(.j' AJ\.71.A ZM noywcy Mne1'*wT' �TAY .xe TT AE I NTEEIZE .XEK AAC 
eqjNAOywM' NTE AAAM' <TM> nwnn NAY epooy eqo Tl;l�[q] I NZ YJ\.IKOC 

ANAPXWN cyo.xNe MN NoyjepHy nexAy .xe AMHEITN NTNEINE 
N!loyecye ezpA"i e.XN AAAM Ayw Aqzwpn' I Tiicye Ae 
Te T'MNTATCOOYN' TAel  NTAyjNTC ezpA"i e.xwq' AYW A(.j-
zwpn' AyoyeN I Mneqcmp' Nee NNoycz1Me ecoNz I Ayw Ay-

10 K WT' Mneq'cmp' NNoycAP3 II enecMA Ayw AAAAM' cy wne ;:;;;q,y-
x1jKOC THPll' 

Ayw Tcz1Me MnNe yMATIK H  I Ac 1 cyApoq' AC'!JA.Xe NMMAll' nexAc I 
.xe T woyN AAAM Ayw NTApeqNAy epoc I nexAq .xe NTO neN'TAzt 

15 NAe I MTTWNZ II ceNAMOyTe epo .xe TMAAy NNeToNZ I .xe NTOc 
ne TAMAAy NTOC Te TCOe1N' I Ayw TCZIMe Ayw TeNTAZMICe 

ANej3oyc1A Ae e1 ezoyN (!JA noyAAAM' NTAjpoyNAy Ae ATeq'-

20 cyepe1Ne eccyA.xe NM II MA(.j' AY'!JTOPTP ZN oyNocs N'!JTOPTP I Ayw 
ne.xAy NNoyepHy j .xe AMHelTN NTNNoy.xe MTTNcner'I-

MA ezpA"i e.xwc' AYPAIWK E MMOC 
25 TOYMNTAT'lleHT' MN TOyMNTBXJ\.e 

Ayw I Accwee Ncwoy eeoJ\. ZN 
Ayw Acr oycyH(N) I NTOOToy 

89 :3-4 Sah. NeyepHy. 7 i.e. ayoywN. 8-9 i.e. ifoycz1Me .. . iJoycap3_ 
12 i.e. ace1. 
18-25 Sah. neyaaaM ... NeyepHy .. . TEYMNTaTZHT. 

32 ce : e wrinen over erasure of oy 33 (xw Naq M] Schenke2 (cf. 89: I): (ZWN M) 
Layton 185: (cwpj;j zj;j) or (x 11>011. e) Kasser 34 rest. Schenke ("was [sie] ihm [gesagt 
haben)'·). Nagel l/9 :2 < TM> Koenen in Layton3 Nay : copyist first wrote and then 
cancelled wn. adding Nay above the line T�(q) Layton 185 : also palaeographically pos-
sible is Tl:lr(oy) NTe aaaM wn erooy eyo Tl:lr[oy) em. Bullard 73 

7-10 ayoyeN Mneqcmp <ayw ayKWT NTE(jBHTcmr> Nee NNOYCZIME ECONZ ayw
ay<Moyz> M neqcmp NNoycap3 enecMa em. Schenke2, sim. Fischer IO aaaaM: first a 
added above the line 

16 <ayw ceNaxw MMoc epo> xe em. Bullard (83, "and it will be said of you"), with 
hesitation NTOC ne .. . NTOC TE : expected is NTOC Te . .. NTOC T€ 

26 f!:[c} sim. Nagel: f!:(T] Schenke2 26-29 e1 Nf!: ... xozM[ec] ZN .. . c(j)par![c] N 
... Ka TaKp1�[e)� read in photographs 
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you (pl.) are going to die.'' 

They ' [ . .. ] this. They do not understand what ' [they have said] to 

him; rather, by the father's will, 89 they said this in such a way that he ' 

might (in fact) eat, and that Adam might (not) regard them as would a 

man of an exclusively 'material nature. 

8. The rulers took counsel ' with one another and said, "Come, let us

cause 5 a deep sleep to fall upon Adam." And he slept. '-Now the deep 

sleep that they ' "caused to fall upon him and he slept" is ignorance.

They opened ' his side like a living woman. ' And they built up his side 

with some flesh 10 in place of her, and Adam came to be endowed ' only 

with soul. 

And the spirit-endowed woman' came to him and spoke with him, say

ing, ' "Arise, Adam." And when he saw her, ' he said, "It is you who 

have given me life; 15 you will be called ·mother of the living.' ' -For it is 

she who is my mother. It is she who is the physician, ' and the woman, 

and she who has given birth." 

9. Then the ' authorities came up to their Adam. ' And when they saw

his female counterpart speaking with him, 20 they became agitated with 

great agitation; ' and they became enamored of her. They said to one 

another, ' · 'Come, let us sow our seed ' in her,'' and they pursued her. 

And' she laughed at them for their witlessness 25 and their blindness; and in 

their clutches, she became a tree, ' and left before them her shadowy 

reflection resembling herself; ' 

88:33 possibly, [tell himJ this; or, [command to him] this: or. [are wrong in] this 

89:2 (not} erroneously omitted in the text 

89: 16 physician: or, midwife 
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TOY 

30 TECCMH <!)INd e yNdPKdTdKPl�fe] t011Mooy oyddy ZM noyTTJ\dCMd t:1[N 

noy]le1Ne 

dce1 ae NCSI tnNeyMdTl�[H zM] I <Pd<{' npeqTdMO' dyw 

d(jT�[Mooy eq]lxw MMOC xe oy ne NTdy[xooq NH]ITN xe esol\ 

35 ZN <!)HN NIM zfM TTTTdPd]IIAEICOC EKNdOYWM' EBO� �[e ZM TT<!)HN'] 

*p. 901 * �coywN neeooy MN neTNdNoyq' I ivinpoywM 
(138 L.) nexe TCZIME NC4PKIKH xe I oy MONON' nexdq xe MNoywM 4J\J\4 I

5 Mnpxwz epoq xe ZM nzooy eTeTNdoyllwM' esol\ NZHTq' ZNNoy-

MOY TETNdMOY I 

dyw nexe cpdq' npeqTdMO xe ZN oyMoy I eTeTNdMOY dN N-

10 TETN<!)wne l\iee NNINOyTe eTellTNcooyN ivin'neeooy MN neTNd-

Noyq' I dyw TpeqTdMO dyq1Tc NTOoTq' M<Pdq' I dyw dCKW ivi-

Moq' oydd(j' eqo NPMNKdZ I 

4YW TCZIME NC4PKIKH 4CXI EBOJ\ ZM TT<!)H(N) I 4COYWM 4YW 4Ct 

15 ivineczd"i NMMdC dyllw dMq,yx1Koc oywM dyw dTOYK4Kld I 

20 

oyeN' EBOJ\ ZN TOYMNTdTCOOYN dyw' I dYEIME xe NEYKHKdZH Y 

dTTTTNe yMd'IT1KoN dyq1 zNcswse NKNTe dyMopoy I exN Toytne 

TOTE d(jEI N61 TTNO6 NdPIIXWN 

EKTWN 

30-31 Sah. neynAa cMa .. . neye1Ne .
90 :3 1.e. Mnpoyw M .  5 i.e. ZN oy Moy. 
8 i.e. NaoywN. IO i.e. Mneeooy. 
15-19 Sah. aTeyKaK1a . .. TEy MNTaTCOOYN ... Teytne .

27 sim. rest. Nagel: xozM[oy ] Schenke ("sie befleckten [sich]"), cf. 89:29-30 28-29 
NTe ccMH : poss. emend to Mne ccMoT (thus Layton3) 

noyw(!l Mne1wT MITTHP<P l!JINa Schenke2 , with hesitation 
29 <Nae, z.e THPOY ay(!JWITe ZM-

ZM noynAacMa oyaay em. Schenke2, with hesitation 
[ihrem]"). Bullard: 1-;1[N neq] Nagel: cf. 92:24-25 

30 oyaay ZM noynAa cMa : 
1-;1[N noy ] Schenke ("und 

31 rest. Schenke ("[in]"), Bullard 32 T�[Mooy - - - I sim. rest. Bullard : T�[Mo c - -
-1 sim. rest. Nagel: T�[Moq - - -1 Schenke ("[belehrte ihn]"): cf. 89:33 NHTN 33 alsq 
possible is ne NTay, but cf. 90:3 nexaq rest. Schenke ("[zu] euch [gesagt]"), 
Nagel 34 <!JHN NIM <eT> Layton3 34-35 z[M nnapa ]z.e,co c: cf. 88:28 35 for the 
restoration cf. 88:29 90: I �coywN : of�. N is definite. superlin. stroke restored 

I 6 oyeN : i.e. oywNZ (prob. emend thus , with Layton3): oyeN<z> em. Kasser2 (I 90 b ,  
38) 
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and they defiled [itJ 'foully.-And they defiled the stamp of' her voice, so 

that 30 by the form they had modelled, together with [their] (own) image, they 

made themselves liable to condemnation. ' 

Then the female spiritual principle came [in] 'the snake, the instructor; 

and it taught [them], 'saying, "What did he [say toJ 'you (pl.)? Was it, 

'From every tree in the garden 35 shall you (sg.) eat; yet-from [the tree] 90 

of recognizing evil and good' do not eat'?" 

The carnal woman said,' "Not only did he say 'Do not eat,' but even' 

'Do not touch it; for the day you (pl.) eat 5 from it, with death you (pl.) are 

going to die.' " ' 

And the snake, the instructor, said, "With death ' you (pl.) shall not 

die; for it was out of jealousy ' that he said this to you (pl.). Rather your 

(pl.) eyes' shall open and you (pl.) shall come to be like gods, recognizing 

10 evil and good." ' And the female instructing principle was taken away 

from the snake,' and she left it behind merely a thing of the earth.' 

And the carnal woman took from the tree 'and ate; and she gave to her 

husband as well as herself; and 15 these beings that possessed only a soul. 

ate. And their imperfection ' became apparent in their lack of acquain

tance; and ' they recognized that they were naked of the spiritual element, 

' and took fig leaves and bound them ' upon their loins. 

IO. Then the chief ruler came; 20 and he said, "Adam! Where are 

you?"-for he did not' understand what had happened. 

89:27 or, defiled [themselves] 

89:28-29 the stamp of her voice: text probably erroneous; correct text possibly the form 

that she had stamped in her likeness 



25 

30 
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XE NE Ei-

TTEXE TTdPXWN XE ETBE oy' dKK W TT  E l  II MHTI XE dK 'oywM' EBOJ\. 

zM TT<!)HN I NT[d]E120N1.j ETO OTK XE iliinpoywM' EIB0[71.] NZHT'-1' 

OY4 4T(j 4YW 4KOyWM 

nEl�[E d]A dM XE TCZIME NTdK 'Td dC NdE I I [dct] NdEI 

dE1 oywM' dyw d TTdYSdAHC II [N4P]�wN czoyop TCZIME 

nExE TCZIME I [xE <P]<?'-1 TTETdP 'd TTdTd MMO EI dE1oywM' I [dy-

KO To]y d<P0 '-1  dycoyzwp' TEl.jZ d"iBEC I [. :i� .. o]ydT60M TTE E y

co oyN dN I [XE no]yn71. dCMd TTE 

nE Zd ncd zoyE NE.lOYC![d] I <!)dNTE'-1'E1 l\ics1 TTTEJ\.E1oc NPWME 

n�[dJlzoy E TMMdY 41.jEI EXN <P d '-1' 

dYKOTOY djTTOydA dM' dYl.jlT'-1' dyNoxq' EBOJ\. ZM TTTTdllPdAEICOC 

MN TEl.jZIME XE NTo oy zwoy 

CE<!)O o n' I Zd ncd zoyE 

dyNoyx ' PPWME AE EZPd"i I d ZNNOCS iliinnEp1cndcMoc MN ZNMK d Z  I

10 NTE TTBI OC <!)INd ENOYPWME Nd<!)WTTE II NBIWTIKOC NCETMPCXOJ\.4ZE 

4 pnpocjK dPTEPEI E TTTTNd ETOyd d B  

TT4 71.IN' 41.jCOYWN TEl.j'jZIME ETI 4CW 4CXTTO N-

4 BEJ\. AE II NEy<!)WC TTE MMdNECO Oy K d"iN AE dtjEljNE 

31 i.e. neT,H (Nagel emends sim.). 34 Sah. neynAacMa. 9/: I i.e. NNe:1oyc1a 

(emended thus by Krause in Bullard 14. sim. Nagel). 

8 i.e. Mnep1cnacMoc. 9 Sah. eNeypwMe. 

12 Sah. ney'!)HPe. 

26-28 NT[a]e1 ... eleo[A] ... nel�[e a]aaM read in photographs

27-28 nel�[e - - - ] : trace of x deformed (cf. Layton3 ) 29 (act]: cf. 90: 14 and Gen 
3:12i'.OroKEV 30 (Nap]�wN: cf. 92:27 

31 for the restoration cf. 90:32 : reading of pap. cannot be [ - - - <I> ]�q 32 rest. 

Schenke C'[sie wandten sich]'"). sim. Nagel: cf. 91:3. 92:21, 27, 32 33 [zwcTe o]y 
Schenke ("[so dass (rocr-rE)J"'): [Ta"i eTe o]y Nagel: [Ka1To1 o]y Schenke2 : [enae1 o)y 
Kasser 34 rest. Kasser, Krause 9/ :2 poss. emend to c:;[a]zoy<e> (thus Layton3, with, 
hesitation) 

8 for the form Mn cf. Layton 187 and Quecke. Das Markusemngelium sai"disch 26 n., 30 
n., and above 90: IO: M{ n} Krause in Bullard 14 

12 xno NKa"i"N ITOY'!)HPe: xno NKa"i"N <M>ITOY'!)HPE em. Layion3 with hesita-
tion noy : nee em. Krause in Bullard 14 14 acxno : c wrillen over erasure of e 
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And Adam ' said, '' I heard your voice and was ' afraid because I was 

naked: and I hid.'' ' 

The ruler said, ''Why did you (sg.) hide, unless it is 25 because you (sg.) 

have eaten from the tree 'from which alone I commanded you (sg.) not to 

e�t? 'And you (sg.) have eaten!"' 

Adam said, "The woman that you gave me, ' [she gave] to me and I 

ate.'' And the arrogant 30 ruler cursed the woman. 

The woman ' said, "It was the snake that led me astray and I ate." ' 

[They turned] to the snake and cursed its shadowy reflection, ' [ ... J 

powerless, not comprehending ' [that] it was a form they themselves had 

modelled. From that day, 91 the snake came to be under the curse of the 

authorities; ' until the all-powerful man was to come, ' that curse fell upon 

the snake. 

They turned ' to their Adam and took him and expelled him from the 

garden 5 along with his wife; for they have no ' blessing, since they too are ' 

beneath the curse. 

Moreover they threw mankind ' into great distraction and into a life ' of 

toil, so that their mankind might be 10  occupied by worldly affairs, and 

might not have the opportunity 'of being devoted to the holy spirit. 

11. Now afterwards, ' she bore Cain. their son; and Cain 'cultivated the 

land. Thereupon he knew his ' wife; again becoming pregnant, she bore 

Abel; and Abel 15 was a herdsman of sheep. Now Cain brought ' in 

90:33 possibly. [and thus it is] powerless; or, [which is] powerless; or, [and yet it is] 

powerless 
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ezoyN ZN NKa.pnoc NTeqcwcye' 

e yc1a. ZN I Neqz1e1B' a.nNoyTe iswcyT' £X N NIAWPON N-

20 Na.BEA Mneqx1 A£ NNAWIIPON NNKa.
0
iN a.yw Ka.0iN l\ica.pKIKOC 

a.qjAIWK€ Na.BEA' TT€(jCON 

a.yw nexe TTN�[Y]ITe NKa."iN xe eqTwN' a.BEA' TT£KCON I 

a.qoywcye nexa.q xe MH ee1cyoon' I Mcl>yAa.3 Mna.coN 

25 TT€X€ TTNOYT€ NIIKa.0iN X€ €IC T€CMH MTT€CNO(j MTT£KICON 

q<a.>cyKa.K' ezpa."i epoe1 a.KP r:i[o]Be �IPWK' qNa.KoTq' 

epoK oyoN NIM [eT]Na.lMoyoyT' NKa.e1N qNa.BWA £BO� [l'i]cocp[q] I 

30 l\ix I KBa. KNa.cywne A£ £K£<Y e�[ oMl � yllw £KCTWT' z1xN TTKa.z 

35 

*p. 92 1 

(140 L.) 

5 

<a.>a.aa.M A€ [cooy(N}] I NT€(j(YBP€1N€ e yza. a.cw a.cxn� f CHS] 

I Na.Aa.M 

Na.BEA] I 

na.AIN a.cw N61 e yza. a.cxn[e Nwpea.] II a.yw nexa.c xe a.qxno 

N�fe1 l\ioyna.r*ee]Noc NBOHee1a. [zN] �r£N£a. Nf£N£a.' I i:i"PPW-

M£ Ta.€1 T€ TTTAP0€NOC €T€ MTT€ (l'i}IAYNAMIC xa.zM£C 

TOT£ a.NPWM£ pa.pxe1 I NNpa.y3a.Ne a.yw l\icea.Na.£1  

a.Na.pxwN cyoll.xNe MN NOY£PHY nexa.y xe a.MH£1TN NITNTa.M10 N

NOyKa.Ta.KAYCMoc £BOA ZNNlt>IX NTN(JWT£ £BOA' Nca.p3' NIM .XIN pw

M£ I cya. TBNH 

17-19 i.e. NOyeyc1A . . .  NABE:h. 20 i.e. NKA"iN. 33 i.e. NABE:h.
92 :4 i.e. NPAYlAN£ .
5 Sah. NeyepHy. 6 i.e. NoyKATAKAYCMoc . 6-7 i.e. lN NNtil.JS.. Sah. lN NE:Ntil.JS. ( poss.

emend thus, with Layton3)_ 

20 NN : prob. emend to N (thus Layton3, with hesitation) 1<.A"iN NCAp1<.11<.oc: expected is 
KA"iN ITCAPt::11<.oc or t::A"iN <eqo> NCAP1<.11<.oc: but cf. OnOrgWld 117:2 (with Nagel2 418) 

26 q<A>(!I Kasser 32 26-29 �[o]ee � ... [eT]NAMOYOYT ... [N]Co<!l(q] ... e�[oM] 
�w read in photographs 26�: N is definite. superlin. stroke restored 

30 <A> NageJ2 418, cf. Layton2 31 sim. rest. Krause: cf. Layton2 and Gen 4:25 ETEKEV 
uiov ... r116 32 rest. Schenke ("[ einen anderen]"), Nagel: M[ITel] Kasser 33 rest. 
Schenke2 : [NABE:A Ayw] Nagel 

34 .JS.IT[e - - - I Nagel : also possible is .is.IT[o N - - - - ] [ - - - NWPeA] Krause: also 
possible is [ - - - wpeA]. cf. Pearson, Layron3 {preface, §II): [ - - - oy(!lee:re:] Bul
l ard 35-92: I N�[e1 NOYITAree]Noc Schenke ("mir [eine] ... [Jungfrau tnap0i:voc;)]"), 
sim. Bullard, Nagel: cf. 92:2 92: I [lN] �: of �. N not defin ite, superlin. stroke 
restored 2 MITE: (N) : MITE pap. 

5-6 AMH£1TN NTN{TAMIO}NNOYl<.ATAl<.hyCMOC <£.JS.M ITPWM£ NTANTAMIOq> E:BOh ZN
Schenke2, with hesitation 
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from the crops of his field, but ' Abel brought in an offering (from) among 

'his lambs. God looked upon the ' votive offering of Abel; but he did not 

accept the votive offerings 20 of Cain. And carnal Cain ' pursued Abel his 

brother. 

And God' said to Cain, "Where is Abel your brother?'' ' 

He answered, saying, '' Am I, then,' my brother's keeper?'' 

God said to 25 Cain, "Listen! The voice of your brother's blood' is crying 

up to me! You have sinned with ' your mouth. It will return to you: any

one who ' kills Cain will let loose seven ' vengeances, and you will exist 

groaning and 30 trembling upon the earth." 

12. And Adam [knew] ' his female counterpart Eve, and she became

pregnant, and bore [Seth] ' to Adam. And she said, '' I have borne 

[another] ' man through God, in place [ of Abel].'' ' 

Again Eve became pregnant, and she bore [Norea]. 35 And she said, 

"He has begotten on [me a] virgin 92 as an assistance [for] many genera

tions 'of mankind.'' She is the virgin whom the 'forces did not defile. 

Then mankind began 'to multiply and improve. 

13. The rulers took counsel 5 with one another and said, "Come. let' us

cause a deluge with our ' hands and obliterate all flesh, from man ' to 

beast." 

9 I :34 or, she bore [Orea]. The forms Norea and Orea are interchangeable in this text. 
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ndrxwN A€ NNAYN4MIC NTdlrecf'€1M€ Noy�o xNe nexd q NNw ze 

10 xe II TdMIO NdK' NNOYKIBWTOC €BOh ZNNoy �e I €Md q'ji Xohec Nr

zwn' NZOYN NZHTC NIToK' MN N€K'�HP€ MN NTBNooye MN NIZdhdT€ 

NTTT€ x1N' Koye1 �d NOt> Nr cezwc I €P4TC ZIXM nTooy NCIP' 

15 d ce1 A€ Nt>I wped II �dpo q ecoyw� €T€hO ezpd"i €TKIBWToc 

20 

dyw MneqKddc 4CNl(j€ ezoyN ezpe TKIIBwToc dcpoK zc n4-

hlN d(jTdMIO NTKIIBWTOC MTTM4ZC€TT' CNdY 

dYTWMT' epoc I Nt>I NdPXWN eyoyw� dPdTTdTd MMOC 

noyNOIS €TNZHTOY NdC X€ T€Mddy I ey zd dC€1 �dPON 

dNWP€d A€ KOTC €POIOY TT€X4C Ndy X€ NTWTN N€ N4PXWN MITTK4-

K€ T€TNCZOYOPT' OYT€ MTT€TNCOYIWN T4Mddy 4l,.l,.4 N-

25 T4T€TNcoywN T€TNll�BP€IN€ dNOK' oyeBOh rdp dN' ZN 

THI�€ �[h]hd NT4€1 €B0h ZN Nd TTCd NTTT€ I 

�n[dy]edAHc N4PXWN KOT q' ZN T€(jt>OM' I �Y'!' [d]neq'nrocw-

30 noN �wne Nee Nl[oy .. ]ZT' eqKHM' d(jTOhMd ezoyN' epoc II

[nex]�q N4C xe z4nc ne eTpeji ewK' NdN I [Nee] NT€K€Mddy ey-

Zd dYtNd€1 rdp' Ml[ ....... ]' 

9 i.e. eNoy(!lO.XNE: (Nagel emends thus), Sah. E:Ney-. IO i.e. NOYKIBWToc ZN 

OY(!lE:. 

20 Sah. ne yNo.s ... TOyMaay. 

26 i.e. NTae1e1 (emended thus by Krause in Bullard 14 and Nagel).

31 Sah. NTOYKE:Maay.

I I E:Ma(lP : <l written over erasure of p 

14 wrea: i.e.
0

!.lpai'a, Heb. Na'amah: <N>wpea em. Schenke ("(N)orea"): cf. on 91:34 
25-28 THI� .. . �n [ay]ea.11.Hc ... �YI!' [a]read in photographs 

27 KOT(l: TOK(l ("vertraute") em. Schenke 29 for the possible restorations cf. Lay-

ton: [oyKw]zT rest. Schenke ("[Feuer]"): also possible is [oyTa]ZT 30 sim. rest. Bul-

lard, Nagel 31 rest. Schenke ("[wie]"), Bullard, Nagel ayt: act em. 

Nagel 31-32 tNaE:I rap Mf[nael ON - - -1 or tNaE:I rap Mj(ma1wN - - -1 rest . Kasser:

tNae1 rap Ml[neooy - - - I Schenke ("gaben mir [die Ehre]"), Nagel: for the construction

tNa� cf. Emmel 
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But when the ruler of the forces ' came to know of their decision, he 

said to Noah, io "Make yourself an ark from some wood ' that does not rot 

and hide in it-you ' and your children and the beasts and ' the birds of 

heaven from small to large-and set it' upon Mount Sir.'' 

14. Then Orea came 15 to him wanting to board the ark. 'And when he

would not let her, she blew upon the ' ark and caused it to be consumed by 

fire. Again he ' made the ark, for a second time. 

15. The rulers went to meet her' intending to lead her astray. 20 Their

supreme chief said to her, "Your mother' Eve came to us." 

But Norea turned to ' them and said to them, •'It is you who are the 

rulers of ' the darkness; you are accursed. And you did not know ' my 

mother; instead it was your female 25 counterpart that you knew. For I am 

not your descendant; 'rather it is from the world above that I am come.'' ' 

The arrogant ruler turned, with all his might, ' [and] his countenance 

came to be like (a) black' [ ... ]; he said to her presumptuously, 30 "You 

must render service to us, ' [as did] also your mother Eve; for I have been 

given(?)' [ ... ]. " 

92:27 with all his might: or, with his power 

92:28-29 like black (or, intense) [ ... ]:two letters of the missing word survive; possibly, 

like black [lead] (the meta/); or, like intense [fire] 

92:31-32 or. for these have been given [ ... ] 
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(a]�wpea A£ KOTC ZN TISOM Mn'I[ .... aca]�KaK' £B0h ZN OYNO(S 
NCMH I [ezra"i e]i:rneToyaaB TTNoyTe MTTTHP<-1' * xe £PIBOHee1 Nae1 
aNarxwN NTa.AIK£1la NrNaZM£T' aNoyis1x NT£ YNOY 

an<N06 N>ar'lr£hOC £1 £BO"- ZNNMTTH Y£ enecHT' I nexaq Nae xe 
£TB£ oy Tewcy ezra"i II £TTNOYT£ £TB£ oy T£PTOh Ma ezra"i en'l-

nNa eToyaaB 
nexe Nwpea xe NTK NIM I 

N£ aNaPXWN NTa.AIKla cezwoy £B0h I MMOC nexaq X£ aNOK' 

10 ne £h £h He I TMNTCaB£ TTN06 Nar'rehOC neTazellpaTq' MTT£MTO 

£BOh MnnNa £ToyaaB' I NTayTNNOOYT' £TPa cyaxe NMM£ NTal-
NaZM£ £T6IX' NNlaNOMOC ayw tNaTalMO £T£NOYN£ 

15 nar'rehOC A£ £TMMay I tNacyxw aN NT£(j60M neqe1Ne Ne£ II 
MTTNOYB eT'cOTn' ayw Teqzecw Nee I MTTXIWN 
Nacycyonq' aN I £Tpaxw NT£(j60M MN TT£IN£ Mneqzo I 

nexaq Nae1 N6I £h £h He TTN06 Nar'lr£hOC aNOK' nexaq' T£ 
20 T'MNTPMNZHT' I I  aNoK' oyeBoh zM neqTooy Mcl>wcTHP' I Nae1 

£TazepaToy MTTMTO £BOh MTTN06 I MTTNa NazopaToN £P£M££ Y£ 

xe oy(N) 1 isoM' NNee1apxwN ezoyN epo MN h aay I NZHToy 
25 Na(!)ISM 60M £ZOYN £TNOYIIN£ NTM£ £TBHTC rap t aqoywNz £BOh I 

T£TMMONH 
30 rap' eccyoon' ZN TMNT�T'IITaKo nMa £T£ nnNa Mnape£NIKON I MMay 

TT£TZIXN N£3oy c1a Mnxaoc I MN noyKocMoc 

93 :2 Sah. eNeyt.1.lL 
3 i.e. ZN MnHye. 13 Sah. eToyNoyNe. 
29 Sah. TE:TNMONH. 32 i.e. neyKOCMOC. 

32 KOTC: TOKC Schenke ("vertraute") 32-33 nl[NoyTe AC - - -1 Schenke 
("[Gottes. Sie]"): nl[oyoe1N AC - - - ] Bullard: nl[nNA AC - - - l Kasser 34 [ezpA"i e] 
Layton3: [nexAc M ]  Schenke ("[ und sagte zu]''), sim. Kasser 

93 :2 <Not. N> Layton3 
23 ezoyN : y added above the line 25 t AqoyWNz : poss. emend to qNAoyWNz (thus 

Schenke2): A"ioyWNz or <nnNA> AqoyWNz em. Layton3, with hesitation 26 fyo : off, p is' 
definite, superlin. stroke restored 
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16. But Norea turned, with the might of' [ ... ]; and in a loud voice

[she] cried out' [up toJ the holy one, the God of the entirety, 93 ''Rescue 

me from the rulers of unrighteousness ' and save me from their 

clutches-forthwith!" 

17. The (great) angel ' came down from the heavens ' and said to her,

''Why are you crying up 5 to God? Why do you act so boldly towards the ' 

holy spirit?" 

18. Norea said, ''Who are you?'' ' 

The rulers of unrighteousness had withdrawn from' her. He said, "It 

is I who am Eleleth, ' sagacity, the great angel, who stands '° in the pres

ence of the holy spirit. 'I have been sent to speak with you and ' save you 

from the grasp of the law less. And I ' shall teach you about your root.·· 

19. -Now as for that angel, 'I cannot speak of his power: his appear

ance is like 15 fine gold and his raiment is like snow. 'No, truly, my mouth 

cannot bear' to speak of his power and the appearance of his face! ' 

20. Eleleth, the great angel, spoke to me.' "It is I," he said, "who am

understanding. 20 I am one of the four light-givers, ' who stand in the pres

ence of the great ' invisible spirit. Do you think ' these rulers have any 

power over you (sg. )? None ' of them can prevail against the root 25 of 

truth; for on its account he appeared ' in the final ages; and ' these authori

ties will be restrained. And these authorities ' cannot defile you and that 

generation; 'for your (pl.) abode is in incorruptibility, 30 where the virgin 

spirit dwells, ' who is superior to the authorities of chaos ' and to their 

universe.'' 

93:2 (great} erroneously omitted in the text 

93:25 he appeared: text erroneous; correct text possibly he will appear 
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ANOK' Z(!J i:r�xM:I I xe nxoe1c MATCeBee1 AT4?[0M NN]ele1e3oyc1A 

xe NTAY(!)WTT� [NA(!) Nze] II Ayw €BOA ZN AC!) NzynocT[Ac1c Ayw 

e]*BOA ZN AC!) NZ YAH d yw NIM TT€NTA(jTAIMIOOY MN TOYAYNAMIC 

Ayw nexAq NAel I N61 TTNO6 NAr'reAOC €A€AHe TMNTPMIN-

5 ZHT' 

KO Tco<1>1A TAe1 I eTOYMOyTe epoc xe TTTICTIC Acoyw(!)' I eTeNe 

oyzwB' oyAAC AXN neczwTp AYIW neceproN A(j(!)wne NNINe iiiine 

10 oyN I oyKATATTeTACMA (!)Oon' oyTe NA ncA (N)IITne MN NAIWN 

€TMTTCA MTTITN 

MA AYW AeA€1B€C €TMMAY (!)WIT€ NZ YIAH AYW eA€1B€ €TMMAY 

15 AyNoxc AYCA I NOyMeroc Ayw necMoyoyr' A(j(!)wne II N-

NoyerroN ZN ey AH Nee NNoyzoyze I A(jXI T ynoc €BOA ZN eA€1-

B€C A(j(!)WTT€ I NoyeHPION NAyeAAHC NNIN€ iiiiMoye 11 oyzoyT'CZI-

Me ne Nee NTAZl(!)PTT Nxooc I xe NTAqe1 €BOA ZN eyAH 

20 AqoyeN ANeq'IIBA.I\ A(jNAY AYNO6 NZ YAH eMNTec APHXQ I Ayw 

Aqp XACIZHT eqxw iiiiMoc xe ANOK' I ne TTNOyTe Ayw MN 6€ AXNT 

NTApeq'lxe TTAel Aqp NOB€ ezrA"i enTHP<-1' oycMH I Ae Ace1 

25 €BOA iiiincA Nzpe NTAyeeNT€1A II ecxw iiiiMoc xe KPTTAANAcee cA

MAIHA €T€ TTA€1 TT€ TTNOYT€ NBBAA€ 

Aylw nexAq xe €(!)Xe oyN 6€ (!)OOTT z1 TAlezH MApeq'oywNz €BOA 

30 NA€1 AYW NIT€YNOY ATCO<l>IA CWT' €BOA MTT€CTt1IIHB€ ACIN€ 

ezoyN iiiinoyoe1N ezoyN I eeyAH Ayw AcnwT' Ncwq' (!)A necHT' I 

AMMepoc iiiinxAoc Ayw ACPANAxwpe11 ezr[A"i ene]c-

94 :2 Sah. TE:YAYNAMIC. 
4-8 i.e. ZN AIWN ... NE:INE:. 
14 i.e. TTE:CMOYNK. 15-17 i.e. NoyerroN ... Noyzoyze ... NE:INE:.
19 i.e. ACJOYWN. 
26 i.e. NBA/\E:. 
30 i.e. ACE:INE:. 

32 Z(!l: Z(!l<q> ("but'") Layton-\ with hesitation 33 rest. Schenke ( .. [die Kraft] dieser 
Machte"), sim. Bullard 34 rest. Schenke ("[wie]"), Bullard, Nagel: also possible is [eBo/\ 
TWN) 35 rest. Nagel 

94 :4 <xe> ZPA"i Krause in Bullard 14 
8 <e>oy1'i Fischer 9 TTCA (N) : TTCA pap. 
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21. But I said, ' "Sir, teach me about the [faculty of] ' these

authorities-[how] did they come into being, 35 and by what kind of 

genesis, [and] of 94 what material, and who ' created them and their 

force?" 

22. And the ' great angel Eleleth, understanding, spoke to me: '

''Within limitless realms 5 dwells incorruptibility. Sophia, ' who is called 

Pistis, wanted to ' create something, alone without her consort; and ' her 

product was a celestial thing. ' 

'' A veil exists between the world above 10 and the realms that are below; 

and ' shadow came into being beneath the veil; ' and that shadow became 

matter; 'and that shadow was projected 'apart. And what she had created 

became 15 a product in the matter, like an aborted fetus. ' And it assumed a 

plastic form molded out of shadow, and became' an arrogant beast resem

bling a lion.'' 'It was androgynous, as I have already said,' because it was 

from matter that it derived. 

23. ''Opening his 20 eyes he saw a vast quantity of matter without limit; '

and he became arrogant, saying, 'It is I who am God, and there' is none 

other apart from me.' 

"When he said' this, he sinned against the entirety.' And a voice came 

forth from above the realm of absolute power, 25 saying, 'You are mistaken, 

Samael '-' which is, 'god of the blind.' 

24. '' And he' said, 'If any other thing exists before 'me, let it become

visible to me!' And ' immediately Sophia stretched forth her finger 30 and 

introduced light into ' matter; and she pursued it down ' to the region of 

chaos. And she returned' up [to] her 

93:34 [how]; or, [whence] 

94:26 god of the blind: possibly an error for blind god ( lf. 87:3-4 J 

94:31 it: or, him 
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oyoe1N' TTdAIN 4TTK4Ke I [ ...... ]NSYAH 

35 mdrxwN eqo NzooyT'll[cz1Me d<l]'fdMIO Ndq' NOYN06 NdlWN 

*p.951 * oyMereeoc €f':'1[NT]�y dPHXQ d(jMeeyle ae dTdMIO Ndq NZN(!)H-

(143 L.) pe d(jTdMIO I Ndq NC4(!)(J N(!)HP€ NzoyTcz1Me MN I noye1wT' 

5 dyw nexdq NNeq'(!)HPe xe II dNOK' ne nNoyTe MTTTHP'I 

dYW ZWH' I T(!)€€P€ NTTTICTIC TCO<l>ld 4Cd'!)K4K' £!BOA TT€X4C Nd(j' 

xe KPTTAdNd C4KA4 elTe neq'oyzwM ne "idATdBdwe' dCNllqe 

10 ezoyN zM neqzo dyw dnecN1qe (!)Wllne Ndc NOydrreAOC eqo N-

KWZT' 

emTN enTdPTdPON MTT'lcd MTTITN MTTNOYN 

15 neq(!)HPe ae C41Bdwe' NTdpeqNdY dT AYNdMIC MTTdr'UreAOC eTM-

MdY d(jM€TdNoe1 4(jf'KdlTdre1NwcKe Mneqe1wT' MN T€(jMddy I e yAH 

d(jCIX4Ne epoc 4(jf'Z YMNe1 ae I ezrd·i eTco<1>1d dyw T€C(!)eepe N-

20 ZWH I dyw dTco<1>1d MN ZWH Topnq' ezpd"i dYIIKdelcTd MMoq' exN 

TMezcd'!)qe MIT€ I ncd MTTITN MTTK4TdTT€T4CM4 oyTe I ncd NTne MN 

ncd MTTITN dyw dyMoylTe epoq' xe TTNoyTe NNAYNdMIC cdl-

25 Bdwe xe eqMTTCd N'Tne NNAYNdMIC II MTTXdoc 

K40ICT4 MMO(j I 

xe 4TCO<l>ld 

ZOTI A€ dNd€ 1 (!)WIT€ d(jT4MIO Nd(j' I NOYN06 NZdPMd NX€POYBIN 

eqo NlqTooy MnrocwnoN MN ZNdrreAOC I €Nd '!)woy €MNTOY HIT€ 

30 eTpoypzyllTTHP€Te1' dyw ZMlj/dA THPION MN ZNIKledpd 

95 :4 Sah. rreye1wT. 
18 NZWH: i.e. ZWH. 21 i.e. MTTCA. 
26 i.e. ZOTE:, 01:E. 

34 [MoyxK M]N rest. Schenke ("[verband sich] mit"), Nagel: [(!lwrre z]N Kasser: also 
possible is [MoyxK] N 

34-35 zooyTl[cztMe - - - ] : cf. 34: 18 35 [ - - - Aq] rest. Schenke ("schuf 
[er]") 95: I also possible is e�[NT]�IJ 

8 oyzwM: i.e. oywzM: emended thus by Krause in Bullard 14 12-13 <eT>MTTCA em. 
Layton3 with hesitation 13 MTTITN : M altered from rr 

26 < - - - > zoTt (i.e. accidental omission in copy) Krause in Bullard 14 
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light; once again darkness ' [ ... ] matter. 

25. ''This ruler, by being androgynous, 35 made himself a vast realm, 95

an extent without limit. And he contemplated ' creating offspring for 

himself, and created ' for himself seven offspring, androgynous just like ' 

their parent. 

26. '' And he said to his offspring, 5 'It is I who am the god of the 

entirety.' 

'' And Zoe (Life), ' the daughter of Pis tis Sophia, cried ' out and said to 

him, 'You are mistaken, Sakla!'- 1 for which the alternate name is Yalta

baoth. She ' breathed into his face, and her breath became 10 a fiery angel 

for her; and ' that angel bound Yaldabaoth ' and cast him down into Tar

taros ' below the abyss. 

27. "Now when his offspring' Sabaoth saw the force of that angel, 15 

he repented and 'condemned his father and his ' mother matter. 

28. ''He loathed her, and he' sang songs of praise up to Sophia and her

<laugher Zoe. ' And Sophia and Zoe caught him up 20 and gave him charge 

of the seventh heaven, 'below the veil between' above and below. And he 

is 'called 'God of the forces, Sabaoth.' ' since he is up above the forces 25 

of chaos, for Sophia established ' him. 

29. "Now when these (events) had come to pass, he made' himself a

huge four-faced chariot of cherubim, ' and infinitely many angels ' to act 

as ministers, 30 and also harps and' lyres. 

94:34 possibly. [became mixed with] matter 
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*p. 96 1 

(144 L.) 

5 

10 
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AYW ATco<)>1A 1.11 Teccgeepe l\ilZwH ACTpeczMooc zI oyNAM' MMoq' I 

eTpeCTAMO(.j' ANeT'<gOOTT [z]t:i TMAZl<gMOyNe AYW TT1Arre1,.o[c N-

Te TO]�llrH ACKAAq zI zeoyp MMoq [x 1M <)>o]loy eTMMAY AYMOyTe 

A'f[eqoyNAM] * xe ZWH Ayw T�BC;>[Y]� AC<gwne NTynoc I NTA.ll.1-

KIA NTMNTAyeeNTHC MTTCA N'ITne 

NTApe "iA"-'IAABA We Ae' NAY epoq eqcgoon' ZM ne"illNOtS Neooy 

MN nee1x1ce AqKwz epoq' I Ayw AnKwz cgwne l\ioyeproN eqo l\izol-

oyTCZIMe AYW ATTAel cgwne NAPXH MITTKWZ AYW ATTKWZ xne 

nMoy ATTMOY I Ae xno NNeq<gHPe A(.jKASICTA MnoyA II noyA M-

MOOY exN Teqne ANnHye THPOY I MTTXAOC Moyz NNOYHTTe 

NAel Ae THPOY I NTAycgwne ZM noywcg Mne1wT' MTTTHPI.I' I KATA 

TTTynoc NNA TTCA N'Tne' THPOY tgllNA eqNA XWK' eBOJ,.' Nt'il TTA-

15 p1eMoc MnxAlloc 

elCZHHTe A.ZITCeBO ATTTYTTOC NNIAPXWN' MN SY"-H NTAYXTTO(.j N

ZHTC MN I noyeIwT' MN noyKocMoc 

ANOK' Ae AleIxooc xe nxoe1c M HTI ANOK' zw tlHn' ATOYZY"-H 

20 NTO MN Noy<gHpe epe HTT' I I AneIwT' eTcgoon XIN N<gopn NTA I 

NoyljlyxH eI <e>eo1,. zM ncA N'Tne eeo1,. ZM I noyoeIN NNAT'Te-

KO AIA TOYTO l\ie:soyIc1A NA<gTZNO AN ezoyN epooy eTBe I TTNA 

25 NTAhHSelA eTOyHZ ZPA"i NZHTOy II oyoN .ll.e NIM' NTAZCOyWN Te"i-

zoAoc I NAeI cecgoon' NAeANATOc ZN TMHTe I l\ippwMe ecgAy

Moy A"-"-A necnepMA I eTMMAY NAOYWNZ AN' eBO"- TeNoy 

31 NZWH: i.e. ZWH. 96 :3 i.e. TeyezH. 

I I Sah. NNeyHne. 

17 Sah. neyelwT MN neyKOCMOC.  

19  Sah. eTey z y  AH. 

21 Sah. NeyljlyxH. 22 i.e. NATTAKO. 24 i.e. n nNA (Nagel emends thus). 

33 [z ]� : of �. superlin. stroke is definite, N restored 34 rest. Kasser 34-96:2 

nIArre11.o[c] .. . TAAIKIA NTMNTAyeeNTHC: either nJArre11.o[c] ... TAAIKIA N< NAPXWN 

NNA > TMNTAyeeNTHC or {mArre11.o[c] ... TAAIKIA} em. Schenke2, with hesitation 35 

rest. Schenke ("[seit] jenem [Tage]"), Bullard: [x1M n zo]oy Nagel 36 -r[eqoyNAM] 

Schenke ("[seine Rechte]"): -r[oyNAM) sim. rest. Krause 96 :2 <eT>Mn CA Lay-

ton3 3 ZA ToyezH : poss. corrupt 

19 <nexAq> NT O Schenke ("(er sagte:) Du"): <nexAq NA 01 xe> Krause in Bullard 14: 

<aqoyw<!)B nexAq xe> Nagel (e.g.) 21 <e>Bo11. Bullard, Nagel 
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'' And Sophia took her daughter' Zoe and had her sit upon his right I to 

teach him about the things that exist ' in the eighth (heaven); and the 

angel (ofl wrath 35 she placed upon his left. [Since] that day, ' [his right] 

has been called 96 life; and the left has come to represent ' the unrighte

ousness of the realm of absolute power ' above. It was before your (sg.) 

time that they came into being (text corrupt?). 

30. "Now when' Yaldabaoth saw him in this 5 great splendor and at this 

height, he envied him; ' and the envy became an androgynous product; ' 

and this was the origin of' envy. And envy engendered death; and death' 

engendered his offspring and gave each rn of them charge of its heaven; and 

all the heavens 'of chaos became full of their multitudes. 

''But it was 'by the will of the father of the entirety that they all came 

into being-' after the pattern of all the things above-' so that the sum of 

chaos might be attained. 15 

31. "There, I have taught you (sg.) about the pattern 'of the rulers; and

the matter in which it was expressed; ' and their parent; and their 

universe.'' 

32. But I 'said, "Sir, am I also' from their matter?"

33. -"You, together with your offspring, are from 20 the primeval

father; ' from above, out of the imperishable light, ' their souls are come. 

Thus the authorities ' cannot approach them because of ' the spirit of truth 

present within them; 25 and all who have become acquainted with this way' 

exist deathless in the midst ' of dying mankind. Still that sown element 

(sperma) 'will not become known now. 
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30 dhlhd MNNCA <9OMTe NreNed AtjNAoywNz II eeo1,.' t AtjNoyxe 

*p. 971 
(145L.) 

eeoh MMooy NTMPPe I NTTThA NH Ne3oy c1d 

ANOK' Ae nexde 1  I xe nxoeIc {9d oyHp' NxpoNoc 
nexdq' I NAel �[e zo]TA N epcgd npwMe NA hHe1j[NoC oyw]Nz eeo1,.' 

ZNNOYTThACMA II [ •• 5.½ ••• ]�hHee1d neNTA neIwT TN*Nooy q
"f[OTe] TTe'!"[M]MAY NATAMOOY ejTBe ZWB N[IM] A YW tjNATAZCOy 

ZM nxpe1jCMA MTTWNZ {9d eNeZ TTAel NTAYTAI A tl  NAtj' eBOh ZN Tre-

5 Ned TeTMMNTec U ppo 
TOTe ceNANoyxe eeo1,.' MMooy I MnMeeye BB�he dyw ceNAP-

KATATTAI TeI MnMoy NNe.:soycId dyw ceNABWK' I ezpd·i enoyoe1N 

10 eTe MNTA tl AfHXtl' I nde I eTe neeIcnepMd cgoon' MMAY II 
TOTe Ne3oyc1d ceNAKW Ncwoy NNOYIKAIPOC dyw NOydrre1,.oc 

ceNAPIMe I exN noyTA KO dyw NOYAA IMWN ceNAIP ZHBe exN noy-
MOY 

15 TOTe N<9Hpe THjpoy Mnoyoe1N CeNACOYWN TAhHee111d MN TOY NOy-
Ne ZN oyMe dyw neIwT' I MTTTHPtl' MN TTNA eToydA B ceNdxooc l 
THPOY ZNNoycMH oywT' xe oyA1Kd1Ioc Te TA hHee1d M-

20 ne1wT' dyw n<9Hpe I Z IXN TTTHPtl' dyw eeo1,. ZITN oyoN NIM II 
{9d NleNez NeNez ZArlOC ZArlOC ZA jrlOC ZAMHN: I 

29 Sah. f:ljNAOYWNZ. 31 i.e. NNf::IOYCIA. 
34 i.e. ZN OYTTII.ACMA. 
97:4 i.e. Tf:Tf: MMNTec (Nagel emends thus).

10-13 Sah. NNf:YKAIPOC ... Nf:yArrf:11.0C ... TTf:YTAJ(O ... Nf:YAAIMWN ... neyMoy.
15 Sah. Tf:YNOYNf:. I 6 i.e. TTTTNA (Nagel emends thus). 17 i.e. ZN oyCMOY NOyWT. 22

i.e. TZYTTOCTACJC. 

30 t AqNoyxe: NqNoyxe em. Layton3, with hesitation: eqNoyxe em. Nagel: Aq<NA>-
Noy xe em. Schenke2 3 I N<N>f::IOYCIA em. Layton3, poss. rightly 

33 rest. Schenke ("wenn [oi:av]"), sim. Bullard, Nagel 34 rest. Schenke ("sich [offen-

bart]"), Bullard, Nagel 35 [M<TT>TTNA NT] Layton3 (cf. 96:24), with hesitation: [nnNA 
NT] Schenke ("[der Geist (1tvEiiµa), der]"), sim. Bullard, Nagel

97 :2 rest. Schenke ("alles"), Bullard, Nagel 

18 AYW TT(!IHPf: : MN Tl'!IHPf: em. Schenke2 19 <eT>ZIXN Schenke2
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34. ''Instead, 'after three generations it will come to be known, 30 and

it has freed them from the bondage of the ' authorities' error.'' 

35. Then I said,' "Sir, how much longer?'"

36. He said ' to me, ''Until the moment when the true man, ' within a

modelled form, reveals the existence of(?) 35 lthe spirit of] truth, which the 

father has sent. 97 

37. "THEN he will teach them about ' every thing: And he will

anoint them with the ' unction of life eternal, ' given him from the 

undominated generation. 5 

38. "THEN they will be freed of' blind thought : And they will tram

ple under foot 'death, which is of the authorities : And they will ascend 

' into the limitless light, ' where this sown element belongs. 10 

"THEN the authorities will relinquish their' ages : And their angels 

will weep ' over their destruction : And their demons ' will lament their 

death. 

39. "THEN all the children ' of the light will be truly acquainted

with the truth 15 and their root, and the father ' of the entirety and the 

holy spirit: They will all say ' with a single voice, ' 'The father's truth 

is just, and the son' presides over the entirety' : And from everyone 20 

unto the ages of ages, 'Holy-holy-'holy! Amen!'" ' 

The Reality ' 

Of the Rulers 

96:30 text erroneous; correct text possibly and it will free them from the bondage 

96:33-35 the true man, within a modelled form. reveals the existence of(?) [the spirit 

of] truth: or, the true man appears within a modelled form-[the spirit of] truth-
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w. Conjunctv 43:3.

µ11n, see Et µ11n. 
µovax6c;. 36:4, 41 :28, 46: 12. 
µuo,11ptov. 43:35, 44:1. 

(VTJO"tEUW), NHCTeye, 1 P--NHCTeye. 133: 15, 
135:15, 1 50:12,50:15. 
--e- 1 38:17. 

(voero). P--NOeI. 
--xe-48:14. 

vuµljlioc;. 50: 14. 
vuµljlcov. 50: 15. 

(oAWc;), zo11.wc. 35:3. 
(o-rav), ZOTAN. 

w. Cond: 32:16, 34:21, 34:23, 35:27,
36:30, 37:2, 43:32, 43:33, 45:21, 45:29,
47:26, 50: 19; and foll. by TOTe 32:26,
37:25. 37:31, 38:14. 38:29. 39:29*,
50:14.

on, see oux on. 
(ou), oux, see oux on. 
ouoe, 1oyTe. 39:10, 39:14, 140:9, 140:32, 

46:22. 
O'U"tE. 

iterated 40:30-31 (bis), 47:28 (bis), 
50:4-5 (bis). 
cf. ouoi:. 

(o-o-roc;), -rou-ro, see Ota ,ou-ro.

(OUX O"tt), OyX ZOTI 51:8. 

7tl1AlV. 41:30. 
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napa. 36:29, 50:27. 
(1tapayro), p--nApAre. 34: 16, 34: 17, 40: 19. 
(7tapa0mm<;), ITAPAAICOC. 36:22. 
(1tapa&xoµm), p-nApA.11.e xe. 

-- MMO� 35:21. 
nApAAICOC, see 1tapaOEtcmc;. 
(1tapm,foµm), ITAPAITel, I p--nAPAITel. 

I 44:29, 44:3 I. 
--N-

144:17, 1 44:25. 
(1tapa,1]pEro), p--nApATHpe1. 

--e-33:17. 

(7tEtpasro), p--nlpAZe. 
--N-, MMO� 48:22, 48:25. 

ni:,pa. 34:7. 
1t1]y,i. 35 :6. 
nlPAZe, see 7tEtpasro. 
(7tlO'tE'U(J)), p--nlCTeye. 

- -epo�48:21.
1tA11v. 38:29 
1tAO'U010<;. 

M--n11.oyc1oc (attrib) 44:3. 
(nveuµa), nNA. 35: 19, 38:32, 38:33, 40:29, 

42:22, 51 :23. 
1t6AEµrn;. 35:36. 

1t6A1c;. 39:8. 
(7tOV1]pO<;), -OV. 41 :2, 41 :4, 41 :5. 
7t0pV1]. 

attrib 50: 18. 
7tO'tl]plOV. 48: 14. 
7tp0(J)'ll'tl]<;. 39:5, 42: 14, 48:8. 
mroµa. 42:31 (bis), 43: 18, 43:22, 47: l 3-

14ap (bis). 
nro,;. 39:1*. 

oaf3(3a-rov, 1CAMBATON. 1 38:19, 38:19. 
(Iaµapi-rl]c;), CAMApelTHC. 43: 12. 
CAMBA TON, see oaf3(3a-rov. 
oaps. 38:22, 38:31, 51: 11, 51: 12. 
OKE7t1]. 36:33. 
OKE'UO<;. 37: 10. 
(o,aup6c;), c-f!oc. 42:28. 
oroµa. 38:33, 47: 13, 47: 14, 48:5 (bis). 

mAa11tropoc;, 1-ov. I 48:4, 48:6*. 
,a xa. 35:31. 
(,l]pi:ro), Impe r at ep1-THpe1. 

--MM0�38:ll. 

(nµaro), P-TIMA. 
- -N-41:16.

,6 1toc;. 33:8, 38:4, 43:21, 44:35, 45:23. 
'tO'tE. 39:23, 45: 11, 49:20. 

introducing apodo sis afte r ZOTAN 
32:27, 37:35, 38: 16, 38:30, 39:34*, 
50:15. 

,oiim, see 010. mum. 
,pa 1tesa. 43:28. 

(uf3ptsro), P--ZYBPIZe. 
- -MM0�41:17.

tl>ap10a'i:oc;. 40:7, 50:2. 
(j)lAOOO(J)O<;. 

attrib 35: I. 
(j)Op'ttOV. 46: 15, 46: 17. 
(J)poviµoc;. 40: I I. 

(xpaoµm), p-xpw. 
- -N-d at44:4.

XPEla. 37:14. 
xpijµa. 44:4, 44:5. 
XPl]O'to<;, '-ov.48:17, 1 48:17ap. 

N-XPHCTOC (attrib) 45: I*·
XpW, see XPUOµat. 
xwpa. 35:21. 
xropi<;. 34:2. 

lj/llX'll· 38: 11, 38:24, 48:6, 51: 11, 51: 12. 

c1 (cf. Crum 517 b). 46:3. 
<roe;>. zwc. 

w. Circums t43:10,43:16.
as p re p  43:26 (?).

(m(J)EAEro), p-mcj)e11.e1. 42: 19, 42:20. 

<!JINA, see i'.va. 

ZA/1.ACCA, see 0aAaooa. 
zepMHNelA, see Epµl]vEia. 
ZHMepA, see iiµEpa. 
ZIKWN, see EiKCOv. 
ZINA, see i'va. 
ZOii.WC, see oAWc;. 
ZOTAN, see lhav 
zoT1, see oux on. 
zysr1ze, see uf3p{�ro. 
zwc, see cb�. 
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Ill. PROPER NAMES 

'Aooµ. 41 :6, 47:30. 

M6uµoc;. 

AIAYMOC "ioyAAC 0WMAC 32:11. 

0wµcic;. 35:2, 35:8, 35: 11, 51:28. 

AIAYMOC "ioyAAC ewMAC 32:12. 

('IaKrolk>c;), °iAKWBOC. 

"iAKWBOC nAIKAIOC 34:29. 

( 'Inoouc;). ic, 11HC. 32:10, 32:14, 32:19,

33:5, 33:10, 33:18, 33:23, 34:3, 34:14, 

34: 16, 34:25, 34:27, 34:30, I 35:4, 

35: 10, 35: 15, 35:27, 35:31, 36:5, 36:9, 

36:11, 36:17, 36:26, 36:34, 37:20, 

137:24, 38:1, 38:IO, 38:12, 38:17 (em.), 

38:21, 38:31, 39:2, 39:5, 39:7, 39:10, 

39:18, 39:20. 39:24, 39:29, 40:2, 40:7, 

40:13, 40:16, 40:19, 40:21 (em.), 40:26, 

40:31, 41:6, 41:12, 41:24, 41:27, 41:31, 

42:23, 42:25, 42:30, 42:33, 43:7, 43:9, 

43:23, 43:28, 43:31ap, 43:34, 44:2, 

44:10, 45:17, 45:19, 45:21, 45:25, 

45:29, 45:34, 46:6, 46:11, 46:13, 

46:23, 46:28, 47:12, 47:15, 47:17, 

47: 19, 47:24, 47:29. 47:34, 48:4, 48:7, 

48:13, 148:16, 48:26, 48:30 (em.),

48:33, 48:35*, 49:2, 49:7, 49: 15, 

49:27, 49:32 (em.), 50:2, 50:5, 50:11*, 

50: 12, 50: 16, 50: 18, 50:22, 50:28, 

50:31, 51:4, 51:6, 51:8, 51:10, 51:14 

(em.), 51 :20. 

1ou6a{a. 

toy AAIA 43: 13. 

('IouOa<;), "ioyAAC. 

AIAYMOC "ioyAAC 0WMAC 32: 12. 

'fopa�A. 

nlCPAH/\ 42: 14. 

('IOOVVTJ<;) , "iWZANNHC. 41: 12. 

"iWZANNHC neAnTICTHC 41 :6, 41 :8. 

Kai:oap. 49:28, 49:29, 49:30. 

Ma99ai:oc;. 34:34. 

(Map1aµ), MAPIZAM. 36:34, 51: 19. 

nitpoc;. 

CIMWN neTPOC 34:33, 51: 18. 

l:aAwµTJ. 43:25, 43:30ap. 

I{µrov. 

CIMWN neTPOC 34:33, 51: 18. 

IV. CATALOGUE OF ATTESTED GRAMMATICAL fORMS 

A. BIPARTITE SENTENCE (future N A

36:5, A 40:26)

t 34: 15, K 38: 13, q 33:26, C 32:23, TN 

34:25, TeTN 33:3, ce 33:20, 0 (before 

definite nn) 44: 14, oyN (before non

definite nn) 46:9; neg t ... AN 44:21, K

... AN 38: 14, q ... AN 50:4, C ... AN 

39: 10, NTeTN ... AN 40:22 = TeTN ... 

AN 42:12, ce ... AN 34:18, 0 (before 

definite nn) ... AN 42:32, MN (before 
non-definite nn) 39:5. 

Preterite NeTeTN 34:20. Ne (before 
definite nn) 42:20; neg Nee ... AN ne 

49:12. 

Relative Preterite eNeq 44:7, NeTeTN 

34:19. 

Circumst eK 40:21, eq 32: 15, ec 33:32, eN 

37:23, eTeTN 40: 19, ey 36:4, e 

(before definite nn) 37: 18, eyN (before 

non-definite nn) 39:3; neg eq ... AN 

33: 13, ec ... AN 40: 14, ece ... AN 

36:23. 

Relative et 40:4, eTK 38:5, eTq 51:3*, 

eTeTN 34:22 = eTeTM 33: 19, eTO Y  

36:31, eT (subject definite 
antecedent) 32: IO, eTe (before defini1e 
nn) 36:13, eTe(o)yN (before non
definite nn) 34:2; neg in Fut eTeTN A 
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P-, o• N-xoe1c (cf. e1re) e-, a-, ero• 

64:15, 65:31 (?), 66:5, 74:12. 76:34-

35ap (bis). 83:25. 

x1ce, 1.xoce', 2.xooce• (788b) vb tr. 

-- e-, a-, ero• (?): 1•53:21, "54:7,
1•65:29, 1•69:28, "70:27, 1'74:30ap,

h75:2, 2•76:12, 1•85:17 (bis); med

77:25. 

-- N-.'.HT: no dir obj 77:23. 

--TIAPA- 1•76:JO.

as nn m 64:12. 

XIT�, see XI. 

xoe1T (790b) nn m. 

attrib: BE:--N-XOE:IT (cf. B(l)) 73: 17. 

xwTe (791 b) vb tr. 

--(!I A....:pa'i e -: no dir obj 72: 13. 

x1oye (793 b) vb intr. 56:2 (em.). 

as nn m: NXloye 57:28. 

XWZM, 1xAZM£:::-;, 2.xozM:::-;, 3.xozMe::::, XOZM,. 

(797b) vb tr. 155:28, 355:32, 255:33,

365:15, 365:19, •69:3.

AT-XWZM nn: attrib 64:36ap. 82:5. 

as nn m: 64:36ap, 82:4; ZN-OYXWZM 
65:1*. 

xw,s-e, 1.xo,s-• (800b) vb tr. 161:16. 
-- zpa'i NZHT•: med 61: 15. 
as nn m: 61:13, 61:17; attrib: M A  
N-.XW6E: 63:25. 

Xt>IT, see (!IXIT. 

,s-e (no), see Ke. 
,s-e (802a) conjunction. 62: 15. 
,s-w (803a) vb intr. 64:9, 78:7. 
(,s-uo1), ,s-uoe1 (805a) nn m. 84:34. 
,s-wu (805b 10) nn m. 84: 17, 84:18. 

MNT-<SWB nn f 76:8. 85: 15. 

t>BOYP, see zuoyp. 

t>WhTI (812a) vb tr. med 83:1. 

- - eBoh: med 70:34* (?), 71 :7, 83:5, 

85:20, 85:25. 

t>M-, see t>INe. 

t>OM (815b) nn f. 52:35ap, 55:15, 61:20-

21ap, 65:9, 66:35*, 72:15, 76:7, 76:14, 

85:17, 85:18. 

oyN-. MN-{(!1-),s-oM. foll. by: 

e-, a- infin 54:14, 58: 15. 

MMO• 66:24*. 

MMO• . . . e-, a- infin 56:3 lap, 

66:35-36ap (bis), 75:13, 80:16. 

MMo•, foll. by Conjunctv 58:23, 

58:24, 74:5, 80:14. 

Conjunctv 53:16, 61:20, 81:23*, 

81:24. 

t>N-<SOM (cf. t>INe): 83:29; foll. by e-, 

a-84:6.

(!j-<SN-<SOM (cf. 61Ne) N- infin 57:3 I*·

58:9, 85:3.

t>N-, see ,s-1Ne. 

t>IN-(819a) prefix forming nn m f. 

see ZWTP ( I 0). 

(61Ne), 6N-, 1t>M--(820a) vb tr.

6N-APIKE: A-57:9. 

t>N-<SoM: 183:29; foll. bye-. a- 84:6. 

(!j-<SN-<SOM N- in fin 157:31 *· 1 58:9, 

85:3. 

,s-wp,s- (831h) vb tr "inhabit." 73:28-

29ap. 

,s-po,s- (831 b) nn m. 73: 13, 73:14. 

t>W(!IT (837 a) vb intr. 69:33*. 

-- a- 69:33ap (bis). 

--NCA- 81:5. 

II. WORDS BORROWED FROM GREEK 

aya1tTJ. 6 I :36, 62:2, 77:25, 77:27, 77:31, 

77:35, 78: 11. 79:24. 79:28. 

ZN-oyarATIH 54: 17, 62:4. 

<l")'")'EAO<;. 56:14, 58:1*, 58:1, 58:13, 63:20, 

63:32*, 65:24*. 

a06:vm:oc;. 75:5. 

(aio06:voµm), a1ceaNe. 

- -N-8):3. 

ato0TJcnc;. 72:26ap. 

(ai,:ero), P-AITE:I, lmperat lepl-AITE:I. 

--N-: 159:26; foll. by E:TBE:- 59:23. 
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ai'i:11µa. 

p-AITHMA (cf. e1pe) 64: lap.

(atXµaAWti/;ro), P---AIXMA/1.WTIZE:. 

- - MMO< ... e- infin 83:26*.

aixµo:A.wi:oc;. 53:12. 85:29. 

aicov. 52:26, 54: I, 54:5, 76:8, 86: 13, 86: 14. 

(aKo:0api:oc;), -OV. 

N-Al<.A8APTON (attrib) 65:2, 66: I*·

66:3.

aKpOl3uatta. 82:28. 

aA.�0na. 55:19, 62:14, 62:15, 67:9, 67:18, 

72:5, 73:21, 77: I 9, 77:23, 84: I, 84:2, 

84:8, 84:9, 84: II, 84: 12, 84: I 8, 84:21, 

85:13, 85:19, 86:12. 

(aA.1]0tvoc;). A/I.H8E:INOC, I A/I.H8E:INH. 2A

/I.H81NON, 3 A/I.H8E:INON. 26 I: 14, I 68:36, 
168:37. 

A/I.H8E:INOC N- (attrib) 76: I*· 

N -A/I.H8E:INOC (attrib) 168:35, 376:3, 
382:6.

aA.110iix;. 67: 13. 85: 13. 

a},.),.{,__ 52:5, 52: 14, 52:3 I. 52:34, 53:8, 

53:28, 53:33. 54: 13, 55: 11, 55:36, 56:6, 

56:22, 57: I 2. 57:30*, 58:5. 58:8. 

58:21, 58:25, 60:35*, 61:2, 61:27, 

62:21, 63:7, 64:13, 66:35-36ap, 67:7, 

67: I 0, 67:2 I, 67:26, 68:32, 68:34, 

68:36*, 69:3, 73: 15, 74:9, 74:31*, 

75: 11, 76: 15, 76:24, 76:35, 77:34*, 

78:22, 78:24, 80:17, 80:19, 81:5, 

81:26, 81:27, 82:7, 82:8, 82:9, 82:13, 

83:8, 83: 14, 84:33*. 85: 10. 86: 17. 

(aA.A.61:p1oc;). -ov. 59:27. 

ANATIAye, see avanauro. 

avo:1ta\JCl.c;. 66:19, 71:15, 72:9, 72:11, 

72: I 6, 72:23. 

t---ANATIAYCIC N- dat 80:7, 80: 10,

80: 12, 80: 15. 

(ava1taUro), P-ANATIAye. 

-- ZPA i" NZHT< 84:3. 

avaai:acnc;. 53:31, 56:19, 66:7, 66:17, 

67: 15, 69:26*, 73:3, 73: I 8, 74:20. 

ca�1v11>. A3e1NH. 83:, 2. 83: 15. 
(a1tav,:o:ro). P-AnANTA. 

--N-80:1. 
(anai:o:ro), p-.a.nATA. 54:1* (see 53:36-

54:tap). 

--N-, MMO< 54: 18, 54:23, 81 :4. 

peq;>-ATIATA nn m f 53:36-54: lap. 

amatoc;. 80: 10.

(a1tAouc;), ZATI/1.0yN. 

ZATI/1.0YN N- (attrib) 59: 12. 

(a1tAfll<;), ZATI/1.WC. 55:36. 60: 11. 

ATIOBAPCIMON, see 01tol30:A.craµov. 

a1tO�Kl]. 79:20. 

a1tOKatO:atacnc;. 67: I 8. 

(a1toA.aUro), P---ATI0/1.AYE:. 78:2. 

-- N-, MMO< 76:20, 76:22, 77:36*, 

82:20. 

IX7tQ(J",:QAfKO<;. 55:30, 66:29*. 

a1t6atoAOc;. 55:29, 59:27, 62:6. 67:24, 

73:8, 74:17, 74:18. 

aproc;. 80:29. 

APXE:1, see apxro. 

apx�-53:21, 10:12. 74:12. 

<l/JXlEpEuc;. 69:21 *• 85:4. 

(apXro), P---APXE:I. 

- -N- 60:29.

apxrov. 54:18, 55: 15, 62:34ap. 

(acrmx/;oµat), ACTIAZE:. 

- -MMO< ... A- 63:36.

aaao:ptOV. 56:24. 

(a�o:vro), AY3ANe. 79:29. 

!30:A.avoc;. 80:27, 80:34, 8 I :9. 

(�1ti:ro), f--8ATITE:. 

- -MMO< 61: I 9-20ap.

(�1ti:i/;ro). f--8AITTIZE:. 

- -N-, MMO<: 6 I: I 9 (I 0); foll. by ZN·

61: I 9 (2
°

). 

- -ZN- 69: 12.

�1tnaµa. 67:28*, 69:22, 69:25*, 73:6. 

73:7, 74:13, 74:15, 77:8. 

Xl--8ATITICMA 72:33ap. 

l30:pl3apoc;. 62:29*. 

(J3api:ro), P--8APE:I. 

- -N- 80:2.

(�aKaivro). P--8ACKANe. 

-- ero• 70:28. 

J3ia. 76: I 2. 

(!310:/;ro), P--81AZE:. 

--MM0<65:f8. 
(j36pj3opoc;), -ov (Gk accusative). 62: 18. 
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y&.µoc;. 64:31*, 64:35*, 72:22*, 82:3, 82:4, 

82:5, 82:10, 85:34, 86:2. 

yap. 52:12, 52:16, 52:19, 53:25, 54:8, 

54:29, 54:34, 55: I*, 56:17, 57:29, 

58:15, 58:24, 59:2, 59:10, 59:13, 59:20, 

60:26, 61:8, 61:35, 63:4, 63:9, 63:11, 

63:22, 63:24, 64:12, 64:32, 64:33, 

66:2, 66:20, 66:21, 66:26, 67:26, 

67:38*, 68:4, 68:28, 70:3, 72:33, 

74:10, 74:13, 74:16, 75:4, 75:7, 75:10, 

76:12, 76:25, 76:34-35ap, 77:3, 77:18, 

78: 11, 80:4, 80: 15, 82:2, 83:8, 83:30ap, 

84:2, 84:31, 85:34, 86:14. 

KAI rAp 60:32. 

reNOITO, see y{voµm. 

y€voc;. 75:34-35ap, 75:36, 76:3, 78:27. 

<!IBP--f"E:NOC (cf. (!jBHP) 78:28. 

(y{voµm), reNOITO, 1NreNOITO.

w. Conjunctv 162:32*.

MH reNotTo w. Conjunctv 62:32ap,

66:9.

yvrocnc;. 74:3, 74:4, 74:6, 77: 16, 77: 19, 

77:23, 77:27, 77:29, 77:29*, 79:25, 

79:30, 84:10. 

(Omµ6v1oc;), -ov. 66: I. 

0£. 51:31, 52:3, 52:4, 52:23, 52:30, 53:13, 

53:22, 54:12 (2°), 55:17, 55:22, 56:2, 

56:9, 57:1, 57:32*, 59:32, 60:12, 61:4, 

61:10, 61:19, 63:10, 63:34ap, 64:18, 

64:21, 64:26, 64:28, 64:34, 65:11, 

65:19, 66:13, 66:27, 67:23, 68:14, 

68:20, 69: 13, 69:27, 69:33ap, 70:8, 

70:17, 70:19, 72:11. 72:16, 73:15. 

73:28-29ap. 74:4, 74:17, 74:18, 75:13, 

76:9, 76:10, 77:17, 77:19, 77:26 (bis), 

77:29*, 78:17, 78:20, 79:26*, 79:29*, 

80:16, 80:22, 80:28*, 81:25, 81:33*, 

82:19, 83:10 (bis), 83:16, 83:17, 83:22 

(bis), 84:17, 84:19, 84:20, 84:22, 

84:27, 84:28, 84:29, 85: 14, 86: I. 

contrasting a preceding MeN clause 
52:1*, 53:2, 54:12 (1°), 55:4, 56:8, 

61 :34, 62:2-3ap (2°), 62:3 (em.), 62:3ap,
65:5, 66:24, 69:6, 76:21, 77:10, 
80:30*, 81: IO, 84:4, 84:25, 85:23, 
85:25. 

Oto:, see Ota tO'UtO. 

01 o:0Ecrt<;. 81 : 5. 

(OtaKOVECO), p -.l>.IAKONE:I. 

--N-72:19*, 72:21. 

ota i:ofoo. 52:28, 53:20, 56:5, 57:3, 59:3, 

59:32, 60:8, 61:8, 61:32, 63:1, 69:12, 

70:12, 70:20. 

OlKatOO'UVl]. 66:27, 72:34. 

(OlOlKECO), P-.l>.IOIKE:1. 

--N-84:24. 

(Om1,,ouc;), -ouv. 

N-.l!.ITil\.OYN (attrib) 59:13. 

6uvaµ1c;. 54:31, 54:36ap, 55:1, 55:28, 

55:31, 55:32, 59:19, 60:24, 60:30, 

63:20, 64:37*, 65:34*, 67:24, 70:6, 

70:28*, 72:6, 72:7, 72: 10. 

OcopEO.. 64:27. 64:28. 

( 'EJ3pafoc;), ZE:BPAIOC. 51 :29 (2°), 52:22, 

55:29, 62:6, 75:31ap. 

ZE:BPAIOC N-(attrib) 51 :29 (I 0). 

MNT-itE:BPAIOC nn f: MMNT-itE:BPAIOC 

62:13. 

(i\0v1K6c;), zeeNIKoc. 75:3lap. 

zeeNtKOC N-(attrib) 52: 15. 

EtOoc;. 79:19. 

EiKfj. 63:20. 

(EtKOVlKO<;), ZIKONIKOC. 

N-itlKONIKOC (attrib) 65: 12, 72:14. 

(EtKCOV), ZIKWN. 58:14, 64:37, 65:24, 67:11, 

67:13, 67:14, 67:15 (bis), 67:16, 67:17, 

67:35ap, 68:37, 69:37*, 72:13, 81:32, 

84:21, 86:13. 

Ei µ11. 69:37, 78:8. 82:2. 

w. Conjunctv 76:26*, 82:25*.

Ei µ111:1. 

E:I MHTI A- 78:9 

e1 MHTI xe- 55:35. 

w. Conjunctv 6 I :22.

di:a, 1e1Te. 157:10, 80:10. 

EltE. 
iterated 56: 14-15 (ter), 60:22 (bis), 

60:27 (bis), 80:9 (bis), 80:24-27* 
(undecies). 
cf.di:a. 

EKKAl]cr{a. 53:32*. 
EAEU0£Pta. 77:28*, 84: 11. 
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EM:U0Epoc;. 52:2*. 54:30*. 62:30*. 72:18. 

72:19, 77:16, 77:17, 77:21, 77:24, 

77:26, 77:31*, 79:14, 79:15, 79:18, 

84:9, 85:28*. 

N--€11.eyeepoc (attrib) 69:4. 

MNT--€11.eyeepoc nn f 84:7. 

(EAAl]V), zel\.l\.HN. 62:29*, 75:31ap. 

(EA1tt<;), ZE:l\.TIIC. 75:6, 79:24, 79:27. 

(EvEpy€co), eNepre1, 1p--€Nepre1. 183:30.

- -N-55:18. 

eNZOCON, see 000<;. 

EitEt. 53: 10, 57: lOap, 62:3, 70:26. 85:6. 

85:8. 

E1tE10i,. 54:19, 61:16. 

fo{, see i:q,' oaov. 

(Em0uµeco), P--€Til8YME:I. 

- -e-infin 82:19. 

fot0uµt'.a. 65:30, 82:7, 82:31ap. 

ip11µia. 60:19. 

i:pijµoc;. 84:28. 

En. 62:6. 62:25. 65:28. 

ruayyiAtOV. 86:18. 

E'llYEVEta. 61 :5. 

E'llYEV11<;- 61 :3. 

N--€yreNHc (attrib) 61:I*. 

eyxAp1cTe1, see EUXap1a1eco. 

eyxAPICTE:IA, see EUXapm1ia. 

(ruxaptOlECO), P--€YXAPICTE:I. 

--exw�75:17. 

E'llXapm1fo, 1eyXAPICTE:IA. 158:11, 163:21,

67:29*. 

(Eq>' oaov), eel> ZOCON. 83:8. 

-/i. 63: I 9-20ap (bis), 65:26, 66:7 (bis), 

66:8, 73:35, 77:4, 77:5, 77:34, 79:6 

(quater), 79:7, 80: 10 (bis), 82:9, 86:4. 

1]01]. 83: 12, 86: 12. 

(8Epa1tEUco), eepAneye. 

--N-78:10. 

(0Ecop{a), eewpe1A. 72:25. 

011piov. 54:36ap, 54:36, 55:1*, 55:9, 55:11, 

60:15, 60:20, 60:22, 63:3, 64:15, 

69:1*, 71:23*, 71:25*, 71:25, 71:26*, 

71:27*, 79:7, 81:7. 

attrib 71 :29-30ap. 

(0A{�co). p-e11.1Be. 

--MMO� 80: 17. 

0ua{a. 54:35. 

(i1mv6c;). (!jlKANOC. 77:30. 

(i'va), ZINA, 1<91NA. 170:33 (context uncer

tain). 

w. 11 Fut affirm 152:1, 52:16, 53:36-

54:lap, 155:13, 1 57:13, 162:3, 175:24.

w. III Fut neg: 178:22; ztNA xe- 177:11.

w. Conjunctv 62:3 (see 62:2-3ap),

62:3ap. 

'louOai:oc;, 11oy.1>.A1, 2"ioy.1>.A"i. 262:26.
175:30, 75:30ap, 175:33*.

Kat. 

KAI fAP 60:32. 

see also KafrotyE. 

KafroqE. 58:19, 77:32ap. 

mua. 80:19, 83:9, 83:20, 85:22. 

KaKOO<;. 80:23. 

KaAroc;. 74:24, 80:13, 80:18. 

lCClV. 75:2, 82: 13, 82: 19, 86: 10. 

Kaprroc;. 52:33*, 71:29, 71:30-34ap (1
°

), 

71:31ap, 71 :32, 83:24, 84:12. 

AT-l(AfTIOC nn 52:35. 

Kma. 56: 11, 64: 16, 82:32. 

neyArre11.10N TIKATA-86:19. 

KATA--OYZTOP 78:17. 

KATA--ME:POC 83:17. 

KA TA-ee N- 84:2. 

Ka-taKAuaµoc;. 84:35. 

(KmaAuco), f-l(ATAl\.ye. 

--MMO� 84:28*. 

Kamrremaµa. 69:35*. 70:1, 84:23. 

84:25*, 85:4, 85:5. 

(Kma<ppOVECO), KATA$PONE:1, lp-l(ATA-

cl>PONE:I. 

- -N- 58:14, '74:32*, '74:34 (see 

74:35ap). 

(Kawp06co), f-l(AToreoy. 

- -N-80:6. 

(Kt�COlo<;), tilBWTOC. 84:34. 

KtlCl. 80:27ap. 

(KtV01lVE'IJCO), tiN.l!.yNeye. 

--e-infin 52: 18. 
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(KAt]pOvoµt<o), KAHPDNDM€1, 1p--l(AHPD

NDM€1. 52:12, 56:34, 57:2. 

-- N- 152:6, 52:8, 152:9, 152:JO, 
152:11, 52: 13, 156:33*. 

(KAt]povoµfo), KAHPDNDM€1A. 52:5. 

(KOlVIOV£(0), P--KDINWN€1. 

--A-65:3. 

-- MN-, NMMA� 78:18, 78:30*, 

78:31*, 79:2,82:1. 

KO\ vrovia. 61: I 0, 64:35*. 

Kotvcov6c;. 59:9, 63:32*. 

KOl'tCOV. 82: 13, 84:21, 85:21, 85:33. 

KOA.acrn;. 66:37. 

attrib 66:37 (see ap ). 

(KOAAU<o), P--l(DAAA. 

--erD� 66:3. 

(KOCJµtro), f--l(DCMel. 

--N-52:20. 

KOCJµtKoc;, 
1-ov. 53:24.

N--l(DCMIKDC (attrib) 154:4.

K6oµoc;. 52:20, 52:26, 52:27, 53:8, 53:13, 

53:22, 53:36*, 54:2, 54:6, 54:14, 55:7, 

57:19, 58:27, 59:25. 61:24. 62:32ap. 

62:34ap, 63:24. 64:32*. 64:34*, 65:27, 

65:29, 66:7, 66:IO, 66:14, 66:16, 

66:22, 67:10, 72:1, 72:17, 73:19, 75:3, 

75:8, 75:9, 76:4, 76:6, 76:32-33ap, 

77:12, 77:21, 78:21, 78:23, 79:18, 

81:7, 82:3, 82:30*, 83:6, 86:11, 86:12, 

86:13. 

K'tlCll<;. 63: 19, 84:25. 

Kcoµl]. 63:19. 

AUClt]lc;. 5 3: I I. 

Myoc;. 57:6, 57:15, 58:3, 58:34, 78:29*, 

78:30, 78:35 (bis). 79: IO. 80:5. 83: 11, 

84:8. 

(AuttEro), P-Ayne1, 1A-Ayne1. 180:16, 
180:22. 

-- N-, MMD� I 79:34ap, I 80:9, I 80: 18, 

80:20. 

µa811-r11c;. 55:37*, 58:6, 58:8, 59:23, 59:28, 

63:35*, 63:37*, 71: 14, 81: I. 

MNT-MA9HTHC nn f 81 :3. 

µaKaptoc;. 64: ID, 15:35ap, 79:33*, 80:3. 

µiiAAOV. 84:28. 

TIDCW MAAADN 58:20, 75:14, 82:5. 

µapyapl'tl]c;. 62:17. 

µiv. 58:4, 73:3 l-32ap, 83:30, 85: 16. 

contrasted by a following .a.e clause 

51 :32*, 53: I, 54: II, 55:3, 56:5, 61 :32, 

62:2, 65:3, 66:23, 69:5, 76: 19, 77: IO, 

80:29*, 81 :9, 84:3, 84:23, 85:22 (bis). 

µi:poc;. 79: 13. 

KATA-ME:PDC 83: 18. 

µEC16,11c;. 66:15, 66:20, 76:36*. 

µeoo(ac;. 56:8, 62:8, 62: 11. 

(µE,EX<o), P-ME:TE:XE:. 

- - A- 16:35ap. 

MH reNDITD, w. Conjunctv 62:32ap, 

66:9. 

µ111troc;. 

w. Conjunctv 56:27.

µ11,.oc;. 63: 12. 

µ6vov. 52: '*• 52:2, 77: I, 78:6, 82: 14. 

see also ou µ6vov. 

µopqn\. 67:7. 67:8, 81 :3, 81 :8. 

µ1JC1t]1pt0v. 56:15, 64:31* (bis), 67:28, 

69:33ap, 70:9, 71 :4, 82:2. 82:6, 84:20, 

86:1. 

Na�ap11voc;. 56: 12, 62: 11, 62: 14, 62: 16. 

Na�ropa1oc;. 62:8, 62:9. 

(vot<o), NDE:I, 1p-NDE:I, Jmperat 2E:PI-ND€1.

- - N-, MMD� 53:27, 153:28, 153:33

(bis), 154:11, '54:13, 264:35.

MNT-AT-NDE:I nn f 83:30ap.

v6µoc;. 74:5. 

vuµcpl]. 65: 11, 71: 11, 82:24, 82:25. 

vuµcpfoc;. 65:IO, 67:16ap, 71:11, 82:16, 

82: 17, 82:23, 82:25. 

vuµcpcov. 65:11, 67:5, 67:16, 67:30, 69:25, 

69:27. 69:27*. 72:21*. 72:22. 74:22*. 

15:29ap, 76:5, 82:16-17ap, 82:18, 
82:24, 86:5. 

(ovoµa�<o), P-ONDMAZe. 54:2*. 

- -MMD� 76:3, 76: 11.
(01tol30.Acmµov), ATIDBAPCIMDN. 62:20. 
(07t0't£), ZDTIDTE:. 59:22. 
6macr{a. 66:30*. 
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(onroc;), zonwc. 

w. Conjunctv (?) 65:37* (see 65:37-

66: lap).

opq>avo<;. 52:22. 

(oao<;). ZOCON (Gk accusative), I E:NZO

CON. 160:3, 182:30, 182:34*, 84:5,
185:2 I. 

see i<p • oaov. 

(o,:av), ZOTAN. 

w. Cond: 60:4, 65:12, 75:19, 77:12,

77:14. 84:1; and foll. by TOTe 64:7,

85:24.

O'll, OUK, see O'llK£1:1, O'll µovov. 

ou6i, 1oyTe. 154:3, 1 62:20, 165:22, 165:25, 

66:4. 169:IO, 185:7. 186:8. 

O'llK£1:I. 67:26, 68: 18, 68: 19, 70: 19, 79: 17. 

ou µ6vov. 

answered by a.11.11.a.: 52:33, 76:22, 

82: 12, 83:7; oy MONON .xe- 52:4, 

53:6. 

oum'.a. 52:3. 

O'U1:E. 

iterated 53: 17-18 (bis), 53: 19 (bis). 

63:18-19 (quater), 63:19-20ap (bis). 

66:23-24 (bis), 69: 1-2* (bis), 69:9 

(bis), 74:7-8 (bis), 79:9-11 (sexies), 

83:34- 35* (ter). 

cf. ou6i. 

(0'01:0<;), i:oiii:o. see 61a i:oiii:o. 

7t0.l)'VIOV. 74:31*, 74:35*. 

miA.tv. 63:8, 68:24, 69: IO. 70: 15, 70:37, 

71 :2 (bis), 83: 14. 

7tO:Vt1]. 

TTANTH nANTWC 76:3 l-32ap. 

1to:vtroc;. 56:9, 76:3 l-32ap ( I 0). 

nANTH nANTWC 76:3 l-32ap. 

no.pa. •na.pa.po�. 164:2, 76:10,81:3lap.

(1tapaOE1yµo.), TTAPA.l>.IrMA. 82:32*. 

1tapa6£1aoc;, 1na.pa..z,.1coc. 155:7, 171:22, 

73: 10, 73: 16, 73:27*, 73:28*, 73:33*. 

1tapa1ttwµa. 75:3, 82:32-33ap. 

na.pa.po�. see no.pa. 

1tap8ivoc;. 55:27, 55:31, 69:4, 71 :5, 71: I 6. 

71:19. 

attrib 71: 18. 

no.m:6c;. 69:1, 69:37, 70:18, 70:19, 70:22*, 

70:33*, 71:7, 71:9. 

(7tEt0ro), mee. 

--MM0� 65:18. 

(7tt01:EUCO), nICTeye, I P -nICTeye. 162:3. 

--e-52:17. 

- -NA� ... A-60:4.

1tfo1:1e;. 61 :36, 62: I*• 66:34*, 79:23, 79:25. 

mai:oc;. 65:37, 80: 10. 

(1tA.avo:ro), P-TTl\.ANA, lp-n11.ANACee, 
2p-nl\.ANecee. 155:24, 56:17, 266:20, 

I 67:37*, 173:3.

nlavn. 53:25, 84:6. 

1tA.aaµa. 61 : I. 

(nMooro). n11.a.cce, 1p--n11.a.cce.

--MMO� 60:34, 161:1*, 61:4.

1tA.TJYT1- 78: I 0. 

7tA.IJV. 53:34*. 

1tA.!]pwµa. 68: 14, 70:35*, 84: 13, 84:32, 

86:14. 

(1tvEuµa), nNA. 53:30*, 55:17, 55:24, 57:7, 

57:14, 58:12, 59:12, 59:16, 59:20, 

59:35, 60:7, 60:8, 60:28, 61:29, 61:30, 

63:9, 64:26*, 66: I*, 66:2, 66:3, 67:3, 

67:20, 69:5, 69:8, 69:30ap, 70:24*, 

70:26*, 71:17, 74:21, 75:18, 77:12, 

77: 14, 78:29 (bis), 78:34*, 78:34, 79:9, 

79:21, 79:28, 85:23*. 

attrib 65: I*· 

(1tVEllµai:1KO<;), -11, Lov. 

M--nNeyMATIKON (attrib) 70:29-30ap 

(bis), 170:29-30ap, 77:35*.

1toA.1c;, 1 no11.e1c. I 52:20, 63: 18.

(noA.11:Euro), p-no11.1Teyecee, 1p-no11.1-

Teyecea.1. 65:4, 72: IO, 186:10.

7tOAA.<llCI<;. 65:35-36ap, 78: 15. 

novnpia. 85 :24. 

(7tOVTJpoc;), -OV. 

M-nONHPON (attrib) 59: 19. 

1topvEl'.a. 82: 11. 

(1topvE1JOl), nopNE:ye. 82: 14. 

(1toaoc;), -<i> (Gk dative). 
nocw MAl\.l\.ON 58:19, 75:14, 82:5. 

7t01:Jlp10V. 75:1*, 75:14, 77:4. 

1tpo:yµa. 56:21. 

(7tp0K07t1:0l), npOKOTTTe. 

--e-63:16. 
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ltj>O<Jl)All'tO<;. SI :31, SI :31 *·SI :32*. 

npompopa. 59:28, 59:31*. 

t-npoccj>opA 69: IS.

nik s2:12*, 65:33*, 6s:3s, 77:6, 80:6, 

80:7, 84:24. 

('Pwµai"o<;). Z PWMA IOC. 62:28. 

aaPf3a-rov. s2:34. 

l:aµapl'tl]<;- 78:7. 

(aap,m:oc;), -ov. 82:6. 

aap�. 56:29, 56:30*, 56:32, 57:4, 57:6, 

57:12, 57:14, 57:15, 57:16, 57:17, 

57: 18, 66:4, 66: 18, 68:34, 68:35*, 

82:28, 82:29. 

attrib 76: 17. 

(aipoµm), r-ceee cee. 

-- A -71:27. 

<JT]µam'.a. 62: 12. 

<JKEUO<;. 63:S (bis), 63:7, 63:9. 

aKono,;. S8:32ap. 

(mcuUro), P-CK y l\.l\.E:. 

--N-86:9. 

aoq,ia, see the Index of Proper Names. 
anipµa. 61:3, 76:2, 82:12, 85:23. 

a-raupoc;, I c-f!oc. 167:24*, I 68:28, 73: 12, 
173:15, 174:20, 184:33. 

(<J'tallpOCO), CTA ypoy. 

--N-63:24. 

an:i'pa, 1CTIPA. 59:32*, 163:31.

<JuyytVEla. 
foll. by <9A -54:20. 

rupo,;. 

MNT-cypoc nn f: MMNT-cypoc 56:8, 

63:22. 

<J'U<J'tamc;. 64:33*, 64:34. 

oxiiµa. 65:1*, 65:S, 65:6. 

aii>µa. 56:26, 71:8, 75:21, 77:3, 77:7. 

(acoµa'tlKO<;), -1). 
N-CWMA TIKH (attrib) 81 :4. 

aco-rl)p, 1 cwp. 163:33ap, 63:33ap, 63:34ap,

64:3. 

'[(XMll!tCOpO<;. 63:20. 

taµnov. 68: IO. 
(tapo.oaco), p-TA PACCe. 62:28. 

'tEAf'.to<;, 1TE:l\.lOC, 2 Tel\.E:ION. 58: 12, 59:2

(bis), 268:33, 276:30, 281:14, 285:18. 

N-TE:l\.E:IOC (attrib) 76:23, 285:26, 
286:17. 

TE:l\.E:IOC N- (attrib) 155:12, 58:12 (see 
ap), 58:20, 160:23, 270:S, 75:19, 75:20, 
276:27, 276:28, 276:30 (see 76:3lap),

76:3 l-32ap, 80:4. 

teAo,;. 77:1. 

'tEXVTJ. 73: 11. 

TOI, see Kai 'tOl-yE. 
(toAµaco), p-TO l\.MA. 

- - A -infin 65:25. 

'tO!tO<;. 58:32*, 66:8. 

'tOTE. 53:10, 85:28. 

introducing apodosis after zoTAN 64:7, 

85:25. 

tou-ro. see 6u'x -rou-ro. 
'tpa7tE�a. 82:22. 

(tpEq>co), P-TPecl>e ceu 55: 13.

tpo<plj. 55:9, 55: 10, 55: 14, 57:8, 64:21 

(bis), 73:25, 80:28. 

tunoc;. 67: 11, 67:35*, 75: 16, 84:21, 85: IS. 

(unl]pEtEco), p�ynH Pe Te1. 

--N-59:21, 72:17 . 

(tmoµEVCO), zynoME:INE:. 

- - e- infin 62:34.

(U!tOta<J<JCO), zynoTACCe. 60: 18, 60:20, 

60:22, 60:23, 60:24, 60:30, 60:31*. 

- -N-60:16.

( (j)(lVEpo<;), -OV. 
ZN-Oy cj>ANE:PON 81 :33*. 

((j)OpECO), HO PE:I. 
--N-56:29. 

(j)u"-11- 85:2. 
<pU<Jlc;. 58:28, 63:19, 80:21. 

xap1i;. 59:s, 76:26. 79:31. 
xop-roi;. 80:26 , 80:32*, 81: 11. 

XPria. 
P-XPE:IA (cf. e1pe) N- (infin) 72:24*,

73:10.
XPHCTIANOC, see Xptattav6c;. 
xpi'aµa, 1xre1cMA. 57:28, 67:S, 67:23*,

67:28, 69:14, 173:17, 174:12, 74:13. 
74:16, 85:27*. 
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XptO"'tlavoc;, 1XPHCTIANOC. 152:24, 162:31*,
1 64:24, 167:26*, 74:14, 174:27, 75:34.

(xpmi:6c;), xc, 1 xrc. 52: 19, 152:35, 55:6, 

55:11, 156:4, 156:7, 56:9, 56:13, 61:30, 

61:31, 62:9, 62:10, 162:12, 62:15,

63:34ap, 1 67:27, 68:17, 68:20, 1 68:3lap, 

69:7, '70:13, 71:19, 74:16, 174:28ap.

ICTTXC 80:1. 

xproµa. 63:26. 

xrop{c;. 54:15. 63: 11. 69: 10. 69: 11. 

lj/UXll- 53:7, 53:9, 56:25, 65:4, 66:35-36ap, 

67:2*, 70:22, 70:25, 80:1, 81 :6. 

(roe;), ZOJC. 80:5. 

w. Circumst 66: 16, 78:3, 80:5 (see ap ),

83:3, 83:29*.

as prep 52:32, 53:36-54: lap, 57:34,

57:35, 58:1. 58:2. 66:37ap. 74:35.

76:36.

roq>eMta. 62:4. 

(!jlKANOC, see tKavoc;. 

<91NA, see i'va. 

zAn11.oyN, see anAouc;. 

ZATJl\.OlC, see 0'.1tAffJc;. 

ZE:BPAIOC, see 'E�pafoc;. 

zeeN1Koc, see i\0vtK6c;. 

ze11.11.HN, see 'EAAl]v. 

ze11.mc, see EA1t1c;. 

z1KoN1Koc, see aKovtK6c;. 

ZIKOJN, see Et l((l)V. 

ZINA, see i'va. 

zonoTe, see 01t6-re. 

ZOCON, see 00"0<;. 

zoTAN. see Chav. 

ZPWMAIOC, see 'Proµafoc;. 

zynHpeTel, see U1t1]pE1:EOJ. 
ZYTTOME:INe, see UitOµevro. 

zynoTAcce, see unoi:o:crcrro. 

zwc, see roe;. 

tilBWTOC, see K7.�0l1:0<;. 

tiN.1>.yNeye, see Kt vouvEUOJ. 

III. PROPER NAMES 

(A�pao:µ), ABPAZAM. 82:26. 

'Aroµ. 55:8, 58:18, 68:23*, 70:21, 70:22, 

71: 16, 71 :24, 71 :28, 7 I :28-29ap, 

73:34ap, 74:3. 

E:IOP.l>.ANHC, see 'lop60:v11c;. 

(Eua), eyzA. 68:23, 70:20. 

Exaµro0. 60:10, 60: 11. 

Exµro0. 60:11, 60: 12. 

(IEpocroAuµa), z1epoco11.yMA. 

e1epocohyMA 69:15, 69:31* (bis), 

69:32*. 

('Il]O"OU<;). fc. 11HC. 56:3. 56:5. 156:6. 57:2,

57:28, 1 62:8, 1 62:9, 62:10, 62:13, 62:16, 

63:21, 63:24, 70:34, 71:12, '73:15, 73:23, 

77:1, 77:7, 83:16. 

IC TTXC 80: I. 
('JopO<XVl]<;), E:IOP.l>.ANHC. 

TJE:IOP.l>.ANHC 70:35*. 

(IOJO"ll(/)), "iWCH$. 73:9. 

(AEu{), 11.eye1. 63:26. 

May6aA11v11. 59:8. 

MAPIA TMAf .l!.Al\.HNH 63:33*. 

Mapia. 55:23, 55:27, 59:7, 59:10. 

MAPIA TMAf .l!.Al\.HNH 63:33*. 

Na�apo:. 62:14. 

I:oq>{a. 

TC0$1A 59:30*, 59:31, 60:11, 60:12, 

60:15, 63:30. 

<l>apma0a. 63:22. 
<l>O,rnnoc;. 73:8, 86:19. 

z1epoco11.yMA, see 'JEpocroAuµa. 
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(tilNE:), tiN-, 1 tiM- (820a) vb tr. 
(!j�N-tiOM, foll. by: 

N- infin 87: 15, 88:5.
E:ZOYN E:- I 93:24. 

t;Wf'ti (830a) vb tr "waylay." 

--;,.-: no dir obj 88:8. 

tiW<!IT (837 a) vb intr. 

- -E:.XN- 91: 18. 

- -E:80/1. E:ITITN A- 87:2 I.
--AITITN A- 87:12.

til.X (839b) nn f. 92:7, 93:2, 93: I 2. 

II. WORDS BORROWED FROM GREEK 

O.YfEArn;. 93:2. 93:9, 93: I 3, 93: 18, 94:3, 

95: IO, 95: 11, 95: 14, 95:28, 95:34*, 

97: 11. 

(aYIO<;). ZAflOC. 

ZArlOC ZArlOC ZArlOC 97:20-2 (. 

(aOaµo:vnvoc;). -11. 

mtAZ N-.AAAMANTINH (prob. place 

name) 88:14. 

afaK{a. I .AAll(E:IA. 193: (, 93:7. 96:2.

a0o:vm:oc;. 96:26. 

aiwv. 87:10. 92:31-32ap. 94:4, 94:10, 

94:35. 

aA118na. 96:24. 96:35*. 97: 14. 97: 18. 

a1,.1181v6c;. 

N-.A/I.H81NOC (attrib) 96:33*. 

nAM. 86:24. 88:34, 90:3. 92:24, 92:26*. 

96:27, 96:28. 

(aµ11v), ZAMHN. 97:21. 

(avaxropero), P-ANAXWPE:I. 

-- E:ZPA"i E:- 94:32*. 

&voµoc;. 93: 12. 

(aopmo<;), AZOpATON. 

N-.AZOPATON (attrib) 93:22. 

(a7tato:ro), P-AnATA. 

--MM0�90:3(, 92:19. 

anoatoAoc;. 86:22. 

ap1Sµoc;. 96:14. 

(apµa). ZAPMA. 95:27. 

1t.rxe1, see o.pxro. 

apx11- 96:7. 

(apXW), P-APXE:1. 

--N- infin 92:3. 

o.pxrov. 87:23. 87:27. 88: 19. 88:26. 89:3, 

90:19. 90:24. 90:30*, 92:4. 92:8, 

92:19, 92:22. 92:27. 93:1. 93:7. 93:23, 

94:34, 95:34-96:2ap, 96: 16, 97:23. 

au80:611c;. 

N-ayeA.r..HC (attrib) 94: 17.

AyeAAHC N-(attrib) 90:29*, 92:27*.

AyeE:NTE:IA, see au0evtfo. 

auOevtl]<;. 

MNT-AyeE:NTHC nn f 96:2. 

(au0evtfo), Ay8E:NTE:IA. 94:24. 

(au�o:vro), P-AylANE:. 92:4. 

AZOPATON, see aopato<;. 

P1oc;. 91 :9. 

P1rot1K6c;. 91: 10. 

BOH8E:I, see Po118ero. 

Po118na. 1uoH81A. 188:18, 92:1. 

(po1]0£ro). lmperat E:PHIOH8E:I. 

- -NA�.,. A- 93:1.

BOH81A, see po118Eta. 

yap. 90:1. 90:21. 92:25. 92:31. 93:16, 

93:25. 93:29. 

xe-. _. rap 88: 17. 

YEVEO:. 92: I ( I 
0

), 93:28, 96:29, 97:4. 

attrib 92: I (2°).

6a1µrov. 97: 12. 
6e. 86:21. 81:1. s1:15. 81:19. 87:27*. 

87:27-29ap (2°), 88:9, 88: 10. 88:29, 
89:6. 89:18. 89:19, 89:29ap, 89:31, 
89:35*, 91 :7, 91: 12 (bis). 91: 14. 91: 15, 
91:17. 91:19. 91:29. 91:30. 92:8. 
92:14. 92:21. 92:32, 93:13. 94:24. 
95:2. 95: 13. 95: 17, 95:26. 96:4, 96:9, 
96: 11. 96: 17. 96:2:S, 96:31. 

faa tO'UtO. 96:22. 
61Kmoc;. 97: 17. 

(6twKW), AIWKE:, 1p-.r..lWKE:. 
-- N-. MMO�: 189:23. 91:21: foll. by 
(!j.A-mTN A- 87:6. 
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6uvcxµ1c;. 88:2, 92:3, 92:8, 94:2, 95: 14, 

95:23, 95:24. 

6&pov. 91: 19 (bis). 

Ei µtj,:1. 

€1 MHTI xe-90:24. 

E�ouo-(a. 86:20, 86:22, 86:24, 86:27, 

87: 14, 89: 17, 91: I*, 93:27 (bis), 93:3 I, 

93:34, 96:22, 96:3 I, 97:7, 97:10. 

Epyov. 94:8, 94: 15, 96:6. 

Ett. 91:14. 

�WI], see the Index of Proper Names. 

0npfov. 88:20, 94: 17. 

attrib 87:29. 

0oo(a. 91: 17. 

(iva), (!JINA. 

w. II Fut affirm 87:22, 89:29, 91 :9,

96: 13. 

(Ka0fotTJµt). l<.A01CTA. 

-- N-, MMO�: 87:8, 95:25; foll. by 

E:XN-95:20, 96:9. 

Kat, see Kahm. 

ica,poc;. 93:26, 91:11. 

Kattot. 90:33ap. 

icaria. 90:15. 

icap1toc;. 9 I : 16. 

Kato.. 86:28ap, 87:9 (bis), 87:31, 87:31*, 

96:13. 

(KataytV<OOKW), P--t::ATAre1NWCI<.€. 

--N-95:15. 

KaTaKAooµoc;. 92:6. 

(KataKptvro), P--t::ATAl<.PIN€. 

--MMO� 89:29*. 

(icai:a1ta'tE(J)), P--t::ATA TTAT€1. 

--N-97:6. 

KaTa7t£Tao-µa. 94:9, 94: 11, 95:21. 

K1J}roi:oc;. 92:10, 92: 15, 92:16, 92: 17. 

K10o.pa. 95:31. 

ic6o-µoc;. 86:24*, 93:32, 96: 17. 

µciU.Ov. 90:8. 
µeyE�- 95: I. 
µepoc;. 87:12, 87:21, 94:14, 94:32. 

(µ£1:avoiro), MeTANoe1. 95: 15. 

µtj. 91:23. 

µtj,:1. 96: I 8. 

see also Ei µtji:1. 

µovtj. 93:29. 

µOVOV, see O\J µovov. 

(VOEW), P--N0€1, 

--N-88:J*. 

<oooc;>, 20..11.oc. 96:25. 

opyl]. 95:34*. 

(o,:av), ZOTAN. 

w. Cond 96:33*.

(OTE). ZOTI. 95:26. 

O\J, see O\J µOVOV. 

ou6e, I oyTe. 88:30, 192:23. 

O\J µovov. 

answered by A/\.1\.A 90:3. 

oyTe, see ou6t:. 

(ou,:oc;). 'tOU'tO, see 610 tOUtO. 

7t0.AIV. 91: 13, 91 :34, 92: 17, 94:33. 

1tapo.6Et<1oc;, 1 TTAPAA1coc. 88:25, 188:28, 

89:34*, 91 :4. 

(7tap0EVI KO<;), -OV. 

M-TTApeeN11<.oN (attrib) 93:30.

1tap0evoc;. 91 :35*, 92:2. 

7tEptcmao-µoc;. 91 :8. 

7tt<TTt<;, see the Index of Proper Names. 

(7tAOV0.(J)), P-TT/\.ANA, 1 P-TT/\.ANAcee. 187:3, 
1 94:25, 95:7. 

7tAo.Vl]. 96:3 J. 

1tAcio-µa. 87:26ap, 87:34, 88: I, 89:30, 

90:34, 96:34. 

(1tAaooro), p-TT/\.Acce. 
--N-87:26, 87:30. 

(1tvEuµa), TINA. 86:20, 88: 12, 88: 13, 91: 11. 
92:32-33ap, 93:6, 93:10, 93:22, 
93:25ap, 93:30, 96:24, 96:35ap (bis), 
97:16. 

1tVrnµat1icoc;, 1 -tj, 2-ov. 286:25, 87: 18, 
'89:31*, 290: 17. 
M -TTN€YMATll<.OC (attrib) 189:1 I. 

1t0Vl]p1a. 86:25. 
(7tpOOKaptEpEW), TTPOC1<.APTepe1, 1p-npo

c1<.ApTepe1. 88:7. 
--e- 191:10. 
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npoaron:ov. 92:28, 95:2!!. 

<JOpKlKOc;, '-Jl. 91:20ap (2°. 3°). 
N-CAPKIKOC(attrib) 190:2, 190:13, 91 :20. 

crap�. 86:23, 89:9, 92:7. 

(<JIKXOIVCO), CIXAN€. 
-- epo� 95: 17. 

cro<pta, see the Index of Proper Names. 

crrri1pµa. 89:22, 96:27, 97:9. 
croµ�\JAIOV. 

.XI N--OYCYMBOYII.ION 87:24. 
cr<ppay(c;. 89:28*. 

(crxoMt;;co), p-cxoAaze. 
-- a- infin 91:10. 

crfuµa. 87:27*, 87:31. 

'tEAftOc;. 
TeAe1oc N- (attrib) 91 :2. 

(tOAµaco), TOJ\MA, 1p -TOJ\MA. 
-- ezoyN epo� 92:29. 
-- ezpa"i e- 193:5. 

ton:. 90: 19. 92:3. 97: '*· 97:5. 97: 10. 97: 13. 
touto, see 6u'x touto. 
ru1t0c;. 87:9, 96: 1, 96: 13, 96: 15. 

.X 1-TYTTOC €BOA ZN- 94: 16. 

(UAT)). ZYAH. 86:30ap, 94:1, 94:12. 94:15. 
94:19, 94:20. 94:31, 94:34. 95:17. 
96: 16. 96: 19. 

<u>..1Koc;). zvA1Koc. 89:3. 
(UµVECO), P-.'.YMN€I. 

-- ezpa'( e- 95: 17. 
(UltT)pE'tECO), P-.'.YTTHP€T€1. 95:29. 
(U1tO<Jta<J1c;). ZYTTOCTACIC. 86:20. 86:26*, 

93:35*. 97:22. 

(<p(}ovico), p--4>eON€L 90:8. 
(j)\JA.a�- 91 :24. 

<pCO<JtJlp. 93:20. 

xcioc;. 87:6, 93:31, 94:32. 95:25, 96:11, 
96:14. 

XEpouJ3(v. 95 :27. 
x1rov. 93: 16. 
xouc;. 87:25, 87:29*. 
(xp1crµa). XP€1CMA. 97:2 . 
XPOvoc;. 

(!IA--OYHP N -XPONOC 96:32. 

\j/OA.tJlplOV. 95:30. 
lj/llXll- 88:15, 96:21. 
lj/\JXIKOc;. 87: 17, 88:4. 89: 10, 90: 15. 

N--<jlyXIKOC (attrib) 88:12. 

(OJ<J'tE), ZWCT€. 90:33ap. 

(!IINA, see i'va. 

zarioc, see u:y1oc;. 
ZAMHN, see Uj!JlV . 
ZAPMA, see apµa. 
ZOAOC, see o66c;. 
zoTaN, seeihav. 
ZOTI, see otE. 
zy AH. see UA.TJ. 
ZYJ\IKOC, see UA.IKOc;. 
ZYMN€1, see uµVECO. 
zynHpeTe1, see 'UltT)puico. 
zynocT ac1c. see urr6<Jtamc;. 
zwcTe, see OJ<J'tE. 

III. PROPER NAMES 

"AJ3EA. 91:14 (bis). 91:16, 91:19. 91:21. 
91:22.91:33*. 

'Aroµ. 88:16. 88:19. 88:21. 88:22. 88:24, 
89:2. 89:5. 89: IO. 89: 13. 89: 18. 90:20. 
90:22, 90:28*. 91:4. 91:30. 91:32. 

'A6aµavi:tvT). 
TTKAZ N -AAAMANTINH (place name?) 
88:14. 

EA£>..TJ0. 93:8, 93: 18. 94:3. 
(EfoJ. eyza. 91:31. 91 :34. 92:21, 92:31. 

ZcoJl, 1NZWH. 95:5. 195:18. 95:19. 195:31, 
96:1. 

·1a>..6aJ3aco0. 1·1aJ1.Aaeawe, 2·1aATaeawe.
295:8. 95:11. 196:3. 
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K6.i"v, I KAe1N. 91:12 (bis), 91:15, 91:20 

(bis), 91 :22, 91:25, 191:28. 

NZWH, see Zro�. 

(NiiiE}, NWZ€. 92:9. 

Nropm, lwpeA. 91:34*, I 91:34ap, 192:14, 

92:l4ap, 92:21, 92:32*, 93:6. 

NWZe, see NiiiE. 

CTtm:H;. 

TTTICTIC TCO$IA 87 :7, 95 :6. 

TCO<!>IA TA€I €TOYMOYT€ epoc 

X€-TTTICTIC 94:6. 

Io.13aco0. 95: 13, 95:23. 

Io.KAO.. 95:7. 

Iaµm")A. 87:3, 94:25. 

(IEtp}, cIp. 

TTTOOY N--Clp (place name J 92: 14. 
I�0. 91:31*. 

cir, see IEtp. 

Iocpfo.. 

TCO$IA 94:29, 95:18, 95:19, 95:25. 

95:31. 

TCO<!>IA TA€I €TOYMOYT€ epoc 

xe-TTTICTIC 94:5. 

TTTICTIC TCO$1A 87:8, 95:6. 

(Tap-mpoc;}, -ov (Gk accusative) (place 

name). 

TTTAPTAPON 95: 12. 

wpeA, see NropEa. 

IV. CATALOGUE OF ATTESTED GRAMMATICAL FORMS 

A. BIPARTITE SENTENCE (Future NA

93: 16)

t 96:18, K 91:29, Te 93:4, (j 91:27, T€TN 

92:23, ce 91 :6, 0 (before definite nn) 

93: 14, oyN (before non-definite nn) 

94:8; neg t ... AN 93: 14, ce ... AN 

88:33, 0 (before definite nn) ... AN 

86:23, MN (before non-definite nn) 

93:23. 

Preterite N€€1 90:23,. N€(j 91: 13, NE Y 

90: 17; neg N€(j ... AN 90:20, Ney ... 

AN 88:9. 

Circumst eK 86:26, e(l 88: 17. ec 87:2. 

€T€TN 90:9, ey 88:27; neg ey ... AN 

88: I. 

Relative in Fut eTeTNA 88:31, eTOY 94:6, 

eT (subject = definite antecedent) 

87: 10, eTe (before definite nn) 93:30. 

II ee1 91:23, eK 88:28, ere 93:22, e(l 

86:24 = A(l 96:29. ec 93:29, ey 88:7, e 

(before definite nn) 91 :9; neg in Fut 

€T€TNA ... AN 90:7. 

8. TRIPARTITE CONJUGATION 

(a) Sentence conjugations 

Perfect: I Perf AI 91:32 = Ae1 90:22 = AZI 

96:15, AK 90:24, A(j 86:21, AC 87: I, AY 

87: 11, A (before nn) 86:32; neg MTTE(l 

91: 19; MTT€TN 92:23, MTTOY 87: 15. 

Preterite Ne AY 87:29, Ne A (before 

nn) 93:7. 

Relative NTAe190:26* = NTAZI 94:18, 

NTAK 90:28, NTA(j 87:5, NTAY 96:16, 

-{e)NTA (before nn) 96:35, NTAZ (sub

ject= definite antecedent) 87:32 = ETA 

90:31; neg eTe Mne (before nn) 92:2. 

II NTA€1 92:26, NTA(j 90:7, NTAT€TN 

92:24, NT AY 89: I, NT A (before nn) 

90:21. 

Aorist: Circumst neg EMA(l 92: 11. 

Relative e(!IAY 96:27. 

(h) Clause conjugations 

Conjunctv NTA 93: 11, Nr 92: 11, N(l 88:26, 

NTN 87:25, NT€TN 90:9, NCe 92:4; neg 

NC€ TM 91: 10, NT€ (before nn) ... TM 

89:2 (em.). 

Temporal NTAP€(j 89:13, NTAPOY 89:18, 

NTApe (before nn) 96:3. 

"until" (!IANTe(l 91 :2. 

Cond ep(!IA (before nn) 96:33. 
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